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Highlights

THE CHOSEN

ONE

LEBRON JAMES’

MAGAZINE COVER PHOTO MATCHED HIGH SCHOOL
BASKETBALL JERSEY LEADS ALL-STAR TWO-DAY
SPORTS AUCTIONEVENT OF THE SEASON
Over 500 historic sports collectibles from the wide worlds of
basketball, soccer, baseball, hockey, football, tennis, golf, the
Olympics and beyond will be up for auction featuring rare and
valuable game-winning jerseys, shirts, trophies, medals, trading
cards, sports equipment and other memorabilia.
Among the league of champions
headlining the event include LeBron
James, Rafael Nadal, Kobe Bryant,
Michael Jordan, Colin Kaepernick, Diego
Maradona, Tiger Woods, Derek Jeter,
Mariano Rivera, Babe Ruth, and more.

6

Heading the starting lineup of marquee
items is LeBron James’ St. Vincent – St.
Mary’s high school jersey (photo left) which
he wore for his iconic Sports Illustrated
“The Chosen One” cover of the February
18th, 2002 issue (estimate: $400,000$600,000), which accompanies the lot.
Consigned by investor Mark Pepitone
from his world record-breaking

collection, this photo-matched jersey was
worn both for the historic photo shoot
and the high school game that same
evening where James scored 32 points
and collected seven rebounds. The most
watched and famous pre-college
prospect to ever play the game, James
wore this very jersey when he was
introduced to the sporting world by
gracing his very first cover of Sports
Illustrated. He went directly from high
school to become the first overall pick in
the 2003 NBA Draft, won four NBA titles,
four league MVP’s, garnered 17 All-Star
selections and is arguably the greatest
player of all-time.

Lot 127
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LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (1/5)
“PRAYER” MICHAEL LE BRECHT II PHOTOGRAPH

Highlights

SOUGHT-AFTER
TRADING CARD
One of the most sought-after
modern trading cards of all time
will appear in the sale of Michael
Jordan’s 1986-1987 Fleer #57
Basketball Rookie Card, BGS Mint
9 (estimate: $40,000-$60,000).

8

Pictured on the card (photo above) is the
legendary basketball superstar at his best,
gliding over defenders for a jam with his
tongue out. The 14-time All-Star and five-time
MVP legend and Basketball Hall of Famer, who
was named the greatest North American
athlete of the 20th century by ESPN’s
“SportsCentury’s” distinguished 48-member
panel, led the Chicago Bulls to six NBA
championships and won the NBA Finals Most
Valuable Player award in each of those
championships. Limited Edition jerseys worn by
Kobe Bryant, the late basketball legend and 18time All-Star, who won five NBA championships
with the Los Angeles Lakers, will be offered
such as a framed Kobe Bryant signed jersey,
one of only eight made, listing some of Bryant’s
career accomplishments prior to changing his
number to 24 before the 2007 season and a
framed (78 out of 88 made) Kobe Bean Bryant
signed 2000 NBA Champions jersey, along
with the iconic photo of Bryant’s reverse jam
taken from above the rim, accompanied by a
1997-1998 Metal Universe #81 Kobe Bryant
trading card and two separate Los Angeles
2000 Champions pins (both lots each estimate:
$6,000-$8,000).

Considered one of the greatest players of
the game, a collection of treasures from
Diego Maradona’s spectacular career and
legacy is expected to be one of the highly
anticipated moments of the auction. Signed
and game worn jerseys, worn by “El Pibe de
Oro” (“The Golden Boy”) including the 1990
World Cup match against Brazil (estimate:
$40,000-$60,000) and the game where he
scored his first ever goal for Argentina

SIGNED AND GAME
WORN JERSEYS,
WORN BY
“EL PIBE DE ORO”

(estimate: $10,000-$20,000), as well as his
signed and worn boots for F.C. Barcelona
during their historic 1983-1984 season
(estimate: $40,000-$60,000) will go for the goal
(photo below). The Argentine soccer icon, who
passed away on November 25, 2020 in
Argentina at the age of 60 years old, is widely
remembered for the ‘Hand of God’ goal of the
century that led Argentina to victory over
England in the 1986 World Cup tournament, as
well as his many other FIFA victories for the
Argentina National Team. Other historic soccer
items include the very first ball used at the first
World Cup in 1930 (estimate: $20,000$30,000), in a match between Uruguay and
Peru and a 1994 World Cup gold medal
awarded to a member of the Brazil national
football team (estimate: $50,000-$75,000).

NEVADA
2008 SEASON JERSEY
Other sensational highlights include
(with starting estimates):Colin
Kaepernick’s game worn #10
University of Nevada 2008
season jersey ($30,000-$50,000)
signed in the summer of 2010 ahead of the
greatest season in Wolf Pack history where the
former NFL quarterback and social justice
activist and cultural figure led his team to a 131 record, beating #5 Boise State in his final
home game. Kaepernick is the only college
football player in Division 1 history to throw for
over 10,000 yards and rush for over 4,000
yards; New York Yankee baseball lore including
a home jersey game worn by the Bronx
Bombers’ legendary shortstop Derek Jeter on
July 28th, 2013, at Yankee Stadium in a game
against the Tampa Bay Rays where the injury
plagued Jeter hit his first home run of the 2013
season during the first inning of the game
($10,000-$20,000), a home jersey game worn
by legendary Yankees closer Mariano Rivera
during their storied 1996 season, Rivera’s
second season in Major League Baseball, which
would culminate with Rivera and his Yankees
teammates winning the World Series–the first of
five career World Series victories for Rivera
($10,000-$20,000),

and a menu from the Ford Luncheon held at
the Jefferson Davis Hotel on Friday, July 25th,
1947, signed by “The Bambino” himself ,
Yankee giant, Babe Ruth ($10,000-$20,000)
(photo bottom left); a unique piece of Olympics
history – the 1984 Olympic Light
Heavyweight Gold Medal ($10,000$20,000) awarded to Yugoslavian boxer
Anton Josipović following the
controversial disqualification of
American boxer Evander Holyfield by
the Yugoslavian referee during his
semi-final bout; tennis great Rafael Nadal’s
signed jersey and headband worn throughout
the 2019 Australian Open, including in the final
against Novak Djokovic ($4,000-$6,000); golf
legend Tiger Woods’ signed golf glove that
was donated to a celebrity auction benefitting
St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital in 1999 ($4,000$6,000) (photo bottom right); and more.
“Julien’s Auctions is proud to offer this
extraordinary collection of world class sports
memorabilia and artifacts, culled from a
winners’ circle of international champions and
social and cultural touchstones from the
20th and 21st century,” said Darren
Julien, President/Chief Executive
Officer of Julien’s Auctions.
“From LeBron James’

Colin Kaepernick’s
game worn #10
University of
Nevada 2008
season jersey

Sports Illustrated cover high school jersey to
Michael Jordan’s highly sought-after Fleer
basketball rookie card to Colin Kaepernick’s
college football jersey to Diego Maradona’s
game-winning boots, these magnificent
objects represent the legacies of these sports
giants who not only elevated the game but
serve as beacons of hope and change for the
world today.”
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SATURDAY, JULY 17TH, 2021
10:00AM PACIFIC TIME | LOTS 1–372
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1936 OLYMPICS DIE OLYMPISCHEN
SPIELE 1936 TWO-VOLUME SET
A copy of the two-volume set Die Olympischen Spiele 1936
Band 1 and 2 (Altona-Bahrenfeld: Cigaretten-Bilderdienst,
1936) featuring photographs of and articles about the 1936
Olympics in Berlin and Garmisch-Partenkirchen.
12 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$200-300

2

HELMS ATHLETIC FOUNDATION LOS ANGELES
COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL
A Helms Athletic Foundation commemorative medal (silvered iron - circa 1956)
presented to distinguished sports men and athletic leaders, showing foundation logo
with legend on one side and Helms Hall on the other.
2 1/4 by 3 3/8 inches

12

$50-75

3

1972 OLYMPICS MUNICH TORCH
The 1972 Olympic Torch covered a lot of ground, being lit in Olympia,
Greece and working its way across Europe and finishing in Munich,
West Germany., taking 30 days and approximately 6,000 people. This
torch symbolizes that event and those Olympics. It is made of steel,
standing 29’’ tall. The Olympic rings are engraved at the bottom of the
torch, with “Spiele der XX. Olympiade” written along the side of the
handle.
The 1972 Olympic Games were overshadowed by the Munich
Massacre, when 11 Israeli athletes and coaches, along with one police
officer, were killed by terrorists who broke into the Olympic Grounds.

$2,000-3,000
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1984 OLYMPICS LOS ANGELES TORCH
This used Olympic Torch from the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles is a genuine piece of
history. Best remembered for Carl Lewis’ four gold medals, tying Jesse Owens, and Mary
Lou Retton’s perfect vault, the 1984 Olympics torch run lasted 82 days, crossing 33 states.
Inscribed across the middle of the torch states “Game of the XXIIIrd Olympiad Los
Angeles 1984.” Along the crown of the torch inscribed is “FORTIUS, CITIUS, ALTIUS” and
beneath that is beautiful artwork illustrating the Los Angeles Coliseum circling around the
bronze crown. Accompanying the crown is the base (detached) and a separate crown
with only the Los Angeles Coliseum inscribed. The torch stands 22 inches tall.

14

$2,000-3,000

5

1988 OLYMPIC
GAMES PORTUGAL
OFFICIAL BADGE
A 1988 Olympic Games official
badge with the Olympic Games
insignia over a Portugal badge,
inscribed 1988 Seoul, and
suspended with red/green colour
ribbon.

$50-75

6

1996 OLYMPICS ATLANTA TORCH
The 1996 Atlanta Olympic Torch is symbolic of so much more than just the competitions, whether it’s
the fact that it marked the 100th Anniversary of the Olympic Games, Muhammad Ali’s lighting of the
torch, or the bombing that ensued during the course of the games. Needless to say, the 1996 Atlanta
Olympic Games will forever live in infamy.
This torch features 22 aluminum reeds meant to represent the number of times the games were held.
A gold plated band near the base of the torch engraved are the previous cities that have hosted along
with the year, up to and including Atlanta. A separate band circling the torch near the top illustrates the
Olympic symbol and Atlanta 1996.
The torch is in excellent condition and stands 32 inches tall.

$2,000-3,000
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2004 OLYMPIC GAMES OFFICIAL
HOST CITY CANDIDATE
PROPOSAL
An official Brazilian Olympic Committee “Rio de Janeiro”
document presented to the International Olympic
Committee to approve the candidature for the 2004
Olympic Games. Rio de Janeiro was in competition with
10 others cities and lost in the first level.

$100-200

8

LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED OLYMPIC
TRACK RUNNER PRINT
A framed, limited-edition serigraph of a track race titled,
“Olympic Track,” signed in pencil by the artist LeRoy Neiman to
the lower right and marked “AP” [Artist’s Proof] in pencil to the
lower left. Neiman, the official artist for five Olympics, painted
the original in 1976.
Framed: 41 3/4 by 28 inches; Image: 29 3/4 by 15 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame
Collection

$500-700

9

USAIN BOLT SIGNED PHOTO AND
2016 OLYMPIC GOLD MEDAL
REPRODUCTION DISPLAY (JSA) (PSA)
Usain Bolt signed photograph and 2016 Olympic reproduction
Gold Medal. Bolt signed the infamous image of himself after
crossing the finish line to win gold at the 2016 Olympics, as well
as the reproduction medal. The framed display is 15’’ tall by 18’’
wide. This lot comes with JSA and PSA authentication.
15 by 18 inches

16

$400-600

10

2016 OLYMPICS RIO TORCH
This beautiful 2016 Rio Olympics torch is a first of its kind. The innovative design features
moveable segments that expand vertically to reveal the colors of Brazil when the Olympic
flame is passed from one torchbearer to another. The triangular shape of the torch,
meanwhile, alludes to the three Olympic Values of excellence, friendship and respect,
while the floating effect of its different segments represents the efforts of the athletes.
The torch is crafted from recycled aluminum and resin with a satin finish and weights
between 2.5-3.5 pounds and stands 24 inches high when contracted and 27 inches when
expanded.
26 1/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

11

LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED STATUE OF LIBERTY PRINT
A framed, limited-edition serigraph of the Statue of Liberty titled, “Lady Liberty,” signed in
pencil by the artist LeRoy Neiman on the lower right and marked “AP” [Artist’s Proof] in pencil
to the lower left.
Framed: 40 1/2 by 34 1/4 inches; Image: 22 1/4 by 27 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$500-700
17
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HOCKEY LEGENDS SIGNATURE DISPLAY FEATURING WAYNE GRETZKY,
MARIO LEMIEUX, BOBBY ORR, GUY LAFLEUR AND MANY MORE (JSA)
A framed display featuring cut signatures and signatures on trading cards and photographs from 50 of the greatest hockey
players as of 2006 when the display was created. The 50 signatures, listed in the order they appear on the display: Maurice
Richard, Mark Messier, Gordie Howe, Marcel Dionne, Wayne Gretzky, Doug Harvey, Joe Malone, Mike Bossy, Milt Schmidt,
Bryan Trottier, Tim Horton, Ted Lindsay, Stan Mikita, Denis Potvin, Chris Chelios, Henri Richard, Jari Kurri, Bobby Clarke,
Gilbert Perreault, Red Kelly, Brad Park, Paul Coffey, Johnny Bucyk, Jaromir Jagr, Bernie Geoffrion, Larry Robinson, Glenn Hall,
Mario Lemieux, Frank Mahovlich, Guy Lafleur, Jean Beliveau, Ray Bourque, Dickie Moore, Jacques Plante, Phil Esposito,
Bobby Orr, Ken Dryden, Bobby Hull, Eddie Shore, Syl Apps, Charlie Conacher, Newsy Lalonde, Bill Cook, Terry Sawchuk,
George Hainsworth, Howie Morenz, Patrick Roy, Bill Durnan, Dit Clapper, and Max Bentley. The signatures are accompanied
by a letter of authenticity from JSA.
43 by 32 3/4 inches

18

$5,000-7,000

13

MIRACLE ON ICE “80” SIGNED
JERSEY FRAMED DISPLAY (JSA)
Miracle on Ice “80” signed jersey framed with team
photo. The Men’s 1980 US Olympic hockey team pulled
off the greatest upset in Olympic history, defeating
Russia and winning gold at the 1980 Olympics in Lake
Placid, New York. This beautiful jersey has tackle twill
lettering throughout, with the number on the back in red
signed by 17 members of the team. The signatures
include Mike Eruzione, Neal Broten, Dave Christian, Jim
Craig, Craig Patrick, Steve Janaszak, John Harrington,
Rob McClanahan, Ken Morrow, Jack O’Callahan, Mike
Ramsey. Buzz Schneider, Dave Silk, Eric Strobel, Phil
Verchota and Mark Wells. Beneath the framed jersey sits
a photo of the historic 1980 Team USA Hockey Team.
This item is accompanied with JSA Authentication.
Framed 35’’ x 39’’.
35 by 39 inches

$800-1,200

14

1980 TEAM USA #30 GOALTENDER JIM CRAIG SIGNED GOALIE HOCKEY
STICK
A Victoriaville goalie stick signed by 1980 U.S. Olympic Men’s Hockey goaltender Jim Craig. Craig backstopped
the 1980 U.S. men’s team to the gold medal for men’s hockey at the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid,
New York. During the medal round, the U.S. men’s team beat the heavily favored Soviet Union team in
what came to be known as the “Miracle on Ice.” Craig has signed the blade of the stick “Jim
Craig/ 1980 Gold Champs.”

$200-300

19
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WAYNE GRETZKY 1979 O-PEE-CHEE ROOKIE CARD #18 - PSA NM-MT 8
1979 Wayne Gretzky O-Pee-Chee rookie card #18 is offered here. This Gretzky card is most sought after hockey card of alltime, fetching over a million dollars for a gem mint 10 example of this card recently. Unlike other professional sports, there is
no debate as to who is the greatest hockey player of all-time. Gretzky essentially lapped the field, with more career assists
than anyone even has points. He wasn’t only an assist man, for anyone who didn’t watch his earlier years in Edmonton. He
scored between 71 and 92 goals in four consecutive seasons from 1981 to 1985. That is ridiculous. So is the shelf life and
value of this amazing rookie card.
5 inches by 3 inches

20

$20,000-40,000
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WAYNE GRETZKY SIGNED BLACK AND SILVER LOS
ANGELES KINGS JERSEY (PSA)
Wayne Gretzky signed black and silver Los Angeles Kings jersey. “The Great One” signed
this home black and silver Los Angeles Kings jersey across the “9” on the back. Gretzky is
considered by most to be the greatest hockey player who ever lived, having lapped the
field in many statistical categories. Gretzky has the most goals and assists in NHL history,
amassing 2,857 career points. No one else has ever even scored 2,000 career points. He
did not only have personal success, he also won four Stanley Cup trophies in the 1980’s,
winning back to back titles twice, and he helped take the Kings to their first NHL Finals
appearance in franchise history in 1993. A PSA/DNA sticker and Letter of Authenticity
accompany this item.
35 by 39 inches

$400-600

17

WAYNE GRETZKY SIGNED NEW YORK
RANGERS HOME BLUE JERSEY (JSA)
This Starter brand New York Rangers home blue jersey was signed
by Wayne Gretzky. “The Great One” signed the back of the jersey
across the middle of the “9” with black marker. Despite being at
the tail end of his career, Gretzky still led the Rangers in points in
his first two seasons with the Rangers, amassing 90 and 97 points
in back to back years. In the 1996-1997 season, Gretzky helped
lead the Rangers to the Eastern Conference finals, almost taking
his third team the the Stanley Cup finals. Size M.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.

22

$500-700

18

SPORTS GREATEST LEGENDS - ALI GRETZKY AND PELÉ SIGNED
BASEBALLS FRAMED WITH PHOTOS OF EACH (PSA) (JSA)
This display features signed baseballs from three of the greatest athletes across the sports universe. To the left,
Muhammad Ali’s signed baseball sits above a photo of a young version of himself posing in a boxing stance.
Gretzky’s signed the baseball right on the sweet spot and is in the middle above a photograph of him on the ice in
a Los Angeles Kings jersey. To the right Pelé’s signed baseball sits above a photograph of him in game action
wearing the yellow Brazil jersey. The property comes with JSA and PSA authentication for two of the signatures.
19 1/2 by 25 inches

$1,000-2,000

19

VIC HADFIELD SIGNED HOCKEY GLOVE
A Trio Hollander Vic Hadfield 71-73 pro model, genuine leather and 100% nylon
stitched right-hand ice hockey glove. The glove is brown at the middle and top and
black in the bottom portion. On the bottom portion of the glove, underneath the
thumb area, is stitched a Trio Hollander logo. Inscribed underneath the logo is
“71-73,” “All Star” with a star placed between “All” and “Star,” and “Vic Hadfield.”
PROVENANCE Lot 306, “A Southern Gentleman’s Collection: The Personal Property
of Goodman Basil Espy III, M.D.,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, November 14, 2019

$50-75
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TENNIS LEGENDS SIGNATURE DISPLAY INCLUDING ROGER FEDERER, BJORN
BORG, ARTHUR ASHE, BILLIE JEAN KING AND JOHN MCENROE AMONG MANY
OTHERS (JSA)
A framed display featuring cut signatures, each with a photograph, of 20 of the greatest tennis players as of 2006 when the display was
created. The 20 signatures, listed in the order they appear on the display: Ted Schroeder, Don Budge, Bjorn Borg, Althea Gibson, Pancho
Segura, Martina Navratilova, Andre Agassi, Ivan Lendl, Arthur Ashe, Billie Jean King, Jimmy Connors, Roger Federer, John McEnroe, Doris
Hart, Bobby Riggs, Ilie Nastase, John Newcombe, Fred Perry, Rod Laver, Bill Tilden, Jimmy Connors.
28 1/2 by 39 inches

24

$2,000-3,000

21

BILL TILDEN TENNIS RACKET AND BALL CAN
A wooden tennis racquet featuring the decal inscription, along the throat on the
obverse, “BIG BILL TILDEN JR.” Throat on reverse features red, gold and black decal of
the company logo, with the inscription “CHAMPIONSHIP” across a ribbon situated in
front of a tennis trophy, within a quartered shield. Inscribed on the shaft “6 medium/
4 3/4/ C C 6.” Together with an empty “Bill Tilden Tournament” tennis ball can. The can is
black with a black and white picture of Tilden hitting overhead.
Racket, 27 inches; Can, 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 307, “A Southern Gentleman’s Collection: The Personal Property of
Goodman Basil Espy III, M.D.,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, November 14, 2019

$100-200

22

BILL TILDEN STYLE TENNIS RACKET PAIR
A pair of vintage Bill Tilden Wright & Ditson tennis racquets. The racquets are
designed similarly but have different unique fixtures. One racquet features an
image of Tilden along with “Top Flite” on one side and “AG Spalding Bros” on
the other side. The racquet is missing its grip. The other racquet features the
inscription “Big Bill Tilden” on both sides as well as an emblem with
“Championship” written across.
Length, 27 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 308, “A Southern Gentleman’s Collection: The Personal
Property of Goodman Basil Espy III, M.D.,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills,
November 14, 2019

$50-75
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SOL HAUPTMAN 1975 NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY
A trophy presented to paddle tennis legend Sol Hauptman for winning the
1975 National Men’s Doubles Paddle Tennis Championship. The trophy
consists of a two-tiered wood base. Mounted to the wood base is an
engraved metal plaque that reads “The Metropolitan Life Cup/ United States
Paddle Tennis/ Association/ National Men’s Doubles Champion/ Stuyvesant
Town, New York City/ June 8, 1975.” Also mounted to the base is a
silverplated chalice with handles. One of the handles is broken off. Mounted
to the top of the chalice is a metal figurine in the form of a man holding a
scroll and a wreath. The trophy is accompanied by a print of a black and
white photograph of Hauptman after he was presented the trophy at the
1975 National Championships. Hauptman has been referred to as “the Babe
Ruth of Paddle Tennis.” He won his first national paddle tennis title at age 17,
and he won the men’s National Doubles Championship in paddle tennis for
28 consecutive years. Hauptman is an 18-time National Beach Champion
and the only player who has won the National Men’s Championships in four
different decades: 1970s, 1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
Trophy, 34 by 10 1/2 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Sol Hauptman

26

$100-200

24

ORIGINAL LEROY NEIMAN SKETCH OF IVAN LENDL AT THE 1992 US OPEN
Famed artist Leroy Neiman sketched this drawing live at the 1992 US Open, capturing Hall of Fame tennis player Ivan Lendl
adjusting his racquet during a changeover. The sketch is signed by Lendl and Neiman, with National Tennis Center written
beneath Neiman’s signature. Lendl was inducted into the International Tennis Hall of Fame in 2001 following a brilliant career that
included eight Grand Slam titles.

$2,000-3,000
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ANDRE AGASSI 1999 TOURNAMENT USED AND
SIGNED TENNIS RACKET (JSA)
A Head “Ti Radical” brand tennis racket tournament used and signed by Andre Agassi in
1999. The gray and red “Titanium Tennis” racket features a tape wrapped grip and sprayed
Head logo on the strings. The interior neck of the racket features “A.A.” in black printed
letters. The racket exhibits moderate usage, with scuff marks obtained from hard court play.
The racket features a 21 x 20 string pattern, unusual for Agassi’s set-up. Online images show
Agassi using this string pattern at the 1999 Australian Open, with Agassi using his more
traditional 19 x 18 string pattern at other 1999 tournaments. An elastic band was previously
attached to the strings of the racquet, but disintegrated over time to the point of coming
detached from the racket strings. In 1999, Agassi won the French Open, becoming only the
fifth male player to win all four Grand Slam singles titles in his career. He would reach the
Wimbledon finals that summer, and win the U.S. Open in September of 1999. The racket
grip is signed by Agassi in black marker.
A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
27 inches, length

28

$4,000-6,000

26

RAFAEL NADAL 2019 AUSTRALIAN OPEN MATCH WORN AND SIGNED JERSEY
AND HEADBAND
A signed Nike brand jersey and headband worn by Spanish tennis pro Rafael Nadal throughout the 2019 Australian Open, including
in the final against Novak Djokovic.
Currently ranked No. 2 in men’s singles in the world by the ATP, Nadal has won 20 Grand Slam singles titles (tied with Federer for
most in history), a record 13 French Opens, four U.S. Opens, two Wimbledons, and one Australian Open.
Nadal wore this jersey and headband in matches against James Duckworth, Matthew Ebden, Alex de Minaur, Tomas Berdych,
Frances Tiafoe, and Stefanos Tsitsipas before playing in the final against Djokovic.
The orange custom athlete jersey features Nadal’s personal bull logo in the upper right corner and the Nike logo in the upper left
corner. In the front center of the jersey, Nadal signed his name and year 2019 in silver marker. Accompanying the jersey is Nadal’s
headband, which features an orange Nike logo in the center. Nadal signed his name and the year in black marker to the left of the
logo.

$4,000-6,000
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THE MASTERS CHAMPION GOLFERS SIGNATURE DISPLAY INCLUDING TIGER WOODS,
BEN HOGAN, ARNOLD PALMER, JACK NICKLAUS AND MANY OTHERS (JSA)
A framed display featuring cut signatures and signatures on photographs by 37 champions of the Masters golf tournament that takes place
every year in Augusta, Georgia.
The signatures, as of 2006 when the display was created, listed in the order they appear: Ray Floyd, Tigers Woods, Jimmy Demeret, Bernhard
Langer, Jack Burke, Charles Coody, Art Wall Jr., Sam Snead, Byron Nelson, Gene Sarazen, Ben Hogan on a check signed W. Ben Hogan, Billy
Casper, José María Olazábal, Gary Player, Fuzzy Zoeller, Cary Middlecoff, Craig Stadler, Seve Ballesteros, Sandy Lyle, Tommy Aaron, Ian
Woosnam, Horton Smith, Herman Keyser, Arnold Palmer, Mark O’Meara, Fred Couples, Vijay Singh, Doug Ford, Nick Faldo, Ben Crenshaw, Henry
Picard, Jack Nicklaus, Gay Brewer, Tom Watson, Larry Mize, Goerge Archer, and Raplh Guldahl.
At the bottom of the display is a pass to the 1974 Masters tournament. The signatures are accompanied by a letter of authenticity from JSA.
43 by 62 1/2 inches

30

$3,000-5,000

28

JACK NICKLAUS OWNED 18K GOLD ROLEX U.S. OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
WRISTWATCH - WITH AD
An 18-Karat gold Rolex wristwatch originally presented to golf legend Jack Nicklaus to commemorate his fourth U.S.
Open championship title win in 1980.
The watch, which is engraved on the case back "1980 U.S. Golf Open Champion," was later included by Nicklaus as
part of a black-tie charity dinner and auction held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in Manhattan on June 13, 1995, to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the U.S.G.A. (United States Golf Association). The auction was
produced in conjunction with Golf Magazine and Christie's auction house and featured 15 high-ticket items, including
this watch and a private round of golf with Nicklaus.
Nicklaus began a long association with the iconic Rolex watch brand, particularly the Day-Date model, beginning in
1967 when he was offered a free Rolex at a cocktail party sponsored by the company. Attending the party with Nicklaus
were fellow golf greats Arnold Palmer and Gary Player, and according to Nicklaus it was Player who recommended he
choose the golden Day-Date model, saying, "That's the best one." Nicklaus wore that particular watch for most of his
career and it was later sold at auction in 2019 for $1.2 Million Dollars.
A Swiss-made Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day/Date model wristwatch in 18K yellow gold case with fluted bezel (serial
number: L228779 - dated circa 1989) featuring a Champagne Stick Dial with Roman Numeral outer track and a
matching 18K yellow gold Presidential band bracelet with concealed crown clasp.
Accompanied by a vintage Rolex magazine advertisement from the November 6, 1995 issue of Time Magazine and a
copy of the original benefit auction COA
PROVENANCE From The Collection of NFL sports agent and attorney, Ralph Cindrich

$20,000-30,000
31
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29

1980 U.S. OPEN OFFICIAL TOURNAMENT
JACKET AND JACK NICKLAUS SIGNED
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE
A red Lacoste brand sports jacket bearing the official 1980 Baltusrol
U.S. Open embroidered badge on the lft breast, together with the
June 23, 1980 issue of Sports Illustrated magazine, signed in black
marker to the front cover by iconic golfer, and winner of that year’s
tournament, Jack Nicklaus.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of NFL sports agent and
attorney, Ralph Cindrich

$200-300

30

JACK NICKLAUS ARNOLD PALMER TIGER WOODS LEGENDS OF GOLF SIGNED DISPLAY (PSA) (JSA)
Tiger Woods, Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer Legends of Golf signed display. Offered is a beautiful work of art, with photos of each golf legend mid-swing with their
signatures beneath. Nicklaus, Woods and Palmer are one, two and six respectively in terms of winning Majors all-time. Nicklaus has 18, Woods with 15 and Palmer
with 7. They are easily considered three of the greatest to ever play.
Accompanied by COAs from PSA and JSA.
20 by 31 1/2 inches

32

$1,000-2,000

31

LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED JACK
NICKLAUS GOLFING PRINT
A framed, limited-edition serigraph of Jack Nicklaus
golfing titled, “Augusta Golf,” signed in pencil by the
artist LeRoy Neiman on the lower right and marked
“AP” [Artist’s Proof] in pencil to the lower left.
Framed: 40 by 33 3/4 inches;
Image: 28 by 21 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame
Collection

$500-700

32

LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED PGA
GOLFING PRINT
A framed, limited-edition serigraph of the 79th
PGA Championship titled, “Winged Foot Golf
Club,” signed in pencil by the artist LeRoy Neiman
on the lower right and marked “AP” [Artist’s Proof]
in pencil to the lower left.
Framed: 36 3/4 by 33 3/4 inches;
Image: 25 by 21 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of
Fame Collection

$500-700
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ARNOLD PALMER OWNED 18K GOLD ROLEX WRISTWATCH - WITH AD
An 18-Karat gold Rolex wristwatch originally owned by golf legend Arnold Palmer.
The watch, which is engraved on the case back with Palmer's monogram "ADP," was later included by Palmer as part of a
black-tie charity dinner and auction held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in Manhattan on June 13, 1995, to celebrate the
100th anniversary of the founding of the U.S.G.A. (United States Golf Association). The auction was produced in
conjunction with Golf Magazine and Christie's auction house and featured 15 high-ticket items, including this watch and a
private lunch and round of golf with Palmer.
Palmer was a lifelong devotee of the iconic Rolex brand and became the company's first official ambassador in 1967,
after which he went on to appear as spokesman for the luxury watches in numerous ads.
A Swiss-made Rolex Oyster Perpetual Day/Date model wristwatch in 18K yellow gold case with fluted bezel (serial
number: 2906983 - dated circa 1971) featuring a Champagne Stick Dial with Arabic Numeral outer track and a matching
18K yellow gold Presidential band bracelet with concealed crown clasp.
Accompanied by a vintage Rolex magazine advertisement and a copy of the original benefit auction COA
PROVENANCE From The Collection of NFL sports agent and attorney, Ralph Cindrich

34

$10,000-15,000

34

TIGER WOODS USED AND SIGNED GOLF GLOVE
Eldrick Tiger Woods signed this golf glove and donated it to St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital in 1999 for a Celebrity Auction benefitting St. Jude’s. Woods
signed the palm of the Titleist 1 golf glove of his, which is in excellent shape.
The glove is accompanied by a letter of authenticity written and signed by Woods’ assistant to St. Jude’s:
“On behalf of Tiger Woods, I am pleased to enclose an autographed glove for your upcoming Celebrity Autograph Auction to benefit St. Jude’s. Tiger
recognized the importance of your efforts and is honored to be able to assist in helping with your worthwhile cause. We hope the auction is a wonderful
success.”
Woods is arguably the greatest golfer of all-time. He has won 15 Majors in his career, second only to Jack Nicklaus and he sits tied with Sam Snead with 82
PGA Tour victories, the most ever. However, Woods is also credited with revolutionizing the game and helping shape the diversity of the sport to what it is
today.
In February of this year, Woods was in a car crash in California and suffered serious injuries. It is unclear if he will ever be able to golf professionally again.

$4,000-6,000
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DESERT INN COUNTRY CLUB HOLE NO. 5 GOLF TEE BOX MARKER AND
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS EPHEMERA
An original wood and cast bronze tee marker from the famed fifth hole of the Desert Inn Country Club golf course featuring the sun
and the Desert Inn’s trademark Joshua tree.
The Desert Inn was the fifth resort on the Las Vegas Strip when it opened in 1950, but its signature attraction - the Desert Inn Country
Club - didn’t open until 1952. Wanting to attract a marquee event to the new property, owner Moe Dalitz and managing director
Allard Roen courted the PGA with only five completed holes. Despite never granting championship certification to an unfinished
course, PGA officials were impressed with the par-5 fifth hole - a 586-yard tree-lined monster - and broke precedent.
The next year, the PGA Tour introduced its Tournament of Champions, and awarded it to the Desert Inn Country Club, where it
resided for 14 years with Roen as the tournament director. In true Las Vegas fashion, early winners received their prize money in the
form of a wheelbarrow full of silver coins.
Roen and the course helped to integrate the Strip, breaking the all-white club convention by permitting musician Sammy Davis, Jr.
to play on the course. Though the Tournament of Champions eventually moved to California and then to Hawaii, the course
remained a jewel of Las Vegas until its closure in 2000, hosting over 35 tournaments, as well as golf luminaries Sam Snead, Arnold
Palmer, Greg Norman, Tiger Woods, and Jack Nicklaus.
For his efforts, Roen was gifted this hole marker when Howard Hughes bought the Desert Inn in late 1966.
Included in this lot is a letter detailing the early history of the tournament and the course designed by Larry Hughes; an original
photograph of Roen, hotel owner Wilbur Clark, and Phil Harris at the 1962 Tournament of Champions; an undated photo of a
Cadillac in front of Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn; an original photograph of Bob Hope putting on the course’s practice green; a $1,000
check from El Rancho, Inc., to the Tournament of Champions dated May 14, 1953 (the year of the first Tournament); and a program
from the 1953 Tournament of Champions, featuring a painted cover by Ted Sally.
22 3/4 by 12 1/8 by 1 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

36

$1,000-2,000

36

DESERT INN GOLF ACCESSORIES, TROPHY,
AND EPHEMERA
Two golf-themed Desert Inn rocks glasses, a Ladies’ Choice Foursomes golf
trophy, two keychains, a divot tool, a Las Vegas Classic money clip, a twotoned, pressed-metal 1964 Tournament of Champions belt buckle, and
assorted ephemera from the PGA’s Tournament of Champions at the Desert
Inn Country Club.
Ephemera includes three original photos, a yardage guide, two press
passes, two postcards, two issues of Fabulous Las Vegas magazine, one
Tournament of Champions program, and three issues of Desert Inn News,
two featuring Arnold Palmer on the cover.
Trophy: 6 1/2 by 6 1/4 by 6 1/4 inches; Glasses: 3 1/2 by 3 1/2 by 3 1/2
inches; Ephemera: 10 1/2 by 11 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$200-300

37

DESERT INN GOLF WATERFORD
CRYSTAL
A collection of six Waterford crystal pieces from various
Desert Inn golf tournaments.
A crystal decanter with stopper from the 1991 Las Vegas
Senior Classic, a candy bowl from the 1988 General Tire Las
Vegas Classic, a dish from the 1988 General Tire Las Vegas
Classic, a jar with a lid from the Vintage Super Seniors ProAm at the 1988 General Tire Desert Inn Las Vegas Classic, a
large curved bowl from the 1993 Senior PGA Vantage Golf
Las Vegas Senior Classic, and a vase from the 1990 Las
Vegas Senior Classic.
15 by 16 by 12 inches (overall)
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of
Fame Collection

$200-300
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DEAN MARTIN 1968 SANDS HOTEL
HUGHES INVITATIONAL MENU
A framed golf ball-shaped menu from the Sands Hotel & Casino for the
Hughes Invitational reception, featuring entertainer Dean Martin.
Industrialist and business magnate Howard Hughes bought the Sands in
1967, part of a spending spree that included the Desert Inn and the
Frontier. As the Desert Inn’s PGA Tournament of Champions was not a
part of his purchase, he established his own golf tournament in 1968.
This menu for the Hughes Invitational serves as both menu and program
for the event’s reception, with headlining entertainer Dean Martin. Martin’s
inclusion is notable for the fact that, when Hughes purchased the Sands,
he developed friction with the Rat Pack. That friction stemmed from the
fact that Hughes’ paramour in the 1950s, Ava Gardner, ran off to marry
Frank Sinatra.
Framed: 25 by 20 1/2 inches; Sheet: 15 1/4 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$100-200

39

DESERT INN COUNTRY CLUB LPGA TOUR GOLF
BAG BY RON MILLER ASSOCIATES
A pink golf bag given as a participant gift for an LPGA tour event held at the Desert
Inn Country Club.
Made by Ron Miller Associates, Inc., this tour bag is trimmed in pink leather, with a
leather and fabric shoulder strap, leather handle, leather buckles and two exterior
leather blister pockets. A large zippered pouch on the front of the bag is decorated
with a clear rubberized plastic window featuring the logo of the Desert Inn.
Serial No. 2FL-8535 33.
Includes LPGA program from the March, 1980 Desert Inn & Country Club National
Pro-Amateur.
35 by 15 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$100-200

40

RORY MCILROY SIGNED 2014 PGA
CHAMPIONSHIP FLAG - 18TH HOLE (JSA)
A 2014 PGA Championship pin flag signed by the winner Rory
McIlroy. The 96th PGA Championship was played August 7 - 10 at
Valhalla Golf Club in Louisville, Kentucky. McIlroy won his second
PGA Championship and fourth career major title. The right of the flag
features blue triangle paneling. It says “2014 PGA Championship
Valhalla” with the logo and underneath is McIlroy’s signature in green
marker. On the the left, it has “18” in large lettering. JSA sticker
affixed to flag along with a JSA Certification card.
19 1/2 by 13 1/4 inches

38

$200-300

41

PHIL MICKELSON (OLDEST MAJOR CHAMPION IN
HISTORY), RAYMOND FLOYD, LEE JANZEN, HALE IRWIN
SIGNED PAR-3 SHOOTOUT SKINS GAME FLAG FRAMED
(JSA)
Phil Mickelson, Hale Irwin, Raymond Floyd, Lee Jansen signed Par-3 Shootout Skins Game flag. In
2000, at the Tylenol Par-3 Shootout skins game, Raymond Floyd cleaned up winning $320,000 in skins.
Mickelson finished 2nd with $120,000, followed by Lee Janzen with $60,000 and Hale Irwin with
$30,000. The consignor of this item played in this tournament and had the flagged signed by all four.
Mickelson's value is skyrocketing, as he just became the oldest Major Champion in the history of golf,
winning The PGA Championship this past May at age 50. Now he sets his sights on the U.S. Open
hoping to make ever more history. A letter of authenticity from JSA is included in this lot.

$1,000-2,000

42

JAI ALAI LAS VEGAS MGM GRAND MEMORABILIA DISPLAY
A custom-framed collection of Las Vegas MGM Grand jai alai memorabilia: a screen printed acrylic panel
from a vintage 1977 backlit advertisement sign, together with an original program, two matchbooks, and
a photograph of the MGM Grand Hotel - location of the first jai alai matches in Las Vegas.
Framed: 30 by 43 inches (overall)
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$200-300

43

SECRETARIAT RON TURCOTTE SIGNED PHOTO DISPLAY WITH BELMONT PARK
OFFICIAL PROGRAM, TICKETS, BETTING GUIDE AND BETTING TICKET
Secretariat Ron Turcotte signed photo display with Belmont Park Official Program, Betting Guide, Ticket Stub and Betting Ticket. Secretariat’s
jockey, Ron Turcotte, hand signed the historic photograph across the railing showing the unfathomable historic margin of victory for arguably
the greatest race horse in history. Secretariat won the Triple Crown in 1973, with the Belmont Stakes on June 9th being the final victory in the
crowned jewel. Secretariat won the race by a staggering 31 lengths, the greatest margin in history. No other winner has ever even come close
to approaching that record. Alongside the signed photograph are tickets to the race, the winning betting ticket, the official program and
betting guide. Beneath the photograph is a gold plaque inscribed “Secretariat, Big Red Triple Crown Champion, Belmont Stakes 31 Lengths
Victory, June 9th, 1973, Ron Turcotte Jockey, World Record 1 1/2 mile in 2:24.”
21 by 34 inches
The consignor purchased the item through the National Urban League Fundraiser.

$500-700

44

RICHARD PETTY WORLD OF CHILDREN
THANK YOU PLAQUE
A plaque presented to Richard Petty thanking him for his
participation on the 1999 Selection Committee for Kellogg’s
Hannah Neil World of Children Award.
14 by 11 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Property from the Collection of Richard Petty

40

$50-75

45

RICHARD PETTY FAREWELL TO PETTY
NEWSPAPER GROUP
A group of three newspaper magazine sections, tributes to the legendary
Richard Petty published during his 1992 Fan Appreciation Tour in celebration of
his 35-year racing career before he retired from racing in November 1992. The “A
Salute to ’The King’ “ newspaper features Petty’s July 11-12, 1992, 35th
Anniversary Open House on the cover.
13 3/4 by 11 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Property from the Collection of Richard Petty

$50-75

46

F1 DRIVER NICO ROSBERG WILLIAMS
RACE WORN UNDER SUIT
A Sparco brand Formula 1 under suit race worn by Nico Rosberg
when he drove for Williams, from 2006 to 2009. The front of the suit
features sponsor logos for RBS, Bridgestone, AT&T and Philips. On
the collar is the Randstad logo. On the right sleeve are Oris Swiss
Watches, Hell Energy Drink and RBS logos. On the left sleeve are
Allianz, Ridge Solutions and RBS logos. On the back of the suit are
AT&T, Williams and Philips logos and a Sparco manufacturer’s tag
stating the suit is in compliance with FIA standards.

$100-200

47

2016 FERRARI FORMULA ONE TEAM CAP
SIGNED BY SEBASTIAN VETTEL (JSA)
2016 Ferrari Formula 1 team cap signed by Sebastian Vettel and Kimi
Raikkonnen. The cap features the Ferrari logo in the front. The cap comes with
a JSA sticker affixed under the brim of the hat.

$200-300
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BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM OFFICIAL
UNIFORM 2014/2015 WORLD CUP
CYCLING
An ERT Uniformes brand Brazil national team official uniform
worn by Flavio Cipriano in the 2014/2015 World Cup Cycling.
Size L.

$300-500

49

EVEL KNIEVEL SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A framed color photograph of stunt performer Evel Knievel, boldly
signed by Knievel in blue marker.
Framed: 12 by 10 inches; Sight: 9 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches

42

$300-500

50

BOXING LEGENDS SIGNATURE
DISPLAY INCLUDING JACK
DEMPSEY, JOE LOUIS, ROCKY
MARCIANO, MUHAMMAD ALI,
MANY OTHERS (JSA)
A framed display featuring original cut signatures from
nearly 40 of the greatest boxers of all time, as of 2006,
when the display was created. It is topped with reprinted
boxing program covers. The signatures from Buster
Douglas and Michael Spinks are reproduced, and not
original.
The signatures, listed in the order they appear on the
display: John L. Sullivan, James J. Corbett, Bob
Fitzsimmons, James J. Jeffries, Tommy Burns, Jack
Johnson, Jess Willard, Jack Dempsey, Gene Tunney, Max
Schmeling, Jack Sharkey, Primo Carnera, Max Baer,
James J. Braddock, Joe Louis, Ezzard Charles, “Jersey”
Joe Walcott, Rocky Marciano, Floyd Patterson, Ingemar
Johansson, Charles “Sonny” Liston, Jimmy Ellis, Joe
Frazier, George Foreman, Muhammad Ali, Leon Spinks,
Larry Holmes, facsimile of Michael Spinks, Mike Tyson,
facsimile of James “Buster” Douglas, Evander Holyfield,
Riddick Bowe, Shannon Briggs, Vitali Klitschko, facsimile
of Hasim Rahman, Chris Byrd, Michael Moorer, and
Lennox Lewis.
36 3/4 by 62 3/4 inches

$5,000-7,000
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JACK DEMPSEY VS. GEORGES CARPENTIER BATTLE OF THE CHAMPIONS
SIGNATURES, TICKET, BOXING LICENSE (JSA)
A framed display featuring the July 2, 1921, boxing match between world heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey and world lightweight
champion “Gorgeous” Georges Carpentier, one of the earliest bouts to be dubbed the “Fight of the Century.”
In the display are cut signatures from Dempsey (in black ink) and Carpentier (in blue ink), below an original unused ticket from the bout. The
ticket is below Dempsey’s original 1921 New York State boxing license, with embossed stamp. The ephemera is flanked by black-and-white
photographs of the two boxers, a photograph of the contract signing, and a photograph of the match itself.
The fight - promoted by Tex Rickard as the “Battle of the Champions” - took place at Boyles Thirty Acres in New Jersey, and produced boxing’s
first million-dollar gate.
Dempsey, who held the world heavyweight title from 1919 to 1926, is widely considered one of the greatest boxers of all time. Known as the
“Manassas Mauler,” Dempsey was a 50-to-1 underdog against Carpentier - a World War I hero and popular pugilist on both sides of the Atlantic
- but overpowered the Frenchman in four rounds.
34 3/4 by 25 inches

44

$1,000-2,000

52

JACK DEMPSEY MODEL BOXING GLOVES
JUNIOR CHAMPS SET
A pair of two Everlast model 1705 Jack Dempsey boxing gloves for
junior champs. The gloves are brown and have "Jack Dempsey"
engraved in silver lettering on each glove. Together with a "Jack
Dempsey's Boxing Chart." Accompanied by original box.
10 1/2 by 9 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$50-75

53

JACK DEMPSEY BOXING PHOTOGRAPHS
A pair of original black and white photographs. One is a general view of Jack
Dempsey training as the crowd looks on in Atlanta City, New Jersey, in
August 1926. The other is from the Jack Dempsey vs. Jess Willard boxing
match. Each photograph is stamped and annotated on verso.
6 3/4 by 8 1/2 inches (each)

$50-75

54

JACK DEMPSEY RESTAURANT
PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white photograph of the iconic Jack Dempsey’s
Broadway Restaurant, owned by the Heavyweight boxing
champion. Jack Dempsey’s was established in 1935 directly
across from Madison Square Garden III, but in 1947, the
restaurant was relocated into the Brill Building on Broadway and
nestled between 49th and 50th streets. The business eventually
closed in 1974. The photograph is inscribed to the top right
corner in black ink "January 1942." Housed in an acrylic case.
5 by 7 inches (overall)

$50-75
45
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PHIL MUSCATO VS. JOHNNY LAWER
PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white photograph from a 1942 bout between boxers Phil
Muscato and Johnny Lawer. Muscato and Lawer can be seen on the floor
outside the boxing ring while photographers and fans look amused.
Together with a black and white photograph of the original Yankee
Stadium, host to the “Fight of the Year,” as voted on by The Ring
Magazine, between Max Baer of the United States and Max Schmeling of
Germany. That bout took place on June 8, 1933. The image is an overall
view of Yankee Stadium, the boxing ring, the many fans in attendance,
advertisements in the stadium, and buildings in the distance.

$50-75

56

SUGAR RAY ROBINSON VS. RANDOLPH
TURPIN ORIGINAL 1951 TICKETS
Two original tickets to two separate 1951 boxing matches between
Sugar Ray Robinson and Randolph Turpin, framed together with two
reproduced fight program covers.
Turpin - a British boxer in the 1940s and 1950s and an International
Boxing Hall of Famer - became the world middleweight champion
on July 10, 1951, defeating fellow Hall-of-Famer Sugar Ray Robinson
- who is regarded by many to be the greatest boxer of all time - in a
15-round decision. This display includes a red-hued ticket from that
fight at Earls Court in London, where Turpin became the first British
fighter to hold the world middleweight crown since Bob
Fitzsimmons in 1891.
In order to get that fight with Robinson, though, Turpin had to sign a
contract requiring a return fight within 90 days of the original bout.
On Sept. 12, 1951, at the Polo Grounds in New York, the two fought
again, this time in front of 61,370 people. The full, yellow printed
ticket in this frame is from that rematch.
The fight was even for 10 rounds, until Robinson - having sustained a
cut - pressed harder for a knockout. He landed a right on Turpin,
knocking him down for a count of nine. When Turpin got up, he was
pinned against the ropes and bludgeoned by Robinson, forcing the
referee to stop the fight, and declare Robinson the champion once
again. Turpin’s reign lasted just 64 days.
25 3/4 by 25 3/4 inches

46

$200-300

57

1964 SONNY LISTON VS CASSIUS
CLAY (MUHAMMAD ALI) OVERSIZED
SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
This beautiful United Press International oversized photograph
shows Sonny Liston taking a jab to the face from Cassius Clay
in their epic 1964 bout for the heavyweight world
championship. Clay (Muhammad Ali had not changed his
name as of yet) entered the fight as a 7 to 1 underdog and
pulled off the upset, with a 7th round TKO of the champion
Liston.
11 by 14 inches

$200-300

58

1964 CASSIUS CLAY
“MUHAMMAD ALI” BLACK AND
WHITE OVERSIZED
PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white photograph of Cassius Clay taken
during the first bout between himself and Sonny Liston
(Ali had not changed his name as of yet) that was held
on February 25, 1964 in Miami Beach, Florida. The
photo shows Liston landing a straight right hand to
Clay’s ribs. Clay, who was a 7 to 1 underdog, won in a
major upset, when Liston gave up at the opening of the
seventh round. Sports Illustrated has since called this
fight the fourth greatest sports moment of the 20th
century.
11 by 14 inches

$100-200
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MUHAMMAD ALI SIGNED BOXING ROBE
AND BELT SET (JSA)
Muhammad Ali signed boxing robe and belt set. Ali, "The People's
Champion" graced this robe with his signature in black marker and is
accompanied with JSA authentication.

$2,000-3,000

60

VINTAGE MUHAMMAD ALI VS JOE FRAZIER
FRAMED POSTER SIGNED BY MUHAMMAD ALI (JSA)
Muhammad Ali signed this poster prior to his historic fight vs Smokin’ Joe Frazier. The
“Fight of the Century” as it was known took place on March 8, 1971 between the
undefeated heavyweights at Madison Square Garden in New York City. It would be the
first of three fights in this amazing trilogy, and ended in the first loss of Ali’s career. This
bout is still considered arguably the most anticipated boxing match in history.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
Framed, 28 3/4 by 20 1/2 inches; Sight, 22 by 13 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

61

MUHAMMAD ALI SIGNED
PROPHETHOOD IN ISLAM BROCHURE
The greatest of all-time, Muhammad Ali, hand-signed this
Prophethood in Islam pamphlet. The Brochure was published
by The Institute of Islamic Information and Education.

48

$100-200

62

MUHAMMAD ALI SIGNED BOXING GLOVE FRAMED DISPLAY
(PSA)
Muhammad Ali signed boxing glove framed display. The greatest of all-time, Muhammad Ali, signed
this red Everlast boxing glove that is framed above a photograph from his May 25, 1965 fight vs Sonny
Liston. The fight was a rematch from three months prior, when Ali defeated Liston for the heavyweight
championship. The photo shows Ali standing over Liston after knocking him out in the first round,
retaining his title. Beneath the photo reads “Muhammad Ali - Float Like a Butterfly, Sting Like a Bee Heavyweight Champion of the World.” It was during the the lead up to these career-making fights for Ali
that the phrase became the most popular any athlete had ever spoken. The property comes with PSA
DNA sticker on the glove, as well as Authentication from Ali.
23 3/4 by 21 inches

$800-1,200

63

MUHAMMAD ALI AND PELÉ SIGNED
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED COVERS
FRAMED (BECKETT)
Muhammad Ali and Pel signed Sports Illustrated covers framed.
Pel and Muhammad Ali are so interconnected, as they each
transcended their own respective sports and countries to
become international icons. They are arguably two of the
greatest athletes to ever live.
On the left, Pel is on the cover of the June 23, 1975 issue of
Sports Illustrated, titled “ Pel ‘s Triumphant Debut, U.S. Finds a
Savior.” Pel had just agreed to sign a contract to play with the
New York Cosmos in the United States. Pel signed the cover in
blue marker up the right side of the cover.
On the right, Ali is seen on the cover of the October 10, 1977
cover of Sports Illustrated taking a punch from Earnie Shavers.
You can see the sweat droplets from Ali’s head in the air in the
photo. Ali went on to beat Shavers in a closely contested fight,
improving to 55-2 during his historic career. Ali signed the cover
across his white shorts in black marker.
This lot is accompanied by a Beckett Letter of Authenticity.
18 by 23 inches

$600-800

64

LEON SPINKS CHAMPIONSHIP BOXING BELT
DISPLAY (JSA)
A framed display featuring two replica world boxing championship belts each
signed by Leon Spinks with the inscription “1/1”: The WBC (World Boxing
Council) belt commemorates when Spinks defeated Muhammad Ali on
February 15, 1978. It is signed and inscribed in blue marker. The WBA (World
Boxing Association) belt is signed and inscribed in silver marker. The display
also includes a ticket to the three fights including the Spinks-Ali bout that took
place on February 15, 1978, images of Ali and Spinks, and photographs of
Spinks signing the belts. A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
43 by 52 3/4 inches

$600-800
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MUHAMMAD ALI PHANTOM PUNCH
AUTOGRAPHED DISPLAY (PSA)
Muhammad Ali phantom punch autographed display. “The Greatest of All-Time,”
Muhammad Ali signed this cut sheet “To Sharon” and dated the signature
February 18, 1984. The signature on the cut sheet sits inside a PSA DNA
Authenticated case. Beneath the case is a staged photo of Ali with his name and
1942-2016. To the left is the infamous photograph of “The Phantom Punch,”
which was when Ali knocked out Sonny Liston on May 25, 1965. After Liston went
down, Ali was seen yelling at his opponent to get up. The punch connected but
did not appear to be a powerful punch, leaving plenty of speculation. The frame
measures 25’’ by 29’’.
24 3/4 by 28 3/4 inches

$500-700

66

MUHAMMAD ALI SIGNED GICLÉE
CANVAS PRINT (PSA)
A large color, limited edition gicl e print on canvas of Muhammad Ali
by Joe Petruccio. The image is signed by Ali in gold paint pen.
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity for the Ali signature from
PSA/DNA.
50 by 34 inches

$1,000-2,000

67

MUHAMMAD ALI HANDWRITTEN
AND SIGNED NOTE (JSA)
A single-page handwritten note on Muhammad Ali Farms
letterhead from Ali to W.D. Bowerly. The note reads in full,
"To W.D. Bowerly from Muhammad Ali/ Service for God, is
the rent we pay for our room in the HEREAFTER" with a
heart symbol and dated 1-6-89 in blue ink. Accompanied by
a letter of authenticity from JSA.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

50

$800-1,200

68

MUHAMMAD ALI VS. JOE FRAZIER
GROUP OF MAGAZINES
A group of five items, including four magazines (two the same) and
one program, detailing the epic and tremendous matchups between
the most profound fighters of them all, Muhammad Ali and Joe Frazier.
The first magazine is a World Boxing (Victory Sports Series) publication
from March 1974 and featuring Ali and Frazier on the front cover. The
magazine is titled “Muhammad Ali vs. Joe Frazier The Fight of the
Century – Part Two.” A LIFE magazine displays images of Frazier and Ali,
as Frazier takes a swing at Ali during their historic Fight of the Century
bout. The magazine is dated March 19, 1971, 11 days after Frazier
defeated Ali. A pair of LIFE publications have on the cover “Backstage
with Ali and Frazier” and down below, in large lettering, “Battle of the
Champs.” Dated March 5, 1971, the LIFE magazine displays images of
Ali and Frazier wearing similar bow-tie suits and capturing the essence
of stern and mean looks. Three days later, on March 8, 1971, Ali and
Frazier would fight for the first time in New York City’s famed Madison
Square Garden in what would be known as the Fight of the Century.
Frazier won the match after 15 rounds in a unanimous decision. Together with an official program from the Fight of the Century. The front cover features
images, in color, of Ali and Frazier in a mirror-like frame; the cover also displays the location, date, and year of the bout as well as the significance of the
fight (World Heavyweight championship). Displayed at the top center, it reads, “Fight of the Champions.” Within the magazine are a historic background on
boxing, an in-depth look into both Ali and Frazier, and more.
13 1/4 by 10 1/2 inches

$200-400

69

GEORGE FOREMAN SIGNED BOXING GLOVE
(JSA)
A red Everlast boxing glove signed by Olympic gold medalist and former world
heavyweight champion George Foreman. Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$75-100

70

KEN NORTON AND EARNIE SHAVERS SIGNED BOXING GLOVES (JSA)
A red Everlast boxing glove signed by International Boxing Hall of Famer Ken Norton and a black Everlast boxing glove signed by one of the hardest hitters in boxing
history, Earnie Shavers.
Norton - known as “Black Hercules” - held the WBC heavyweight title in 1978, and was famous for his three matches against Muhammad Ali, beating Ali by a split
decision, losing by a split decision and losing the final by a controversial unanimous decision. He finished his career 42-7-1 with 33 knockouts.
Norton (1943-2013) is the father of NFL coach and former NFL player Ken Norton, Jr. He has signed the red Everlast glove in black marker.
Shavers never won the heavyweight title, but defeated three former champions and fought Ali for the belt in 1977 and Larry Holmes in 1978. Shavers met Norton in a
Sept. 29, 1979 bout at Caesars Palace, knocking him out in the first round. It was one of his 68 career KOs, and one of his 46 that came in the first three rounds.
Shavers has signed the black Everlast glove in silver marker, and included the inscription: “Ali said / “Shavers hit me so hard / it shook my kin folk in / Africa.””
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$200-300
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SUGAR RAY LEONARD VS ROBERTO DURAN
“NO MAS” FIGHT DUAL SIGNED OVERSIZED
PHOTOGRAPH (PSA)
Sugar Ray Leonard vs Roberto Duran “No Mas” Fight Dual Signed Oversized
Photograph. A large color print of a photograph of Sugar Ray Leonard in the
ring with Roberto Duran during their Welterweight WBC title fight on
November 25, 1980, at the Superdome in New Orleans. Leonard won the
fight by TKO 16 seconds into the 8th round when Duran said “No Mas.” The
photograph measures 16’’ tall by 20’’ wide and is signed by Leonard and
Duran in silver marker; signatures come with authentication by PSA/DNA.
16 by 20 inches

$200-300

72

SUGAR RAY LEONARD VS THOMAS HEARNS
COLOR PRINTS SET OF TWO DUAL SIGNED
BY BOTH FIGHTERS PSA/DNA (PSA)
A set of two color prints of Sugar Ray Leonard vs. Thomas “The Hitman”
Hearns during their fight promoted as “The Showdown” on September 16,
1981, at Caesars Palace in Paradise, Nevada. In Round 14, the referee
stopped the fight and awarded Leonard the unified World Welterweight
Championship. Both photographs are signed by Leonard and Hearns in
silver marker, authenticated by PSA/DNA.
20 by 16 inches

$200-300

73

COMMEMORATIVE HELMET, UNUSED TICKETS
AND PROGRAM FROM SUGAR RAY LEONARD VS.
THOMAS HEARNS BOXING MATCHES
Two unused tickets, an original souvenir program, and a promotional green plastic
army helmet from boxing matches between Sugar Ray Leonard and Thomas
Hearns at Caesars Palace.
The original program and two unused tickets come from Leonard and Hearns’ Sept.
16, 1981 bout at Caesars Palace to unify the WBA and WBC Welterweight titles. The
unused tickets feature artwork of each fighter from LeRoy Neiman.
The green plastic army helmet - made by
Placo Toys in Torrance, Calif. - was a
promotional gift for the two fighters’ June
12, 1989 bout at Caesars Palace, dubbed
“The War.”
PROVENANCE From The Casino
Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$100-200

74

LARRY HOLMES SIGNED EVERLAST CARD, JOE LOUIS CAESARS PALACE SPECIAL EVENT
STAMP, LAS VEGAS BOXING EPHEMERA
An Everlast Boxing advertisement card signed by Larry Holmes; two original 1988 photographs of Holmes at a pre-fight press conference at the Riviera; a
second-day-issue Joe Louis commemorative stamp, envelope and special event program from the 1993 stamp’s unveiling at Caesars Palace (where a
marble statue of the former boxing champion resides); an advertising card for Floyd Mayweather’s 2002 lightweight title rematch against Jose Luis
Castillo; a boxing program and blank scorecard for “Marvelous” Marvin Hagler’s 1983 bout against Roberto Duran; a program for Michael Nunn vs.
Marlon Starling (1990); a program for the second fight between Sugar Ray Leonard and Roberto Duran in 1989, featuring a painted cover from LeRoy
Neiman.
10 1/2 by 11 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$100-200

75

JULIO CESAR CHAVEZ SIGNED
BOXING GLOVE (JSA)
A red and black Ringside boxing glove signed in black ink by
Mexican boxing legend Julio Cesar Chavez.
A multi-time world champion across three weight divisions,
Chavez was the world’s best pound-for-pound boxer in the
early 1990s, and was named Fighter of the Year twice by both
the Boxing Writers Association of America and The Ring
magazine. He holds records for the most successful defenses
of world titles (27), most title fight wins, most title fights and the
largest crowd to ever watch a boxing match.
Chavez’ two fights with Mexican-American boxing great Oscar
De La Hoya were some of the most highly-anticipated fights in
Las Vegas boxing history. He was inducted into the
International Boxing Hall of Fame in 2011.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame
Collection

$100-200
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RAY “BOOM BOOM” MANCINI SIGNED BOXING GLOVE AND BOXING BOOK (JSA)
A red Everlast boxing glove signed by International Boxing Hall of Famer Ray “Boom Boom” Mancini, and a hardcover copy of The Main Event: Boxing
in Nevada from the Mining Camps to the Las Vegas Strip (University of Nevada Press, 2014), by Richard O Davies.
Tragically known for the death of one of his opponents, Mancini was active from 1979 to 1992, holding the WBA lightweight title from 1982 to 1984.
Mancini first won the belt in a match against Arturo Frias at The Aladdin. His second title defense, against South Korean Duk Koo Kim, is remembered
for Kim’s death.
The bout was held at Caesars Palace, and ended in a TKO in the 14th round. Moments after the fight, Kim collapsed from a subdural hematoma, and
died four days later. Mancini attended Kim’s funeral, and fell into a deep depression, blaming himself for Kim’s death. He coped by eventually returning
to the ring and defending his title three more times.
The incident is detailed in pages 206-209 of The Main Event.
Since his retirement, he’s been active as a commentator. The glove, signed in black marker, is dated 9/29/07.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$50-75

77

JOHN MUGABI SIGNED BOXING GLOVE
(JSA)
A red Everlast boxing glove signed by John “The Beast” Mugabi.
The Ugandan boxer, rated as one of the 100 greatest punches of all time
by Ring Magazine, held the WBC super-welterweight title from 1989 to
1990, and won the welterweight silver medal at the 1980 Summer
Olympics in Moscow. He fought professionally from 1980 to 1991, and
then from 1996 to 1999, going 42-7-1 with 39 knockouts.
Mugabi signed the piece: “John THE BEAST / John Mugabi /
WBO CHAMP.”
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$50-75

78

1984 EVANDER HOLYFIELD CONTROVERSIAL
OLYMPIC BOXING LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT GOLD
MEDAL
The 1984 Olympic Light Heavyweight Boxing gold medal. This medal is considered
possibly the most controversial in Olympic history.
After cruising through his first three fights, American Evander Holyfield was a massive
favorite to take home the gold. However, controversy struck in the semifinal bout
between Holyfield and New Zealander Kevin Barry. In the closing seconds of the second
round, Holyfield hit Barry with a two punch combination, sending him to the mat. In
between the two punches, the Yugoslavian referee called for a break. He then ruled Barry
a knockout victim, while also turning to Holyfield and disqualifying him for throwing a
punch after he called for a break. Upon video review, you can see Holyfield already
throwing the second punch as the referee calls for a break.
Barry was deemed ineligible to fight in the gold medal match because he was knocked
out with a head shot, awarding Yugoslavian boxer Anton Josipović the gold medal
without having to fight. The referee was highly criticized and scrutinized, since he hailed
from the same country as the man he had essentially handed the gold medal to.
Having felt like he did not earn the gold, during the medal ceremony, Josipović brought
Holyfield onto the top podium and raised his arm, acknowledging what everyone
seemed to already know; Holyfield was the best fighter in the tournament.
4 by 4 inches
A gift given by the gold medal winner to the consigner’s father.

$10,000-20,000
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EVANDER HOLYFIELD SIGNED BOXING GLOVE AND COMMEMORATIVE FIGHT HATS
(JSA)
A blue Everlast boxing glove signed in black marker by four-time world heavyweight champion Evander “The Real Deal” Holyfield, along with
two baseball caps commemorating two of his fights.
Holyfield, the first boxer to win the undisputed championship in two weight classes in the three-belt era - signed the glove across the back of
the hand. His signature includes the Bible verse citation, “Philippians 4:13,” which he wore embroidered on his robe and shorts the night he
defeated Mike Tyson to win his third heavyweight championship.
Included in this lot are two adjustable baseball hats.
One hat, an adjustable cap with a buckle slider in back, a satin crown, and a green underbrim, features an advertisement for Holyfield vs.
Michael Moorer in white and yellow embroidery above a yellow embroidered logo for Caesars Palace - where the fight took place - and “WILL
POWER” embroidered in blue thread. The fight, on April 22, 1994, ended when Moorer upsetting Holyfield via majority decision, costing
Holyfield his heavyweight title.
Holyfield was hospitalized after the fight for dehydration, and while he was there, a bruise was discovered on his kidney and his lungs willed
with fluid due to an undiagnosed heart problem. Five days later, he announced his retirement.
He returned to the ring shortly thereafter to defeat Mike Tyson in two memorable fights to regain and defend his heavyweight crown, and
fought until 2011.
The second hat included in this lot is an adjustable baseball cap for Holyfield vs. Lennox Lewis on Nov. 13, 1999, a rematch of a controversial
draw contested in March of that year in New York’s Madison Square Garden. The rematch - advertised on this hat in red, white and yellow
embroidery - was fought at Caesars Palace, the logo for which is embroidered on the right temple of the hat. Mandalay Bay’s logo is
embroidered on the left.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$300-500

80

EVANDER HOLYFIELD GILT FRAME
WALL MIRROR
A contemporary rectangular wall mirror with a gilt wood frame
and beveled mirror glass.
59 1/4 by 5 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 135, “Property From the Life and Career of
Evander Holyfield,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills,
November 30, 2012

$50-75

81

EVANDER HOLYFIELD LOUIS XV STYLE BENCH
A contemporary rococo style ottoman with foliate carving and lozenge pattern
upholstery.
21 by 55 by 22 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 144, “Property From the Life and Career of Evander Holyfield,”
Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, November 30, 2012

$200-400
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LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED 1985 HAGLER VS HEARNS BOXING
POSTER
A custom-framed poster advertising the boxing match between “Marvelous” Marvin Hagler and
Thomas “Hitman” Hearns at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas on April 15, 1985, featuring portraits of
Hagler and Hearns based on paintings by famed sports artist Leroy Neiman - the poster has been
hand signed and dated “85” toward the lower right by Neiman.
The match is considered by many to be the greatest three rounds in boxing history because of the
constant and intense action.
Framed: 39 by 33 inches; Sight: 30 by 24 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$300-500

83

HEARNS VS ROLDAN 1987 BOXING POSTER
A custom-framed poster advertising the boxing match between Thomas
“Hitman” Hearns and Juan “The Hammer” Roldan at The Hilton in Las Vegas on
October 29, 1987.
Framed: 36 3/4 by 30 1/4 inches; Sight: 28 1/4 by 21 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$100-200

84

LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED 1986 BERBICK VS TYSON
BOXING POSTER
A custom-framed poster advertising the boxing match between Trevor Berbick and
Mike Tyson at The Hilton in Las Vegas on November 22, 1986, featuring portraits of
Berbick and Tyson based on paintings by famed sports artist Leroy Neiman - the
poster has been hand signed and dated “86” toward the lower right by Neiman.
Framed: 37 1/2 by 32 1/2 inches; Sight: 28 1/2 by 23 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$300-500

85

HOLYFIELD-TYSON II “BITE OF THE
CENTURY” PARTICIPANT CREDENTIALS
AND TICKET
A custom-framed participant credential and ticket for the
championship boxing rematch between Evander Holyfield and
Mike Tyson, along with two gambling chips promoting the fight,
famous for Tyson biting Holyfield’s ears.
Billed as “The Sound and the Fury,” the June 28, 1997 bout
between WBA heavyweight champion Holyfield and the challenger
Tyson was the pair’s second title fight in seven months; Holyfield
had upset Tyson to take the belt in 11 rounds in their first meeting.
After an initial flurry from Tyson in the rematch at the MGM Grand
Garden Arena, Holyfield got Tyson in a clinch with 40 seconds left in
the third round. Frustrated, the mercurial Tyson bit off a one-inch
chunk of Holyfield’s right ear and spat it on the canvas. Minutes
later, after the fight resumed, Tyson bit Holyfield’s left ear, and
referee Mills Lane stopped the fight, declaring Holyfield the winner.
Retroactively dubbed “The Bite of the Century,” the fight was the
beginning of the end for Tyson, who came in with a 45-2-0 record
and 39 knockouts. He retired in 2005, losing four of his final 11
matches with two no-contests.
This framed piece contains a credential to the MGM Grand Garden
Arena for Gary Mednick, a member of Tyson’s team, and a ticket to
the match for section U106, Row M, Seat 16. It also includes two
commemorative $10 gambling chips from the MGM Grand, one
depicting Holyfield and the other depicting Tyson.
Framed: 20 by 18 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$300-500

86

MIKE TYSON VS EVANDER HOLYFIELD
II SIGNED BOXING GLOVE AND
PHOTOGRAPH - “THE BITE FIGHT” (PSA)
(BECKETT)
Mike Tyson vs Evander Holyfield “The Bite Fight” signed boxing
glove and photograph display. One of the most infamous and
unique moments in sports history is captured in this offering. On
June 28, 1997, heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield was
defending his WBA Heavyweight Championship belt in a rematch
with Mike Tyson. Holyfield, having defeated Tyson a year prior,
picked up where he left off and dominated this fight. Tyson, clearly
agitated and frustrated, took a huge bite out of Holyfield’s ear and
spit an actual piece of his ear out of the ring. The fight was stopped
and Tyson was disqualified. Holyfield stood there stunned, while his
ear bled onto the mat. Captured in this interesting display of history
is a boxing glove signed by both Tyson and Holyfield, as well as a
photograph signed by both men. The photo encapsulates the
moment the biting occurred, with Holyfield touching his ear with his
glove while referee Mills Lane calls timeout. JSA and Beckett
authentication accompanies this lot.
34 by 26 inches

$800-1,200
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MIKE TYSON SIGNED WBA HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP BELT
FRAMED DISPLAY (PSA
Mike Tyson signed WBA Heavyweight Championship Belt framed display. “Iron Mike” Tyson defeated James “Bonecrusher” via unanimous decision
on March 7, 1987, winning the WBA Heavyweight Championship. Having already owned the WBC and IBF Heavyweight titles, Tyson became the
youngest boxer ever to hold all three titles simultaneously at 20 years, four months and 22 days old. The display is accompanied by a PSA/DNA
sticker on the belt.
17 1/2 by 55 inches

$400-600

88

“IRON” MIKE TYSON SIGNED BOXING GLOVE
FRAMED DISPLAY
Mike Tyson signed boxing glove framed display. “Iron Mike” was one of the most ferocious
and feared boxers who ever lived. To begin his career, Tyson went 27-0 with 25 knockouts
during 1985 and 1986 alone. That is astounding to have fought more than once a month
for two years. Of those 25 knockouts, over 20 of them happened in the first two rounds.
Because of that, he earned another nickname, “The Baddest Man on the Planet,” which is
above the signed glove in the frame, along with a photo of him in the ring. Accompanying
this item is a Fiterman Sports authentication hologram.
23 3/4 by 19 3/4 inches

$200-300

89

MIKE TYSON MGM GRAND BOXING
COLLECTION FEATURING
COMEBACK, BITE OF THE CENTURY
A set of commemorative gambling chips and five press
credentials for Mike Tyson boxing matches at the MGM
Grand Garden Arena.
A set of six, $25 chips encased in a Lucite paperweight
promoting Tyson’s MGM fights in 1995 and 1996, including
the fight against Evander Holyfield that would become
known as “The Bite of the Century.”
Five MGM Grand press passes: Two for Mike Tyson’s fight
against Frank Bruno (March 16, 1996), one for Tyson vs. Orlin
Norris on Oct. 23, 1999, one for Tyson vs. Peter McNeeley
(Tyson’s first fight after his release from prison) on Aug. 19,
1995, and one for the news conference on Nov. 9, 1996 in
advance of his now-historic bout against Holyfield that
ended with Tyson biting off a piece of Holyfield’s ear.
4 3/8 by 9 by 3 inches (largest)
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PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame
Collection

$100-200

90

MIKE TYSON SIGNED BOXING GLOVE (JSA)
A red, 16-ounce Everlast boxing glove signed by International Boxing Hall of Famer
Mike Tyson.
The piece is signed across the back of the hand in black marker.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$200-300

91

MIKE TYSON SIGNED EVERLAST ROBE
A black and white, size extra-large, satin, boxing-style robe signed by boxer Mike
Tyson in silver marker on the left abdomen.
Active from 1985 to 2005, Tyson is considered one of the greatest heavyweights
of all time, one of the sport’s greatest box office draws, and among the most
controversial figures in the history of the sport. He went 50-6 with two no-contests
during his career, including 44 wins by knockout, 12 of those in the first round.
The Everlast robe is inscribed, “To Joe / I Love You / Mike Tyson,” by Tyson, a
member of the International Boxing Hall of Fame and World Boxing Hall of Fame.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$300-500

92

MIKE TYSON AND TYSON FURY SIGNED
EVERLAST BOXING GLOVE (BECKETT)
Mike Tyson and Tyson Fury signed boxing glove. Offered is a rare and unique
glove signed by the two Tyson’s of the sport. Everyone knows “Iron Mike,” as he
was one of the most feared boxers to ever step into the ring. Tyson won his first
19 fights by knockout, 12 of which were in the first round. He reigned as the
undisputed heavyweight champion from 1987 to 1990. Tyson Fury on the other
hand is dominating the sport now. Fresh off his demolition of the former
champion Deontay Wilder, Fury now boasts an incredible 30-0-1 mark with 21
knockouts. His only draw was to Wilder in 2018. He then made up for that by
embarrassing him in their most recent bout in February of 2020. Fury is now the
undisputed heavyweight champion of the world. The glove comes with Beckett
Authentication sticker affixed to the glove.

$400-600

93

MIKE TYSON SIGNED EVERLAST BOXING GLOVE (JSA)
Official blue Everlast lefthanded boxing glove signed by former Heavyweight Champion
Mike Tyson. The glove weights 12 ounces and has the Everlast symbol across the fist
beneath the signature. Tyson was arguably the most feared boxers ever, known for his
knockout power and putting fighters away early in fights.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.

$100-200
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OSCAR DE LA HOYA, EVANDER HOLYFIELD, RIDDICK BOWE, AND JULIO CESAR
CHAVEZ CESARS PALACE BOXING HATS AND PRESS PINS
Four promotional boxing ballcaps and eight press pins for boxing matches at Cesars Palace.
The hats include a blue and black adjustable for Evander Holyfield and Riddick Bowe’s third bout, a black and yellow adjustable cap marketing
what would be Oscar De La Hoya’s first championship win against the legendary Julio Cesar Chavez in 1996, a black adjustable cap for
Holyfield’s 1999 championship bout against Lennox Lewis, and a black adjustable hat with Mexican and American flag side panels
commemorating De La Hoya and Chavez’s 1998 rematch, dubbed “Ultimate Revenge.”
The press pins include four featuring De La Hoya: One square-shaped pin each for the De La Hoya-Chavez fights (one black and gold, the other
red, black, and white); a square pin for De La Hoya’s 1997 bout against Hector “Macho” Camacho; and a black, white and gold square pin for De
La Hoya’s 1997 fight against Pernell Whitaker.
The other four pins are for Holyfield’s Nov. 4, 1995 bout against Riddick Bowe (blue and gold); a red, black, and white square press pin for
Holyfield’s 1994 fight at Cesars against Michael Moorer; an engraved gold square press pin for Sugar Shane Mosley’s IBO World super
welterweight win over champion Adam Stone; and a circular press pin for Holyfield’s 1992 fight with Larry Holmes.
Includes four additional promotional boxing ballcaps: Evander Holyfield vs. Lennox Lewis II at the Thomas & Mack Center, George Foreman vs.
Axel Schulz at the MGM Grand Garden Arena, Hasim Rahman vs. Lennox Lewis II at the Mandalay Bay Events Center, and Herbie Hide vs. Riddick
Bowe at the MGM Grand Garden Arena.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$100-200

95

PRESS PINS FROM CAESARS PALACE BOXING MATCHES
A collection of 11 press pins from various boxing matches held at Caesars Palace spanning three decades.
Includes Caesars Palace “THE SUPER FIGHT,” pin for Marvin Hagler vs. Sugar Ray Leonard in 1987, a Caesars
Palace “PRESS CONFERENCE,” pin, a pin for Evander Holyfield vs. Lennox Lewis (Nov. 13, 1999), a pin for
Holyfield vs. Riddick Bowe (Nov. 4, 1995), a pin for Holyfield vs. Larry Holmes (June 19, 1992), a pin from Shane
Mosley vs. Adrian Stone (July 21, 2001), Larry Holmes vs. Oliver McCall (April 8, 1995), a pin for Holyfield vs.
Michael Moorer (April 22, 1994), a pin for Thomas Hearns vs. Virgil Hill (June 3, 1991), and a pin from Sugar Ray
Leonard’s bout against Donny Lalonde (Nov. 7, 1988).
Also in this lot is a pin for the Holyfield vs. Mike Tyson fight that was supposed to occur on Nov. 8, 1991, but
was instead shelved when Tyson tore cartilage in his rib while training. It was put off indefinitely after Tyson
sentenced to six years in prison following a rape conviction. The two eventually faced off in what became
known as “The Bite of the Century,” in 1997.
3 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$50-75

96

ASSORTED LAS VEGAS BOXING PRESS PASSES
A lot of 15 laminated boxing press passes from Las Vegas bouts featuring Floyd
Mayweather, Riddick Bowe, Larry Holmes, David Tua, Wladimir Klitschko, Tyson Fury,
Amir Khan, and Evander Holyfield.
4 1/2 by 8 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$50-75
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ASSORTED LAS VEGAS BOXING PRESS PASSES
A lot of 14 laminated boxing press passes from Las Vegas bouts featuring
Floyd Mayweather, Felix Trinidad, Julio Cesar Chavez, Julio Cesar Chavez, Jr.,
Bernard Hopkins, Larry Holmes, Riddick Bowe, and Evander Holyfield.
5 by 8 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$50-75

98

SUPER FIGHT BOXING PRESS PASSES
Six press passes for some of boxing’s biggest Las Vegas super
fights: Floyd Mayweather vs. Manny Pacquiao at the MGM
Grand, Oscar De La Hoya vs. Hector “Macho” Camacho at
Caesars Palace, Lennox Lewis vs. David Tua at the Mandalay
Bay, Evander Holyfield vs. Lennox Lewis (“Search for the
Truth”), and “The Dream Match,” Oscar De La Hoya vs. Manny
Pacquiao at the MGM Grand.
5 1/2 by 8 3/4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame
Collection

64

$50-75
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RAY MERCER AND AMIR KHAN OLYMPIC MEDALISTS SIGNED BOXING GLOVES (JSA)
A red Everlast boxing glove signed by 1988 Olympic gold-medal boxer Ray Mercer and a black Reves boxing glove signed by 2004 Olympic
silver medalist Amir Khan.
Mercer - a talented amateur boxer who learned the sport during his U.S. Army stint - went 64-6-0 as an amateur, and trained for the Olympics in
Las Vegas. After winning gold in Seoul and receiving an honorary discharge, Mercer turned pro in 1989, winning the WBO Heavyweight
Championship over Francesco Damiani via ninth-round knockout in 1991. He eventually turned to kickboxing and MMA before retiring in 2009.
The glove, signed by Mercer in black marker, includes a 1988 inscription, along with the date 2012.
Khan - a former unified light-welterweight world champion - won the silver in Athens at the age of 17, becoming Britain’s youngest boxing
Olympic medalist. He won the WBA title at the age of 22 and held the WBA title from 2009 to 2012. He is still active, and is
co-owner of a MMA league in India. He has signed the black Reves glove in silver marker, with the inscription: “WBA WBC WBO /
L. WELTER WEIGHT CHAMP.”
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$100-200

100

OSCAR DE LA HOYA BOXING BELT DISPLAY
A framed display featuring a replica WBO (World Boxing Organization) championship belt commemorating the
Oscar de la Hoya-Jorge Páez fight on July 29, 1994, in Las Vegas, Nevada, when de la Hoya knocked out Páez in the
second round of their World Lightweight Championship match. The display also includes a photo of each boxer and
a ticket to the fight.
28 3/4 inches by 54 3/4 inches

$400-600
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LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED DE LA HOYA-VARGAS
BOXING POSTER
A promotional poster for the boxing match between Oscar De La Hoya and
Fernando Vargas, signed by artist LeRoy Neiman, who designed the poster.
The long-anticipated De La Hoya-Vargas bout on Sept. 14, 2002 at the
Mandalay Bay Events Center was dubbed “Bad Blood,” and featured De La
Hoya in his prime. The fight was to unify De La Hoya’s WBC and lineal super
welterweight (light-middleweight) championships and Vargas’ WBA super
welterweight championship, as well as the vacant The Ring light-middleweight
championship.
De La Hoya won by technical knockout at 1:48 in the 11th round, despite
Vargas testing positive for anabolic steroids on the night of the fight.
Framed: 40 1/4 by 34 1/2 inches; Sight: 30 by 24 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$300-500

102

OSCAR DE LA HOYA BOXING PROGRAM,
PRESS PASSES AND PINS
A set of four boxing match press pins, four laminated press passes, and one
souvenir program for fights involving International Boxing Hall of Famer
Oscar De La Hoya.
The program - with a cover painted by LeRoy Neiman - is for De La Hoya’s
1999 match against Oba Carr, and features articles by boxing analysts, fullcolor glossy photographs and pull-out poster, and an article on an
up-and-coming Floyd Mayweather.
8 1/2 by 11 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$100-200
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FLOYD MAYWEATHER SIGNED BOXING GLOVE (JSA)
A black Everlast boxing glove signed in white marker by Olympic bronze medal-winner
and undefeated (50-0) professional boxer Floyd “Money” Mayweather.
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$300-500

104

MANNY PACQUIAO AND FREDDIE ROACH
SIGNED BOXING GLOVE (JSA)
A pink Everlast boxing glove signed by champion boxer Manny Pacquiao and
International Boxing Hall of Famer Freddie Roach.
Pacquiao, a four-time welterweight champion and the WBA (Super) welterweight
champion since July of 2019, is arguably one of the greatest boxers of all time,
and one of the greats of the modern era, having won major world titles in four
divisions and becoming the first boxer to win the lineal championship in five
different weight classes.
Roach boxed professionally from 1978 to 1986 with a reputation as a crowdpleaser and a 40-13 record (15 KOs). He then became a trainer, tutoring over 20
world champions including Michael Moorer, Oscar De La Hoya, Mike Tyson,
Bernard Hopkins, Amir Khan and Pacquiao.
Pacquiao has signed the love horizontally across the back of the hand in black
marker, while his trainer Roach - inducted into the IBHOF in 2012 - has signed
the glove just above the wrist in black marker, with the inscription “HOF 2012.”
Accompanied by JSA authentication.
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$200-300
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MANNY PACQUIAO BOXING MATCH PRESS CREDENTIALS
A set of 12 press credentials for Manny Pacquiao boxing matches from the MGM Grand, the
Thomas & Mack Center, and the Mandalay Bay. Featuring matches against Marco Antonio Barrera,
Timothy Bradley, Juan Manuel Marquez, Ricky Hatton, Miguel Cotto, David Diaz and Jessie Vargas.
4 1/4 by 7 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection

$50-75

106

CONOR MCGREGOR SIGNED GLOVE AND MITT DISPLAY (JSA)
Conor McGregor signed glove display. The “Notorious” Conor McGregor signed both the boxing glove as well as the punching mitt, which
surround a photo of himself strutting after another victory. McGregor began his UFC career 20-2 with wins vs Jose Aldo, Nate Diaz, Max Holloway
and Chad Mendes, some of the biggest names in the sport. Both signatures come with JSA certification.
13 by 25 3/4 inches
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$200-300

107

BASKETBALL LEGENDS
SIGNATURE DISPLAY
FEATURING OSCAR ROBERTSON,
LARRY BIRD, MAGIC JOHNSON,
MICHAEL JORDAN, AMONG
MANY OTHERS (JSA) (UDA)
A framed display featuring signatures on trading cards
and photographs and cut signatures from 50 of the
greatest basketball players as of 2006, when the
display was created, and memorabilia cards from five
of basketball’s all-time greats.
At top are memorabilia trading cards with jersey
swatches from Moses Malone, Scottie Pippen, John
Havlicek, David Robinson, and Patrick Ewing.
The 45 signatures, listed in the order they appear on
the display: Hakeem Olajuwon, Michael Jordan, Kevin
McHale, Jerry Lucas, Moses Malone, Walt Frazier,
George Mikan, Bill Walton, James Worthy, Nate
Archibald, Wes Unseld, Bill Sharman, Bob Cousy, John
Havlicek, Elvin Hayes, Clyde Drexler, Scottie Pippen,
Dave Debusschere, George Gervin, Oscar Robertson,
Earl Monroe, Lenny Wilkens, Isiah Thomas, Sam Jones,
Dave Cowens, Paul Arizin, Billy Cunningham, Rick Barry,
Willis Reed, Shaquille O’Neal (as Neon from the 1994
Paramount film Blue Chips), David Robinson, Larry Bird,
Charles Barkley, Karl Malone, Bob Pettit, Magic
Johnson, Dave Bing, Elgin Baylor, Robert Parish,
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Bill Russell, Dolph Schayes, Wilt
Chamberlain, Nate Thurmond, Julius Erving, Patrick
Ewing, Jerry West , John Stockton, Hal Greer, and Pete
Maravich.
Jordan’s and McHale’s signatures are Upper Deck
Authenticated (UDA). Olajuwon’s signature is NBA
authenticated.
36 3/4 by 63 1/4 inches

$3,000-5,000
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OSCAR ROBERTSON CINCINNATI BEARCATS CAPTAIN’S TROPHY MADE BY BALFOUR
Oscar Robertson Cincinnati Bearcats captain’s trophy made by Balfour. Robertson was co-captain for the 1959-1960 season at Cincinnati, helping
lead them to a 28-2 record and Final Four appearance. Inscribed on the trophy is “U. Of Cincinnati Basketball Co-Captain 1959-1960.” Robertson
that season finished leading the nation in scoring at 32.6 points per game, 14.1 rebounds and 7.3 assists per game. Robertson is still considering
one of the greatest all around basketball players the world has ever seen, and until recently, was the only player ever to finish an NBA season
averaging a triple-double. Accompanying this lot is a letter signed by Robertson attesting to the authenticity of this lot.
4 1/2 high by 8 inches circumference

$500-700

109

ELGIN BAYLOR HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TROPHY
Elgin Baylor high school basketball trophy. Baylor was awarded this trophy following the 1954 season at
Springarn High School. The trophy features a player in gold dunking the basketball. At the bottom of the
trophy, the plaque reads “SSA’s Livingston Trophy/ Presented to/ Elgin Baylor of Spingarn/ As outstanding
high school basketball player/ 1954.”
Note: the base of the trophy base of the trophy was cracked and is missing a sliver. Size 12’’ tall by 3’’ wide.
12 by 3 inches

$200-300

110

ELGIN BAYLOR 1965 SPORTS
CHAIRMAN AWARD
A Service Award plaque presented to Elgin Baylor by
the Tuberculosis and Health Association of Los
Angeles in 1965. The plaque features a square
ceramic tile set into a wood frame that reads
Tuberculosis and/ Health Association/ of Los Angeles/
County/ Service/ Award/ Christmas Seal Campaign. A
red logo is displayed on the right side. A yellow metal
plaque is mounted onto the bottom of the wood
frame and reads Elgin Baylor/ Honorary Sports
Chairman/ 1965.
10 1/4 by 10 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Juliens Auctions, 2013, Property from
The Collection of Elgin Baylor
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$200-300
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ELGIN BAYLOR 1970 TOPPS #65 TRADING
CARD - PSA EX 5
Presented is a 1970 Topps Elgin Baylor trading card #65. The card has
been graded PSA EX 5. Baylor is synonymous with winning and the
“Showtime Lakers,” helping them win championships in the 1980’s.
Tragically, Baylor passed away earlier this year.
7 inches by 4 inches

$200-300

112

ELGIN BAYLOR 1970 TOPPS #65 OVERSIZED
TRADING CARD - PSA VG-EX 4
Offered is a 1970 Topps Elgin Baylor #65 trading card. Baylor was a
mainstay with the Lakers, helping the team win championships with the
team in the 1980’s. The Naismith Basketball Hall of Famer sadly passed
away earlier this year. The card is graded PSA VG-EX 4.
7 inches by 4 inches

$100-200

113

ELGIN BAYLOR 1994 NBA OPENING GAMES
GLASS PAPERWEIGHT
A glass paperweight given to Elgin Baylor in November 1994 in Yokohama,
Japan, when the Los Angeles Clippers played the Portland Trail Blazers in the
1994 NBA Opening Games in Yokohama. The glass paperweight is engraved
on the interior NBA/ Opening/ Games/ Japan 1994 with the NBA logo inside.
3 by 1 inches, overall
PROVENANCE Juliens Auctions, 2013, Property from The Collection of Elgin
Baylor

$100-200
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ELGIN BAYLOR “X-PRO” TELEVISION COMMERCIAL WORN
AND SIGNED WARM-UP SUIT (JSA)
A white polyester warm up suit worn by Elgin Baylor for an Anacin television commercial that aired during
the 1996 Olympics. The suit, which includes both shirt and pants, is white polyester with red, white and
blue elastic stripes down the sides of the body, around the V-neck collar, down the arms and down the
sides of both pant legs. The top has a drawstring around the bottom and the pants have zippers on the
bottom of each pant leg that run 12 inches up the side of each leg. An “XPRO/ EX-NBA Players
Association” patch featuring a basketball is sewed into the center of the top. Other “X-Pro’s” taking part in
the commercial shoot included Wilt Chamberlain, Bob Cousy, Bob Pettit, Bill Walton, George Mikan, Jerry
West, Rick Berry, Oscar Robertson, John Havlicek and coach Red Auerbach, with a plaque with a photo of
everyone involved included in the lot. No size present.
Accompanying this lot is a letter of authenticity from JSA.

$1,000-2,000

115

PETE MARAVICH 1971 TOPPS #55 - PSA GEM
MINT 10
Offered is a 1971 Pete Maravich Topps #55 trading card. The card has been graded
a PSA Gem Mint 10. In his 2nd year as a pro, “Pistol Pete” Maravich carried the
momentum from his outstanding rookie campaign and brought it to this card. Many
PSA 8’s and 9’s have appeared on the market over the years, but you will be hard
pressed to find another PSA 10.
5 inches by 3 inches
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$3,000-5,000

116

LEW ALCINDOR 1970 TOPPS #75 OVERSIZED
TRADING CARD - PSA EX+ 5.5
Offered is a 1970 Topps Lew Alcindor oversized trading card #75. In his second
season in the NBA, little did anyone know that this big man would turn out to be
one of the greatest and most prolific scorers of all-time, later becoming known as
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
7 inches by 4 inches

$300-500

117

WILT CHAMBERLAIN 1970 TOPPS #50
OVERSIZED TRADING CARD - PSA NM 7
Featured is a 1970 Topps Wilt Chamberlain oversized trading card. The card
has been graded PSA NM 7.
7 inches by 4 inches

$300-500
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LOS ANGELES LAKERS 1985 NBA CHAMPIONSHIP 14K GOLD RING
1985 Los Angeles Lakers NBA Championship 14k gold ring. The 1980’s were considered the era that not only
saved basketball, but were the glory days of the sport. That is primarily because of Magic and Bird, Lakers and
Celtics. Following their meeting in the NCAA Championship game and the 1984 NBA Finals, Magic Johnson
and Larry Bird once again found themselves squaring off for supremacy of the sport. Bird and Celtics were the
defending champions, having defeated the Lakers in seven games the year prior. It was Magic’s turn, as the
Lakers went on to defeat the Celtics in six games. Offered is a ladies Size _ Championship ring. The ring features
a diamond-studded image of the Larry O’Brien Trophy set inside a large purple stone and is inscribed “Los
Angeles Lakers World Champions.” On one side of the ring is the Lakers logo, with “Purple Reign” above and
L.A. 4 BOS 2 beneath. The other side of the ring has the NBA logo with 1985 on the sides and L. Nassi above it.
This ring was provided to Lisa Nassi, the daughter of former Indiana Pacers owner Sam Nassi as she and her
family had grown close relationships with the Lakers organization after Sam sold the team and moved his family
to Los Angeles. A letter of provenance accompanies the ring.
Property is part of Lisa Nassi’s (daughter of former Indiana Pacers team owner Sam Nassi) collection.

74

$10,000-20,000
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LARRY BIRD GAME WORN WARM-UP JACKET
FEBRUARY 14, 1991 AT LOS ANGELES LAKERS
Larry Bird NBA Game Worn Warm Up Jacket, February 14, 1991. Bird went on
to record a triple double that night as the Celtics defeated the Lakers, 98-85.
The 80's were an unforgettable era in basketball, primarily because of what Bird
and Magic Johnson accomplished. They each helped create dueling dynasties,
with the Lakers winning five titles and the Celtics winning three titles during the
decade. They squared off three times in the finals, with the Lakers winning two of
the three series. Offered here is the game worn warm up jacket belonging to "Larry
Legend" from a later encounter at The Forum in Los Angeles. Sam Nassi, the former
owner of the Indiana Pacers, after selling the team, moved his family to southern
California. Nassi and the Lakers organization grew very close and sat courtside at many of
the Lakers games. Prior to tip-off during the game on February 14, 1991, Bird took off his jacket
and tossed it onto the floor behind him. Sam's wife, Anka Nassi, scooped up the jacket and held onto it. It
has been in possession of the Nassi family ever since. A detailed letter of provenance from Lisa Nassi,
Sam's daughter who was sitting beside her mother, is included with this lot.
PROVENANCE Property is part of the Nassi Family collection.

$4,000-6,000
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LOS ANGELES LAKERS 1987 NBA
CHAMPIONSHIP 14K GOLD RING
1987 Los Angeles Lakers NBA Championship 14K Gold
Ring. In what was the rubber match between Magic
Johnson and Larry Bird, the defending champion Boston
Celtics squared off against the Los Angeles for the NBA
title. It was the final time that Bird and Magic played against
one another for the highest prize. Boston won in 1984, with
the Lakers winning the following year. It was Magic and the
Lakers who got the last laugh, as they defeated the Celtics
in six games. The series featured a who’s who in the NBA,
with the likes of Magic, Kareem-Abdul Jabbar, James
Worthy taking on Larry Legend, Kevin McHale and Robert
Parish. Magic was named Finals MVP helping the Lakers
win another championship. This title run for Los Angeles
was dubbed “The Drive for Five,” as they had won four
NBA titles while in L.A. previously. So, the front of the ring
has five large diamonds symmetrically placed, with “World
Champions Lakers 1987” surrounding them. One side of
the ring says “Drive for Five” sitting above the Lakers logo
and LA 4 BOS 4 beneath. The other side of the ring has the
NBA logo centered with ‘72, ‘80, ‘82, ‘85 around it,
representing the first four titles won in Los Angeles. Above
that is inscribed “Nassi” for Sam Nassi, the former Indiana
Pacers team owner. Nassi, following the sale of the Pacers
in 1983, moved his family to California and developed a
relationship with the Lakers brass, often sitting courtside for
Lakers games. Accompanying the lot is the letter of
provenance from Lisa Nassi, Sam’s daughter.
Property from the Nassi family collection.
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$10,000-20,000
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BRENT MUSBURGER WORN CBS
SPORTSCOAT 1987 NBA FINALS LAKERS
LOCKER ROOM
Sports Broadcasting Hall of Famer Brent Musburger wore this CBS
Sportscoat into the locker room following Game 6 of the 1987 NBA
Finals, which saw Magic Johnson and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar best
Larry Bird and the Boston Celtics.
Accompanied by a letter written by Musburger’s assistant to the
manager of a fund raising project to which Musburger donated the
jacket. Also included are photos of Musburger in the locker room
interviewing Lakers owner Jerry Buss alongside former NBA
Commissioner David Stern, as well as the photograph of Johnson
spraying champagne and soaking the sportscoat, which is
referenced in the letter.

$800-1,200
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LOS ANGELES LAKERS 1987 NBA CHAMPIONSHIP
14K GOLD DIAMOND PENDANT
1987 Los Angeles Lakers NBA Championship 14k gold diamond pendant. The 1987
season was one for the history books, as the Lakers won their fourth title of the
decade, defeating the hated rival Boston Celtics in six games. It was the final battle
between Magic Johnson and Larry Bird for an NBA Championship, with Magic
coming out on top. Offered is a beautiful NBA championship pendant. The pendant
contains five diamonds in the center totaling 1 carrot. The inscription around the
diamonds reads “World Champion Lakers 1987.” The 14k gold chain with Lakers
engraving also accompanies this lot. The pendant and necklace come inside the
original Jostens Box presented by the Lakers.
Property part of the Nassi family collection.

$1,000-2,000
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LOS ANGELES LAKERS 1988 NBA CHAMPIONSHIP 14K GOLD RING
1988 Los Angeles Lakers NBA Championship 14K Gold Ring. Coming off their title win the year prior vs the rival
Celtics, the Los Angeles Lakers went back to back, defeating the Detroit Pistons in the 1988 NBA Finals. This was
the fifth and final title for Magic Johnson and the “Showtime Lakers.” The front of the ring has one large diamond
(0.33 ct) in the center, set inside a purple stone, which is surrounded by 18 smaller diamonds. The inscription
surround that reads “World Champion Lakers 1988” with two more diamonds in the bottom corners. One side
of the ring has the NBA Logo with 1987 1988 on the sides of it, with “Back to Back” above it. The other side of
the ring has the Lakers logo above “Lakers 4 Pistons 3” and the name “Sam” above it. That refers to Sam Nassi,
the former Indiana Pacers team owner. Nassi, following the sale of the Pacers, moved his family to southern
California and developed a relationship with the Lakers organization, who had this ring made for him. The ring
comes inside its original ring box from Jostens. A letter of provenance from the Nassi family accompanies the
lot.
Property is part of Sam Nassi’s, former Indiana Pacers team owner, collection.
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$10,000-20,000
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MOSES MALONE GAME WORN SIXERS JERSEY IN
FINAL SEASON WITH PHILADELPHIA
A Champion brand Philadelphia 76ers jersey game worn by Moses Malone during the
1993-1994 season, which was his final season with Philadelphia in his Hall of Fame
career. On the front of the jersey stitched is the Philadelphia Sixers logo. Stitched on
below the logo is Malone’s number in blue-on-red tackle twill numbering. Stitched on
the lower left front is a Champion tag that states this jersey is designed exclusively for the
Sixers. The jersey is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Ballpark Heroes.

$1,000-2,000

125

KARL MALONE 1986 FLEER #68 ROOKIE CARD PSA GEM MINT 10
Karl Malone 1986 Fleer #68 rookie card. This beautiful example of one of
the greatest power forwards in history is cut to perfection, receiving a PSA
Gem Mint 10 grade. Malone played the first 18 of his 19 professional years
with the Utah Jazz, winning multiple awards and leading Utah to the NBA
Finals twice, only to be thwarted by Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls
both times.
5 inches by 3 inches

$6,000-8,000
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LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (1/5) “CHAPEL” MICHAEL
LE BRECHT II PHOTOGRAPH
Offered is a beautiful image of LeBron James in his high school days wearing the infamous “Chosen
One” jersey. James is seen in the photo staring up with stained glass windows behind him on both
sides. Beneath the giclee image is inscribed “LeBron James ‘Chapel’ Akron Ohio, 2002” and is
signed by the photographer Michael Le Brecht II, numbered 1/5.
36 inches by 24 inches (sheet) - 28 1/4 inches by 20 1/4 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From The Archives of Michael J. Le Brecht II

80

$1,000-2,000
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LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (1/5) “PRAYER”
MICHAEL LE BRECHT II PHOTOGRAPH
Offered is a beautiful image of LeBron James in his high school days wearing the infamous
“Chosen One” jersey. James is seen in the photo staring up praying with a basketball between
his elbows and stained glass windows behind him on both sides. Beneath the giclee image is
inscribed “LeBron James ‘Prayer’ Akron Ohio, 2002” and is signed by the photographer Michael
Le Brecht II, numbered 1/5. Note: A two inch incision effecting bottom center of image.
20 1/8 inches by 16 inches (sheet) - 15 inches by 12 3/4 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From The Archives of Michael J. Le Brecht II

$600-800
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LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (1/5) “ST VINCENT ST MARY’S”
MICHAEL LE BRECHT II PHOTOGRAPH
Offered is a beautiful image of LeBron James in his high school days wearing the infamous “Chosen One” jersey.
James is seen in the photo with a basketball resting behind his head. Beneath the giclee image is inscribed “LeBron
James ‘St. Vincent St Mary’s, Akron Ohio 2002” and is signed by the photographer Michael Le Brecht II,
numbered 1/5.
30 1/8 inches by 24 inches (sheet) - 24 inches by 19 1/4 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From The Archives of Michael J. Le Brecht II
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$800-1,200

129

LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (2/5) “THE CHOSEN ONE”
MICHAEL LE BRECHT II PHOTOGRAPH
Presented is a beautiful image of one of the most iconic basketball photos in recent memories, LeBron James’
photo featured on the February 2002 issue of Sports Illustrated named “The Chosen One.” The image features
James in his St. Vincent St. Mary’s high school basketball jersey prior to being drafted 1st overall in the 2003
NBA Draft. The rest is history. This limited edition print is 2 of 5.
30 1/8 inches by 24 inches (sheet) - 24 inches by 19 1/4 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From The Archives of Michael J. Le Brecht II

$800-1,200
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BIDDING ON THIS LOT REQUIRES
SPECIAL REGISTRATION
REQUIREMENTS.
Please contact
info@juliensauctions.com
or call (310) 836-1818 for additional
information to bid on this lot.
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LEBRON JAMES’ ICONIC “THE CHOSEN ONE” H.S. JERSEY, GAME USED & PHOTOMATCHED
TO HIS FIRST SPORTS ILLUSTRATED COVER & GAME THAT DAY (MEIGRAY & RESOLUTION
PHOTOMATCHING)
The holy grail of LeBron James memorabilia, this jersey is instantly recognized to be one of the most iconic and valuable photo matched sporting jerseys
ever.
LeBron James, considered one of the greatest basketball players of all time who will soon eclipse the vaunted NBA all-time points scored record, wore
this (photo-matched) jersey during his very first February 3, 2002 Sports Illustrated photo shoot for “The Chosen One” issue (published 2/18/2002), as
well as during his high school game later that same day. During his junior season, he became the first high school junior to ever be featured on the cover
of Sports Illustrated.
February 3, 2002, James wore this jersey (photo-matched) while playing for St. Vincent - St. Mary against the Archbishop Hoban Knights and scored 32
points and collected seven rebounds. During James’ legendary high school career, attention and accolades followed almost immediately. During his
freshman season, the team went a perfect 27-0 and won the Division II state championship, only then to repeat the following season.
There has quite literally never been as much pressure or attention given to a high school athlete in sports history. Many of James’ high school games
were aired nationally on ESPN with the hype machine in full force. To no one’s surprise, James was drafted 1st overall in the 2003 NBA Draft. Since
entering the NBA, James has won four NBA titles, four league MVP’s, garnered 17 All-Star selections and took three different teams to the NBA Finals in
10 of 11 successive seasons. He is obviously considered to be on the Mount Rushmore of basketball players in history.
This green and gold mesh jersey has James’ number 23 on the front and back, with a 9-11 ribbon above the top left breast. The ONSPORTS XXL brand
jersey is on the front left of the jersey. The Fighting Irishmen logo is affixed above “Irish” on the front center of the jersey on the collar of the neck.
This iconic LeBron jersey comes with Letters of Authenticity and Photo Matching from The MeiGray Group and Resolution Photomatching. The infamous
“The Chosen One” Sports Illustrated issue is also included in this lot.
Images shown on previous pages feature Lebron wearing this exact jersey from the Sports Illustrated photo shoot.
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$400,000-600,000
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LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (1/5) MICHAEL LE BRECHT II
PHOTOGRAPH
Offered is an image of LeBron James during the infamous photo shoot for the Sports Illustrated issue of
February 2002. This particular photograph illustrates James in the locker room with his St. Vincent St Mary’s
high school jersey hanging up behind him, numbered 1 of 5.
20 1/8 inches by 24 inches (sheet) 16 3/8 inches by 20 1/4 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From The Archives of Michael J. Le Brecht II
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$600-800
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LEBRON JAMES LIMITED EDITION (1/10) “SILHOUETTE”
MICHAEL LE BRECHT II PHOTOGRAPH
Offered is a gorgeous profile image of LeBron James in his high school days wearing a headband.
James is shown here from the shoulders up, staring intently.. Beneath the giclee image is inscribed “LBJ
Silhouette Akron Ohio, 2002” and is signed by the photographer Michael Le Brecht II, numbered 1/5.
20 1/4 inches by 16 1/8 inches (sheet) 17 inches by 13 1/4 inches (image)
PROVENANCE From The Archives of Michael J. Le Brecht II

$600-800
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LEBRON JAMES SIGNED BASKETBALL
LIFE SIZE CUTOUT FRAMED DISPLAY (JSA)
LeBron James signed basketball life size cutout display. “The Chosen
One,” LeBron James hand signed this Spalding Official NBA basketball
with a black fiber-tip marker across an empty panel with his signature
and the number 23. The ball was formatted to fit this life size cutout
photo of James throwing down a massive one-hand jam.
Accompanying this lot is the Letter of Authenticity from JSA. Framed 40’’
x 50’’.
39 3/4 by 50 1/4 inches
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$2,000-4,000
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LEBRON JAMES SIGNED CLEVELAND
CAVALIERS 2006-2007 TEAM BINDER (JSA)
This Spalding Official NBA Cleveland Cavaliers team binder is signed by
LeBron James, among other members of the 2006-2007 Eastern
Conference Champion Cavaliers. This was James’ first season reaching
an NBA Finals in his storied career. The item is perfect for rounding out a
LeBron James memorabilia collection, or for someone just looking for
something different from a basketball. The property comes with a Letter
of Authenticity from JSA.

$300-500
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LEBRON JAMES SIGNED 2007
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS EASTERN
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIP
REPRODUCTION TROPHY (JSA)
LeBron James personally signed this 2007 Eastern Conference
Championship Reproduction Trophy. The Cleveland Cavaliers
defeated the Detroit Pistons in six games to earn James his first
trip to the NBA Finals. During Game 5, James immortalized
himself by scoring the team’s final 25 points to win by two.
This trophy comes with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.

$500-700
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LEBRON JAMES AND KOBE BRYANT SIGNED 2002-2003
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM (JSA)
2002-2003 LeBron James and Kobe Bryant signed high school program. The Scholastic Play-ByPlay Classics are the number one high school basketball event in the country. Some of the alumni
include LeBron James, Kobe Bryant, Kevin Durant, Karl Anthony-Towns and Anthony Davis. Over
100 NBA stars played in the events over the years. James won four PBP Classics MVP Awards,
including arguably his greatest high school game of his career. On January 18, 2003, James scored
40 points, collecting 14 rebounds and dishing out seven assists for St. Vincent-St. Mary in a win over
RJ Reynolds. On the cover of this program are the listed events for that season, where James won
all four of his MVP Awards. He and Bryant graced this cover with their signatures in blue fiber-tip
marker. Both signatures come with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.
11 3/4 by 9 1/2 inches
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$7,000-9,000
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LEBRON JAMES AND ANTHONY DAVIS SIGNED LOS ANGELES
LAKERS 2020 NBA WORLD CHAMPIONS DISPLAY (PSA) (JSA)
LeBron James and Anthony Davis signed 2020 Los Angeles Lakers NBA World Champions display. The top of the
display shows a team photo after the Lakers won their franchise’s 17th NBA title. That is tied with the Boston Celtics for
the most in NBA history. This was James’ fourth NBA title with three different teams, helping his argument as the
greatest player to ever live. To the right, James is pictured in the middle of a fist pump and beneath you find his
signature in black fiber-tip marker along with the number 23. To the left, Anthony Davis is pictured pounding his chest
fired up with his signature beneath it, along with a PSA sticker. The property comes with a Certificate of Authenticity
from JSA and is PSA graded as well.
26 1/2’’ by 20 1/4’’

$2,000-3,000
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KOBE BRYANT 1996-1997 GAME WORN ROOKIE LOS ANGELES LAKERS
HOME UNIFORM (JERSEY, SHORTS, PANTS) (SIA)
Kobe Bryant rookie season game worn Los Angeles Lakers home uniform. Offered is a stunning example of one of the first
uniforms the legend, Kobe Bean Bryant, ever wore in the National Basketball Association during the 1996-1997 season.
Bryant, initially drafted the Charlotte Hornets 13th overall, was traded to the Lakers on draft night. Not many realized what that
would mean for the Lakers and the NBA. Shortly after arriving in Los Angeles, the team also acquired Shaquille O'Neal. They
quickly became one of the most dominant and dynamic duos in history. Bryant thrived and shined, helping the Lakers win back
to back to back NBA Championships.
Bryant would go on to win five titles during his illustrious career, along with two NBA Finals MVP's, a league MVP and 18 All-Star
selections. Already considered one of the 10 greatest NBA players in history, Bryant would end his career with style, dropping
60 points on the Utah Jazz on April 13, 2016.
This classic Kobe Bryant rookie worn jersey has the number "8" and "Lakers" sewn on the chest with purple and white tackle
twill. The back of the jersey features his same number "8" and "Bryant." A gold NBA logo patch is sewn on the left shoulder of
the jersey, which was worn during the 1996-97 season only in honoring the NBA’s 50th season, as do the game worn shorts. A
Lakers “DESIGNED & TAILORED EXCLUSIVELY FOR LOS ANGELES LAKERS BODY LENGTH +4” tag and a Champion size “44”
tags are sewn on the front left tail.
Sports Investors Authentication has examined the uniform and concluded to be game worn by Kobe Bryant. SIA confirmed that
the shorts came directly from Bryant. They show evidence of laundering and moderate wear, with all original tagging with no
alterations. The shorts have the official "Designed & Tailored Exclusively for Los Angeles Lakers" Champions manufacturer tag
player special tailoring "Rise +2 InSeam +3." Next to it there is an additional Champion size 38 manufacturer tag. The jersey was
concluded to possibly have been worn by Bryant, exhibiting light wear consistent with usage of one to two NBA games. The
warm-up pants have the same official tagging from Champion, unaltered and lettered wash tag that exemplifies the consistency
with other Bryant worn uniforms. It is common place for equipment managers to mark a wash tag with a player's number or
letter, which can be seen here and matching other exemplars of Bryant's game worn items.
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$50,000-70,000
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1996 LOS ANGELES LAKERS TEAM SIGNED
BASKETBALL - KOBE BRYANT ROOKIE YEAR (JSA)
1996 Los Angeles Lakers team signed basketball - Kobe Bryant rookie year. The
1996 Lakers squad signed this Spalding Official NBA Basketball, including the late
Kobe Bryant. Bryant was in his rookie season when he signed this basketball, making
this a unique and highly sought after basketball.
Accompanying this lot is a letter of authenticity from JSA.

$2,000-3,000

140

KOBE BRYANT SIGNED SPALDING
OFFICIAL ALL SURFACE BALL (PSA)
The late Kobe Bryant signed this Spalding Official All Surface
Ball. The official NBA basketball comes with former NBA
Commissioner David Stern’s signature imprinted on the ball.
The signature is PSA Authenticated with the sticker and
certification number on the ball itself.

$1,000-2,000

141

KOBE BRYANT SIGNED LAKERS HOME JERSEY
(PSA)
A Nike brand Los Angeles Lakers #8 home jersey signed by Kobe Bryant. The
jersey features the Lakers logo arching across the chest in white on purple tackle
twill above Bryant’s number 8. The back of the jersey features Bryant above a
repeating 8 in purple on white tackle twill. Within the 8, Bryant signed his name
in black marker. Embroidered into the upper left front shoulder is the official
NBA logo. Stitched to the lower left front tail is a Nike manufacturers tag with
jersey size 45 with an alteration flag tag Length +4. Bryant played 20 seasons
with the Lakers and scored 33,643 points, which ranks him fourth on the all-time
NBA scoring list. Bryant was a 5-time NBA Champion, 2-time NBA Finals Most
Valuable Player, 18-time NBA All Star, 4-time NBA All Star Game MVP, and the
Los Angeles Lakers all-time leading scorer. Accompanied by a PSA/DNA
certificate of authenticity. Size L.
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$3,000-5,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED SPALDING
SPECIAL EDITION BASKETBALL (PSA)
(BECKETT)
Kobe Bryant signed this Spalding Official Game Ball in black
marker between the seams. Above his name, imprinted on the
ball reads “1996-97 Rookie Season Kobe 8 Bryant LA Lakers Via
Charlotte 1st Round 13th Overall.” The basketball is
accompanied with certification stickers from both PSA and
Beckett on the ball, along with a Letter of Authenticity.

$2,000-3,000

143

KOBE BRYANT SIGNED JERSEY NUMBER
8 (WHITE) (PSA)
Kobe Bryant’s #8 in white has been signed by the legend and is the
perfect artifact to add to a collection. The lot comes with PSA
Authentication.

$1,000-2,000
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KOBE BRYANT GAME WORN
ADIDAS KB8 “CRAZY 8” SIGNED
SHOE (PSA)
Kobe Bryant game worn Adidas KB8 “Crazy 8” signed
basketball shoe. Bryant’s “KB8” or later known as
“Crazy 8” line of shoes was his first line of Adidas shoes
released back in 1997. Bryant wore this specific shoe in
an exhibition at UC Santa Barbara versus his Lakers
teammates. This is where Bryant would later start the
Kobe Basketball Academy. Photos of Bryant wearing
this shoe during the exhibition while backing down
Derek Fisher attest to this fact. Kobe signed the shoe
just below the “KB8” logo in black marker. Anyone with
a Kobe Bryant or just basketball collection, this is your
chance at a unique piece of history. The property
comes with PSA/DNA Certification LOA.

$3,000-5,000

145

KOBE BRYANT SIGNED 2001 NBA FINALS
BASKETBALL (PSA)
Kobe Bryant signed 2001 NBA Finals basketball. The authentic
Spalding leather game ball was produced to commemorate the Los
Angeles Lakers beating the Philadelphia 76ers in the 2001 NBA
Finals. The ball features an NBA Finals logo, Lakers and 76ers team
logos and “Kobe Bryant” branded on one of the panels. It is signed
Kobe Bryant in black marker. The ball comes in its original packaging.
Accompanied by a PSA/DNA certificate of authenticity.
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$2,000-3,000

146

LOS ANGELES LAKERS 2002 NBA CHAMPIONSHIP 14K GOLD RING
2002 Los Angeles Lakers NBA Championship Ring. Offered is a stunning NBA Championship ring. The 2002 season
was a fun ride for Lakers fans, ultimately ending with another banner to hang. Los Angeles had won the previous two
titles and in 2002, they swept away the New Jersey Nets to earn their third consecutive title. The center of the ring has
a triangular purple stone with “Back Back Back” inscribed around it, representing the 3-peat. There are then three
symmetrically placed diamonds around the purple stone, with dozens of smaller diamonds all around those pieces.
The edges of the face of the ring are inscribed “Lakers World Champions” with 14 more diamonds around the edges.
One side of the ring has the Lakers logo with “Slam Dunk” inscribed beneath as well as 2002. The other side of the
ring has the NBA logo in the center with the Lakers regular season and playoff records listed. Above that is inscribed
“Jordan.” Jordan is Sam Nassi’s grandson. Sam Nassi was the former owner of the Indiana Pacers. Upon the sale of his
team in 1983, Nassi moved his family to southern California and developed a close relationship with the Lakers
organization, often sitting courtside for many of the games. The ring comes with the original box presented by the Los
Angeles Lakers. A letter of provenance from the Nassi family attests to the origins of the ring.
Property is part of the Nassi family collection.

$10,000-20,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED LAKERS AWAY JERSEY
(PSA)
A Nike brand Los Angeles Lakers #8 away jersey signed by Kobe Bryant. The
jersey features the Lakers logo arching across the chest in white on yellow tackle
twill above Bryant’s number 8. The back of the jersey features Bryant above a
repeating 8 in yellow on white tackle twill. Within the 8, Bryant signed his name
in black marker. Embroidered into the upper left front shoulder is the official
NBA logo. Stitched to the lower left front tail is a Nike manufacturers tag with
jersey size 45 with an alteration flag tag Length +4. Bryant played 20 seasons
with the Lakers and scored 33,643 points, which ranks him fourth on the all-time
NBA scoring list. Bryant was a 5-time NBA Champion, 2-time NBA Finals Most
Valuable Player, 18-time NBA All Star, 4 time NBA All Star Game MVP, and the
Los Angeles Lakers all-time leading scorer. Accompanied by a PSA/DNA
certificate of authenticity. Size L.
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$3,000-5,000
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KOBE BRYANT 2010 PANINI ELITE
BLACK BOX REIGNING THREES
AUTOGRAPHED CARD #1 (LIMITED
EDITION)
2010 Kobe Bryant Panini Elite Black Box Reigning Threes
Autographed Card #1, limited edition 75/99. This limited
edition offering of Bryant’s #1 card, the Reigning Threes Panini
Elite card, captures him going up for a shot from downtown
and is issue 75 of 99. Bryant could always score from anywhere
on the court, but was especially deadly from deep, especially in
the middle part of his career. In early 2003, Bryant set the
single-game NBA record with 12 three’s. His autograph is
written vertically alongside the photo of him. This card is not
easily available, making it the perfect piece to add to anyone’s
collection.

$3,000-5,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED JERSEY
NUMBER 8 (WHITE) (PSA)
Kobe Bryant’s #8 in white has been signed by the legend and is the
perfect artifact to add to a collection. The lot comes with PSA
Authentication.

$1,000-2,000
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KOBE BRYANT 1996-1997 ROOKIE GAME WORN TWICE SIGNED LAKERS ROAD UNIFORM (SIA)
(Beckett)
Kobe Bryant 1996-1997 rookie game worn twice signed Lakers road uniform. One of the greatest Lakers of all-time donned this uniform during his rookie
season of 1996-1997. Bryant was drafted 13th overall in the 1996 NBA Draft by the Charlotte Hornets out of Lower Merion High School, and was traded that
night for Vlade Divac.
Despite primarily coming off the bench his inaugural season, it didn't take long in year two for Bryant to show what he was truly capable of. He earned his first of
18 All-Star selections that season, laying the blueprint of what was to come. Bryant, alongside Shaquille O'Neal, went on to win three consecutive NBA titles
from 2000-2002. The legend of Kobe Bryant only grew after winning back-to-back Championships in 2009-2010, garnering the honor of NBA Finals MVP both
times. This helped dispel any notion that he wasn't nearly as valuable as Shaq during the earlier three-peat, as he proved he can do it as the man himself.
What Bryant accomplished on the court is obviously impressive, but it is what he did and who he was off the court that took his stature to that next level. His
presence helping women's basketball grow, as well as establishing the Mamba Sports Academy, which is designed to help train young athlete, was vital. Bryant
was also involved with many charities and known for giving back to the community, whether that was his involvement in the United Way of Los Angeles, which
addressed homelessness in Los Angeles County, or the over 200 wishes he granted through the infamous "Make A Wish Foundation" helping America's youth
in need. He truly was as great a humanitarian as he was a basketball player, and anyone that watched him play basketball, knows exactly how strong of a
statement that is.
This gorgeous road rookie jersey of Kobe's was signed twice Bryant, on both the front and back of the jersey on his number "8." The uniform has been
examined by Sports Investors Authentication and been concluded to have been worn by Bryant during his rookie season. The jersey and shorts exhibit
moderate game wear, with loose threads and puckering on the twill numbers that you would typically find on uniforms that are worn during multiple games.
Both the jersey and shorts are original with original tags with no alterations. The jersey has the gold NBA logo commemorating the NBA 50th anniversary, as do
the shorts. The warm-up pants have the stitched "Lakers Designed & Tailored exclusively for Los Angeles Lakers Rise +1 Inseam 41" tagging as well as a "19961997" wash tag that has the letter "B" written on it that you typically find on most game worn uniforms.
Letters of authenticity from Sports Investors Authentication, as well as Beckett for the signatures, accompany this lot.
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$80,000-120,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED SPALDING OFFICIAL
NBA GAME BALL (PSA) (BECKETT)
This Official Game Ball made by Spalding was signed by the late great
Kobe Bryant. Bryant tragically passed away in early 2020. The signed ball
has the Beckett Authentication sticker and Letter of Authenticity, as well as
PSA Authentication.
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$1,000-2,000
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KOBE BRYANT NBA GAME WORN
ADIDAS KB8 SHOES - DECEMBER 14,
1997 VS DALLAS MAVERICKS (30
POINTS)
Kobe Bryant NBA game worn Adidas KB8 or “Crazy 8” shoes.
Bryant wore these shoes vs the Dallas Mavericks on
December 14, 1997 during his 2nd year in the league. Bryant
led all scorers with 30 points in the game, as the Lakers
cruised to victory. The “Crazy 8” line of shoes were the first
shoes inspired by Bryant’s actual playing style and over 20
years later are still the most highly sought after line of shoes
from his collection.
Following the game, Bryant met the consignor and took a
photo with the consignor’s son, holding these shoes. The
property comes with the ticket stub to the game, the access
pass, the photo Bryant took holding the shoes, as well as a
notarized letter from the consignor detailing exactly how
they acquired them after the game. On Saturday, May 15th,
2021, Bryant was enshrined into the Naismith Memorial
Basketball Hall of Fame. Size 14.

$10,000-20,000
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KOBE BRYANT JAMES WORTHY SHAQUILLE O’NEAL
AND JERRY WEST SIGNED BASKETBALL (PSA)
Kobe Bryant, James Worthy, Shaquille O’Neal and Jerry West signed basketball. The four
Basketball Hall of Famers signed this Wilson Official Collegiate Basketball after an exhibition in
Santa Barbara, California before the 1999-2000 season. You might find these signatures on
NBA Game balls, but you will rarely ever see them all together on the same collegiate
basketball. This unique item is a great signature piece for Lakers and basketball fans alike.
A PSA/DNA Letter of Authenticity accompanies the basketball.
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$1,000-2,000
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KOBE BRYANT 2000 LIMITED EDITION 78/88 CHAMPIONSHIP AUTOGRAPHED
JERSEY AND PHOTOGRAPH WITH ‘97-’98 METAL UNIVERSAL TRADING CARD UDA
Kobe Bean Bryant signed this framed limited edition (78 of 88 made) 2000 NBA Champions jersey, along with the iconic photo of Bryant’s
reverse jam taken from above the rim. Included is a mint 1997-1998 Metal Universe Kobe Bryant trading card and two separate Los Angeles
2000 Champions pins. Above the photo is a plaque inscribed “Kobe Bryant #8 Los Angeles Lakers.”
Bryant uncommonly signed the front of the jersey in the middle of his number “8” and wrote 78/88 at the bottom. Certificate of Authenticity
from Upper Deck #BAG72383.
34 by 42 inches

$6,000-8,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED 2001 NBA FINALS
BASKETBALL (PSA)
Kobe Bryant signed 2001 NBA Finals basketball. The authentic Spalding leather
game ball was produced to commemorate the Los Angeles Lakers beating the
Philadelphia 76ers in the 2001 NBA Finals. The ball features an NBA Finals logo,
Lakers and 76ers team logos and “Kobe Bryant” branded on one of the panels.
It is signed Kobe Bryant in black marker. The ball comes in its original
packaging. Accompanied by a PSA/DNA certificate of authenticity.

$2,000-3,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED LAKERS
AWAY JERSEY (PSA)
A Nike brand Los Angeles Lakers #8 away jersey signed
by Kobe Bryant. The jersey features the Lakers logo
arching across the chest in white on yellow tackle twill
above Bryant’s number 8. The back of the jersey
features Bryant above a repeating 8 in yellow on white
tackle twill. Within the 8, Bryant signed his name in black
marker. Embroidered into the upper left front shoulder
is the official NBA logo. Stitched to the lower left front
tail is a Nike manufacturers tag with jersey size 45 with
an alteration flag tag Length +4. Bryant played 20
seasons with the Lakers and scored 33,643 points,
which ranks him fourth on the all time NBA scoring list.
Bryant was a 5-time NBA Champion, 2-time NBA Finals
Most Valuable Player, 18-time NBA All Star, 4-time NBA
All Star Game MVP, and the Los Angeles Lakers all-time
leading scorer. Accompanied by a PSA/DNA certificate
of authenticity. Size L.
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$3,000-5,000
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KOBE BRYANT 2006-2007 GAME WORN AND SIGNED
LOS ANGELES LAKERS #24 JERSEY (SIA) (JSA)
An Adidas brand Kobe Bryant Los Angeles Lakers home jersey game worn during the 2006-2007
season. The jersey features the "Lakers" logo arching across the chest in white on purple tackle twill
above Bryant's number "24." The back of the jersey features "Bryant" above a repeating "24."
Embroidered into the upper left front shoulder is the official NBA logo. Stitched to the lower left front
tail is an "Adidas" manufactures tag with jersey size "54" with an alteration flag tag "Length +2" and
an additional tag with the years "2006-2007." Bryant has signed the number "24" to the front in black
marker.
Bryant played 20 seasons with the Lakers and scored 33,643 points, which ranks him fourth on the alltime NBA scoring list. Bryant was a 5-time NBA Champion, 2-time NBA Finals Most Valuable Player,
18-time NBA All-Star, 4-time NBA All-Star Game MVP, and a Los Angeles Lakers all-time leading
scorer.
Letters of Authenticity from SIA, D.C. Collectibles and JSA are included with this lot.

$20,000-30,000
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2000 LOS ANGELES LAKERS NBA CHAMPIONSHIP 14K GOLD RING
2000 Los Angeles Lakers 14K NBA Championship Ring. This is truly a beautiful piece of history, as this was the
first of five NBA Championships Kobe Bryant had a hand in and is considered by many to be one of the more
aesthetically pleasing championship rings ever designed. The Lakers defeated the Indiana Pacers in six games
in the 2000 NBA Finals, with Shaquille O’Neal named Finals MVP. On the front of the ring is inscribed “Lakers
World Champions” surrounded by 25 diamonds. There are five diamonds on both the left and right side of the
center piece. One side of the ring says “Bling Bling” with an image of a ball going in the hoop, with a diamond
used in place of the ball. Beneath that is the year 2000. The other side of the ring has the NBA logo and the
Lakers regular season record, 67-15, as well as their playoff record 15-8. Above that is the name “Lisa,” as this
was Lisa Nassi’s ring. She is the daughter of former Indiana Pacers team owner Sam Nassi. Following his sale of
the Pacers, he moved his family to southern California, developing a relationship with the Lakers organization,
who provided this ring. A letter of provenance accompanies this lot from Nassi.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of the Nassi family
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$10,000-20,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED HOME LOS
ANGELES LAKERS JERSEY (PSA)
Kobe Bryant signed home Los Angeles Lakers jersey. Bryant signed his
name up the side of the number “8” on the back of the Nike jersey in
black marker. The front of the jersey reads “Lakers” across the chest
above his number. In the bottom corner of the jersey is a Nike tag
containing the Lakers emblem, official NBA logo and size 44. Bryant
was a 5-time NBA Champion, 2-time NBA Finals Most Valuable Player,
18-time NBA All Star and the Los Angeles Lakers all-time leading scorer.
Accompanied by a PSA/DNA Certificate of Authenticity. Size L.

$3,000-5,000
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KOBE BRYANT LIMITED EDITION 6/8
AUTOGRAPHED JERSEY WITH ALL
STAR 2000 PATCH (UDA)
This framed Kobe Bryant signed, Limited Edition jersey is one of
only eight made, listing some of Bryant’s career accomplishments
prior to changing his number to 24 before the 2007 season. This
includes Bryant’s 1st round NBA draft status, his three-peat as NBA
Champion from 2000-2002, his NBA All Star Slam Dunk
Championship, and his immortal 81-point game in 2006. Bryant
tragically passed away in early 2020 in a helicopter crash outside of
Los Angeles. The property comes with a Certificate of Authenticity
from Upper Deck #BAG97786 - Item Number 16218.
40 by 32 inches

$6,000-8,000
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KOBE BRYANT SIGNED LAKERS HOME JERSEY (PSA)
A Nike brand Los Angeles Lakers #8 home jersey signed by Kobe Bryant. The jersey
features the Lakers logo arching across the chest in white on purple tackle twill above
Bryants number 8. The back of the jersey features Bryant above a repeating 8 in purple
on white tackle twill. Within the 8, Bryant signed his name in black marker. Embroidered
into the upper left front shoulder is the official NBA logo. Stitched to the lower left front
tail is a Nike manufacturers tag with jersey size 45 with an alteration flag tag Length +4.
Bryant played 20 seasons with the Lakers and scored 33,643 points, which ranks him
fourth on the all time NBA scoring list. Bryant was a 5 time NBA Champion, 2 time NBA
Finals Most Valuable Player, 18 time NBA All Star, 4 time NBA All Star Game MVP, and a
Los Angeles Lakers all time leading scorer. Accompanied by a PSA/DNA certificate of
authenticity. Size L.

$3,000-5,000
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LOS ANGELES LAKERS 2002 NBA CHAMPIONSHIP WOMEN’S 14K GOLD RING
2002 Los Angeles Lakers NBA Championship Women’s Ring. Offered is a stunning NBA Championship ring. The 2002 season was
a fun ride for Lakers fans, ultimately ending with another banner to hang. Los Angeles had won the previous two titles and in 2002,
they swept away the New Jersey Nets to earn their third consecutive title. The center of the ring has a triangular purple stone with
“Back Back Back” inscribed around it, representing the 3-peat. There are then three symmetrically placed diamonds around the
purple stone, with dozens of smaller diamonds all around those pieces. The edges of the face of the ring are inscribed “Lakers
World Champions” with 14 more diamonds around the edges. One side of the ring has the Lakers logo with “Slam Dunk”
inscribed beneath as well as 2002. The other side of the ring has the NBA logo in the center with the Lakers regular season and
playoff records listed. Above that is inscribed “Shayne.” Shayne is Sam Nassi’s granddaughter. Sam Nassi was the former owner of
the Indiana Pacers. Upon the sale of his team in 1983, Nassi moved his family to southern California and developed a close
relationship with the Lakers organization, often sitting courtside for many of the games. A letter of provenance from the Nassi
family attests to the origins of the ring.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of the Nassi family
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$10,000-20,000
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SHAQUILLE O’NEAL SIGNED LOS
ANGELES LAKERS #34 HOME JERSEY
(BECKETT)
A Los Angeles Lakers replica home jersey signed by Shaquille
O’Neal. The back of the jersey features “O’Neal” in purple-on-white
tackle twill lettering arched above O’Neal’s number “34.” The “4” is
signed by O’Neal in black marker. As a Laker from 1996 to 2004,
O’Neal won three consecutive championships with the team in
2000, 2001, and 2002. Accompanied by a Beckett witnessed
certificate of authenticity.
Framed: 41 1/2 by 32 1/2 inches

$200-300

164

CHRIS PAUL 2016 NBA OPENING NIGHT GAME
WORN LOS ANGELES CLIPPERS JERSEY (NBA
& MeiGray)
2016 Kia NBA Tip-Off Opening Night Chris Paul game worn jersey framed
display. Paul wore this specific jersey on October 27th, 2016 to open the season
at the Moda Center in Portland, Oregon. Paul played 33 minutes and scored 27
points to go along with five rebounds, five assists and one steal in a 114-106
road win. Beneath the jersey are three photos of Paul from that game, and a
plaque that reads “Jersey Worn by Chris Paul of the Los Angeles Clippers
during their 114-106 Victory over the Portland Trailblazers on October 27,
2016.” The jersey is size M+2. The frame is 40’’ by 29’’. The jersey was purchased
through the NBA’s Game Worn Authentication Program and comes with Letter
of Authenticity and hologram sticker.
40 by 29 inches

$1,000-2,000
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MICHAEL JORDAN 1986 FLEER ROOKIE CARD #57 PSA GEM MINT 10
1986 Michael Jordan Fleer #57 rookie card. Offered is the most influential card in
the trading card market. The Jordan Fleer 57 sets the market, just like Jordan set
the tone in the league for near a decade. The league went as he and the Bulls
went. This is the most sought after trading card, certainly in the sport of basketball,
but potentially in the industry.
5 inches by 3 inches
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$200,000-400,000
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MICHAEL JORDAN 1986-1987 FLEER #57 ROOKIE CARD
BECKETT MINT 9
Michael Jordan 1986-1987 Fleer Rookie Card Beckett Mint 9. Hall of Famer, Michael Jordan,
in his Fleer trading card debut. This item is one of the most sought after modern cards of any
type, from any sport. Less than two percent of PSA graded Michael Jordan #57 Fleer Rookie
Cards have been graded higher than this card. Pictured perfectly in the card is MJ at his best,
gliding over defenders for a jam with his tongue out. You would be hard to find a more
perfect representation of Jordan than this. The card’s BGS condition report: Centering: 9,
Corners: 9.5, Edges: 9, Surface: 8.5.
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$40,000-60,000
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MICHAEL JORDAN 1992 OLYMPIC DREAM TEAM GAME WORN JERSEY
- LONG LOST MISSING TREASURE (SIA) (MEARS)
Offered is truly a unique piece of American sports history, a game worn Michael Jordan 1992 Olympic Dream Team jersey. This is not only a game worn jersey by
Jordan during the Olympics, this is the missing treasure from the scandal of the century in sports memorabilia.
In August of 1993, a gentleman purchased this U.S. Olympic game used jersey from the Ronald McDonald Children's Charities of North Carolina, Inc. As provided in
a print story by "The News Observer" in North Carolina, it details the story of how Jane Falkowski, the director of development for Ronald McDonald Children's
Charities of North Carolina, after attempting inquiries for months, found a package at her door one day. Inside the package was this Jordan Olympic jersey with a
photo of him in his Bulls uniform about to dunk against the Blazers, and a note that said "With the Compliments of Michael Jordan." Both that photograph and that
note are included in this lot as well as "The News Observer" story, and a copy of the letter from the Ronald McDonald Children's Charities stating the information of
the sale.
The man who purchased this jersey through the Ronald McDonald Charity Auction later that year for $19,500, later switched the jersey with a fake, and sold the fake
through one of the most prestigious auction houses for an exorbitant amount of money. The person who then purchased that fake, attempted to sell the jersey, but
once the cat was out of the bag, they were left with an almost meaningless jersey that they garnered $5,000 for from an REA auction. The gentleman who sold the
fake was eventually indicted in 2005 for fraud charges on over 1,000 different items of sports memorabilia. However, all sight was lost on the actual missing treasure
of that initial sale. I present to you, the missing treasure.
This historic jersey has been examined by MEARS receiving an A5 grade and later examined by Sports Investors Authentication, who concluded this jersey to be
game worn by Jordan during the 1992 Olympic games. The MEARS analysis provides images of the differences between the fake jersey sold and the actual jersey.
The "J" on the back of the "Jordan" does not hook upward at the end of the letter on the fake, which can easily be seen. This jersey has the actual correct lettering.
The jersey also has the official Champion size 46 tag on the front left tail of the jersey, with no alterations. Next to that is the official "Designed and Tailored Exclusively
for: 1992 Summer Olympic Games." The presence of these two tags is an important factor in determining game worn and retail jerseys. The jersey illustrates light
use with some loose threads throughout the stitching, and staining on both the front and back of the jersey. A light table examination also conclusively determined
this jersey to be original with no alterations.
The jersey also features what appears to be Jordan's signature. However, it cannot be concluded whether this was Jordan's or a secretarial signature.
The Dream Team is to this day considered probably the greatest collection of basketball talent ever put together on a single team in the history of the sport, led by
Jordan. Until the 1992 Olympics, only amateur basketball players were allowed to compete in the Olympics. That all changed during the 1992 Summer Games in
Barcelona, Spain. The Dream Team destroyed the competition cruising to a gold medal, paving the way for international generations to learn and grow with the
sport, which is realized today in players like Luke Doncic, Giannis Antetokounmpo, Rudy Gobert, Nikola Jokic, Joel Embiid, and many more.
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$30,000-50,000
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MICHAEL JORDAN CHICAGO
STADIUM PIECE OF FLOOR
DISPLAY (BULLS COA)
Michael Jordan Chicago Stadium piece of floor display. Offered is a very rare piece of history. Everyone remembers the United Center,
but Jordan’s six consecutive scoring titles and first three-peat all took place in one of the oldest NBA arenas, Chicago Stadium. A piece
of that historic floor that saw the likes of Jordan, Scottie Pippen, Horace Grant and other Bulls great dominate the league. This lot is
accompanied with a notarized Certificate of Authenticity from the Chicago Bulls and signed by team owner Jerry Reinsdorf.

$800-1,200

169

MICHAEL JORDAN 1991 UPPER DECK
ROOKIE CARD #SP1 (PSA GEM MINT
10)
1991 Upper Deck Michael Jordan rookie card #SP1. Everyone
knows that Jordan following his first retirement from the NBA,
played professional baseball briefly. But what not everyone
knows is that in the summer of 1990, he showed up at White Sox
practice and took some batting practice. He hit two home runs
into the upper deck during that “BP” session. It was then that the
idea of playing baseball professionally sank in with both Jordan
and the White Sox organization. Offered here is the rookie
baseball card belonging to one of the greatest athletes to ever
live. The card has been graded PSA Gem Mint 10.

$1,000-2,000

170

MICHAEL JORDAN SIGNED
BASEBALL ENCASED
This official Rawlings baseball is signed by NBA Legend
Michael Jordan and is JSA certified. Following Jordan’s three
consecutive championships in the early 1990’s, Jordan briefly
retired and played minor league baseball.
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$100-200

171

MICHAEL JORDAN 1986-1987
FLEER STICKER #8 ROOKIE CARD
PSA NM-MT 8
1986-1987 Michael Jordan Fleer Sticker #8 Rookie Card
PSA NM-MT 8. This gorgeous Michael Jordan rookie card
illustrates his agility as he glides past a defender with his
patented “tongue wag.” Behind the Fleer #57, this is
considered to be one of the most sought after MJ cards in
the business. The card is encapsulated by PSA with
grading and PSA/DNA number inside the case.

$6,000-8,000

172

MICHAEL JORDAN SIGNED AIR JORDAN 1’S
1994 RETRO 10TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
EDITION (UDA)
Michael Jordan signed Air Jordan 1’s 1994 Retro 10th Anniversary Special
Edition. 10 years after the release of the initial Air Jordan 1 shoe, Nike rereleased a special edition of the Air Jordan 1’s. The cut of the upper’s design
pattern was dead on to the original, as well as the shape, sole unit and “Nike
Air” logo. However, for this special edition, Nike switched to Nubuck for the
Nike Swoosh. That small change makes this a very unique and hard-to-comeby item on the market. The shoes come in a beautiful clear case and sit on
top of hardwood with the looks of a parquet floor. This lot is accompanied
with Upper Deck Authentication hologram next to the signature. Size 9.5.

$4,000-6,000

173

MICHAEL JORDAN SIGNED BASKETBALL LIFE
SIZE CUTOUT DISPLAY
Michael Jordan signed basketball life size cutout display framed. “His airness,”
Michael Jordan hand signed the Spalding basketball that sits inside the life size
cutout framed photo of MJ gliding through the air for a jam. Jordan was known
for his hang time in the air, hence the nickname, and was the first player to
successfully dunk a basketball when taking off from the free throw line during
the NBA Dunk Content in 1988. Framed 44’’ x 32’’.
44 by 32 1/4 inches

$2,000-4,000
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MICHAEL JORDAN 1996-1997 GAME ISSUED
SIGNED NBA 50TH ANNIVERSARY
CHICAGO BULLS HOME JERSEY (UDA) WITH
CHARITY AUCTION PROVENANCE (SIA)
1996-1997 Michael Jordan game issed signed Chicago Bulls home
jersey. This was one of Jordan's official home red Bulls jerseys during the
1996-1997 NBA season. Chicago entered the year as defending
champions, winning 72 games in 1995-1996. They picked up where they
left off, winning their first 12 games and going 42-6 into the All-Star break.
Jordan would lead the Bulls back to the NBA Finals and defeat the Utah
Jazz in six games, earning himself and the team their 5th NBA title. The
jersey has the official Designed and Tailored Chicago Bulls '96-'97 patch
on the front next to the Champion Size 46 tag. The NBA logo in gold sits
beautifully above the "Bulls" on the front of the jersey, commemorating
the NBA's 50th Anniversary. Accompanying the jersey is Upper Deck
Authentication hologram and card, as well as a letter of authenticity from
Sports Investors Authentication.
Purchased through CharitaBulls Charity Auction.
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$10,000-20,000

175

MICHAEL JORDAN SIGNED HOME CHICAGO BULLS JERSEY (JSA)
Michael Jordan signed home white Chicago Bulls jersey. Jordan hand-signed this Nike Chicago Bulls home
jersey up the middle of the “2” in “23” on the back of the jersey with black fiber-tip marker. The tackle twill
lettering is used for both his name and number with a clean black on red finish. The jersey is accompanied with
a JSA Letter of Authenticity as well as the JSA sticker affixed to the jersey. Framed 38’’ x 30’’.
38 1/4 by 30 inches

$5,000-7,000
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MICHAEL JORDAN 1996-1997 PLAYOFF GAME
WORN AND SIGNED AIR JORDAN 11 (XI)
BASKETBALL SHOES (UDA) WITH CHARITY
AUCTION PROVENANCE AND SIA GAME WORN
AUTHENTICATION
Michael Jordan signed Air Jordan 11 (XI) Basketball Shoes. Jordan hand signed the
bottom of the Air Jordan 11's along the bottom back of the shoe. The Air Jordan 11
is extremely unique, with the undulating lines on the upper and the never-beforeseen design. No other sneaker stands out more in terms of hype and demand than
the Air Jordan 11's. Part of the reason for this is the fact that Jordan himself during
an interview with NBA 2K was quoted saying "The 11's are my favorite." The Air
Jordan 11 is one of the most globally appreciated and sought after sneakers in
history. The sneakers come with Upper Deck Authentication hologram sticker and
card confirming the signature. A detailed letter of authenticity from SIA also
accompanies this lot confirming the shoes were indeed game worn by Jordan
during the '96 playoffs, as well as the letter of provenance from the CharitaBulls
Organization who sold them in 1998.
PROVENANCE Purchased through CharitaBulls Charity Auction in 1998
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$20,000-30,000

177

SCOTTIE PIPPEN 1997 PLAYOFF GAME WORN SIGNED NIKE AIR PIPPEN ONE
SHOES WITH BULLS CHARITY PROVENANCE (SIA AUTHENTICATION)
1997 Scottie Pippen playoff game worn signed Nike Air Pippen 1 shoes. Pippen wore these shoes during the '96'97 NBA Playoffs
for the Chicago Bulls. This was the 5th version of the running with the bulls, as they ultimately defeated the Utah Jazz in the NBA
Finals to earn their fifth title. Pippen signed his first line of shoes, the Air Pippen One, with white marker on black just below the
Nike symbol along the side of the shoe. Pippen is a member of the Basketball Hall of Fame and was named to the NBA 50th
Anniversary All Time team. Regarded as the greatest "Robin" to Michael Jordan's "Batman," Pippen is one of the greatest
defensive players in history, but was highly skilled at scoring as well. He won six NBA Championships with the Bulls in the 1990's.
Size 16. A letter of authenticity confirming playoff game worn usage by Pippen from Sports Investors Authentication is included in
this lot, as well as a letter of provenance from the CharitaBulls Organization confirming the sale of playoff game worn shoes.
PROVENANCE Purchased through CharitaBulls Charity Auction in 1998

$4,000-6,000

178

DENNIS RODMAN SIGNED CHICAGO BULLS
PRACTICE JERSEY AND SHORTS FRAMED
DISPLAY
Dennis Rodman framed signed Bulls practice jersey and shorts display. Rodman
signed his Champion practice jersey and labeled the tag of both the jersey and
shorts with his number “91” in black marker. The Chicago Bulls authentic red
practice jersey sits in the upper right corner of the display, with his signature at the
bottom of the jersey. The Bulls authentic shorts sit to the left and a photograph of
Rodman in the practice gear is just above it. Rodman, or “The Worm” as he was
known, was enshrined into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame in 2011
following a stellar career, highlighted by his three peat of championships alongside
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen from 1996 through 1998. Rodman also won two
championships with the Detroit Pistons in 1989 and 1990. He was known for his
physical style of play, dominating the glass and intimidating opponents and was
notorious for his intensity and work ethic he brought to the practice courts. The
property comes with charity auction letter of provenance.
Purchased through CharitaBulls Charity Auction in 1998.

$1,000-2,000
125
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DENNIS RODMAN SIGNED CONVERSE ALL
STAR BASKETBALL
Dennis Rodman signed basketball with Chicago Bulls Gym Bag. “The Worm”
hand signed this Converse Official Chuck Taylor All Star Dennis Rodman
basketball in silver marker on the back. Rodman’s signature and #91 are
engraved in gold lettering on the front of the ball.

$200-300

180

AMERICAN FOOTBALL LEGENDS SIGNATURE DISPLAY INCLUDING 100 OF THE
GREATEST TO EVER PLAY (JSA)
A framed display featuring signatures on trading cards and photographs and cut signatures from 100 of the greatest American football
players as of 2006 when the display was created. The 100 signatures, listed in the order they appear on the display: John Elway, Lem Barney,
Joe Namath, Walter Payton, Dan Marino, Joe Montana, Charley Taylor , Deion Sanders, Gale Sayers, Merlin Olsen, Bronko Nagurski, Jack
Christiansen, Lou Groza, Mike Singletary, Mike Ditka, Emlen Tunnell, John Hannah, Sammy Baugh, Eric Dickerson, Darrell Green, Raymond
Berry, Bobby Lane, Roger Staubach, Joe Schmidt, George Blanda, Terry Bradshaw, Red Grange, Emmitt Smith, Johnny Unitas, Deacon Jones,
Earl Campbell, Willie Brown, Alan Page, Sid Luckman, Franco Harris, Elroy Hirsch, Larry Wilson, Jim Otto, Willie Davis, Dick Lane, Ted
Hendricks, Steve Van Buren, Buck Buchanan, Forrest Greg, Mel Hein, Dick Butkus, Jerry Rice, Jim Thorpe, Marion Motley, Mel Blount, Joe
Green, Gino Marchetti, Jack Han, Troy Aikman, Brett Favre, Dan Fouts, Otto Graham, Lance Alworth, Bob Lilly, Roosevelt Brown, Jim Brown,
Bart Starr, O.J. Simpson, Don Hutson, Fran Tarkenton, Steve Young, Marcus Allen, Tony Dorsett, Lenny Moore, Barry Sanders, Free Biletnikoff,
Charlie Joiner, Steve Largent, Art Monk, Paul Warfield, John Mackey, Kellen Winslow, Chuck Bednarik, Larry Little, Anthony Muniz, Jim Parker,
Art Shell, Dwight Stephenson, Gene Upshaw, Mike Webster, Brice Smith, Reggie White, Randy White, Bobby Bell, Bill George, Sam Huff, Jack
Lambert, Willie Lanier, Ray Nitschke, Lawrence Taylor, Herb Adderley, Smoke Haynes, Ken Houston, Ronnie Lott, and Rod Woodson.
62 3/4 by 42 3/4 inches
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$3,000-5,000

181

JIM THORPE SIGNED DISPLAY (JSA)
A framed display commemorating American athlete Jim Thorpe, a member of the Sac and Fox Nation who was the first Native American to win an
Olympic gold medal for the United States.
Thorpe - who was an All-American football player at Carlisle Indian Industrial School under Pop Warner - is considered the most versatile athlete in
American sporting history, having played on a traveling professional basketball team, playing six seasons of Major League Baseball, and starring in the
early National Football League for the New York Giants and Chicago Cardinals.
Thorpe won Olympic gold medals in the pentathlon and the decathlon in the 1912 Olympics in Stockholm, Sweden, medals that were revoked when it
was learned he had been paid for playing two seasons of semi-pro baseball before competing in the Olympics - a violation of the Games’ amateurism
rules. It wasn’t until 1983 - 30 years after his death - that the International Olympic Committee restored the titles.
The display features a vintage Carlisle pennant and a ticket to the Carlisle-Harvard college football game on Nov. 11, 1911, when Carlisle pulled off one
of the great upsets in college football history: Led by Thorpe, Carlisle defeated Harvard 18-15 at Harvard Stadium in Boston, with Thorpe accounting for
all of his team’s points (a touchdown, an extra point, and four field goals).
Also in the display are a black and white photo of Thorpe signed by him “Best Wishes, Jim Thorpe / 1936;” two medals related to the 1912 Olympics,
one of them a silver-toned participation medal, and the other a more detailed, bronze-toned medal on blue and yellow ribbon, bearing the inscription,
“TILLE MINNEAE OLYMPISKA SPELEN / 1912,” or, in English, “In Memory of the Olympic Games / 1912;” a July 15, 1912, Stockholm Olympics stadium
program; a silver tone small bowl from the 1912 Olympics; Olympics tickets to the football competitions; four Jim Thorpe Leaf Limited cards, each
featuring a swatch from one of his game worn jackets; a “Jim Thorpe USA Olympic Champion” United States postage First Day of Issue envelope from
1953; and an “American Sports Series” First Day of Issue envelope dated May 24, 1984.
Accompanying the display are a July 6, 1912, issue of Harper’s Weekly that features an article on the upcoming Olympics, with a photo of Thorpe, and a
letter of authenticity from JSA.
NOTE: One of the medals and two of the cards have since fallen out of place within the shadow box.
36 3/4 by 41 3/4 by 3 1/2 inches
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$2,000-3,000

182

KNUTE ROCKNE SIGNED LETTER (JSA)
A typed single-page letter on University of Notre Dame letterhead from
Knute Rockne to his son, Bill. The letter reads in full, "I trust you are all
settled now, Bill, and getting right down to serious school work because
you know I want you to pass this year awfully bad. I want you to be a
gentleman all the time./ If you get a good report from Mr. Godwin and Mr.
Francis you can come back for the Army game in Chicago. I will be looking
forward to seeing you but don't forget, you can't come unless you make a
good record./ I hope you can play on one of the teams as it will do you a
lot of good./ Jack and Mary Jeanne talk about you a lot and we all miss you
at home, but want you to grow up to be a real fellow." The letter is dated
October 1, 1930, and signed "Love from Dad." Accompanied by a letter of
authenticity from JSA.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800

183

KNUTE ROCKNE
PHOTOGRAPH AND
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE
An original black and white photograph of Knute
Rockne and friends. Stamped on verso "0011."
Together with a newspaper article titled "Alcohol
and Endurance" featuring a quote from Rockne:
"Alcohol in any form is absolutely prohibited to
the players in or out of the Football Season." An
additional quote from Helen Wills Moody, world
champion tennis player, reads "The precision
that Tennis demands makes necessary Total
Abstinence, even from Beer."
Photograph, 4 3/4 by 2 3/4 inches

$50-75

184

KNUTE ROCKNE NEWSPAPER
ARTICLES
A pair of vintage newspaper articles from the Chicago Herald
and Examiner relating to Knute Rockne's death. The first, dated
April 2, 1931, is "Rockne - The Story of The Man" by Warren
Brown. The second, dated April 3, 1931, is "Rockne The Life Story
of the Man," also by Brown.
21 by 16 1/2 inches (each)
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$50-75

185

BOBBY LANE 1952 BOWMAN SMALL
#78 TRADING CARD - SGC MINT 9
Presented here is the 1952 Bowman Small Bobby Lane #78
trading card. The card has been graded a SGC Mint 9. Lane is
most known for his years as the Detroit Lions quarterback
from 1950 to 1958, being inducted into the Professional
Football Hall of Fame in 1967.
5 inches by 3 inches

$800-1,200

186

JOHNNY UNITAS AND JOE MONTANA SIGNED FOOTBALL (BECKETT)
A Wilson Official National Football League Football signed by NFL quarterback Johnny Unitas and Joe Montana in black
marker. Unitas is considered to be the quarterback who forever changed the position and the game itself, and Montana then
perfected it, winning four Super Bowls in four appearances. The signatures have been authenticated by Beckett and the Beckett
sticker is affixed to the football, along with a Letter of Authenticity.

$500-700
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JOHN UNITAS 1957 TOPPS
ROOKIE CARD #138 - PSA
NM-MT 8
1957 John Unitas Topps rookie card #138. The
card has been graded PSA NM-MT 8. Only
10% of cards ever graded have received a
higher number than this clean cut eight. The
card features two images, Unitas portrait image
with a big smile and an image of his throwing a
pass in his Colts uniform. Unitas led the Colts to
three NFL Championships and one Super Bowl
title.
5 inches by 3 inches

$6,000-8,000

188

BART STARR 1968 TOPPS TRADING CARD #1 - PSA
MINT 9 (ONLY ONE EVER GRADED HIGHER)
Offered is a rare 1968 Bart Starr Topps #1 card, graded PSA Mint 9. There is only one card
ever graded higher, and three others that received this high praise. Starr, a Pro Football Hall
of Famer, led the Packers to back-to-back championships in Super Bowl I and Super Bowl II.
5 inches by 3 inches
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$600-800

189

OJ SIMPSON 1969 TOPPS ROOKIE #90
INSCRIBED AND SIGNED TRADING CARD
AUTO GRADE PSA GEM MT 10
1969 Topps Rookie #90 OJ Simpson inscribed and signed trading card with
PSA Autograph grading GEM MT 10. This is the most well-known and
recognized trading card of OJ Simpson and this offering has something
special. Simpson signed and inscribed the card “The Juice HOF 85.” The
signature and inscription has been PSA/DNA Certified. This item could
absolutely be a steal, pun intended.

$600-800

190

TERRY BRADSHAW 1971 TOPPS #156
ROOKIE CARD - PSA NM-MT+ 8.5
Presented is a 1971 Topps Terry Bradshaw trading card #156.
The card is highly regarded, being graded a PSA NM-MT+ 8.
Recognized as the only rookie card from the Hall of Fame and
4-time Super Bowl champion quarterback, this is truly a great
piece for collector’s anywhere.
5 inches by 3 inches

$3,000-5,000

191

WALTER PAYTON 1976 TOPPS ROOKIE
CARD #148 - PSA MINT 9
1976 Topps Walter Payton rookie trading card #148. Offered is a
card a millimeter or two from perfection, as this card received a
PSA Mint 9 grade for being just off center. The corners and
edges look pristine, with the surface beautifully intact. This card
graded out higher than 93% of the examples graded, from
almost 700 cards.
5 inches by 3 inches

$6,000-8,000
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COLIN KAEPERNICK SIGNED GAME WORN NEVADA #10 JERSEY - WITH PHOTO (SIA)
Colin Kaepernick signed #10 Nevada jersey. On the front right sleeve, Kaepernick signed the jersey with his name and number 10. Beneath that,
he wrote “2008 Season Jersey” and across the front of the jersey below Nevada he wrote “2008 WAC Player of the Year.”
Kaepernick signed this jersey in the summer of 2010 ahead of the greatest season in Wolf Pack history. That season, he led the Wolf Pack to a 13-1
record, beating #5 Boise State in his final home game. Kaepernick is the only player in Division 1 history to throw for over 10,000 yards and rush
for over 4,000 yards.
Kaepernick’s importance and value to society has far exceeded anything in sports, as his stance against inequality helped spark and shape the
BLM Movement to where it is today. Included is former publisher and writer for “Silver and Blue Sports” detailed account of this jersey and
Kaepernick’s thorough knowledge of exactly when and where he wore it. Size L.
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$30,000-50,000
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COLIN KAEPERNICK SUPER BOWL XLVII OFFICIAL SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS NIKE
BACK UP JERSEY (49ERS COA)
Colin Kaepernick Super Bowl XLVII official San Francisco 49ers back up jersey. Offered is the official back up jersey game prepared for Coin
Kaepernick for Super Bowl XLVII. The red #7 jersey features the NFL emblem in the center and to the right of that is the Super Bowl XLVII logo
stitched onto the jersey. The Nike size 44 tag is numbered jersey # 219110039710. “Kaepernick” in white twill lettering is stitched onto the back
of the jersey. The “Har-bowl” as it was called, because the head coaches were brothers John and Jim Harbaugh, is an infamous game.
Following a kick return touchdown by Jacoby Jones to start the 2nd half for Baltimore, helping build a 28-6 lead, the lights in the Louisiana
Super Dome suddenly went out. Following the power outage and 33-minute delay, Kaepernick led the 49ers on a furious comeback, falling just
short losing 34-31. For the game, Kaepernick threw for over 300 yards and a touchdown, while also rushing for over 60 yards and another score
on the ground. This jersey is accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity from the San Francisco 49ers themselves, with a hologram sticker
attached as well.
Size 44
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$8,000-12,000

194

MICHAEL CRABTREE SUPER BOWL XLVII OFFICIAL SAN
FRANCISCO 49ERS BACK UP JERSEY (49ERS COA)
Michael Crabtree Super Bowl XLVII Official San Francisco 49ers Back Up Jersey. The Nike brand
size 38 Crabtree back up jersey was game issued for Super Bowl XLVII, a game in which was one
of the most thrilling and controversial in super bowl history. The 49ers trailed 28-6 following a
Jacoby Jones kickoff return for a touchdown for Baltimore. Suddenly the lights went out in the
Louisiana Super Dome. Following a 33-minute delay in action, the game resumed and San
Francisco’s furious comeback was born. Crabtree finished the game with 5 catches for over 100
yards and a touchdown. Ultimately the 49ers fell just short, losing 34-31. The Super Bowl XLVII
logo is on the front breast of the jersey and the Holographic sticker from the 49ers team is on the
Nike tag inside the jersey. A Certificate of Authenticity from the 49ers also accompanies this lot.
Size 38

$800-1,200

195

ANTHONY DAVIS SUPER BOWL XLVII OFFICIAL SAN
FRANCISCO 49ERS BACK UP JERSEY (49ERS COA)
Anthony Davis Super Bowl XLVII Official San Francisco 49ers Back Up Jersey. Offered is the official
game prepared and issued back up jersey for San Francisco 49ers starting right tackle, Anthony
Davis. Davis was the 11th overall pick in the 2010 NFL Draft by the 49ers. The Nike brand jersey
has the Super Bowl XLVII logo stitched onto the right breast, with the Nike tag and jersey number
inside. A Certificate of Authenticity from the San Francisco 49ers themselves along with hologram
sticker accompanies this lot.

$400-600

196

MIKE IUPATI SUPER BOWL XLVII OFFICIAL SAN
FRANCISCO 49ERS BACK UP JERSEY (49ERS COA)
Mike Iupati Super Bowl XLVII Official San Francisco 49ers Back Up Jersey. Offered is the game
issued and prepared back up jersey for future Hall of Famer Mike Iupati. This was his back up
jersey for one of the most memorable and controversial super bowls in history. The 49ers
trailed the Baltimore Ravens 28-6 following a Jacoby Jones kick return touchdown to open the
2nd half. Following a 33-minute delay, the 49ers made a furious comeback, but ended up
coming up just short losing 34-31. Iupati was a massive part of that comeback, as the All-Pro
Iupati and fellow offensive lineman opened gaping holes for Frank Gore and Colin Kaepernick
to run through, to the tune of 172 yards between them. The jersey has the Super Bowl XLVII
logo stitched onto the right breast, and the Nike size 48 tag lists the jersey number.
Accompanying the jersey is a Certificate of Authenticity from the 49ers organization, along with
hologram sticker.
Size 48

$400-600
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TOM BRADY 1998 GAME WORN GAME
USED MICHIGAN WOLVERINES HOME
JERSEY
1998 Tom Brady game worn and used Michigan Wolverine home white
jersey. The “GOAT” Tom Brady wore this jersey during the 1998 season
while at Michigan. That was the first season he took the reigns as the
starting quarterback for the Maize and Blue, leading the Wolverines to a
10-3 record that season. The Nike brand jersey displays game worn
marks on the sleeve, as well as the front side of the jersey.
Consignor acquired through Heritage Auction # 50031, December
2020, LOT# 59527 sold with Certificate of Authenticity.
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$10,000-20,000

198

TOM BRADY 2000 PLAYOFF CONTENDERS #144 ROOKIE CARD - BGS
MINT 9 BGS AUTO 10
Offered is perfectly centered 2000 Tom Brady Playoff Contenders #144 rookie card. The card has been graded a BGS Mint
9, with Autograph grading BGS 10. The Brady rookie that broke the record recently graded at an 8.5, and did not have any
perfect grades. The centering on this card received the beautiful 10 grade all investors look for, with 9’s on surface, corners
and edges. One could argue this card should have received a 9.5. Nevertheless, this is a gorgeous Brady rookie card.
Following his 7th, yes I know I said 7th, Super Bowl Championship title in 10 Super Bowl appearances, at the age of 43,
somehow Brady shows no signs of slowing down. The Bucs are running it back for the most part, and with Drew Brees
retirement and Packers in disarray, Tampa Bay and Brady might very well do it again, only adding to his value and legacy.
We all know Father Time is undefeated, but Brady has taken it into the championship rounds of the fight.
5 inches by 3 inches

$200,000-300,000
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TOM BRADY SIGNED NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS HELMET (FANATICS)
Tom Brady signed New England Patriots helmet. Brady signed the top of the silver helmet with blue marker. This
helmet was manufactured in 2018, the year of Brady’s 6th Super Bowl championship, defeating the Rams 13-3. Brady
had a subpar year in 2019 and left New England, only to win his 7th Super Bowl in Tampa Bay in his first season away
from the Patriots. Accompanying the helmet is a helmet bag from Fanatics. Attached to the helmet is a Fanatics
Authentication sticker with serial number.
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$2,000-3,000

200

TOM BRADY 2000 ROOKIE
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS
HOME JERSEY - ONE OF
FIRST JERSEYS EVER ISSUED TO BRADY IN NFL (PATRIOTS COA)
2000 Tom Brady New England Patriots rookie home jersey. This jersey was certified by the New England Patriots
organization and was taken directly from the locker room and processed by team staff. The jersey is accompanied
with a Certificate of Authenticity from the New England Patriots organization. Brady, drafted 199th in the NFL Draft,
is considered not only the greatest steal in draft history, but also the greatest quarterback to ever play. Following a
rookie season that only saw a few snaps played behind Drew Bledsoe, Brady took the reigns in his 2nd season and
never looked back. He has won 7 Super Bowl titles, 10 AFC/NFC Championships, has the greatest winning percentage of any quarterback by a country mile,
most passing touchdowns ever, most playoff wins ever, 3 League MVP’s (2nd to Peyton Manning), 5 Super Bowl MVP’s and will surpass Drew Brees for most
pass yards in history this upcoming season. A lot of people questioned whether he or Patriots head coach Bill Belichick were more responsible for the two
decades of success. Heading into the 2020 season, Brady left New England for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, the team with the lowest winning percentage in the
history of American sports. In his first season with the Bucs, Brady defeated Brees, Rodgers and Mahomes on his way to his 7th Super Bowl Championship.
Meanwhile, the Patriots struggled mightily finishing with their worst record since the year before they drafted Brady. The jersey Adidas Authentic tag on the
front bottom, size 46.

$10,000-20,000
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TOM BRADY SIGNED TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
JERSEY FRAMED DISPLAY (FANATICS)
Tom Brady signed Tampa Bay Buccaneers jersey framed display. Brady did it again. The
“GOAT” somehow at age 43 enhanced his legacy even further, winning his 7th Super Bowl
ring in 10 tries in his first season with a new team. Brady joined the Buccaneers prior to the
2020 season, and was followed by a cast of talented characters that can be likened to a
band of misfit toys. We have seen that story in sports so many times before. Outside of the
NBA, putting together a “super team” never works. Ask the early 2000’s Yankees. Yet,
Brady brought his winning attitude and work ethic with him to Tampa and transformed a
culture in his first season there. The team with the worst winning percentage in the history
of American sports just won the Super Bowl. Not only did they win, they went through
Drew Brees, Aaron Rodgers and Patrick Mahomes to do it. You will probably never find a
harder path to a championship in NFL history. The framed display contains the road white
Bucs jersey signed by Brady on the “1” in his “12” with his name above. The bottom
corners have iconic photos of his play with Tampa, a deep td pass in a 47-7 thrashing of
the Detroit Lions and a spike after a rushing touchdown in New Orleans. The jersey has a
Fanatics Authentication hologram sticker affixed to the jersey with serial number on it.
35 by 38 inches

$3,000-5,000

202

PATRICK MAHOMES SIGNED KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
HOME JERSEY FRAMED DISPLAY (BECKETT)
Patrick Mahomes signed Kansas City Chiefs home jersey framed display. Displayed is
a clean looking home red Chiefs jersey signed by future Hall of Fame quarterback
Patrick Mahomes. Mahomes just led the Chiefs to a 14-2 season and the second
consecutive Super Bowl appearances. Losing to Tom Brady is no reason to hang his
head though. Mahomes value is only going to continue to grow as he gets farther
along in his career and the accolades pile up. Mahomes signed right across the “5” in
his number “15.” The bottom corners contain photos of things he is known for,
scrambling and getting fired up. This display comes with Beckett Authentication
confirming Mahomes signed this jersey March 8, 2021. The authentication sticker is
affixed to the jersey as well as ticket on back of the frame.
35 by 40 inches

$1,000-2,000

203

PATRICK MAHOMES SIGNED KANSAS CITY
CHIEFS HELMET (BECKETT)
Patrick Mahomes signed Kansas City Chiefs helmet. Offered here is a Riddell
manufactured Kansas City Chiefs helmet signed by future Hall of Fame
quarterback Patrick Mahomes. Having only played three seasons, Mahomes is
already considered to be one of the greatest players in NFL history, which speaks
volumes. His value will only continue to rise. Attached to the helmet is a Beckett
Authentication sticker, as well as the authentication certificate accompanying the
lot.

140

$800-1,200

204

PATRICK MAHOMES SIGNED WILSON “THE
DUKE” FOOTBALL (BECKETT)
Patrick Mahomes signed Wilson “The Duke” football. Already considered
to be a future Hall of Fame player and one of the greatest to ever play
quarterback in the NFL, Super Bowl MVP Patrick Mahomes signed this
Wilson Official in silver marker. “The Duke” NFL Football was named in
honor of the game’s pioneering legend Wellington Mara. The signature
was witnessed and authenticated by Beckett, with a numbered sticker
affixed to the football, as well as the Beckett Authentication card inside
the original box.
11 1/4 by 7 inches

$600-800

205

JOE MONTANA SIGNED SAN FRANCISCO
49ERS HOME JERSEY (BECKETT)
A San Francisco 49ers jersey signed by legendary 49ers quarterback Joe
Montana. The red mesh 49ers jersey features “Montana” stitched into the
nameplate on the back of the jersey in white tackle twill lettering. Montana’s
uniform number “16” is stitched into the back and shoulders of the jersey in
white tackle twill numbering. Montana has signed the number “1” on the back
of the jersey in black marker. Stitched to the bottom backside of the jersey is
“Joseph Clifford Montana/ San Francisco 49ers (1979-1992)/ 4 X Super Bowl
Champion/ (XVI, XIX, XXIII, XXIV)/ 3 X Super Bowl MVP/ (XVI, XIX, XXIV)/ 2 X NFL
MVP (1989, 1990)/ 2000 Pro Football Hall of Fame.” Framed together with two
color images of Montana. Accompanied by Beckett Certificate of Authenticity.
Framed: 35 by 40 inches

$300-500

206

JOE MONTANA FRAMED LIMITED EDITION
LITHOGRAPH BY LEROY NEIMAN (5/50)
Joe Montana framed limited edition lithograph illustrated by Leroy Neiman. The
world famous sports artist, Neiman, signed the lithograph in the bottom corner
with 5/50 next to it in pencil. The beautiful image displays Montana looking
down the barrel as he is about to fire a pass, with a gorgeous blend of colors
surrounding him. This image of him looks eerily similar to that of Montana
during “The Catch,” which helped San Francisco defeat the Dallas Cowboys in
the 1981 NFC Championship. That game propelled Montana and the 49ers into
one of the greatest dynasties in NFL history. The frame is 39’’ x 26’’.
39 by 26 inches

$1,000-2,000

141
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JOE MONTANA, JERRY RICE, ROGER CRAIG, AND
RONNIE LOTT 49ERS SIGNED FOOTBALL (BECKETT)
A Wilson Official National Football League ball signed by San Francisco 49ers Jerry Rice,
Joe Montana, Roger Craig, and Ronnie Lott in black marker. As a group, the four men
won two Super Bowl Championships in 1988 and 1989. The ball is slightly deflated and
is accompanied by a Beckett Letter of Authenticity.

$500-700

208

JOE MONTANA JOHNNY UNITAS JOHN ELWAY DAN
MARINO SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
QUARTERBACKS OF THE CENTURY HELMET
Johnny Unitas Joe Montana John Elway Dan Marino signed limited edition
Quarterbacks of the Century football helmet. This is helmet #6 of 500 ever made and
signed by the four immortalized figures in the sport. All four men signed the helmet with
gold marker, with Marino and Elway always inscribing their numbers. This is an official
Riddell manufactured helmet that meets NOC SAE standards and is in pristine
condition. A certification of authenticity card from Mounted Memories accompanies this
lot as well as the hologram sticker on the helmet. Size L 7-7 1/2.

$600-800

209

DAN MARINO SIGNED HOME TEAL MIAMI
DOLPHINS JERSEY (FANATICS)
A framed Miami Dolphins jersey signed by Dan Marino in black marker. The jersey has
Marino and the number 13 on the back of the jersey in white lettering. On both sleeves,
are his number 13. It is signed with his name and jersey within the “1” on the jersey.
Framed at the bottom corners are action shots of Marino and the bottom middle
features the Dolphins logo. Marino is still considered the be one of the greatest
quarterbacks to ever play, and is arguably the best pure passer ever. Item is
accompanied by Fanatics Authentication sticker.
Framed 34 by 37 1/2 inches

$600-800

210

MIAMI DOLPHINS #72 PERFECT SEASON JERSEY
SIGNED (JSA)
Own a true piece of NFL history with this signed Miami Dolphins #72 jersey. The jersey
commemorates the only undefeated team in NFL history, the 1972 Dolphins. The
framed jersey says “PERFECT SEASON” along the top as the name, and is signed by Hall
of Famers Bob Griese, Larry Csonka and Larry Little, alongside standouts Mercury
Morris, Jim Langer and Manny Fernandez. Beneath the jersey is a team photo of the
1972 Dolphins, led by Hall of Fame coach Don Shula. The frame is accompanied by JSA
Authentication card and stickers.
Framed, 41 1/4 by 35 inches (overall)

142

$800-1,200

211

BRETT FAVRE SIGNED SUPER BOWL
XXXII FOOTBALL (JSA)
A Wilson brand official NFL Super Bowl XXXII Football signed by
Brett Favre in black marker. The game was played between the Green
Bay Packers and Denver Broncos on January 25, 1998 at Qualcomm
Stadium, San Diego, California. Favre spent most of his career with
the with the Green Bay Packers and was the first NFL quarterback to
pass for 500 touchdowns, throw for 70,000 yards, complete 6,000
passes, and attempt 10,000 passes. The ball is accompanied by a
Certificate of Authenticity from JSA.

$300-500

212

PEYTON MANNING SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH (JSA)
A color photograph of Peyton Manning throwing a pass for the
Denver Broncos signed in black felt pen “Peyton Manning 18.”
Accompanying this lot is a letter of authenticity from JSA.
10 by 8 inches
Donated by Peyton Manning

$500-700

213

SIGNED SUPER BOWL MVPs LIMITED EDITION HELMET (JSA)
A Riddell brand limited edition commemorative full sized helmet signed by Super Bowl MVPs. As the
most watched event in television, the Super Bowl features the most talented athletes in football, with only
one being named MVP. The helmet has been signed by 29 Super Bowl MVPs. It is autographed by Hall of
Famers Bart Starr, Joe Montana, Terry Bradshaw, Jerry Rice, Emmitt Smith, Joe Namath, Steve Young, Troy
Aikman, John Riggins, Randy White, Fred Biletnikoff, Len Dawson, Richard Dent, Roger Staubach, Larry
Csonka, Marcus Allen, and Lynn Swann. Other notables include Harvey Martin, Chuck Howley, Phil
Simms, Larry Brown, Ottis Anderson, Jim Plunkett, Dexter Jackson, and Deion Branch. Accompanied by a
JSA Letter of Authentication. Size L.

$1,000-2,000
143
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1919 CHICAGO “BLACK SOX” WORLD SERIES SCANDAL SIGNATURE DISPLAY (JSA)
A framed display of memorabilia from the notorious “Black Sox” baseball betting scandal that forever changed the sport, featuring eight original tickets to 1919 World
Series games, seven original cut signatures from the major principles in the affair, two printed signatures, a reprinted game program cover, and photographs.
On the eve of the 1919 World Series between the heavily-favored American League champion Chicago White Sox and the National League champion Cincinnati
Reds, members of the White Sox - resentful of miserly owner Charles Comiskey - allegedly conspired to throw the series in order to reap a financial windfall from
mobster Arnold Rothstein and his gambling syndicate.
A faction of the team led by first baseman Chick Gandil met ahead of the series on Sept. 21, 1919, at a hotel in New York. At the meeting were Gandil, pitcher Eddie
Cicotte, outfielder Oscar “Happy” Felsch, shortstop Charles “Swede” Risberg (Gandil’s assistant and the muscle of the group), third baseman George “Buck” Weaver,
and pitcher Claude “Lefty” Williams.
The group reported to Rothstein - a gambler, businessman and mobster - that star outfielder “Shoeless” Joe Jackson was in on the fix to give the scheme credibility,
though he never attended any meetings and never met with any gamblers.
Williams lost three games in the series and sported a 6.63 ERA. Risberg went 2-for-25 at the plate and committed four errors. Jackson, notably, hit a series-best .375
with the only home run by either team, never made an error, and threw out five baserunners.
Each player involved received $5,000 or more, with Gandil taking $35,000. When little-used utility infielder Fred McMullen overheard conversations about the plot, he
demanded to be cut in, lest he tell the authorities. Weaver attended the initial meetings, and knew of the fix, but did not report it and received no money.
Jackson would swear under oath that he never met or spoke to any gamblers, and only heard about the fix from teammates. He testified that he never gave anything
short of his best effort - “I tried to win all the games,” he had told the grand jury - but that he received $5,000 cash after losing Game 4 in Chicago.
The White Sox lost the series five games to three. As Chicago fought for the American League pennant a year later, a grand jury was convened. Cicotte confessed on
Sept. 28, and indictments against eight players and five gamblers were handed down on Oct. 22 for nine counts of conspiracy to defraud.
Before the trial began in July of 1921, evidence - including the signed confessions of Cicotte and Jackson (who was illiterate and could only mark an X for his name) disappeared from the Cook County courthouse (only to later be found years later in the possession of Comiskey’s lawyer). Despite a former White Sox player - Bill
Burns - turning state’s evidence, the jury returned a non-guilty verdict for all accused players.
That didn’t stop the Major League Baseball owners, who empowered former federal judge Kennesaw Mountain Landis as professional baseball’s first commissioner.
The day after the acquittal, he placed all eight men - who participated in or knew about the plot - on the “ineligible” list, effectively banning them from any organized
baseball. The bans were never lifted, and Jackson - who owns the third-highest career batting average in history and was one of the greatest hitters of all time - is still
not in the National Baseball Hall of Fame, which voted in its first class in 1936.
Jackson recanted his confession, one that mysteriously resurfaced when, three years after the ban, he sued Comiskey and baseball for reinstatement. He lost the suit.
He returned to his home of South Carolina and shrank from any public attention - including autograph seekers - though he publicly maintained his innocence until his
death in 1951 at the age of 64.
The scandal - and the tragedy of Jackson’s lifetime ban - inspired a litany of books and films, most famously W.P. Kinsella’s Shoeless Joe (Houghton Mifflin, 1982), its
movie adaptation Field of Dreams (Universal, 1989), Bernard Malamud’s The Natural (Harcourt Brace and Company, 1952) and its film adaptation starring Robert
Redford, Eliot Asinof’s Eight Men Out: The Black Sox and the 1919 World Series (Holt Rinehart & Winston, 1963), and its film adaptation Eight Men Out (Orion Pictures,
1988).
At top of this piece is a print of a team photograph of the 1919 White Sox. To the left of the main photo is a photograph of shortstop Charles “Swede” Risberg, with a
cutout for a signature that is not present. On the right is a photograph of center fielder Oscar “Happy” Felsch, with his cut signature below in black ink.
Below two rows of original tickets to what was then a best-of-nine series is a re-printed program from the 1919 World Series (the series was changed to a best-of-seven
in the years following the scandal, so no one pitcher could lose three games, as Williams did).
On the left of the program are photographs of third baseman George “Buck” Weaver above his signature in black ink and outfielder “Shoeless” Joe Jackson above his
signature in black ink. Uneducated and illiterate, many of the signatures purported to be Jackson’s were written by his wife, though he did learn to sign his name late in
life.
Below Jackson is a photo of pitcher Claude “Lefty” Williams and his facsimile signature, an unidentified photograph and a space for a signature (not present), and a
photo of Landis, above his signature in black ink.
To the right of the program is a photograph of Chick Gandil above his signature in blue ink, a photograph of pitcher Eddie Cicotte with an empty space for his
signature (not present), a photograph of utility infielder Fred McMullin above his facsimile signature, a photograph of White Sox owner Charles Comiskey above his
signature in black ink, and a photograph of boxer Abe Attel - who was charged with helping to fix the games, but whose charges were dismissed before trial - and his
signature in pencil.
Accompanying this lot is a letter of authenticity from JSA.
Joe Jackson's signature is a secretarial written by his wife.
32 3/4 by 43 inches

144

$20,000-30,000
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BABE RUTH AND LOU GEHRIG SIGNATURES AND GAME-USED RELIC CARDS DISPLAY (JSA)
A display featuring images of New York Yankees legends Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig surrounding a page from an autograph book signed by Babe Ruth
and Lou Gehrig, four relic baseball cards with pieces of bat and jersey, and two 1951 Topps baseball card cutouts.
Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig defined baseball’s golden age, drawing national attention to what had long been a regionalized game with their prodigious and unprecedented - power numbers, earning the Yankees their unofficial nickname: The Bronx Bombers.
In an era where jersey numbers indicated a player’s place in the batting order, Ruth and Gehrig became synonymous with the numbers 3 and 4, serving as
the heart of the famed Murderer’s Row lineup and winning four World Series together. While their names are often mentioned in tandem, the two could
hardly have been more different.
Ruth was boisterous and bombastic, his feats evocative of a modern-day Paul Bunyan. With appetites as big as his ballooning fame, and a personality to
match, the Sultan of Swat was the first true American sporting superstar, setting and breaking his own single-season home run records five times, clubbing
714 over the course of his career and putting an end to the so-called Dead Ball Era.
Gehrig may not have had such plentiful or colorful nicknames as Ruth - the Great Bambino, the Colossus of Clout, the King of Crash - but his was no less
evocative: The Iron Horse. Steady, quiet, powerful, and firm, Gehrig hit 493 home runs, slugged .632, hit .340 for his career and drove in 1,995 runs. A
seven-time All-Star, a Triple Crown winner and a two-time American League MVP, Gehrig won a total of six World Series during his career. His crowning
achievement was a 2,130 consecutive-games streak, during which he played through broken fingers and hands, beanballs in an era before helmets, and
even lumbago. That lumbago attack, in July of 1934, may have been the first overt symptom of the disease that eventually claimed his life - amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis - a disease that would come to bear his name.
The two men appear together in the photo at the center of this piece, a photo flanked by two punch-out cards from the 1951 Topps Connie Mack’s All-Time
All-Star Team set. Both cards have had their red backgrounds punched out.
There is a black-and-white photograph of Gehrig at left, above two modern baseball relic cards from Donruss Elite. The 2002 Donruss Elite Back 2 Back
Jacks card - No. 25 - features a piece of one of Gehrig’s game-used bats. The 2002 Donruss Elite Throwback Threads card bears a swatch of a Gehrig gameused jersey.
At right is a black-and-white photograph of Ruth’s famous followthrough, above two modern baseball relic cards. The 2001 Upper Deck American League
Centennial Anniversary card bears a stamped piece of one of Ruth’s game-used bats. The 2001 SP Authentic Sultan of Swatch Babe Ruth jersey relic card is
part of a limited-edition run. Each card in the 21-card set had a production run tied to a specific number: Only 59 copies of the card honoring his 59 home
runs in 1921 were produced, and only 14 copies were produced of card SOS1 (the first card in the set), which features Ruth’s rookie year of 1914. Therefore,
only 14 complete sets can exist. This card - SOS17 - commemorates his 49 home runs in 1930, and is hand-numbered in blue ink, “15/30.”
The page from an autograph book at the center of the display has personalized inscriptions and signatures from both Ruth and Gehrig, below two
newsprint photos of the men, and a caption. Ruth wrote (in black ink): “To Jim / Sincerely / Babe Ruth.” Below that, Gehrig wrote: “To Jim - / Best Wishes /
Lou Gehrig.”
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.
30 3/4 by 17 7/8 inches

146

$7,000-9,000

216

1927 NEW YORK YANKEES “MURDERER’S ROW” WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONS
FRAMED COLLECTION OF CUT SIGNATURES (JSA)
A framed display featuring photographs and cut signatures of 17 members of the 1927 New York Yankees - arguably the greatest
team of all time - including outfielder Babe Ruth and first baseman Lou Gehrig.
Highlighted by the famed Murderer’s Row lineup, the 1927 Yankees roster featured seven future Hall of Famers: Ruth, Gehrig, pitchers
Herb Pennock and Waite Hoyt, second baseman Tony Lazzeri, outfielder Earle Combs, and manager Miller Huggins.
The Yankees won the World Series in four games over the Pittsburgh Pirates - the first time ever that an American League team swept
the National League champion in the Fall Classic - and won 110 games, setting an American League record and taking the pennant by
19 games over Connie Mack’s Philadelphia Athletics.
The sweep of the Pirates capped a season in which Ruth broke his own single-season home run record of 59 (his mark of 60 would
stand for 34 years until broken by another Yankee, Roger Maris), and one in which Gehrig would hit 47 home runs of his own and lead
the American League in RBI with 175, en route to an MVP season. Combs set a single-season franchise record with 23 triples, leading
the American League. Beyond the Hall of Famers littering the lineup and the starting rotation, Huggins had a deep bench and
pioneering relief work from a bullpen led by Wilcy Moore (who had 13 saves in an era before closers were venerated) and Bob
Shawkey (a 2.89 ERA and four saves in 19 appearances).
The signatures, in order of their appearance on the display: Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig and Tony Lazzeri (same cut piece of paper), Earle
Combs, outfielder Bob Meusel, second baseman Ray Morehart, Bob Shawkey, catcher Benny Bengough, third baseman Julie Wera,
starting shortstop Mark Koenig, starting pitcher George Pipgras, starting pitcher Dutch Ruether, ace of the pitching staff Waite Hoyt (22
wins, 23 complete games, and a 2.63 ERA), reliever Wilcy Moore, starting pitcher Herb Pennock, starting third baseman Joe Dugan,
and third baseman Mike Gazella.
35 by 43 inches
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$10,000-20,000

217

1928 WORLD SERIES SIGNED NEW YORK
YANKEES VS. ST. LOUIS CARDINALS DISPLAY
(JSA)
A framed display featuring four original signed scorecards from the 1928
World Series between the New York Yankees and the St. Louis Cardinals, as
well as three cut signatures.
The 1928 series featured the Murderer’s Row Yankees, with a record nine
Hall of Famers on the field, a Hall-of-Fame manager in Miller Huggins, a
Hall-of-Fame executive in team president Ed Barrow, and a Hall-of-Fame
owner in Col. Jacob Ruppert.
The four signed original scorecards are signed by Hall-of-Fame Yankees
pitcher Waite Hoyt (Game One), Yankees pitcher George Pipgras (Game
Two), Yankees pitcher Tom Zachary (Game Three), and Hall-of-Fame
Yankees first baseman Lou Gehrig (Game Four) in black ink. Also part of the
display are cut signatures from Huggins and Ruppert on a single piece of
paper (in black ink), and Cardinals manager W.B. “Bill” McKechnie.
In the frame are plaques with the scores of each game, a reproduced
scorecard showing cover art, an inkjet-printed reproduction souvenir
program cover, and photographs.
36 3/4 by 43 1/4 inches

$6,000-8,000

218

BABE RUTH FRAMED PERSONALLY
OWNED BANK CHECK AND
PHOTOGRAPH (BECKETT)
Babe Ruth framed bank check and photograph. The bank check
comes from Babe Ruth’s estate and is a Chemical Bank & Trust
Company personally owned check. The bank check comes with
Beckett Grading Services authentication. Above the check is a
gorgeous black and white photograph of Ruth mid-swing.
35 by 23 inches

148

$500-700

219

BABE RUTH PERSONAL CHECK WITH STUB THE BABE RUTH
COLLECTION (BECKETT)
Babe Ruth check with stub, part of the Babe Ruth Collection. The Chemical Bank & Trust Company blank check
personally owned by Babe Ruth is check number 5437 and is encased in a Beckett Authentic casing and been
graded by Beckett Grading Services.
6 by 9 1/4

$200-300

220

NEW YORK YANKEES LEGENDS LOT OF SIGNED BASEBALL AND
PHOTOGRAPHS INCLUDING MICKEY MANTLE, YOGI BERRA, DON
MATTINGLY, ENOS SLAUGHTER, OTHERS JSA)
New York Yankees legends lot of signed baseballs and photographs including Mickey Mantle, Yogi Berra, Don Mattingly, others.
This lot of New York Yankees memorabilia is stacked full of amazing items, including signed and authenticated baseballs from
Mantle, Berra, Mattingly, Ralph Houk and Goose Gossage. There are 13 signed and authenticated photographs accompanying this
lot as well, including the likes of Joe Pepitone, who inscibed the photograph of himself between Roger Maris and Mantle, “Me &
The M&M Boys, Joe Pepitone.” Also included are signed photos from Don Larsen, the only pitcher ever to throw a perfect game in
the World Series, Enos Slaughter, Tom Tresh, Bobby Shantz, Ryne Duren, Bob Turley, Luis Arroyo, Jim Coates, Jim Spencer, Hank
Baner, Moose Skowron and Bobby Richardson. The Mantle signed baseball was sold through Mears Online auction. with details
attached. The remaining items were all authenticated by JSA with LOA included.

$2,000-3,000
221

MOE BERG 1940 PLAY BALL #30 - PSA NM-MT
8 (1 OF 1)
Displayed here is a 1940 Moe Berg Play Ball #30 trading card. The card has
been graded PSA NM-MT 8, and is the only card in the world to receive that
grade from PSA. Moe Berg was a catcher and later a coach in the Major
Leagues, but also turned spy for the Office of Strategic Services during World
War II. Those things make this vintage black and white card a unique and
quite rare card to find.
5 inches by 3 inches

$400-600
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BASEBALL LEGENDS SIGNED DISPLAY FEATURING “SHOELESS”
JOE JACKSON, BABE RUTH, HANK AARON AMONG 100 MEMBERS
OF HALL OF FAME SIGNATURES (JSA)
A framed display featuring cut signatures, signatures on photographs, and signed baseball cards from 100 of
the greatest Major League Baseball players as of 2006, when the display was created.
From the Negro Leagues to the Black Sox, from Jackie Robinson to Ken Griffey, Jr., from Babe Ruth to Hank
Aaron, from the Athletics to the Yankees, this piece tells the story of baseball, of its barrier breakers and history
makers, of its silent stewards and bombastic superstars. Inked on pieces of menus, index cards, photos, scraps
of paper, and trading cards, these 100 signatures take one on a tour of the game’s greats.
Original signatures listed in the order they appear in the display: Carl Hubbell , Ty Cobb, Walter Johnson, Pie
Traynor, Sandy Koufax, Robin Yount, Joe Cronin, Billy Williams, Roberto Clemente, Lou Gehrig, Satchel Paige,
Lefty Grove, Bob Feller, Rollie Fingers, Mickey Cochrane, Joe Jackson, Joe Morgan, Dizzy Dean, Juan Marichal,
Nolan Ryan, Harry Heilmann, Ralph Kiner, Cy Young, Al Kaline, Bill Dickey, Gabby Hartnett, Bill Terry, Rod Carew,
Yogi Berra, Lou Brock, George Brett, Stan Musial, Jim Palmer, Robin Roberts, Frankie Frisch, Cool Papa Bell,
Whitey Ford, Luke Appling, Babe Ruth, Hank Greenberg, Joe DiMaggio, Hank Aaron, Willie Stargell, Joe
Medwick, Mel Ott, Honus Wagner, Al Simmons, Brooks Robinson, Jackie Robinson, Luis Aparicio, Goose Goslin,
Nap Lajoie, Eddie Collins, Charlie Gehringer, Pete Rose, Greg Maddux, Tris Speaker, Warren Spahn, Rogers
Hornsby, Mickey Mantle, Rickey Henderson, Willie McCovey, Buck Leonard, Jimmie Foxx, Duke Snider, George
Sisler, Ed Walsh, Paul Waner, Barry Bonds, Ken Griffey Jr., Ted Williams, Willie Mays, Harmon Killebrew, Grover
Cleveland Alexander, Johnny Bench, Reggie Jackson, Tony Gwynn, Ozzie Smith, Carl Yastrzemski , Paul Molitor,
Carlton Fisk, Roger Clemens, Steve Carlton, Dennis Eckersley, Tom Seaver, Ernie Banks, Mark McGwire, Carl
Ripken Jr., Eddie Murray, Roy Campanella, Eddie Matthews, Frank Robinson, and Mike Schmidt.
Of the 100 signatures that appear on this piece, 94 are original, with six facsimiles - Mordecai “Three Finger”
Brown, Oscar Charleston, Josh Gibson, “Wee” Willie Keeler, Christy Mathewson, and Eddie Plank. Joe Jackson's
signature is secretarial.
36 3/4 by 63 inches
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$40,000-60,000
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BURLEIGH GRIMES SIGNED PORTRAIT BASEBALL (JSA)
This Burleigh Grimes signed baseball also bears an artistic portrait of him on the side of the ball.
Grimes began his Hall of Fame career with the Pittsburgh Pirates in 1916 and ultimately pitched
for several teams before finishing his career with the Pirates in 1934. In between, Grimes won
more than 20 games five times, including 25 in 1928 and also pitched in four World Series’
throughout his illustrious career.
Interestingly, Grimes was the last player officially allowed to throw the “Spitball” and was known
for being a head hunter as a pitcher. Grimes was inducted into the Hall of Fame in 1964.
This signed baseball has been authenticated by JSA and comes with the Letter of Authenticity.

$100-200

224

CARL HUBBELL SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
This Carl Hubbell signed baseball is an official ball of the National League and made by Rawlings.
Hubbell pitched for the New York Giants his entire career from 1928 to 1943. He was a nine time
All-Star, winning more than 20 games five times, three of which led the league that season. In
1933, Hubbell won 23 games and had an amazing 10 shutouts that season, leading the league in
both categories. He was inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1947.
This signature has been authenticated and certified by JSA.

$50-75

225

HANK GREENBERG SIGNED CARD AND MATTED DISPLAY
(PSA)
Hank Greenberg signed card and matted display. Hank Greenberg hand signed the index card
and is PSA/DNA certified, sitting framed alongside a photo of him at the plate. Greenberg is a 4time All-Star, two-time league MVP in 1935 and 1940, and is the first player of Jewish descent to
be inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1956.

$200-300

226

HANK GREENBERG HITTERS HALL OF FAME INDUCTION
PLAQUE INTO TED WILLIAMS MUSEUM & HITTERS HALL
OF FAME
Hank Greenberg Hitters Hall of Fame Induction Plaque. On February 9th, 1995, Greenberg was
inducted into the Ted Williams Museum & Hitters Hall of Fame in Hernando, Florida. The plaque
itself features inscribed painting of Greenberg in gold paint inside of glass. The glass is
surrounded by an extremely sturdy wooden frame. The frame is 18’’ tall by 15’’ wide. Greenberg
led the league in home runs four times in his career, winning two League MVP’s along the way.
Like Williams, he left baseball and joined the military to fight in World War II, only then to come
back and dominate baseball in 1946. “Hammerin’ Hank” was the first Jewish player to win league
MVP in 1935. This lot is accompanied by a Letter of Authenticity from the Ted Williams Museum &
Hitters Hall of Fame.
18 by 15 inches
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$600-800

227

BABE RUTH FUNERAL INVITATION
An original invitation to Babe Ruth’s funeral that reads, “Please admit bearer to the center aisle
of Saint Patrick’s Cathedral for the Funeral Service for George Herman Ruth.” Framed together
in a custom matte with a photo of Ruth (printed later) taken during his farewell appearance at
New York’s Yankee Stadium.
Ruth - the transformative superstar who became the icon and avatar of baseball - died from
throat cancer on Aug. 16, 1948 at the age of 53. After his body lay in state at the entrance of
Yankee Stadium - the so-called “House that Ruth Built” - on Aug. 17 and 18, thousands of fans
surrounded New York’s St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Hawthorne, N.Y., on the day of his funeral on
Aug. 19.
Framed, 18 1/4 by 22 1/2 inches (overall)

$400-600

228

BABE RUTH PHOTOGRAPH WITH CUT SIGNATURES
(JSA)
A framed print of a black and white photograph of Babe Ruth with an original cut signature
by Ruth in black ink, and a cut secretarial signature by New York Yankees owner Col. Jacob
Ruppert in pencil. A letter of authenticity from JSA is included in this lot.
17 3/4 by 18 5/8 inches

$2,000-3,000

229

SANDY KOUFAX SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
Los Angeles Dodgers Hall of Fame pitcher Sandy Koufax signed this baseball right on the
sweet spot. Koufax is among the elites when discussing greatest pitchers of all-time. He
pitched his entire 12-year career with the Dodgers organization, with the first three years in
Brooklyn. Koufax won League MVP in 1963, three Cy Young Awards, and four World Series
titles.
This signed baseball comes with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.

$200-300

230

DON DRYSDALE SIGNED BASEBALL - LOS ANGELES
DODGERS LEGEND (JSA)
Los Angeles Dodgers legend Don Drysdale signed this encased baseball, sitting comfortably
inside the clear cube. Drysdale was inducted into the MLB Hall of Fame in 1984 following a
stellar career, which included three World Series Championships. In 1962, Drysdale led the
league in innings pitched and wins with 25, and three separate times led the league in
strikeouts.
This signed baseball has been authenticated by JSA.

$50-75
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EDWIN DUKE
SNIDER 1949
BOWMAN ROOKIE
CARD #226 - PSA
NM 7
Featured in this lot is a 1949
Bowman Edwin Duke Snider
rookie card #226. The card has
been graded PSA NM 7, with only
one other example of this card
receiving this grade. Snider was
elected to the Hall of Fame in
1980 and is famously known for
hitting the last home run ever at
historic Ebbets Field in Brooklyn,
New York.
5 inches by 3 inches

$2,000-3,000

232

DUKE SNIDER 1952
TOPPS #37 - PSA
NM-MT 8 (1 OF 1)
1952 Topps Edwin Duke Snider
trading card #37. Offered is a
clean representation of the 1952
Topps #37 Duke Snider trading
card. This the only PSA 8 grade of
this card in existence, with only
five being graded higher. The
card is slightly off center,
exhibiting clean corners and
edges. It truly is a 1 of 1 card.
5 inches by 3 inches
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$2,000-3,000

233

BABE RUTH AND HANK AARON SIGNED BASEBALL DISPLAY (JSA)
Babe Ruth and Hank Aaron signed baseball display. Offered here is a beautiful work of
art. The original home run king, Babe Ruth, and the man who eventually passed him in
career home runs, Hank Aaron, signed this official MLB baseball. Ruth’s signature is right
across the sweet spot, with Aaron’s in the section right above. When Ruth retired in
1935, with 714 career home runs. One season, he actually managed to hit more home
runs than every other team in the league combined. That is how dominating of a force
he was. However, people also forget that early in his career, he was the best pitcher in
the game. Ruth dominated from the mound with the Boston Red Sox, winning 78
games over a 4-year span with 17 shutouts. He led the league in ERA in 1916 with a
1.75 mark. In 1954, a man named Henry Aaron came around and changed the history
books. “Hammerin’ Hank” as he was known, finished his career with 755 home runs, the
most in history. Since then, that number has been passed by Barry Bonds; however, all
true baseball fans still consider Aaron to be the true home run king.
Also included in the display is a vintage used baseball mitt, an officially licensed
Hillerich & Bradsby Co. No. 9 “Leader Babe Ruth Model” baseball bat. The same bat is
pictured in the photograph above the signed baseball being held by Ruth. To the sides
of that photograph are four vintage Ruth baseball cards. The cards include the 1948
Leaf New York Yankees Reprint Babe Ruth #3, the 1933 Goudey Reprint #181, the 1933
Goudey Reprint Babe Ruth #144 and the Goudey Reprint Babe Ruth #149. This lot is
accompanied with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA. Size 45’’ x 33’’.
45 by 33 inches

$8,000-12,000
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BABE RUTH SIGNED FORD LUNCHEON MENU FROM JULY 25, 1947 (PSA)
This Babe Ruth signed menu is from the Ford Luncheon held at the Jefferson Davis Hotel on Friday, July 25th, 1947. There
is a photograph of Ruth’s face centered on the menu and the top items of choice are the Home Run Fruit Cocktail, the
Babe Ruth King Fish and the Roast Prime Ribs of Beef, Bambino. The property comes with PSA/DNA Certification built
inside the top of the plaque.
13 1/4 by 9 3/4 inches
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$10,000-20,000

235

JOE DIMAGGIO SIGNED ENVELOPE WITH FIRST
DAY OF ISSUE
An envelope featuring a “First Day of Issue” cancel on the 3-cent “Centennial of
Baseball” postage stamp, signed by Joe DiMaggio in blue marker. The postmark is
Cooperstown, New York, June 12, 1939.
5 1/8 by 4 1/16 inches

$400-600

236

JOE DIMAGGIO AUTOGRAPHED LIMITED EDITION
LITHOGRAPH (JSA)
Joe DiMaggio autographed limited edition lithograph. “Joltin’ Joe” hand signed this
work of art Joe DiMaggio #5 along the bottom white border with a blue fiber tip
marker. The esteemed artist, Robert Stephen Simon, hand signed as well, using a
graphite pencil. This is issue 984/1000 ever made, as seen in the bottom left corner. The
dimensions of the frame are 33’’ by 40’’. On the back, there is a photograph of
DiMaggio signing the lithograph along with a signed Letter of Authenticity and is
accompanied by a JSA Letter of Authenticity as well.
33 1/2 by 40 inches

$600-800

237

JOE DIMAGGIO SIGNED LIMITED EDITION COLOR
PRINT FRAMED (BECKETT)
Joe DiMaggio signed limited edition color print. This beautiful framed photograph of
“The Yankee Clipper,” Joe DiMaggio is signed in a perfect spot between his legs midswing using blue fiber tip marker. This Yankee Legends type print comes with a photo
of DiMaggio signing the print, along with a notarized letter from DiMaggio stating on
May 8th, 1990 in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, he signed this print. He signed exactly
1,941 of these, commemorating the year of his unbeatable 56-game hitting streak. This
is numbered 621/1941 on the photo, as well as in the notarized letter. The property is
also accompanied by Beckett Certificate of Authentication sticker.
27 by 23 1/4 inches

$800-1,200

238

“JOLTIN” JOE DIMAGGIO LIMITED EDITION SIGNED
YANKEE LEGENDS COLOR PRINT (JSA)
“Joltin” Joe DiMaggio signed color print. This Joe DiMaggio signed print is a beautiful
work of art from famed sports artist Ron Lewis. DiMaggio hand signed the print using
blue fiber-tip marker. This is issue 210/1941, commemorating the year DiMaggio set
the 56-game hitting streak record. In the print, the “Yankee Clipper” is surrounded by
Yankee legends Reggie Jackson, Yogi Berra, Whitey Ford, Don Mattingly, Phil Rizzuto,
Dave Winfield, Catfish Hunter, Bob Lemon and Enos Slaughter. The frame measures 40’’
by 33’’. The property is accompanied with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.

$400-600
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THE DIMAGGIO ALBUMS SIGNED BY JOE DIMAGGIO (BECKETT)
The DiMaggio Albums signed by Joe DiMaggio. Joe DiMaggio’s illustrious baseball career is chronicled
throughout the grandest sports album ever published, with an introduction and commentary from
DiMaggio himself. The two volume series is signed by DiMaggio inside the front cover with blue marker. It
is a great read, and an even greater collector’s piece. The property comes with a Beckett Letter of
Authenticity.

$300-500

240

JOE DIMAGGIO AND TED WILLIAMS SIGNED
BASEBALL (JSA)
This Rawlings Official American League baseball has been signed by Joe
DiMaggio and Ted Williams. DiMaggio and Williams are two of baseball’s
immortals, and played as rivals for the Yankees and Red Sox respectively. In
1947 the teams agreed to trade them for each other. However, the Yankees
owner nixed the trade because he did not want to include Yogi Berra in the
trade as well.
Both players missed three years of their career to serve during World War
II, with Williams serving as a pilot and DiMaggio in the United States Army
Air Forces.
DiMaggio holds the record for the longest hitting streak at 56 games, a
record most people to be the only unbreakable record in baseball history.
Williams is considered by most to be the greatest hitter who ever lived.
The property comes with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.

$300-500

241

JOE DIMAGGIO SIGNED PORTRAIT
BASEBALL (JSA)
This Joe DiMaggio signed baseball also bears an artistic portrait of the
legend. DiMaggio, nicknamed “The Yankee Clipper” played his entire 13year career with the New York Yankees. During his career, he won three
American League MVP’s, two batting titles, two home run crowns and an
incredible nine World Series Championships. DiMaggio was inducted in
the MLB Hall of Fame in 1955. The property comes with JSA Certification.
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$200-300

242

SANDY KOUFAX 1955 TOPPS ROOKIE CARD
#123 - KSA NMM 8
Offered is the 1955 Sandy Koufax Topps #123 rookie card, graded a KSA 8. This
offering is only slightly off center cut with some minor fraying in one of the
corners. You are looking at a near mint Koufax rookie. Enough said!
5 inches by 3 inches

$10,000-20,000
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JACKIE ROBINSON 1956 TOPPS WHITE BACK CARD #30 PSA MINT 9 (HIGHEST GRADE EVER)
Offered is a unique piece of history, the highest ever graded Jackie Robinson 1956 Topps White
Back #30 card graded a PSA Mint 9 (OC). No example of this card has ever received a higher grade.
A facsimile signature from Robinson appears on the card with an image of him sliding into home
plate. Robinson famously broke baseball’s color barrier, and has transcended sports into American
history lure. A treasure of a card with greater social significance would be difficult to find.
5 inches by 3 inches

160

$20,000-30,000

244

SANDY KOUFAX 1956 TOPPS #79 (PSA EX-MT 6)
Sandy Koufax 1956 Topps #79 trading card. Offered here is a nicely centered Sandy Koufax 1956 Topps #79 trading card with
printed signature. Koufax is considered one of the greatest left-handed pitchers to ever wear an MLB uniform, helping lead the
Dodgers to two World Series titles, claiming three Cy Young Awards and a League MVP. Of the over 8,000 PSA Topps #79 cards
graded by PSA, only 4% of them have been graded higher than this card. It is truly unique and well worth an investment.

$700-900

245

TED WILLIAMS RED SOX HALL OF FAMER SIGNED
BASEBALL
This Ted Williams signed baseball is an official American League ball. Williams is considered
by most baseball historians to be the greatest hitter who ever lived. Nicknamed “Teddy
Ballgame,” Williams was the last player in baseball to hit .400 in a season, doing so in 1941.
During his career, Williams won six batting titles, four home run crowns, and is still the only
player in history to lead the Majors in On Base Percentage for consecutive decades, doing
so in the 40’s and 50’s.
Even more remarkable, Williams’ career was interrupted after being drafted into the military
during World War II as a fighter pilot. Williams served two stints as a Marine Corps pilot
during his career, including a combat assignment during the Korean War.
It was said that Williams’ eye sight was so great, he could read the lettering on the baseball
as it approached the plate.
This signed baseball has been officially authenticated.

$200-300

246

TED WILLIAMS LIMITED EDITION
SIGNED ARTIST PRINT WITH
CAREER STATISTICS (BECKETT)
Ted Williams limited edition signed artist print display.
Considered the greatest hitter who ever lived, Williams
signed this artist print across his jersey with blue marker and
is numbered 592/1000 in the bottom right corner. Below the
print, Williams’ incredible career statistics and records are laid
out. The print comes with a Beckett authentication sticker
affixed, as well as a Beckett Letter of Authenticity.
22 by 14 inches

$400-600
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TED WILLIAMS LIMITED EDITION
SIGNED ARTIST PRINT (JSA)
Ted Williams limited edition signed print. Williams hand signed
this rare artist print in black pen and is numbered 236/406 in the
bottom left corner. The image shows Williams’ smiling front and
center, with an image of him batting in the bottom left corner
and Williams giving a thumbs up in a fighter plane. Williams left
baseball to serve as a fighter pilot during World War II, only to
return to dominate the game. On the right you can see the AP
wire copy of the story titled “Williams gets 6 hits in 8 trips to finish
with Average of .406.” Williams is still the last player to ever hit
over .400 for a season. The print comes with a JSA sticker affixed
as well as a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.
26 1/4 by 22 1/4 inches

$600-800

248

TED WILLIAMS “THE ROOKIE IN
SPRINGTIME,” 1939 PAINTING
SIGNED BY ARTIST ARTHUR
MILLER
Ted Williams “The Rookie in Springtime,” 1939 painting
signed by artist Arthur Miller. The last player to ever hit
400 for an entire season, Williams is immortalized in this
beautiful painting by famed sports artist Arthur Miller.
This framed piece measures 22’’ tall by 12 1/2’’ wide.
Williams is depicted in his home white Boston Red Sox
uniform taking a practice swing at Fenway with the
center field bleachers in the distance behind him.
“Teddy Ballgame” is considered by many baseball
historians to be the greatest hitter who ever lived.
22 by 12 1/2 inches

162

$800-1,200

249

TED WILLIAMS GAME USED SIGNED LOUISVILLE SLUGGER
BASEBALL BAT (MEARS A8) (JSA)
Ted Williams game used signed Louisville Slugger baseball bat. Offered is an ash wood baseball bat
used by “Teddy Ballgame” from 1951 through 1955, signed by him. The Louisville Slugger 125
Hillerich & Bradsby baseball bat is 35 inches in length, weighing 32.5 ounces. The sweet spot of the
bat is inscribed “Genuine Ted Williams Louisville Slugger,” with his signature in black pen beneath it.
Upon examination by MEARS, it was determined that this model was the model used during the
1950’s, had existing player number 9 on the knob, matches known player factory records, shows
moderate game wear with stitch marks, ball marks and bat rack marks on the bat, and most
importantly appears on Williams’ personal ordering records between 1951 and 1955. The signature
on the bat has been verified by JSA and is accompanied by a letter of authenticity.
35 inches long by 2 3/4 inches wide

$20,000-30,000
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1954 MLB HALL OF FAME GAME PROGRAM
CASEY STENGEL (2), DIZZY DEAN, ENOS
SLAUGHTER SIGNED SCORECARDS
INCLUDING EXTEMELY RARE SCORED
MICKEY MANTLE HOME RUN (JSA)
1954 MLB Hall of Fame Game Casey Stengel (2), Dizzy Dean, Enos
Slaughter signed scorecards with limited edition Perez Steele Baseball
Cards. Included in this lot are two frames, both of which are comprised of
pages from the 1954 MLB Hall of Fame Game program. The first frame
has a page from the program detailing the National Baseball Hall of
Fame Museum and the history of Double Day Field. Hall of Famer Dizzy
Dean signed the top of this page. On the back is the Yankees scorecard
from 1954 Hall of Fame Game, with Mickey Mantle’s home run in the 1st
inning scored clearly. You will be hard pressed to ever find an official
Major League Baseball scorecard with a Mantle home run scored, but will
never ever find another one from the historic 1954 MLB Hall of Fame
Game. On both sides are issue #5,898 of 10,000 and #2,831 of 5,000
from the fourth Perez Steele Series Dizzy Dean baseball cards.
The second frame provides the details of the game, Cooperstown, New
York, Aug. 9, 1954, Double Day Field, Cincinnati Redlegs vs New York
Yankees. This page is signed twice by Casey Stengel, and once by Enos
Slaughter, along with three members of the Redlegs, Bob Cerv, Art
Schallock and Harry Byrd. On the back of the page is the scorecard from
the Redlegs from the Hall of Fame Game. Next to the page is issue #
9,222 out of 10,000 of the Perez Steele Fourth Series Casey Stengel
baseball card. All signatures comes with JSA certification and are
accompanied with the LOA from JSA.
17 by 21 1/4 inches, and 12 by 15 inches

$2,000-4,000

251

NEW YORK YANKEES 1961 WORLD SERIES
CHAMPIONS SIGNED DISPLAY (JSA)
A framed display featuring signatures of members of the 1961 New York
Yankees team that won the World Series. A photograph at the top of the
display includes the images and signatures of Moose Skowron, Bobby
Richardson, Tony Kubek, and Clete Boyer. At the bottom left of the display is
Mickey Mantle’s signature, and at the bottom right is Roger Maris’ signature.
Cut signatures, in order of appearance on the display: Lee Thomas, Deron
Johnson, Hal Reniff, Al Downing, Bud Daley, Hector Lopez, Elston Howard, Joe
DeMaestri, Johnny Blanchard, Tex Clevenger, Bill Stafford, Luis Arroyo, Bill
Garner, Art Ditmar, Rollie Sheldon, Bob Hale, Jim Coates, Ryne Duren, Bob
Cerv, Jack Reed, Bob Turley, Earl Torgeson, Jesse Gonder, Ralph Houk, Tom
Tresh, and Ralph Terry. The signatures are accompanied by a letter of
authenticity from JSA.
43 by 28 3/4 inches

164

$6,000-8,000

252

ROGER MARIS 1958 TOPPS
ROOKIE CARD #47 - PSA
MINT 9 (HIGHEST GRADE
EVER)
Offered here is truly an amazing collectible
item, as this 1958 Roger Maris PSA Mint 9
card is the highest grade to have ever been
received. Only this card and one other
example have even received this grade,
with no PSA Gem Mint 10’s in existence.
Maris is considered the true single season
home run champion after belting 61 home
runs, surpassing Babe Ruth’s record. Since
then, Sammy Sosa, Mark McGuire and
Barry Bonds surpassed that mark, but have
been embroiled in steroid controversy,
leaving Maris as the pure winner.
5 inches by 3 inches
$20,000-30,000
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BOB GIBSON 1961 TOPPS TRADING
CARD #211 - PSA MINT 9 (ONLY ONE
EVER GRADED HIGHER)
Presented here is a Bob Gibson 1961 Topps trading card #211.
Despite so much value being placed on rookie cards, it was not
until Gibson’s 3rd year in 1961 did he break out and become a
full-time starter for St. Louis. Previously, Gibson had made a
handful of starts in his first two seasons. In 1961, Gibson made
35 appearances, starting 27 games and winning 13, finishing
with an ERA of 3.24, setting the stage for his dominance to
come. Gibson was elected to the National Baseball Hall of Fame
in 1981.
5 inches by 3 inches

$800-1,200

254

STEVE CARLTON FRITZ
ACKLEY 1965 TOPPS
CARDINALS ROOKIES
#477 - PSA MINT 9
Offered is a beautiful example of the 1965
Topps Cardinals rookies card #477,
featuring Steve Carlton and Fritz Ackley. The
card is graded PSA Mint 9, which leaves
only seven cards in existence graded higher
than this one, out of almost 250 graded
examples.
5 inches by 3 inches

166

$1,000-2,000

255

PHOTO MATCHED PROFESSIONAL BABE RUTH MODEL BAT USED
BY ROGER MARIS IN 1962 HOME RUN EXPERIMENT (PSA)
Photo Matched professional Babe Ruth model bat used by Roger Maris in 1962 Home Run Experiment. Offered
is truly a unique piece of history that has long been forgotten by many. True baseball fans of the time remember
however. Following Roger Maris breaking Babe Ruth’s single season home run record with 61 home runs using a
bat that was 11 ounces lighter than Ruth’s, a sports writer named Leslie Lieber persuaded Maris to test the theory
that the heavier bats from the early 20th century would be harder to hit home runs with, and that was how he was
able to break the record.
Maris took exception to that and was happy to prove himself again. Lieber and Maris arranged for Hillerich &
Bradsby, the makers of Louisville Slugger bats, to commission bats that were exact models used by Babe Ruth, Ty
Cobb, Frank “Home Run” Baker and Pete Browning, who was the first person they ever designed a bat for. The
fifth and final bat was Maris’ own bat.
Working in tandem with the New York Yankees, Yankee coach Frank Crosetti and Lieber put the experiment into
motion. Crosetti measured each home run hit by Maris with each bat, with Lieber measuring in-park
measurements. Maris used each bat to hit five fly balls.
The Cobb bat, weighing 42 ounces, measured the longest distance of 1,621 feet. The Baker bat,
measuring a whopping 47 ounces, was second. Browning’s 46 ounce bat was third and Ruth’s 44
ounce bat was fourth. Finishing dead last was Maris’ own 33 ounce bat. It is safe to say that Maris
crushed that theory and proved exactly why he is one of the greatest power hitters to ever live.
Offered here is the photo matched Babe Ruth commissioned bat used during the experiment
to the Baltimore Sun article detailing the entire story. The babe has trademarked “Louisville
Slugger 125 Hillerich & Bradsby Made in USA Louisville, Ky” engraved. Next to that
“powerized” is also engraved. Further down the bat at the sweet spot, “Genuine
George Babe Ruth Louisville Slugger” is engraved. A letter of authenticity from
PSA/DNA accompanies this lot, as well as a copy of the Baltimore Sun article.
35 1/2 inches by 4 inches

$10,000-20,000
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PHOTO MATCHED PROFESSIONAL PETE BROWNING
MODEL BAT USED BY ROGER MARIS IN 1962 HOME RUN
EXPERIMENT (PSA)
Photo Matched professional Pete Browning model bat used by Roger Maris in 1962 Home Run
Experiment. Offered is truly a unique piece of history that has long been forgotten by many. True
baseball fans of the time remember however.
Following Roger Maris breaking Babe Ruth’s single season home run record with 61 home runs
using a bat that was 11 ounces lighter than Ruth’s, a sports writer named Leslie Lieber persuaded
Maris to test the theory that the heavier bats from the early 20th century would be harder to hit home
runs with, and that was how he was able to break the record.
Maris took exception to that and was happy to prove himself again. Lieber and Maris arranged for
Hillerich & Bradsby, the makers of Louisville Slugger bats, to commission bats that were exact
models used by Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb, Frank “Home Run” Baker and Pete Browning, who was the first
person they ever designed a bat for. The fifth and final bat was Maris’ own bat.
Working in tandem with the New York Yankees, Yankee coach Frank Crosetti and Lieber put the
experiment into motion. Crosetti measured each home run hit by Maris with each bat, with Lieber
measuring in-park measurements. Maris used each bat during the experiment.
The Cobb bat, weighing 42 ounces, measured the longest distance of 1,621 feet. The Baker
bat, measuring a whopping 47 ounces, was second. Browning’s 46 ounce bat was third
and Ruth’s 44 ounce bat was fourth. Finishing dead last was Maris’ own 33 ounce bat. It is
safe to say that Maris crushed that theory and proved exactly why he is one of the
greatest power hitters to ever live.
Offered here is the photo matched Pete Browning commissioned bat used
during the experiment to the Baltimore Sun article detailing the entire story.
The bat has the trademarked “Louisville Slugger 125 Hillerich & Bradsby
Made in USA Louisville, Ky” engraved. Next to that “powerized” is also
engraved. Further down the bat at the sweet spot, “Genuine Pete
Browning Louisville Slugger” is engraved. A letter of authenticity
from PSA/DNA accompanies this lot, as well as a copy of the
Baltimore Sun article.
35 1/2 inches by 4 inches
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$10,000-20,000

257

PHOTO MATCHED PROFESSIONAL TY COBB
MODEL BAT USED BY ROGER MARIS IN 1962
HOME RUN EXPERIMENT (PSA)
Photo Matched professional Ty Cobb model bat used by Roger Maris in 1962
Home Run Experiment. Offered is truly a unique piece of history that has long
been forgotten by many. True baseball fans of the time remember however.
Following Roger Maris breaking Babe Ruth’s single season home run record
with 61 home runs using a bat that was 11 ounces lighter than Ruth’s, a sports
writer named Leslie Lieber persuaded Maris to test the theory that the heavier
bats from the early 20th century would be harder to hit home runs with, and
that was how he was able to break the record.
Maris took exception to that and was happy to prove himself again. Lieber and
Maris arranged for Hillerich & Bradsby, the makers of Louisville Slugger bats, to
commission bats that were exact models used by Babe Ruth, Ty Cobb, Frank
“Home Run” Baker and Pete Browning, who was the first person they ever
designed a bat for. The fifth and final bat was Maris’ own bat.
Working in tandem with the New York Yankees, Yankee coach Frank Crosetti
and Lieber put the experiment into motion. Crosetti measured each home run
hit by Maris with each bat, with Lieber measuring in-park measurements. Maris
used each bat during the experiment.
The Cobb bat, weighing 42 ounces, measured the longest distance of 1,621
feet. The Baker bat, measuring a whopping 47 ounces, was second. Browning’s
46 ounce bat was third and Ruth’s 44 ounce bat was fourth. Finishing dead last
was Maris’ own 33 ounce bat. It is safe to say that Maris crushed that theory and
proved exactly why he is one of the greatest power hitters to ever live.
Offered here is the photo matched Ty Cobb commissioned bat used
during the experiment to the Baltimore Sun article detailing the entire
story. The bat has the trademarked “Louisville Slugger 125 Hillerich &
Bradsby Made in USA Louisville, Ky” engraved. Next to that
“powerized” is also engraved. Further down the bat at the sweet
spot, “Genuine Ty Cobb Louisville Slugger” is engraved. A letter
of authenticity from PSA/DNA accompanies this lot, as well as
a copy of the Baltimore Sun article.
35 1/2 inches by 4 inches

$10,000-20,000
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PHOTO MATCHED PROFESSIONAL FRANK “HOME RUN”
BAKER MODEL BAT USED BY ROGER MARIS IN 1962
HOME RUN EXPERIMENT (PSA)
Photo Matched professional Frank Baker model bat used by Roger Maris in 1962 Home Run
Experiment. Offered is truly a unique piece of history that has long been forgotten by many. True
baseball fans of the time remember however.
Following Roger Maris breaking Babe Ruth’s single season home run record with 61 home runs
using a bat that was 11 ounces lighter than Ruth’s, a sports writer named Leslie Lieber persuaded
Maris to test the theory that the heavier bats from the early 20th century would be harder to hit
home runs with, and that was how he was able to break the record.Maris took exception to that
and was happy to prove himself again. Lieber and Maris arranged for Hillerich & Bradsby, the
makers of Louisville Slugger bats, to commission bats that were exact models used by Babe Ruth,
Ty Cobb, Frank “Home Run” Baker and Pete Browning, who was the first person they ever
designed a bat for. The fifth and final bat was Maris’ own bat.
Working in tandem with the New York Yankees, Yankee coach Frank Crosetti and Lieber put the
experiment into motion. Crosetti measured each home run hit by Maris with each bat, with Lieber
measuring in-park measurements. Maris used each bat during the experiment.
The Cobb bat, weighing 42 ounces, measured the longest distance of 1,621 feet. The
Baker bat, measuring a whopping 47 ounces, was second. Browning’s 46 ounce bat
was third and Ruth’s 44 ounce bat was fourth. Finishing dead last was Maris’ own 33
ounce bat. It is safe to say that Maris crushed that theory and proved exactly why
he is one of the greatest power hitters to ever live.
Offered here is the photo matched Frank “Home Run” Baker commissioned
bat used during the experiment to the Baltimore Sun article detailing the
entire story. The bat has the trademarked “Louisville Slugger 125
Hillerich & Bradsby Made in USA Louisville, Ky” engraved. Next to
that “powerized” is also engraved. Further down the bat at the
sweet spot, “Genuine Frank Baker Louisville Slugger” is
engraved. A letter of authenticity from PSA/DNA accompanies
this lot, as well as a copy of the Baltimore Sun article.
35 1/2 inches by 4 inches

170

$10,000-20,000

259

MICKEY MANTLE HAND SIGNED LIMITED
EDITION ROOKIE SERIES 1 PRINT FRAMED
(JSA)
Mickey Mantle hand signed rookie series 1 print. Mantle autographed this black
and white rookie series print just below his image in blue fiber-tip marker. The
artist, David Cooney, also signed the print and labeled it 328/1000 using graphite
pencil. To the left of Mantle’s signature is a chart of Mantle’s career statistics. This is
a great piece for any baseball or Yankee collector. The frame measures 30’’ by
24’’. It is accompanied by a JSA Letter of Authenticity.
30 by 24 inches

$800-1,200

260

MICKEY MANTLE SIGNED AND DATED COLLECTOR EDITION
“MY FAVORITE SUMMER 1956” BOOK (BECKETT)
Mickey Mantle signed collector edition “My Favorite Summer 1956” book. The Yankee legend Mickey
Mantle signed this book and dated it 1956 in blue marker. This collector edition is number 701 of 1956,
as it reads at the bottom of the book 701/1956 in gold hand written marker. The book is in perfect
condition and is accompanied by a Beckett Letter of Authenticity.
9 1/2 by 6 1/2 inches

$300-500
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YANKEE HALL OF FAME MANAGER CASEY
STENGEL SIGNED CARD AND PHOTOGRAPH
(PSA)
Yankees Hall of Fame manager Casey Stengel signed the framed card, which
sits beautifully beneath a photograph of him smiling holding up the lineup
card. This is a great piece for any Yankees or baseball collector. This property
has been certified authentic by PSA/DNA with the certification built inside
the frame.

$200-300

262

MICKEY MANTLE SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
This official ball from Rawlings is signed by Yankees legend and Hall of
Famer Mickey Mantle. Beneath his signature he wrote 536 HR’s, which is how
many home runs he hit during his career. Mantle was named an All-Star an
astounding 20 times during his career, winning League MVP three times, and
played in 12 World Series’, winning seven of them. Mantle was inducted into
the Hall of Fame in 1974.
This signed baseball comes with JSA certification.
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$300-500

263

MICKEY MANTLE SIGNED “FUCK YOU” OVERSIZED BASEBALL CARD (JSA)
Mickey Mantle signed oversized baseball card, inscribed “To Jay, Fuck You, Mickey Mantle.” Mantle, surprisingly known as a
potty mouth, put that reputation to good use through this card. A letter of authenticity from JSA is included in this lot.

$3,000-5,000

264

1961 NEW YORK YANKEES HOLIDAY CARD WITH PHOTOGRAPH OF THE TEAM
This is the original New York Yankees holiday card from 1961 with a photo of the team with the likes of Mickey Mantle, Whitey Ford, Yogi
Berra and Roger Maris, among others. The card reads “ Best Wishes for Happy Holidays and a Good New Year, New York Yankees” in gold
lettering. On the back of the card is the team logo and “Season’s Greetings.”

$300-500
173
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1962 DODGER STADIUM WOODEN STATUE WITH
FRAMED PHOTO - 1 OF 7 EVER MADE
This Wooden Dodger Stadium statue was sculpted in the image of a 19th century
ballplayer and was affixed to the walls inside Dodger Stadium when the ballpark opened
in 1962. It is 36 inches tall and weighs 21 lbs. There were only seven of these statues ever
made, and the other six still remain displayed inside Dodger Stadium and were on the
back bar of the Stadium Club for decades. The statue was gifted from then team owner
Peter O’Malley to the Dodgers Chef Heinz. Included is a photo of Chef Heinz alongside
O’Malley and a signed letter from O’Malley to the Chef. There is also a letter confirming
this from the Dodgers VP of Special Projects. Another photograph attached of two of the
six statues that remain inside Dodger Stadium is included.
36 by 14 inches (21 pounds)
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$3,000-5,000
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HALL OF FAME MLB PITCHERS
MULTI SIGNED BASEBALL
(BECKETT)
Hall of Fame MLB Pitchers Signed Baseball. This baseball
has an unbelievable amount of talented pitchers’
signatures, with 10 members of the Baseball Hall of Fame
signed onto it. The signatures include Sandy Koufax, Bob
Gibson, Tom Seaver, Phil Niekro, Juan Marichal, Gaylord
Perry, Robin Roberts, Don Sutton, Don Drysdale and the
man, the myth, the legend Warren Spahn. A Letter of
Authenticity from Beckett accompanies the item.

$300-500

267

GEORGE STEINBRENNER SIGNED
BASEBALL (JSA)
This George Steinbrenner signed baseball is an official
American League baseball made by Rawlings. Steinbrenner is
considered one of the greatest sports franchise owners in
American history. He purchased the New York Yankees in 1973
and led the franchise to seven World Series titles until his death
in 2010. They have not won a World Series since his passing.
This signed baseball comes with JSA Certification inside the
casing.

$100-200

268

“HOME RUN KING” SADAHARU OH
SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
This Sadaharu Oh signed baseball is signed in both
English and Japanese. Oh is one of the greatest baseball
players from Japan, amassing 868 home runs during his
career for the Yomiuri Giants. That is the most by any
baseball player who ever lived.
The signed baseball has a JSA Certification inside the
casing with the ball.

$100-200

175
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500 HOME RUN CLUB SIGNED BASEBALL
BATS DISPLAY (JSA)
A framed display featuring nine professional model baseball bats, eight of
them signed by a member of baseball’s “club” of hitters who have hit 500
or more home runs. Bat signatures, from left to right: Reggie Jackson, Mike
Schmidt, Eddie Murray, Mark McGwire, Barry Bonds, Sammy Sosa, Rafael
Palmeiro, Ken Griffey Jr., and Honorable Mention for Fred McGriff, who hit
493 home runs. The signatures are accompanied by a letter of authenticity
from JSA.
43 by 50 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

270

COLLECTION OF 55 SIGNED VINTAGE MLB TRADING CARDS FROM THE 1960s AND 1970s
This signed collection includes rookie, all-star and primary trading cards from Brooks Robinson, Billy Williams, Tito Francona, Hal Naragon, Frank
Baumann, Merritt Ranew, Mickey Vernon, Tom Sturdivant, Chico Fernandez, Don Lee, Jackie Brandt, Joe Adcock. Bill Freehan, Dean Chance, Del
Crandall, Ted Simmons, Alex Grammas, Jerry Zimmerman, Ron Kline, Woody Held, Camilo Pascual, Dale Long, Bobby Tiefenauer, Frank Malzone,
Frank Sullivan, Paul Foytack, Chuck Schilling, Billy Gardner, Earl Battey, Rob Boselli, Bob Aspromonte, Bobby Locke, Don Gile, Mel McGaha, Johnny
Kucks, George Altman, Lou Klimchock, Jack Spring, Ron Hansen, Don Mossi, Al Schroll, Carroll Hardy, Bob Duliba, Billy Hitchcock, Bob Skinner, Carl
Sawatski, Haywood Sullivan, Bob Nieman, Paul Brown, Bob Allison, Pete Burnside, Terry Fox, Joe Cunningham, Gene Conley, Gus Bell, Chet Nichols,
Bud Daley, Al Heist, Andy Carew, Bob Scheffing and Al Smith.

$500-700

271

LEROY NEIMAN SIGNED BASEBALL PRINT
A framed, limited-edition serigraph of a baseball player at bat titled, “Hall of
Famer,” signed in pencil by artist LeRoy Neiman on the lower right and marked
“AP” [Artist’s Proof] in pencil to the lower left.
Framed: 29 by 38 3/4 inches; Image: 17 3/4 by 26 inches
PROVENANCE From The Casino Legends Hall of Fame Collection
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$500-700

272

PELÉ AND MUHAMMAD ALI SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
A Rawlings brand official Major League Baseball signed by Muhammad Ali and Pele in
blue ink.
$5,000-7,000

273

PETE ROSE, AL WEIS, KEN MCMULLEN, PEDRO GONZALEZ 1963 TOPPS
ROOKIE STARS # 537 - PSA NM-MT 8
Offered is the 1963 Topps Rookie Stars trading card # 537. The four stars listed on the card are Pete Rose, Al Weis, Ken
McMullen and Pedro Gonzalez. The card has been graded PSA NM-MT 8. This card graded out higher than 88% of all
card #537’s in the market.
5 inches by 3 inches

$6,000-8,000
177
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THURMAN MUNSON 1970 TOPPS ROOKIE
CARD #189 - SGC MINT 9
Presented is an extremely well cut and clean version of the 1970 Topps
Thurman Munson rookie card #189. To be candid, this card might have
been mis-graded, as the corners, edges exhibit zero fraying
whatsoever. The centering is almost perfect. There is the tiniest bit of
pixelation beneath the “s” and “t” in 1st at the bottom of the card.
Outside of that, this card appears to be pristine. There is much more
than meets the eye with this rookie card.
5 inches by 3 inches

$800-1,200
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CINCINNATI REDS 1975 AND 1976 WORLD
SERIES CHAMPIONSHIP SIGNED DISPLAY
(JSA)
A display presenting signatures of members of the 1975 and 1976 World
Series champion Cincinnati Reds, known as the Big Red Machine.
A photograph at the top of the display features the images and
signatures of Hall of Famers Tony Perez, Johnny Bench, Joe Morgan, and
Pete Rose.
In the left column are signatures of Clay Kirby, Darrel Chaney, Bill
Plummer, Merv Rettenmund, Terry Crowley, and Gary Nolan. Center
column: George Foster, John Billingham, Clay Carroll, and Fred Norman.
Right column: Ken Griffey [Sr.], Rawly Eastwick, Dave Concepción, Don
Gullett, Cesar Geronimo, and Hall-of-Fame manager Sparky Anderson.
The signatures are accompanied by a letter of authenticity from JSA.
43 by 28 3/4 inches

$2,000-3,000

276

1975 TOPPS ROOKIE CATCHERS OUTFIELDERS CARD #620 - PSA MINT 9
1975 Topps rookie catchers - outfielders card #620. This card has been
graded PSA Mint 9, with only 15 out of over 200 graded cards
receiving a higher grade. The rookies included on the card are Gary
Carter, Marc Hill, Danny Meyer and Leon Roberts.
5 inches by 3 inches

178

$600-800

277

GEORGE BRETT 1975 TOPPS
ROOKIE CARD #228 - PSA MINT 9
1975 Topps George Brett rookie baseball card #228.
Among the few hundred graded George Brett #228
rookie cards graded, only 10 have ever been graded
higher than this beautiful example of the Royals Hall of
Fame infielder. Brett is notoriously known for the “Pine
Tar” incident. On July 24, 1983, Brett hit a two-run home
run in the 9th inning in Yankee Stadium. However,
Yankees manager complained about there being too
much pine tar on Brett’s bat. The umpire inspected his
bat and ruled him out, nullifying the home run and
ending the game in a Yankees victory. Brett came flying
out of his dugout and attacked the umpire after the
ruling. To this day, it is still considered one of the most
controversial moments in baseball history.
5 inches by 3 inches

$4,000-6,000
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CARL YASTRZEMSKI 1979 UNIQUE GAME
WORN JERSEY, WOOL UNDER GARMENT AND
RED SOX JACKET (BILL HENDERSON LOA)
1979 Carl Yastrzemski game worn jersey, wool under garment and Boston
Red Sox jacket. Yastrzemski, or "Yaz" as he is known to the Fenway Faithful, is
one of the greatest players to ever don a Red Sox uniform. Yastrzemski played
his entire 23-year career for Boston, from 1961 to 1983. In his greatest season
of 1967, Yastrzemski won the coveted Triple Crown batting .326 with 44 home
runs and 121 runs batted in. No one won the Triple Crown for the next 45
years until Miguel Cabrera did so for the Detroit Tigers in 2012. Yastrzemski in
that '67 led the Red Sox to the World Series, ultimately falling to the St. Louis
Cardinals in seven games. This game worn McAuliffe jersey, wool under shirt
and jacket are truly unique. In 1979, the Red Sox had just moved to Wilson
Apparel for their uniforms and away from McAuliffe. But as many star players
were known to do then, they liked what they liked. This jersey was made
specifically for Yastrzemski particularly for the cold spring start of the season in
Boston. Accompanying this lot is a detailed letter of provenance as well as
game worn authentication from Bill Henderson, the foremost expert on the
planet for game worn major league baseball jerseys.

$5,000-7,000
179
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BARRY BONDS 1986 TOPPS #11T ROOKIE CARD PSA GEM MT 10
1986 Topps Barry Bonds #11T rookie card. Bonds made his debut on May 30, 1986
and never looked back. Despite the controversy that has surrounded him over the
years, everyone in the industry has always recognized that he was on the most
talented players in the history of baseball, both at the plate and in the field. Bonds
is a 9-time Gold Glove winner and the all-time home run king, with 762 career long
balls. With the trading card industry booming, the value and exponential growth
potential in this card is outstanding. The card has been graded a PSA Gem Mint 10.

$600-800

280

BARRY BONDS 1987 TOPPS #320 ROOKIE CARD
GEM MINT 10
Barry Bonds 1987 Topps #320 rookie card Gem Mint 10. Offered is a beautiful
baseball card of Barry Bonds in pristine condition, with a Gem Mint 10 grade
from MGS. Long before Bonds was embroiled with controversy, he was the best
all-around player in the world with the Pittsburgh Pirates.

$200-300

281

BO JACKSON LOT OF 2 TRADING CARDS - 1986
TOPPS ROOKIE CARD #50T / 1990 ICONIC SCORE
#697 (BOTH PSA GEM MINT 10)
Lot of two Bo Jackson trading cards - 1986 Topps rookie card #50T and 1990 Iconic
Score #697. Offered here are the two most sought after Bo Jackson trading cards
on the market, his rookie baseball card from 1986 and Score card with the
immortalized image of him wearing shoulder pads with a baseball bat over his
shoulders. Jackson is considered one of the greatest all-around athletes in
American history, and certainly the most athletic in modern day sports. The only
athlete that has been compared is Jesse Owens. Jackson was one of the best
professional football and baseball players simultaneously and is the only athlete
ever to be named an All-Star and Pro-Bowler. Both cards have been graded PSA
Gem Mint 10.
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$1,000-2,000
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MARIANO RIVERA SIGNED
BASEBALL
Mariano Rivera is considered by most to be the greatest
closer in the history of baseball. His post season prowess
is stuff of legend, as hitters have often acknowledged the
overwhelming presence and intimidation he brings to the
mound. Rivera won four World Series rings with the
Yankees, with whom he played his entire career. The
baseball comes with the COA inside the casing.

$100-200

283

RANDY JOHNSON SIGNED BASEBALL
(JSA)
This Randy Johnson signed baseball is an official Major
League baseball made from Rawlings. Johnson is
considered one of the greatest left-handed hurlers of alltime. He was named to the All-Star team 10 times, and won
five Cy Young awards. In 2001, Johnson and teammate Curt
Schilling were World Series co-MVP’s for the Arizona
Diamondbacks defeating the New York Yankees in seven
games.
Johnson was 6’ 10’’, making him an overwhelming presence
on the mound and was one of the harder throwing pitchers
in the game. He throws so hard that on March 24, 2001,
Johnson’s pitch struck a bird on the way to the plate. The
bird exploded on contact.
This signed baseball has been authenticated by JSA.

$50-75
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BARRY LARKIN 1995 CINCINNATI REDS
PLAYER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Barry Larkin 1995 Cincinnati Reds Player of the Year Award. In 1995, Larkin
hit .319 scoring 98 runs and stealing 51 bases, to go along with 15 home
runs. Rarely do you see someone with that much speed who can still have
some pop in their bat. Larkin led the Reds to the NL Central title that year,
winning the division by nine games. He was later inducted into the
National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum in 2012. Accompanying the
award is a letter of provenance signed by Larkin himself stating this was a
part of his collection.
11 1/2 by 14 1/4 inches
The Personal Collection of Barry Larkin.

$500-700

285

NEW YORK YANKEES MEMORABILIA GROUP OF ITEMS
RONNIE JAMES DIO COLLECTION
A group of 10 New York Yankees baseball team items: a framed photo collage of Derek Jeter and a
Matryoshka doll with five dolls featuring an image of Jeter on the largest doll and four other
Yankees on the inside dolls (Giambi, Mussina, Clemens, and Hitchcock); an October 29, 1996,
Newsday printer plate of the newspaper’s front page image of the World Series champion
Yankees; two baseballs, one celebrating the 1996 American League champion Yankees, the other
the 1996 World Series champion Yankees; a program from the June 1998 New York Yankees
versus New York Mets Subway Series; a T-shirt from the 2000 World Series that was a Subway
Series between the Mets and the victorious Yankees; two DVDs featuring the program Yankee
Stadium: Baseball’s Cathedral; and a glass tribute to the Yankee Stadium that stood from 19232008 featuring an enclosed circle of dirt from the stadium’s field and housed in its original case.
Derek Jeter frame, 33 1/8 by 25 1/4 inches / Yankees Newsday Metallic Plate, 21 1/4 by 14
inches
PROVENANCE From The Estate of Ronnie James Dio
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$600-800
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MARIANO RIVERA 1996 NEW YORK YANKEES GAME WORN AND SIGNED HOME JERSEY (PSA)
A Russell Athletic brand New York Yankees home jersey game worn by legendary Yankees closer Mariano Rivera during the 1996 Major League Baseball season.
The 1996 season, Rivera’s second season in Major League Baseball, would culminate with Rivera and his Yankees teammates winning the World Series, the first of
five career World Series victories for Rivera. Stitched into the front of the iconic white and navy blue pinstripe jersey is the Yankees “NY” logo in navy blue tackle
twill. Stitched into the back of the jersey is Rivera’s uniform number “42” in navy blue tackle twill numbering. Stitched into the outer tail is a Russell Athletic
Diamond Collection manufacturer’s patch, with jersey size “44” listed. Stitched into the tail of the jersey below the Russell patch is a white panel patch that reads
“Rivera-96.” Stitched around the left sleeve is a black arm band. This arm band is in memory of Mel Allen, the longtime Yankees broadcaster. Allen passed away
on June 16, 1996, and the arm band first appeared on Yankees players jerseys on June 18, 1996, and would remain there for the rest of the season. Stitched into
the right sleeve is a 1996 World Series logo patch. It is believed that World Series patches were added to all Yankees players jerseys after the Yankees victory in
the 1996 American League Championship Series. However, with players having multiple home jerseys available to wear in a given season, this jersey was not
worn by Rivera during the 1996 World Series and only worn by him during the regular season. Rivera has signed the back of the jersey in blue marker.
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from PSA/DNA for the signature.

$10,000-20,000
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MARK MCGWIRE 1998 ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
RAWLINGS ADIRONDACK PROFESSIONAL MODEL
GAME USED BAT (MEARS A7)
Offered is a 1998 Mark McGwire Rawlings brand game used bat by former St. Louis
Cardinals star first baseman Mark McGwire. McGwire is one of the greatest power
hitting in the history of baseball, and earned that name from the beginning of his
career, hitting a Major League record 49 home runs in his rookie season. In 1998, the
year this bat was used, McGwire smashed a then-record 70 home runs and was in the
middle of an assault on the record books alongside Sammy Sosa. The barrel of the bat
is labeled “Big Stick Mark McGwire Cardinals.” The knob of the bat is etched “MAC25”
and “511 98” for the order number and year. The bat measures 34 1/2 inches in length
and weighs 33 ounces. This item is accompanied with a Letter of Authenticity from
Mears with an A7 Grade.

$1,000-2,000
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NEW YORK YANKEES 2000
WORLD SERIES TEAM SIGNED
BASEBALL (JSA)
This official ball from the 2000 World Series is
signed by the New York Yankees baseball team,
containing 29 signatures including World Series
MVP Derek Jeter. The Yankees defeated the New
York Mets in five games in what was called “The
Subway Series.”

$200-300

289

DEREK JETER SIGNED 2000 WORLD
SERIES PROGRAM (JSA)
This is the official Major League Baseball Program for the 2000 World
Series, held between the New York Yankees and the New York Mets. It is
signed by Yankee Hall of Famer Derek Jeter. Jeter won the 2000 World
Series MVP and was the greatest World Series performance in Jeter’s
illustrious career, going 9 for 22 with two home runs and six runs
scored. The infamous “Subway Series” was won by the Yankees in five
games, helping Jeter and the Yankees earn their fourth championship
in five years.
The program comes with JSA Certification.
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$200-300
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DEREK JETER YANKEES HALL OF FAME
SHORTSTOP SIGNED BASEBALL
This baseball is signed by New York Yankees Hall of Famer Derek Jeter and is
authenticated by JSA. The baseball sits perfectly inside a transparent cube
without movement.
Derek Jeter is considered one of the most clutch performers in the history of
the game. He won five World Series titles for the Yankees during his storied
career and has some of the most iconic moments in the game’s history.

$100-200
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ALBERT PUJOLS SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
“Prince Albert” Pujols signed this official Major League Baseball right across
the sweet spot. Pujols played the first 11 years of his career with the St. Louis
Cardinals as the most feared hitter in baseball. He is a 10-time All-Star who
won three League MVP’s, two Gold Glove Awards and six Silver Slugger
Awards. He entered his 21st season in the Majors this spring. He will be a
certain Hall of Fame inductee once he is eligible. The signed baseball comes
with a Letter of Authenticity from JSA.

$100-200
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DEREK JETER 2004 SEASON NEW
YORK YANKEES GAME WORN HOME
JERSEY (MEARS)
2004 Derek Jeter New York Yankees game worn home jersey. Jeter
donned this jersey during the 2004 MLB season, a season in which
saw the greatest comeback in MLB history, as the Boston Red Sox
became the only team ever to overcome a 3-0 series deficit to win a
series, doing so against Jeter and the Yankees. The jersey features
(6) four hole pearl button down, with raglan sleeves and a round tail.
Interlocking “NY” is sewn on the front of the jersey and “MLB” logo
on the back of the neck. The manufacturing dates and specificities
of the time period match exactly to that Russel brand supplier that
year. The jersey shows light wear and tear from game use. The
jersey has been graded by MEARS with the tag inside the jersey, as
well as the LOA from MEARS accompanying the lot. Size 48.
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$3,000-5,000
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2001 ICHIRO SUZUKI SEATTLE MARINERS ROOKIE HOME JERSEY
GAME WORN SIGNED (MEARS A10)
2001 Ichiro Suzuki Seattle Mariners rookie home jersey game worn. Offered is a genuine piece of history.
Suzuki wore this jersey during his rookie MVP winning season. Ichiro is one of only two players ever to win
Rookie of the Year and League MVP in the same season, joining Fred Lynn. That season Ichiro hit .350 with 127
runs scored and 56 stolen bases, to go along with his league-leading 242 base hits. The Russell Athletic
Authentic patch is on the front bottom of the jersey, with the 2001 tag beneath it. The jersey displays moderate
game wear. The right sleeve dons the American League 100 years 1901-2001 patch. The left sleeve has the
2001 All Star Game Seattle patch. Ichiro signed the back of the jersey on the top of the 5 in his number “51.”
Beneath the signature is Ichiro’s custom hologram affixed to the jersey. The signature and game worn
authenticity has been graded an A10 by MEARS. The LOA from MEARS, MEARS tag with certification number
and the certificate of Authenticity for the autograph accompany this lot. Size 48.
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$30,000-50,000
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DEREK JETER JULY 28, 2013, NEW YORK YANKEES GAME WORN AND
SIGNED HOME JERSEY (MLB) (STEINER)
A Majestic Authentic New York Yankees home jersey game worn by Yankees legendary shortstop Derek Jeter on July 28, 2013,
at Yankee Stadium in The Bronx, New York. Jeter wore the jersey in a game against the Tampa Bay Rays. Jeter had an injuryplagued 2013 season, with the game on July 28 being only the second game he played in the 2013 season. In the game versus
the Rays for which this jersey was worn, Jeter hit his first home run of the 2013 season. Jeter stepped to the plate with one out in
the first inning and hit the first pitch he saw over the fence in right-center field at Yankee Stadium. Stitched into the front of the
iconic white and navy blue pinstripe jersey is the Yankees “NY” logo in navy blue tackle twill. Stitched into the back of the jersey is
Jeter’s uniform number “2” in navy blue tackle twill numbering. Stitched into the outer tail is a Majestic Authentic Collection
manufacturer’s patch, with jersey size “48” and year “2013” flap tags stitched below. A “Steiner Game Used” hologram #202448
is affixed to the Majestic tag. Jeter has signed the front of the jersey “Derek Jeter/ 13 Game Used” in blue marker. Affixed to the
base of the “NY” logo is a Steiner hologram. Affixed to the jersey above the Majestic tag is a Major League Baseball Authentic
hologram #EK689722. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity from Steiner Sports Memorabilia.
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$10,000-20,000
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ALBERT PUJOLS 2007 SEASON GAME
USED ST. LOUIS CARDINALS THROWBACK
1971 UNIFORM JERSEY AND PANTS
(MEARS)
2007 Albert Pujols game used St. Louis Cardinals Throwback 1971
jersey and pants. Pujols wore this gorgeous pullover throwback jersey
on May 11, 2007 as the Cardinals faced the San Diego Padres, losing 70 in that game. This jersey was a part of the “Turn Back the Clock Night”
promotion done by Major League Baseball throughout the years. Pujols
reached in the first inning on an error, struck out his next two at bats and
popped out his final at bat. Jake Peavy shut the Cardinals offense down
that evening. The old school Cards logo sits on the front of the jersey,
with the MLB Authentic Majestic tag in the bottom corner. Inside the
waist of the pants you will find the MLB Authentic Majestic tag again, as
well as another tag with “38 40 34 OB 1971 printed, which is also shown
on the MEARS certificate. The jersey has been authenticated and
graded by MEARS. This lot is accompanied with the MEARS tag
attached inside the jersey, as well as the Letter of Authenticity. Size 52.

$2,000-4,000
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MIKE TROUT SIGNED RAWLINGS
BASEBALL GLOVE
Mike Trout signed Rawlings baseball glove. Angels future Hall of Fame
outfielder Mike Trout signed this Trap-Eze model Rawlings baseball
glove in silver marker just below the webbing on the back of the glove.
The glove is 12 1/4’’ containing an all leather shell and comes with a
Major League Baseball Authentication Hologram numbered sticker.

$600-800

297

MIKE TROUT AND FRANCISCO
LIRIANO GAME USED BALL
A Rawlings Official Major League Baseball used in game
action between the Pittsburgh Pirates and Los Angeles
Angels at Angel Stadium in Anaheim, California on June
22, 2013. The ball was thrown by pitcher Francisco
Liriano to Mike Trout in the bottom of the third inning.
Trout recorded a fielders choice ground out.
Accompanied by a Major League Baseball
authentication certificate.

$400-600
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MIKE TROUT 2009 BOWMAN CHROME DRAFT PROSPECTS GOLD
REFRACTORS #BDPP89 ROOKIE CARD - BGS 9.5 GEM MINT BGS AUTO 10
2009 Bowman Chrome Draft Prospects Gold Refractors #BDPP89 Mike Trout rookie card. This certified autograph
issue Trout rookie card is about a great as he is a baseball player. The edges on this card received a Perfect 10 grade,
with 9.5 on both the corners and centering. The surface received a 9 grade, but I would love to hear what caused that
deduction. Upon both light table and loop inspection, no known imperfections can be seen. There have been quite a
few of the Trout Bowman refractors rookie cards in the market, but don’t be fooled. There were only 50 gold
refractors ever made, and only a couple graded a BGS 9.5 ever sold at auction. Part of the allure of the Trout rookie
market, unlike so many other valuable cards, Trout, who is already in the discussion with Willie Mays and Mickey
Mantle as the best all around players ever, is still in his prime. His legend will only continue to grow. God help us all if
he ever wins a World Series. When he is one day inducted into the Hall of Fame, whoever was the lucky winner of this
card will be having a very, very good day.
5 inches by 3 inches
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$80,000-120,000
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MIKE TROUT SIGNED INSCRIBED LIMITED EDITION #1 OF 12
ROOKIE BASEBALL (MLB AUTHENTICATION)
Mike Trout signed inscribed limited edition #1 of 12 rookie baseball. Trout the official 2012 MLB All Star
Game baseball and inscribed beneath his signature “.326/30/83 12 AL ROK.” That is describing his batting
average, home runs and RBI’s that season, and the fact that he won Rookie of the Year in 2012. Across the
sweet spot of the baseball next to the official 2012 All Star Game logo is written 1/12, representing this as
the first of only 12 of these balls ever made and signed by Trout. The baseball comes inside a clear case
that sits on top of a beautiful wooden platform with a mirror on the top of it. The baseball comes with MLB
Authentication with the MLB Hologramon the back side of the ball.

192

$1,000-2,000
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CHICAGO WHITE SOX 2005 CHAMPIONSHIP
REPLICA RING PAPERWEIGHT
This 2005 Chicago White Sox Championship Replica Ring Paperweight is
made by Jostens, the manufacture of the original ring! It is floating in a lucite
cube, and was given as a gift to the premium season ticketholders, and suite
holders. The top of the ring is a copy of the original with the White Sox
emblem. One side of the ring says “WORLD CHAMPIONS 2005 11-1 (the date
they won the title).” The other side says “PREMIUM SEATING, 99-63 (the team’s
record), the MLB LOGO and SOX.

$2,000-3,000
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CLAYTON KERSHAW 2008 BOWMAN CHROME DRAFT AUTOGRAPH #BDP26
ROOKIE CARD PSA GEM MINT 10 (1 OF 1) - LE’VEON BELL 2013 NATIONAL
TREASURES ROOKIE CARD #221 ROOKIE CARD BGS 9 (1 OF 1)
Offered is an ultra rare combination of two 1 of 1 cards. The Clayton Kershaw 2008 Bowman Chrome Draft Autograph #BDP26
rookie card is graded PSA Gem Mint 10. At first glance it appears there are many of these in the market, with not a ton of value.
But look again. The vast majority of these Kershaw rookie cards and the printed signature cards. There are however some in the
market with hand printed signatures. Notice all of those are gold refractor cards, they are not this card. I implore anyone to try and
find this exact card anywhere on the market. You are looking at a 1 of 1 Clayton Kershaw rookie card that no one knew existed.
Le’Veon Bell’s is a little more straight forward. It is a 2013 National Treasures Rookie Signature Materials Laundry Tags #221 rookie
card. There were a few versions of this card, but this is the only version cut to these exact specifications, with “One of One” literally
printed on the card. It is graded a BGS 9 with a BGS 10 on his signature.
If ever you were looking for a diamond in the rough, this lot is it. Two 1 of 1 rookie cards that no one knew existed.
5 inches by 3 inches
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$200,000-300,000
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VERNON LOUIS "LEFTY" GOMEZ
Vernon "Lefty" Gomez is
unbelievably accomplished,
both as a baseball player,
as a human being and an
ambassador for the game.
He was well-known for his colorful personality,
throughout his career and life. He is a member of
the National Baseball Hall of Fame, inducted in
1972. While playing for the New York Yankees,
Gomez won five World Series championships in
1932 and then four consecutive titles from 1936
to 1939. During the course of winning those
championships, he won six games in the World
Series without enduring a single loss, the most
wins without a loss in the history of baseball.
Needless to say, when the lights shined the
brightest, Lefty was at his best.

196

Gomez won plenty of individual awards and
accolades, winning the pitcher's Triple Crown
twice in 1934 and again in 1937. Gomez was a

7-time All-Star who interestingly had the first ever
RBI base hit in All-Star game history in 1933 and
won more than 20 games four times. However,
as everyone knows, every clubhouse needs a
couple guys to keep it light. Baseball is a long
season, with a lot of games. To win, you have to
have players like Lefty who can always keep
spirits up, guys on their toes, and pull people
from slumps. It was Gomez who was there to
console Lou Gehrig the day the "Iron Horse"
pulled himself from the lineup. He roomed with
Joe DiMaggio, creating a life-long friendship.
Even after retirement, Gomez never stopped
giving. He traveled over 100,000 miles every year
to help enhance baseball around the glove.
Gomez was always active in promoting and
advancing the sport of baseball, both nationally
and internationally, whether it was touring with
the USO to bring baseball and comfort to
members of the military, being appointed
Goodwill Ambassador to Latin America by US
Secretary of State John Dulles, or demonstrating
that color does not matter – only ability – as the
first MLB player to manage a mixed race team.

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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LEFTY GOMEZ FIRST PROFESSIONAL GAME USED
BASEBALL GLOVE
Presented is Lefty Gomez's first ever professionally game used baseball glove. Before he
was a stand out starting pitcher for the New York Yankees, he was a lethal lefty for the San
Francisco Seals. The Seals were a minor league baseball team in the Pacific Coast League,
who fed many Hall of Famers to the East Coast leagues. Gomez was recruited directly out
of high school and made an immediate impact. During the 1928 season, the Seals went
121-70 and were listed as one of the greatest 50 minor league teams to ever play. This
glove was the first glove he ever used for the Seals. The rest is history, as Gomez went on
to become on of the greatest pitchers in baseball history, helping the Yankees win six
World Series titles. Included in this lot are photographs of Gomez wearing the glove.
8 1/2 inches by 10 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$4,000-6,000

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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NEW YORK YANKEES 1931
OVERSIZED TEAM PHOTOGRAPH
BY COSMO-SILEO FRAMED
DISPLAY
1931 New York Yankees team oversized photograph
framed. Displayed here is a reprinted photograph of the
1931 Yankees, including the likes of Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig,
Tony Lazzeri and Lefty Gomez. Imprinted on the photo is “A1504 1931 Cosmo-Sileo New York.” The photo inside the
frame is 12 1/2 high inches by 18 3/4 inches wide.
15 1/4 inches by 22 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea
Gomez Collection

$200-400

304

JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ 1929-1941 10K GOLD
CHARM BRACELET FROM LEFTY’S TIME AS
A YANKEE
June O’Dea Gomez charm bracelet made by her to commemorate Lefty’s
career as a Yankee and All-Star from 1929 to 1941. Included are charms
from three of Lefty’s seven All-Star game appearances, two of his six
World Series championships, the Centennial of Baseball, and Lefty’s
Number 11, along with an umpire’s pitch counter, and gold baseball
charms. The charm bracelet sits inside a jewelry box.
An image of June O'Dea Gomez wearing the charm bracelet is seen here.
2 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$800-1,200
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Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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1930’S “JACK JOHNSON THE MAN” SIGNED INSCRIBED BOOK
TO LEFTY GOMEZ (JSA)
Jack Johnson signed inscribed book to Lefty Gomez. Johnson, nicknamed the “Galveston Giant,” became
the first African-American Heavyweight Boxing Champion during the Jim Crow era. Johnson fought
professionally 65 times, winning 54 of them, with 35 by knockout. Johnson published a book he wrote titled
“Jack Johnson The Man” in the early 1930’s, signing and inscribing this copy “To My Pal Lefty Gomez With
Good Luck and Best Wishes From Former Boxing Champion Jack Johnson.” This 48-page soft cover book
features boxing instructions as well as eating and health tips and is amazingly in spectacular condition for a
book almost 100 years old. Johnson died unexpectedly in a car wreck in 1946. The book is accompanied
with a letter of authenticity from JSA.
7 inches by 5 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000
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1932 WORLD SERIES PROGRAM SIGNED BY LEFTY GOMEZ
(INFAMOUS SERIES WHERE BABE RUTH CALLED HIS SHOT) (JSA)
1932 World Series Program signed by Lefty Gomez. Presented is a 1932 World Series program signed by Hall
of Fame pitcher Lefty Gomez on the cover. The 1932 World Series is one of the most infamous series in history,
if not the most. During the 5th inning of Game 3 at Wrigley Field in Chicago, Babe Ruth pointed his bat toward
the outfield. After taking a strike, he did it again. After his second gesture, on the following pitch he parked a
home run to the deepest part of the park, measuring an astounding 440 feet. It has long been debated
whether or not he was calling a home run, or simply pointing his bat at the opponents. But reports from the
time mention the Cubs attempting to get under Ruth’s skin, and so Ruth playfully called a shot. He then hit that
shot, helping win that game and eventually winning the series. You will have a very difficult time ever finding a
World Series program from this era that is still in this good of condition. It feels and looks as though it has
never been touched. Gomez signed the front cover over the image of a Yankee player sliding into the bag.
The back three pages have the ads cut out on the side of the program. A letter of authenticity from JSA
accompanies this lot.
11 inches by 9 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea
Gomez Collection
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$800-1,200
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1933 NEW YORK YANKEES TEAM SIGNED BASEBALL, BABE RUTH SIGNED TWICE,
LOU GEHRIG, LEFTY GOMEZ (24 SIGNATURES) (JSA)
1933 New York Yankees team signed baseball. This historic Spalding No. 3RC Home Run Special baseball is signed by 22 members of
the club, with the Sultan of Swat, Babe Ruth, and Lefty Gomez signing twice each. Ruth signed on both sweet spots of the baseball.
Joining Ruth and Gomez on the ball are the signatures of other Hall of Famers Lou Gehrig, Red Ruffing, Joe Sewell, Bill Dickey and
Herb Pennock and Earle Combs. Tony Lazzeri’s signature appears to be highly faded and is the only of the nine members of the
National Baseball Hall of Fame that is not clearly visible.
The ball sits inside of a clear acrylic case and is accompanied with a letter of authenticity from JSA.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$10,000-20,000
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Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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LEFTY GOMEZ 1934 ALL AMERICA BASEBALL TEAM - BABE RUTH APPOINTED
SIGNED DOCUMENT (JSA)
Lefty Gomez 1934 All America Baseball Team - Babe Ruth appointed signed document. In 1934, Ruth put together the greatest collection of
baseball talent in the United States to represent the country in a series of 18 exhibition games in Japan versus some of the best Japanese
ball players. Presented here is the document presented to Gomez signifying his appointment to this prestigious honor of playing for the All
America Baseball Team.
The document reads “The All America Board of Baseball, George H Babe Ruth, Chairman, having considered the performance of all eligible
baseball players in the United States, hereby designates Vernon Gomez, New York Yankees, as a member of the All America Baseball Team
1934. Approved September 8th, 1934.” The document is then signed “George H Babe Ruth, Chairman, as well as signatures from a board of
leading sportswriters from New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis, Cincinnati, Washington D.C. and Pittsburgh.
A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
17 1/8 inches by 13 1/8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection
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$10,000-20,000
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1934 LEFTY GOMEZ
NORITAKE PORCELAIN
PLATE SIGNED AND
INSCRIBED
1934 Lefty Gomez Noritake Porcelain Plate
signed and inscribed. On November 21, 1934,
the All-American All-Star baseball team visited
the Nippon-porcelain factory in Noritake, a
suburb of Nagoya. All of the players designed
and painted their own plate which was then fired
and later given to the players. Gomez’s plate’s
inscription reads “Lefty Gomez, New York
Yankees, November 21st, 1934 Nagoya, Japan.”
The Noritake Porcelain Factory enjoys a rich
history and has a world renowned reputation for
excellence.
Circumference 10 inches around
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000
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1934 TYPE 1 ORIGINAL WIRE PHOTOGRAPH YANKEES SPRING TRAINING BABE
RUTH HITTING OFF LEFTY GOMEZ WITH SNIPE ATTACHED
1934 Type 1 original wire photograph Yankees Spring Training Babe Ruth hitting off Lefty Gomez. Offered is a rare piece of history, an
original wire photograph taken by Acme Newspictures, Inc during the 1934 spring training season for the Yankees. In the photo, Ruth is seen
hitting off of Gomez. The back of the photo has the stamp from Acme Newspictures Inc and the original snipe, which details the
photograph: “Here’s how the umpire sees the ball coming. Babe Ruth is at bat; Lefy Gomez is pitching; and Norman Kies is catching. It’ll sure
be a strike unless the Babe smacks it for a hit at the Yankees Spring Training Camp in St. Petersburg, Fla. 3/14/34.”
7 inches by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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LEFTY GOMEZ’S 1934 BABE
RUTH ALL-AMERICAN
BASEBALL TEAM SWEATER
Lefty Gomez’s 1934 Babe Ruth All-American
Sweater. Everyone in the know is fully aware of the
collection of talent put together by Babe Ruth and
leading sports writers around the country, which
culminated in the 1934 Tour of Japan AmericanJapan Baseball series. The All-American team
toured Japan and played exhibition games versus
the All Nippon Japanese All Star baseball team.
Every member of the All-Americans was awarded
this specially made sweater to honor the best of
the best.
Presented here is the All America Board of
Baseball’s gift to National Baseball Hall of Fame
pitcher Lefty Gomez. The blue sweater features a
very American red, white and blue shield in the
center with a baseball perched atop of it. Both the
waist and cuffs are trimmed with red and white. An
official All America Board of Baseball label
appears inside the collar.
Despite every player named to this all-star team
being given one, only a handful have ever made
their way to the auction block including Joe
Medwick’s and Mel Ott’s. Because of that, these
sweaters are extremely rare and a perfect piece to
add to any baseball collection.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$3,000-5,000
312

WALTER JOHNSON SIGNED
INSCRIBED PHOTOGRAPH FRAMED
TO LEFTY GOMEZ (JSA)
Walter Johnson signed inscribed photograph framed to Lefty
Gomez. Johnson inscribed the black and white photograph
“Best Wishes To Lefty, Walter Johnson.” Nicknamed “The Big
Train,” Johnson dominated baseball for over 20 years, playing all
21 of his seasons for the Washington Senators from 1907 to
1927. He finished his career with 417 wins, 2nd most in history
behind only Cy Young. A letter of authenticity from JSA is
included in this lot.
13 inches by 10 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection
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$3,000-5,000
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1934 Original Babe Ruth signed inscribed photograph to June and Lefty
Gomez. Offered here is really something special. There are photographs of
Babe Ruth. There are signed photos of
the Babe, albeit harder to come by.
Then there is this photo the Great
Bambino dated himself. In a perfect
portrait position, Ruth sits in his Yankee
uniform with an arm on his knee looking
up toward the camera. Over his front
shoulder he inscribed “To June and
Lefty Gomez, Sincerely, Babe Ruth
1934.” This was his final season playing
professional baseball, as he retired
following the 1934 season. He played
for five seasons with Gomez, winning
the 1932 World Series together. The
photograph has been examined
thoroughly and matches the consistent
printing from the 1930’s, through the
use of black light and light table
examination. A letter of authenticity from
JSA accompanies this item.
10 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez
and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

1934 ORIGINAL BABE RUTH SIGNED AND
INSCRIBED PHOTOGRAPH TO JUNE AND
LEFTY GOMEZ (JSA)

$4,000-6,000
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1934 JAPAN TRIP DINNER MENU SIGNED
BY BABE RUTH, LEFTY GOMEZ, EARL
AVERILL AND THEIR WIVES FROM
IMPERIAL HOTEL WITH LETTER OF
PROVENANCE FROM JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ
1934 Japan Trip Dinner Menu signed by Babe Ruth, Lefty Gomez, Earl
Averill, among others. During the historic All-America tour to Japan,
Ruth, Gomez and Averill families went to dinner together at the
Imperial Hotel on November 10, 1934. The Imperial Hotel is world
renowned, known as the “Jewel of the Orient,” is Tokyo’s most
prestigious place to stay. The construction was known for blending
eastern and western architecture in creating a beautiful, modern yet
vintage hotel. Gomez, known for collecting signatures, made sure to
encapsulate the evening by having everyone at dinner sign the dinner
menu. June O’Dea Gomez, Lefty’s wife, wrote a letter of provenance
detailing the entire day, including dinner, which is included in the lot,
as well as a write up on the Imperial Hotel. A letter of authenticity from
JSA accompanies this lot.
11 inches by 9 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$3,000-5,000
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LEFTY GOMEZ 1934 TOUR OF JAPAN BRONZE VASE
LEADING PITCHER AWARD (ONLY ONE EVER MADE)
1934 Lefty Gomez Bronze Vase Japan Tour Pitching Award. In 1934, Babe Ruth helped put a
collection of talent on display like no other, helping choose the All-Americans baseball team that
would head overseas to Japan, touring 11 cities as both tourists and ambassadors of good will.
The tour included the likes of Babe Ruth, Lefty Gomez, Lou Gehrig, Earl Averill, Connie Mack,
Jimmie Foxx, Charlie Gehringer, among many other future hall of fame players. The AllAmericans played 18 games vs All-Nippon team which featured some of the best Japanese
baseball players. The All-Americans won all 18 games, with Ruth hitting 13 home runs.
There were only three bronze vases ever created and awarded. They were awarded to the best
hitter, the best pitcher and the MVP. Ruth, to no one’s surprise took home the best hitter and the
MVP vases, with Gomez winning the pitching award. One of Ruth’s vases has been lost to time,
while the other was sold at auction for $75,000.
Gomez’s vase stands 10 inches tall, weighing eight pounds. There is engraved Japanese
ornamentation that surrounds the entire vase with an image of the outskirts of a small village by
the mountainside, with a small boat in the foreground. It truly is beautiful. The inscription on the
other side of the vase reads “To Vernon Gomez In Honour of Leading Pitcher Japan-American
Grand Baseball Games 1934; The Yomiuri Shimbun-Sha.”
11 inches by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection
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$20,000-30,000

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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18K GOLD AND DIAMOND ART DECO STYLE BROOCH
GIFTED BY CLAIRE RUTH TO JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ
An 18K white gold and diamond art deco style brooch centering an old European cut diamond
at approximately 1.30 ct, surrounded by 134 round diamonds totaling approximately 6.00 ct.
The total carat weight is approximately 7.30 ct. There are 22 small blue sapphires present on the
sides of the brooch as well. The brooch is unsigned. 18.5 grams.
The Ruth and Gomez families were very close. So close in fact that Claire Ruth gifted this brooch
to her dear friend June.
A photograph of Gomez wearing the brooch sitting next to Claire Ruth at Babe Ruth's final game
is pictured above.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$30,000-50,000
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NEW YORK YANKEES 1935 ORIGINAL
TYPE 1 PHOTOGRAPH SIGNED BY
LEFTY GOMEZ (JSA)
New York Yankees 1935 Original Type 1 Photograph signed by
Lefty Gomez. Gomez signed this rare example of a Type 1
photograph illustrating the 1935 Yankees. Despite being the first
year without Babe Ruth on their roster, New York still won 89
games behind the likes of Lou Gehrig, Lefty Gomez, Earle
Combs, Joe Sewell, Myril Hoag and Charles Ruffing. Gomez
signed the photo above his place in the rear left of the picture.
A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
6 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$1,000-2,000
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1935 CAPTAIN’S DINNER MENU SIGNED BY LEFTY AND
JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ, JOHN HILLERICH, RABBIT
WARSTLER, MANY OTHERS (JSA)
January 12th, 1935 Captain’s Dinner menu signed by Lefty and June O’Dea Gomez, Rabbit
Warstler, John Hillerich, many more. Following the 1934 All-America Tour of Japan, the Ruth’s,
Gomez’s, Hillerich’s and Warstler’s continued their trip around the world together. Aboard the
“Indrapoera” ship while sailing in the Mediterranean Sea, the Gomez, Hillerich and Warstler
couples joined together at the captain’s dinner.
John and Rose Hillerich are the founders of Louisville Slugger and good friends of the Gomez’s.
Harold Burton “Rabbit” Warstler was a professional baseball player for 11 seasons for four
different clubs and was considered one of the best defensive fielders of his time. Offered here is
the menu at such dinner. The menu is signed by Lefty and June O’Dea Gomez, John and Rose
Hillerich, “Rabbit” and Grace Warstler, Doc Ebbing, the trainer for the Philadelphia Athletics, and a
couple passengers aboard the boat. The name of the boat and the date of the excursion are
imprinted inside the menu. A letter of provenance copied from June O’Dea Gomez’s diary entry
of that day is included. Accompanying this lot is a letter of authenticity from JSA.
11 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$800-1,200
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Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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1936 “ANOTHER ECLIPSE” FRAMED ILLUSTRATION TO LEFTY
GOMEZ SIGNED BY LOU GEHRIG, TONY LAZZERI, RED RUFFING
AND FORMER U.S. PRESIDENT FDR (58 SIGNATURES TOTAL) (JSA)
“Another Eclipse” a framed ink and gouache on paper illustration presented to Lefty Gomez, signed by Lou
Gehrig, Tony Lazzeri, Red Rolfe, Red Ruffing, and former U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
Featured here is a rare and beautiful illustration hand drawn by Jim Berryman of the Evening Star. Berryman, a
world renowned political cartoonist from the early 20th century, inscribed “With my sincerest hope that Lefty
Gomez will be really right this year! Jim Berryman, Evening Star, Washington D.C. - April 14, 1936,” Gomez was
coming off an injury-plagued season in 1935. The well wishes certainly provided a nice look ahead, as Gomez
and the Yankees cruised to a World Series championship in 1936.
The illustration features a baseball seemingly being hit out of this world, flying into space. The trail of the ball
leaves a large circle inside North America, with Lou Gehrig’s signature sitting perfectly in the center of it.
Roosevelt and Yankees manager Joe McCarthy signed the ball in outer space. while baseball legends Lazzeri,
Rolfe, Red Ruffing, Bill Dickey, Myril Hoag, Monte Pearson, Johnny Murphy. Frank Crosetti and other legendary
members of the 1930’s Yankees signed the globe. There are a total of 58 signatures on this piece. It makes for a
great collection piece, as well as a great investment. This lot is accompanied by a letter of authenticity from JSA.
Framed, 14 1/2 inches by 14 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$4,000-6,000
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1937 WORLD SERIES SIGNED PROGRAM - NEW
YORK YANKEES VS NEW YORK GIANTS (JSA)
1937 World Series program signed. The 1937 World Series saw a rematch from the
1936 series, with defending champion New York Yankees taking on the New York
Giants. Once again, the Yankees came out on top, winning the series in five games.
In the series, star pitcher Lefty Gomez won both games he started, considering his
world series dominance he displayed throughout his career. Gomez signed the
program both on the cover, and on his photo inside. Three members of the Giants
also signed the program, Walter Berger, James Ripple and Hal Schumacher.
A letter of authenciticy accompanies this lot from JSA.
11 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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1937 WORLD SERIES GAME 2 TYPE 1
ORIGINAL WIRE PHOTOGRAPH WITH
ACME NEWS PICTURES SNIPE ATTACHED
ON BACK
1937 World Series Type 1 original wire photograph. Illustrated here is
a shot of fans rushing onto the field after Game 2 of the 1937 World
Series held between the New York Yankees and the New York Giants at
Yankee Stadium. The Yankees won the game 8-1, and the series. On
the back of the photo is the ACME News Pictures, Inc stamp dating the
image as well as the snipe listing the scene on October 7th, 1937.
7 inches by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection
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$1,000-2,000
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1938 LEFTY GOMEZ WORLD SERIES 14K SOLID
GOLD VINTAGE HAMILTON LAPEL WATCH WITH
NAME, TEAM AND YEAR ENGRAVING
1938 Lefty Gomez World Series inscribed vintage Hamilton lapel watch with 14K
yellow gold case, gold hands, and one round diamond each on the 12 and 6
chapters on the bezel, weighing 24.3 grams.
During this era in baseball, after winning the world series, players were given a
choice between the typical world series ring, or a watch engraved to them with
their wife’s initials on it. Seeing as Gomez had previously won the World Series in
1932, 1936 and 1937, in 1938 he decided to go for the watch.
This beautiful piece of jewelry features two diamond pendants above and below
the face of the Hamilton watch. The bottom clasp features an inscription “JOG” for
June O’Dea Gomez. The back of the watch is inscribed “NY Yankees 1938 World
Champions Vernon Gomez” with an image of two baseball bats crossing each
other forming an X.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$10,000-20,000
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1938 TYPE 1 SIGNED
ORIGINAL WIRE
PHOTOGRAPH YANKEES
SPRING TRAINING LEFTY
GOMEZ HOLDING MYRL
HOAG’S SON NEXT TO
CHRISTINE GEHRIG, LOU’S
MOTHER WITH ACME
NEWSPICTURES SNIPE
1938 Type 1 signed original wire photograph
Yankees Spring Training. Offered is a rare wire
photograph of Lefty Gomez holding
teammate Myril Hoag’s son, standing next to
Christine Gehrig, Lou’s mother. The back of
the photograph has the Acme NewsPictures
stamp dating the photo, as well as the original
snipe detailing the photograph.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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1938 SIGNED TYPE 1
ORIGINAL WIRE
PHOTOGRAPH LEFTY
GOMEZ WITH CHRISTINE
GEHRIG, LOU’S MOTHER
WITH ORIGINAL STAMP
AND SNIPE FROM
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
PHOTOS
1938 Type 1 original wire photograph Lefty
Gomez with Christine Gehrig, Lou’s Mother.
This is an original wire photo from 1938
signed by Gomez. Gomez is seen with his
arm around Lou Gehrig’s mother, Christine
during training camp. Ironically, Lou held out
during camp that season, but that did not
stop his mother from showing up. On the
back of the photograph is the stamp from
International News Photos which dates the
photograph to March 15, 1938. The original
snipe is also attached to the photo, detailing
the story.
6 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection
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$1,000-2,000
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1938 WORLD SERIES PROGRAM SIGNED BY LEFTY GOMEZ TWICE AND
PARTIALLY SCORED (JSA)
1938 World Series program signed by Lefty Gomez twice. The 1938 World Series was held between the two-time defending champion
New York Yankees and the Chicago Cubs. The Yankees won their third consecutive title, sweeping the Cubs in four games. Gomez signed
the cover of this program, as well as the photo of himself inside. Also, inside the program the 3rd and 4th innings are scored. A letter of
authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.
11 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$800-1,200

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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1939 WORLD SERIES PROGRAM SIGNED BY JOE
DIMAGGIO AND LEFTY GOMEZ (JSA)
1939 World Series program signed by Joe DiMaggio and Lefty Gomez. The 1939
World Series was played between the New York Yankees and the Cincinnati Reds,
with the Yankees winning in a 4-game sweep. It was the fourth consecutive
championship for the legendary New York ball club. DiMaggio signed and inscribed
the cover of the program “Best Wishes Joe DiMaggio”, with Gomez’s signature inside
covering the photo of him. These programs are hard enough to come by in their own
right, but to have these two baseball legends’ signatures makes this a truly
remarkable piece of history. A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
11 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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1939 NEW YORK YANKEES ORIGINAL
TEAM PHOTOGRAPH FRAMED
1939 New York Yankees original team photograph framed display.
Presented here is an original photo of the World Champion 1939
Yankees, taken prior to the season. That year, the Yankees would go
on to win their fourth consecutive World Series championship,
defeating the Cincinnati Reds in a 4-game sweep. On the back, Lefty
Gomez wrote everyone’s name in order in the photo, left to right, top
to bottom, including signing his own name. This version of the Bronx
Bombers included the likes of Lou Gehrig, Red Ruffing, Lefty Gomez,
Myril Hoag, Bill Dickey, Joe DiMaggio and many more historic names
that have lived on through time.
13 1/8 inches by 17 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$500-700

328

ULTRA RARE LEFTY GROVE, JOE DIMAGGIO,
LEFTY GOMEZ SIGNED BASEBALL (18
SIGNATURES) (JSA)
Lefty Grove, Joe DiMaggio, Lefty Gomez signed baseball. It is hard enough to
find a Lefty Grove signed baseball, but to find one with both Lefty’s, that also
has the Yankee Clipper, Joe DiMaggio, on it as well. You might as well go buy a
lottery ticket right now.
Offered here is exactly that. The beauty does not stop there as there are a total
of 18 signatures, all of whom are considered to be the greatest players to have
played. Other names include Bill Terry, Casey Stengel, John McHale, Bill
Dickey, Luke Appling, Red Ruffing and Max Carey, to name a few. I guess I will
stop name dropping.
This truly is a piece of history that is unique, rare, and a crowned jewel for any
collector. The ball sits inside a clear case perched atop a gold base. A letter of
authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

214

$3,000-5,000

329

1939 THE WIND-UP BASEBALL
CENTENNIAL MAGAZINE
SIGNED BY JUAN MARICHAL,
EARLY WYNN, PEEWEE REESE,
ROBIN ROBERTS, MONTE IRVIN,
JULIA RUTH STEVENS, MANY
OTHERS (32 SIGNATURES) (JSA)
1939 The Wind-Up Baseball Centennial magazine
signed by Hall of Fame baseball players. There are 32
names that graced the cover of this magazine with their
signature, including Babe Ruth’s daughter Julia Ruth
Stevens. Some of the many names to sign are Monte
Irwin, Bob Feller, Billy Herman, PeeWee Reese, Johnny
Mize, Al Kaline and one of the greatest Negro Leagues
ball players ever, Ray Dandridge.
The magazine is accompanied by a letter of authenticity
from JSA.
11 inches by 9 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

Photograph Credit: National Baseball Hall of Fame.

$800-1,200

215
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LOU GEHRIG ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH
SIGNED INSCRIBED TO LEFTY GOMEZ
(JSA)
Lou Gehrig original photograph signed and inscribed to Lefty
Gomez. People always talk about how Mickey Mantle was, but
take a look at this photo. Tell me that smile doesn’t warm you
heart. I am sure it warmed Lefty’s after receiving this inscribed
photograph. Gehrig wrote “To Lefty, With My Kindest Personal
Regards, Cordially, Lou Gehrig.” The close relationship between
the Gehrig’s and the Gomez’s has long been established, and
this kind note only reaffirms their connection. A letter of
authenticity from JSA is included with this item.
10 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$4,000-6,000

331

LEFTY GOMEZ’S 14K GOLD WEDDING RING
INSIDE BALFOUR CASE
Lefty Gomez’s 14k gold wedding ring inside Balfour case. Offered is a special
item belonging to Lefty Gomez, as his marriage and family meant as much to
him as anything in life. That says a lot knowing how passionate he was for the
game of baseball. On February 26, 1933, Lefty married June O’Dea, a
broadway headliner who starred in “Of Thee I Sing,” a musical with a score by
George Gershwin. His ring has an artistic engraved pattern encircling the the
outer portion.
2 1/2 inches by 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$600-800

332

JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ’S 14K YELLOW GOLD
PEARL AND DIAMOND RING
A 14K yellow gold filigree ring centering a pearl that measures 9.6mm,
with six round diamonds totaling approximately 0.25 ct. The size of the
ring is size 6, weighing 8.2 grams.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

216

$1,000-2,000

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

333

NEW YORK YANKEES 1941 TEAM SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH FRAMED DISPLAY (24 SIGNATURES 6 HALL OF FAME) (JSA)
New York Yankees 1941 team signed photograph framed display. This original photograph of the historic 1941 Yankees is signed using various black pens by
24 members of the team, including 6 members of the National Baseball Hall of Fame: Joe DiMaggio, Lefty Gomez, Red Ruffing, Bill Dickey, Joe Gordon and Phil
Rizzuto.
The 1941 Yankees went on to the World Series that year, defeating the Brooklyn Dodgers in five games, to earn their 5th championship in the previous six
seasons. The photograph illustrates visible wear from the course of time and after a UV light examination, has been determined to be authentic and genuine of
the time. A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.
10 inches by 14 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000

334

1942 WORLD SERIES PROGRAM SIGNED BY 9 YANKEES INCLUDING JOE
DIMAGGIO, PHIL RIZZUTO, BILL DICKEY AND LEFTY GOMEZ
1942 World Series Program signed by 8 Yankees including Joe DiMaggio, Phil Rizzuto, Bill Dickey and Lefty Gomez. The
1942 World Series pitted two power house clubs against one another, as the 103-win Yankees team squared off with the
St. Louis Cardinals, who won a league leading 106 games. The program is in impeccable condition, rare for something of
this era. Even more rare are the nine signatures inside the program. The program is signed by Hall of Famers DiMaggio,
Gomez, Rizzuto and Dickey, as well Red Rolfe, John Hassett, George Selkirk, Joseph Gordon and Charles Keller.
11 1/2 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection
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217

$2,000-3,000

335

1940’S TONY LAZZERI SIGNED
INSCRIBED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH TO LEFTY GOMEZ (JSA)
Tony Lazzeri signed inscribed photograph to Lefty Gomez. Lazzeri
was a member of what was known as “Murderer’s Row,” part of the
1927 New York Yankees lineup that devastated and dominated
baseball. Lazzeri died unexpectedly at the age of 42 on August 6,
1946. It is believed that he had a heart attack while descending stairs
in his home and hit his head on the bannister. It was shocking to the
sports world and is another example of an amazing person taken
too soon. Lazzeri was inducted into the National Baseball Hall of
Fame in 1991.
Lazzeri inscribed the photo to Lefty, “To Lefty Gomez, A real fellow
and a great pitcher, Best Wishes, Tony Lazzeri.”
A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this item.
14 inches by 12 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$2,000-3,000

336

JUNE O’DEA CHARM BRACELET 1940’S1950’S CREATED TO COMMEMORATE
LEFTY GOMEZ BASEBALL CAREER AS A
MANAGER, PITCHING COACH AND US
AMBASSADOR OF THE GAME
June O’Dea Gomez charm bracelet made by her to commemorate
Lefty’s career as a Yankee pitching coach, Manager, US Ambassador to
Latin America (appointed by Secretary of State Dulles), and Wilson
Sporting Goods corporate spokesman. There are 13 charms on the
bracelet, all ranging from 10k gold to 14k gold. The bracelet comes
inside a jewelry box.
2 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

218

$700-900

337

SET OF TWO 1945 JAPAN ALL-AMERICAN BASEBALL TEAM ENGRAVED
SILVER DIGNITARY PASSES BELONGING TO LEFTY AND JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ
In 1934, despite the blowing winds of war, a team of American Leaguers led by Connie Mack toured 14 cities in Japan, playing 18
games against the All-Nippon team. The country’s baseball fervor was ignited by the All-American team; especially the hittingpitching combo of Babe Ruth and Lefty Gomez. Lefty struck out 15 or more in multiple game shut-outs, and Babe Ruth hit
long-balls farther than had ever been seen by Japanese fans. Upward of 500,000 people lined the streets to welcome the
Americans to Tokyo. The All-American players and their wives were treated with all the pomp of visiting dignitaries, and were
invited to banquets, meetings with high-ranking officials, and private sightseeing tours in every city. They were even granted an
audience with the Emperor, something unheard of for ordinary Japanese. Lefty’s All-American teammate Joe Cascarella described
that sumptuous banquet at the royal palace: “Emperor Hirohito was the ‘Son of Heaven,’ a god, and mere mortals like us were not
supposed to cast an eye on him. Most Japanese had never heard or seen him. And yet, here are the ballplayers and their wives in
his presence in a magnificent reception hall, exchanging pleasantries through an interpreter.”
Protocol, security and the formalities of Japanese culture demanded that each player and his wife be issued unique identifications
that were required to be presented at the Emperor’s banquet, and at every other event and ballgame on the tour. Thus, following
their arrival in Yokohama Bay on November 1, 1934, the All-American team and entourage were each provided a silver pass,
emblazoned with a stars-and-stripes shield and engraved with their name, as well as “All American Baseball Team - 1934 - Japan.”
These passes were also used to identify the All-American Team members during their post-Japan exhibition games in Shanghai,
Hong Kong and Manila. Rarely do these passes come up for auction. The two silver passes offered today are engraved with the
names “Vernon Gomez” and “Mrs. Vernon Gomez.” They have been stored in the Gomez family vault for over 50 years.
2 1/2 inches by 4 1/4 inches each
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000

338

STERLING SILVER AND SAPPHIRE
NECKLACE, RING AND PENDANT
BELONGING TO JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ
A sterling silver necklace accented with nine oval sapphires
totaling approximately 5.9 ct, and a matching sterling silver
ring centering an oval sapphire stone at approximately
0.65 ct. The ring size is 6 1/2. Total weight 27.2 grams.
The sterling silver pendant has 15 round sapphires weighing
approximately 1.25 ct, accented with six round simulated
diamonds (previously seven, one missing).
Total weight is 6.9 grams.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000
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Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

339

JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ’S VINTAGE
LADIES PLATINUM, DIAMOND,
AND RUBY MATHEY TISSOT
WATCH
A ladies cocktail wristwatch circa 1925 signed Mathey Tissot
with hand-wound mechanism, crafted in platinum, the
filigree cover, clasp, and bracelet set with 296 diamonds
totaling approximately 7.9 ct, with 71 ruby stones as the
bracelet totaling approximately 40.6 ct. An extension chain
is attached to the clasp. 63.2 grams. Accompanied by the
original case stamped “E. Mathey-Tissot Geneva.”
A photograph of June O'Dea Gomez wearing the watch is
pictured above.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea
Gomez Collection

220

$30,000-50,000

340

RARE ORIGINAL 1945 WIRE PHOTOGRAPH OF
BABE RUTH WITH MATSUTARO SHORIKI, WHO
WAS LATER ARRESTED AS SUSPECTED WAR
CRIMINAL
Presented is truly a rare piece of history; an original 1945 wire photograph of
Babe Ruth with Matsutaro Shoriki. Shoriki was the publisher and President of the
Tokyo newspaper Yomiuri. Also in the photograph is Joseph Drew, the former
U.S. Ambassador to Japan. The photo was actually taken in 1935 during a trip to
Japan by the All-American baseball team. Shortly after this encounter, Shoriki was
stabbed by an American for bringing Ruth and other American ball players over
to Japan. After the conclusion of World War II, General Douglas MacArthur listed
Shoriki as one of 59 names on a list to be arrested for war crimes against the
United States. The original snipe from the wire photo is printed along the right
side, detailing the photograph.
8 inches by 7 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$800-1,200

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

341

LEFTY GOMEZ PRIDE OF THE YANKEES PORTRAIT
SIGNED BY HALL OF FAMERS TED WILLIAMS,
WARREN SPAHN, STAN MUSIAL, ENOS
SLAUGHTER, CARL HUBBELL AND MANY MORE
(JSA)
Lefty Gomez “Pride of the Yankees” portrait signed by Major League Hall of Famers.
Gomez gifted and inscribed this piece to his daughter “To a wonderful daughter,
Vernona.” The 1987 Bill Gallo portrait is signed by 40 all-time baseball greats, including
Ted Williams, Warren Spahn, Stan Musial, Enos Slaughter, Carl Hubbell, Johnny Mize,
Bill Dickey, Joe Sewell, Dorothy Ruth (Babe Ruth's daughter), and of course Lefty
Gomez. A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.
Two photographs from the night Gomez was awarded the "Pride of the Yankees"
award are pictured above.
22 1/2 inches by 18 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

221
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JOE DIMAGGIO AND WILLIE MAYS SIGNED INSCRIBED INVITATION
TO LEFTY GOMEZ’S SON (JSA)
Joe DiMaggio and Willie Mays signed inscribed invitation to Lefty Gomez’s son, Duane. Joe DiMaggio’s 50th
birthday celebration was held at the Sheraton-Palace Hotel in San Francisco on November 18th, 1964. The invitation
uses a textured card stock with a beautiful illustration of DiMaggio’s famous smile. The front cover is signed and
inscribed by DiMaggio “To Duane, My friend, with warm personal regards, Joe DiMaggio.” Mays, beneath that,
inscribed “To Duane, Best Wishes, Willie Mays.” The back of the cover features a tribute to Joltin Joe, titled “HAIL!
The Yankee Clipper,” detailing some of his accomplishments as well as his outstanding character. There is a slight
crease that runs down the front of the invitation. Accompanying this lot is a letter of authenticity from JSA.
11 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

222

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

$600-800

343

JOE DIMAGGIO, LEFTY GOMEZ, BILL DICKEY,
JOHNNY MIZE SIGNED BASEBALL (21
SIGNATURES) (JSA)
Joe DiMaggio, Lefty Gomez, Bill Dickey, Johnny Mize, others signed
baseball. The “Yankee Clipper,” Joe DiMaggio signed right across the sweet
spot of the Rawlings Official American League baseball. He is not the only
Hall of Famer to have left their mark on the ball, with Gomez, Dickey and
Mize joining in on the fun. In total, there are 21 signatures from baseball
immortals.
The ball sits inside a clear plastic case atop a gold base. A letter of
authenticity accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$800-1,200

344

COMPILATION OF MLB HALL OF FAME
SIGNATURES INCLUDING STAN
MUSIAL, WARREN SPAHN, SANDY
KOUFAX, MANY OTHERS (JSA)
Compilation of major league baseball Hall of Fame signatures.
Lefty Gomez was famous for acquiring signatures of baseball’s
greatest players, often literally bringing scrap books and papers
with him to events and having players sign. Offered are two
sheets of paper with signatures from over 30 of the greatest
players who ever lived, including Stan Musial, Warren Spahn,
Sandy Koufax, Johnny Mize, Bill Dickey, Lou Boudreau, Joe
Sewell, Earl Averill, Carl Hubbell, Monte Irvin, Robin Roberts,
Enos Gehringer, Bill Terry, Burleigh Grimes, Lefty Gomez of
course and many more. The lot comes with a letter of
authenticity from JSA.
11 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$1,000-2,000
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LEFTY GOMEZ’S BABE RUTH COMMEMORATIVE STAMP COMPLETE COLLECTION WITH
LETTER OF PROVENANCE
Offered is the complete set of United States Postal Service Babe Ruth commemorative U.S. Postage Stamp collection from July 6, 1983. The stamps are
framed inside a hard bound book, with the cover inscribed to Lefty Gomez. Included in this lot is a letter former MLB Commissioner Bowie Kuhn thanking
Gomez for taking part in the 50th Anniversary of the MLB All-Star Game festivities in 1983, and was gifting to him this collection. There is also a letter from
the Post Master General typed out to Gomez providing detail on this collection and its place in history among historical sports stamps.
12 inches by 11 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$600-800

346

JOE AND DOM DIMAGGIO,
BILL TERRY, LEFTY GOMEZ
SIGNED BASEBALL (JSA)
Joe and Dom DiMaggio, Bill Terry, Lefty Gomez
signed baseball. There are not too many
brothers that get the chance to play together in
the majors, let alone at the level these guys
played at. Everyone knows about Joe’s prowess
at the plate, but overlooked is “The Little
Professor,” Dom DiMaggio. Dom earned seven
all-star appearances in his own right.
Accompanying their signatures are that of Hall
of Famers Bill Terry, Charlie Gehringer and Lefty
Gomez. There are many other baseball greats
that signed including Wes Ferrell, Smoky
Burgess, Tony Cuccinello, Luke Appling and
many more.
The ball sits inside a clear circular case perched
atop a gold plastic pedestal. Accompanying
this lot is JSA certification.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

224

$1,000-2,000

347

1949 CONNIE MACK DAY GOLD WATCH PRESENTED
TO YANKEES LEGEND LEFTY GOMEZ
1949 Connie Mack Day gold watch. On August 21st, 1949, the New York Yankees held a
truly special event, “Connie Mack Day” at Yankee Stadium. Mack was 86 years old at the
time, having served as the manager of the Philadelphia A’s for 49 seasons, winning five
world championships. He was honored by the legendary opponent New York Yankees
and gold watches were made for a limited number of specific players. Offered here is
the watch awarded to Yankees Hall of Fame pitcher Lefty Gomez.
The back of the Wittnauer watchcase is inscribed “Connie Mack Day August 21, 1949
Yankee Stadium” and is in great condition.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000

348

TED WILLIAMS 1959 FLEER
COMPLETE SET 1-80 TRADING CARDS
INCLUDING RARE CARD #68 “JAN.
23,1959 - TED SIGNS FOR 1959”
Featured in this lot is the complete set of the 1959 Fleer Ted
Williams collection of baseball cards. Lefty Gomez started the
collection, but was unable to collect all 80 of them. However, the
infamous card #68 was gifted to Vernona, Lefty’s daughter, with a
letter of provenance included with this lot. The cards are
ungraded but have barely ever been touched and appear to be
in near mint to mint condition.
12 inches by 9 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$1,000-2,000
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1960 TED WILLIAMS SIGNED
INSCRIBED PHOTO TO LEFTY GOMEZ
“ALWAYS GOT ME OUT” (JSA)
1960 Ted Williams signed inscribed photograph to Lefty Gomez.
Williams, known as the greatest hitter to ever live and the last man
to ever hit .400 for a season, inscribed “To Lefty, Always got me out,
One of the greatest ever in baseball, Best always, Ted Williams,
1960.” A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
14 3/4 inches by 11 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

$600-800

350

RARE MLB HALL OF FAME AND LEGENDS SIGNED BASEBALL
INCLUDING MICKEY MANTLE, DIZZY DEAN AND JOE
MEDWICK (21 SIGNATURES) (JSA)
Offered here is truly a rare piece of history, with a MLB Hall of Fame and Legends signed baseball
featuring Mickey Mantle, Dizzy Dean and Joe Medwick highlighting this item. Medwick, nicknamed
“Ducky” is particularly hard to come by. But putting his name on a ball with the likes of Mantle and
Dean, now you have something truly special.
However, that is just the tip of the ice berg as there are 19 more baseball legends that put pen to
ball here. Some of those names are Joe DiMaggio, Enos Slaughter, Casey Stengel, Stan Musial, Bill
Dickey, Lefty Gomez, Red Ruffing, Johnny Mize and Tom Heinrich to name a few.
The Official Ball of the National League sits in a clear case atop a gold base. A letter of authenticity
from JSA accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

226

$3,000-5,000

351

1972 MLB HALL OF FAME INDUCTION
PHOTOGRAPH SIGNED BY LEFTY GOMEZ, SANDY
KOUFAX, YOGI BERRA, EARLY WYNN, BUCK
LEONARD AND BOWIE KUHN (JSA)
1972 National Baseball Hall of Fame Induction Photograph signed by Lefty Gomez,
Sandy Koufax, Yogi Berra, Early Wynn, Buck Leonard and Bowie Kuhn. The 1972 MLB
Hall of Fame class is one of the deeper and more star-studded classes of all-time.
There is no shortage of accolades, accomplishments and success from this group,
from MVP’s, to Cy Young awards, to World Series championships. This class covered it
all. Presented here is the induction ceremony photograph signed by all six men. A
letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
10 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$600-800

352

LEFTY GOMEZ’S 1972 COOPERSTOWN HALL OF FAME
INDUCTION LOUISVILLE SLUGGER AWARD
Lefty Gomez’s 1972 Cooperstown Hall of Fame Induction Louisville Slugger Award. Upon being
enshrined into the National Baseball Hall of Fame in 1972, Gomez also received the Louisville Slugger
Award, presented by Hillerich & Bradsby, the makers of the Louisville Slugger. The wooden plaque has
Hillerich & Bradsby officially commissioned baseball bat to Lefty Gomez attached to the plaque. The bat
is engraved with the trademark “Louisville Slugger 125 Hillerich & Bradsby Made in USA Louisville, Ky.”
On the sweet spot of the bat is engraved “Member of Baseball’s Hall of Fame Genuine Lefty Gomez
Louisville Slugger.” In the bottom corner of the award, a plaque reads “Vernon (Lefty) Gomez Inducted
Into Hall of Fame August 7, 1972 Cooperstown, N.Y.” An image of the National Baseball Hall of Fame
where Gomez is immortalized is on the top left corner.
Images of Lefty's daughter Vernona and her two sons are at the Hall of Fame Induction ceremony are
pictured (right)
13 inches by 36 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$3,000-5,000
Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC
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CEREMONIAL 1ST PITCH BASEBALL THROWN OUT BY LEFTY GOMEZ ON CARL HUBBELL
DAY AUGUST 5, 1978 CANDLESTICK PARK - INSCRIBED AND SIGNED BY GOMEZ
Ceremonial 1st pitch baseball thrown out by Lefty Gomez on Carl Hubbell Day at Candlestick Park. August 5th, 1978 was a very special day, it was Carl
Hubbell Day at Candlestick Park in San Francisco, California. Gomez and Hubbell had grown to become very close friends, so it only made sense that on
Carl’s big day, Lefty would throw out the first pitch. Offered here is the exact ball used for the occasion. Gomez inscribed the baseball “Baseball to start
game Carl Hubbell Day Candlestick Park Thrown out by Lefty Gomez.”
Hubbell is considered one of the greatest pitchers and notoriously accomplished what only Pedro Martinez has done since him. He struck out five
consecutive National Baseball Hall of Famers in a row during the 1934 All-Star game, striking out Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Jimmie Foxx, Al Simmons and
Joe Cronin. Martinez later accomplished the same feat in the 1999 All-Star game in front of a raucous Fenway crowd.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$800-1,200

354

LEFTY GOMEZ WORN KIMONO GIFTED
TO HIM - 1982 50TH ANNIVERSARY
COMMEMORATING 1934 TOUR OF JAPAN
Lefty Gomez’s worn kimono presented to him during the 1982 50th
anniversary trip back to Japan, commemorating the 1934 Tour of
Japan. During the original tour, Gomez was named the honor of “Best
Pitcher” as he dominated Japanese hitters like he did to the American
ones back home. This garment features a small dragon stitched above
the left breast, as well as a large golden dragon draped all the way
down the back.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez
Collection

228

$1,000-2,000

355

JUNE O’DEA GOMEZ’S WORN KIMONO FROM
50TH ANNIVERSARY TRIP TOUR OF JAPAN
Offered here is the genuine worn kimono presented to June O’Dea Gomez
during the 1982 50th anniversary trip back to Japan, commemorating the
1934 Tour of Japan. This garment features flowers stitched on to the front right
and left chest area, as well as on the sleeves and on the back of the green
kimono.
June, alongside her husband Lefty Gomez, was a star in her own right. She was
a Broadway headliner, starring in “Of Thee I Sing.” This Broadway musical was
the first musical to ever win the Pulitzer Prize for Drama.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

356

1983 ALL STAR GAME 50TH ANNIVERSARY
PROGRAM SIGNED BY MLB LEGENDS AND
HALL OF FAMERS FRAMED DISPLAY (57
SIGNATURES) (JSA)
1983 All Star Game Program 50th anniversary signed by MLB legends and hall
of famers framed display. 1983 MLB All Star Game weekend was special time
for baseball fans. It was the 50th anniversary of the very first summer classic
back in 1933. Entering the game, the National League had won 11
consecutive seasons, but the American League put a halt to that, winning the
1983 All Star game 13-3. The game was held in what was one of the oldest
ballparks in the country, Comiskey Park in Chicago, Illinois, home of the White
Sox.
Some of the historic figures to grace this program with their John Hancock are
Joe DiMaggio and his brother Dom, Carl Hubbell, Juan Marichal, Johnny
Vander Meer, Enos Slaughter, Joe Sewell, Burleigh Grimes, Johnny Bench, Bill
Dickey, Red Schoendienst and many, many more. There are a total of 57
immortals of the game signed, with almost every one of them residing in the
National Baseball Hall of Fame.
A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies the program.
12 inches by 9 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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LEFTY GOMEZ VINTAGE SWISS MADE 1974 GOLD ARNEX
INCABLOC POCKET WATCH WITH ARABIC CHAPTERS
Lefty Gomez’s 1974 Gold Arnex Pocket Watch. The watch was presented to Gomez by John Ascuaga
for the 1974 Golden Nugget Classic. The vintage Swiss-made 17-jewels watch is inscribed
“Nugget | Classic | 1974,” and is suspending on a gold-filled chain.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$500-700

358

LEFTY GOMEZ 70TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION PORTRAIT SIGNED BY SPAHN,
MUSIAL,BANKS, PEEWEE REESE, MANY OTHERS (27 SIGNATURES) INCLUDING 2
TICKETS TO EVENT SIGNED BY GOMEZ (JSA)
Lefty Gomez 70th birthday celebration portrait signed by major league baseball Hall of Famers. Rarely will you find a collection of so many
of the all-time great baseball players’ signatures on a single sheet. That is what you have here, with Warren Spahn, Sandy Koufax, Stan
Musial, Ernie Banks, Pee Wee Reese, George Kell, Joe Sewell, Ralph Kiner, Early Wynn and many others having signed. There are a total of
27 signatures on the portrait, with two tickets to the event signed by Gomez himself. A letter from the birthday committee detailing the
event is also included. The lot is accompanied by JSA authentication.
11 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection
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$1,000-2,000

359

LEFTY GOMEZ 70TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION PAMPHLET SIGNED BY MICKEY MANTLE,
JOE DIMAGGIO, ENOS SLAUGHTER, MANY OTHERS (30 SIGNATURES) (JSA)
Lefty Gomez 70th birthday celebration pamphlet signed by Mickey Mantle, Joe DiMaggio, Enos Slaughter, many others. People certainly came out to
pay their respects to the great Lefty Gomez, as his 70th birthday celebration turned into a who’s who at the event. Presented is a pamphlet signed by
many National Baseball Hall of Famers including Mantle, DiMaggio, Slaughter, Bill Dickey, Johnny Mize and Hoyt Wilhelm. 30 men in total signed this
for Gomez, who signed the back himself on a page written “With great appreciation; thank you for a memorable seventieth birthday.” A letter of
authenticity from JSA is included in this lot.
11 inches by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000

360

PEREZ STEELE BASEBALL HALL OF FAME ART POST CARDS COMPLETE SET (1ST-8TH
SERIES) WITH 29 SIGNED CARDS INCLUDING MANTLE, WILLIAMS, MUSIAL, KOUFAX,
GOMEZ, OTHER HALL OF FAMERS (JSA)
Perez Steele Baseball Hall of Fame Art Post Cards complete set. Offered here in mint condition having rarely been touched are all eight series’ of art
post cards from 1980 through 1985. All 193 cards are included, as well as the specialty A, B, C and D cards from the 6th series in 1981. The list of signed
cards in order are as follows: Carl Hubbell, Charlie Gehringer, Bill Terry, Luke Appling, Ted Williams, Stan Musial, Lou Bourdreau, Yogi Berra, Lefty
Gomez, Sandy Koufax, Buck Leonard, Monte Irvin, Warren Spahn, Jocko Conlan, Mickey Mantle, Billy Herman, Ralph Kiner, Bob Lemon, Robin Roberts,
Ernie Banks, Al Kaline, Johnny Mize, Edward W. Stack, Happy Chandler, Frank Robinson, George Kell, Harmon Killebrew, PeeWee Reese and Enos
Slaughter. You will be hard-pressed to ever find a better collection of baseball signatures on this set of cards. The boxes that the sets come in has a
USPS Mail sticker addressed to Lefty Gomez.
2 BOXES / 1st box series 1-4 - 4 1/2 inches by 6 1/2 inches / 2nd box series 5-8 - 4 1/2 inches by 6 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection
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$2,000-3,000

361

PEREZ STEELE HALL OF FAME LIMITED EDITION GREAT
MOMENTS OVERSIZED BASEBALL CARDS - COMPLETE
COLLECTION WITH 11 SIGNATURES INCLUDING SPAHN,
KOUFAX AND STARGELL (JSA)
Perez Steele Hall of Fame Limited Edition great moments oversized baseball cards. Offered is the
complete collection of the first, second, third and fourth series of cards in mint condition with 11 of
the 48 cards signed. Signatures include Al Kaline, Warren Spahn, Sandy Koufax, Johnny Mize, Enos
Slaughter, Ray Dandridge, Carl Hubbell, Willie Stargell, Brooke Robinson, Lefty Gomez and
Harmon Killebrew. The box of the four sets has a USPS Mail sticker addressed to Lefty Gomez. A
letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.
9 inches by 7 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

362

LEFTY GOMEZ GAME WORN NEW YORK
YANKEES UNIFORM (JERSEY AND PANTS)
DURING 1987 OLD TIMER’S GAME
Lefty Gomez game worn New York Yankees uniform, jersey and pants.
Gomez wore this uniform during the Old Timer’s Day game. Gomez had
become a mainstay at these events over the years, as the New York
Yankees celebrated its rich history as only they could. Offered here is one
of the final uniforms the Hall of Fame and five-time World Series champion
Gomez ever wore. Inside the back collar his name and year are stitched on
beside the Wilson size 36 tag.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

232

$2,000-3,000

363

LEFTY GOMEZ GAME WORN CLEATS, SOCKS AND STIRRUPS FOR ALL STAR,
OLD TIMER AND JAPAN REUNION GAMES
Lefty Gomez game worn cleats, socks and stirrups. Rarely ever will you find a National Baseball Hall of Famer’s worn garments from
after retirement, but that is exactly what you have offered here. Gomez was a mainstay at many of the Old Timers’ Games at Yankee
Stadium over the course of a couple decades. Gomez had big feet and was very particular in his shoes, as he always had a hard
time finding comfortable cleats. These cleats were worn by Gomez during the 1982 return to Japan trip for the 50th Anniversary of
the 1934 Tour of Japan. He also wore them to many a Old Timer Games in the 1980’s as well as All-Star game appearances. The
socks and stirrups were worn particularly at the 1987 Old Timer’s Day game held at Yankee Stadium. The cleats exhibit a ton of
game wear, and some of the actual cleats on the bottom of the shoes have actually broken off.
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$2,000-3,000

364

1984 HALL OF FAME INDUCTION
WEEKEND SIGNED BASEBALL
INCLUDING SANDY KOUFAX,
LEFTY GOMEZ, EARLY WYNN,
MANY OTHERS (23 SIGNATURES)
(JSA)
1984 Hall of Fame Induction weekend signed
baseball. Lefty Gomez attended many of the Hall of
Fame Induction ceremonies over the years, and would
almost always bring a ball with him to be signed.
Offered here is the ball he brought to have signed at
the 1984 ceremony. Signatures include Sandy Koufax,
Buck Leonard, Monte Irvin, Bill Dickey, Ralph Kiner,
PeeWee Reese, Rick Ferrell, George Kell, Early Wynn,
Roy Campanella, Al Kaline, Billy Herman, Charles
Gehringer, Johnny Mize, Lou Boudreau, Joe Sewell,
Bob Lemon and Judy Johnson.
The ball sits inside a clear circular case mounted on
top of a gold plated pedestal. A letter of authenticity
from JSA accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

233
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1987 HALL OF FAME WEEKEND
SIGNED BASEBALL FEATURING
TED WILLIAMS, STAN MUSIAL,
WARREN SPAHN, MANY MORE
(25 SIGNATURES) (JSA)
1987 Hall of Fame Induction weekend signed
baseball. Offered is an official National League
baseball signed by 25 of the biggest names in the
game, including one of the greatest Negro League
players, Ray Dandridge on the sweet spot. Dandridge
was inducted into the Hall of Fame this weekend,
alongside Jim Catfish Hunter and Billy Williams, who
also signed the sweet spot of the ball.
Other baseball greats who signed this ball are Ted
Williams, Stan Musial, Bobby Doerr, Johnny Mize,
PeeWee Reese, Warren Spahn, Enos Slaughter, Ernie
Banks, Monte Irvin, Robin Roberts, Lou Boudreau,
Charles Gehringer, Bill Dickey, Rick Ferrell, Joe Sewell,
Ralph Kiner, Bob Lemon, umpire Jocko Conlan and of
course Lefty Gomez.

Photograph Credit: Courtesy Vernon Lefty Gomez LLC

The ball sits inside a clear circular case perched atop a
gold plastic pedestal. A letter of authenticity from JSA
accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June
O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

366

1988 HALL OF FAME INDUCTION
WEEKEND BASEBALL SIGNED
BY TED WILLIAMS, ENOS
SLAUGHTER, RAY DANDRIDGE,
18 HALL OF FAMERS (JSA)
1988 Hall of Fame Induction weekend baseball
signed by 18 members of the National Baseball Hall
of Fame. Signatures include “Teddy Ball Game,” Ted
Williams, who got the honor of signing the sweet
spot of the ball.
Other legends of the game who signed include
Charlie Gehringer, PeeWee Reese, Billy Herman,
Robin Roberts, Ray Dandridge, Enos Slaughter,
Johnny Mize, Bob Lemon, Geore Kell, Carl Hubbell,
Billy Williams, Bill Terry, Lou Boudreau, Ralph Kiner,
Stan Musial, Monte Irvin and of course Lefty Gomez.
The Rawlings official ball of the National League sits
inside a clear case atop a gold base. A letter of
authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June
O'Dea Gomez Collection

234

$1,000-2,000

367

LEFTY GOMEZ 70TH BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION PORTRAIT
SIGNED BY TED WILLIAMS, WARREN SPAHN, STAN MUSIAL AND
MANY OTHERS (18 SIGNATURES) INCLUDING 2 TICKETS TO
EVENT SIGNED BY GOMEZ (JSA)
Lefty Gomez 70th birthday celebration portrait signed by major league baseball Hall of Famers. Rarely will you
ever find a collection of so many of the all-time great baseball players’ signatures on a single sheet. That is
what you have here, with Ted Williams inscribing “One Great Guy, Ted Williams,” and signatures from Warren
Spahn, Stan Musial, Joe Sewell, and so many others baseball greats. There are a total of 18 signatures on the
portrait, with two tickets to the event signed by Gomez himself. A letter from the birthday committee detailing
the event is also included. The lot is accompanied by JSA authentication.
11 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

368

MICKEY MANTLE SIGNED
INSCRIBED PHOTOGRAPH TO
LEFTY GOMEZ - RARE MODERN
SIGNATURE (JSA)
Mickey Mantle signed inscribed photograph to Lefty
Gomez. Offered is a rare modern 1990’s signature from
“The Mick” on a photograph of him batting. Mantle
inscribed the photo “To Lefty Gomez, My Best Wishes,
Mickey Mantle.” A letter of authenticity from JSA
accompanies this lot.
10 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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CARDBOARD SIGNATURES OF
MLB HALL OF FAMERS
INCLUDING TED WILLIAMS,
ERNIE BANKS, WILLIE
MCCOVEY, WARREN SPAHN,
STAN MUSIAL, ENOS
SLAUGHTER, MANY MORE
(26 SIGNATURES) (JSA)
MLB Hall of Famers’ signatures on cardboard. Talk
about a who’s who in the baseball world. This lot
features 26 signatures from some of the greatest
players who ever lived, including the man recognized
as the greatest hitter who ever lived, Ted Williams.
Alongside Williams’ signature, Ernie Banks, Stan
Musial, Pee Wee Reese, Billy Herman, Monte Irvin,
Warren Spahn, Willie McCovey, Bob Lemon and
many others signed for Lefty Gomez. This lot is
accompanied with JSA authentication.
11 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

370

MLB HALL OF FAME
SIGNATURES FROM 1983 ALLSTAR GAME (20 SIGNATURES)
(JSA)
At the 1983 MLB All-Star Game, Yankees legend Lefty
Gomez collected signatures from many of the games
greatest players. The ‘83 All-Star Game was the 50th
anniversary of the game, so many of the best players to
ever grace the diamond appear on this cardboard via
signature. Signatures include Ted Williams, Stan Musial,
Warren Spahn, Bobby Brown, Robin Roberts, Willie
McCovey, Enos Slaughter, Ernie Banks and many more.
A letter of authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
11 inches by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

236

$1,000-2,000

371

1986 HALL OF FAME INDUCTION
WEEKEND SIGNED BASEBALL
WITH TED WILLIAMS, MCCOVEY,
SPAHN, MUSIAL, OTHERS (19
SIGNATURES) (JSA)
1986 Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony weekend
signed baseball. Over the years, Lefty Gomez collected
many signatures, on many different things. He almost
always brought a baseball with him to the MLB Hall of
Fame weekend for what is being offered here.
The 1986 version sees the autographs of Ted Williams
across the sweet spot of the ball. Beneath his name is
Willie McCovey, who was the only member enshrined
into the hall that weekend. Bobby Doerr was the
Veterans Committee selection and his name also
appears on this baseball.
Other baseball greats who signed the ball are Robin
Roberts, Stan Musial, Charlie Gehringer, Billy Herman,
Monte Irvin, Ralph Kiner, umpire Jocko Conlan, Enos
Slaughter, Bob Lemon, Joe Sewell, Johnny Mize,
Warren Spahn and PeeWee Reese.
The ball sits inside a clear circular case atop a gold
plastic base. A letter of authenticity from JSA
accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and June
O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000

372

OLD TIMERS GAME TEXAS
RANGERS BASEBALL SIGNED
BY MICKEY MANTLE, LEFTY
GOMEZ, BILL DICKEY - 13
HALL OF FAMERS (JSA)
Texas Rangers Old Timers Game signed
baseball. “The Mick,” Mickey Mantle graced us
all with his signature on the sweet spot of this
Rawlings Texas Rangers baseball. Joining him
on the sweet spot of the ball is another former
Yankee legend and Hall of Famer, Bill Dickey.
In total, 13 baseball players signed the ball, all
of whom are in the National Baseball Hall of
Fame including Lefty Gomez, Ernie Banks,
Monte Irvin, Luke Appling, Bob Feller, Al
Kaline, Bob Lemon, Early Wynn and Billy
Herman.
The ball sits in a clear circular case perched
atop a gold plastic base. A letter of
authenticity from JSA accompanies this lot.
4 inches by 4 inches by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Part of the Lefty Gomez and
June O'Dea Gomez Collection

$1,000-2,000
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373

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1998 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by
Romário during the 1998 season. Size M.

$800-1,200

374

ROMÁRIO PSV GAME WORN JERSEY
1992 SEASON
An Adidas brand PSV Eindhoven jersey worn by Romário
during the 1992 Netherlands Championship. Size XL.

240

$600-800

375

1994 FIFA WORLD CUP FINAL MATCH USED BALL
An Adidas brand official game football of the 1994 FIFA World Cup, final match
between Brazil and Italy, July 17, 1994.

$4,000-6,000

241
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376

ROMÁRIO VASCO GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 COPA LIBERTADORES
An unknow brand Vasco team football jersey game worn by
Romário during the match between Vasco and Deportes
Concepción, May 9, 2001. Size XL.

$800-1,200

377

ROMÁRIO WORLD ALL STARS GAME
WORN JERSEY VS. CAYMAN ISLAND
A Kelme brand Cayman Island team football jersey game worn by
Romário during the match between Cayman Island and
Romário’s World All Stars, June 29, 2008. Size L.

242

$400-600

378

ROMÁRIO MESSI FRIEND’S GAME
WORN JERSEY VS. WORLD ALL STARS
An Adidas brand Messi friend’s team football jersey game worn
by Romário during the match between Messi Friends and World
All Stars, July 31, 2011. Size XL.

$600-800

379

ROMÁRIO AMÉRICA-RJ GAME WORN
JERSEY 2009 SEASON
A Nike brand América-RJ club team football jersey game worn by
Romário during the 2009 season. Size M.

$400-600

243
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2019 ROMÁRIO PSV EMBASSADOR
JERSEY
An Umbro brand PSV club team football jersey when
Romário was invited to become PSV embassador in Brazil.
Size M.

$400-600

381

CARECA BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1990 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey game
worn by Careca during the 1990 season. Size 10.

244

$600-800

382

VALDO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1987 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football
jersey game worn by Valdo during the 1987
season. Size 10.

$400-600

383

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1985 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey game
worn by Romário during the 1985 season. Size 10.

$800-1,200

245
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ROMÁRIO BRAZIL PARKA 1997
SEASON
An Umbro brand Brazil national team football parka worn by
Romário during the 1997 season. Size M.

$200-300

385

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL APRESENTATION
WORN JERSEY 1997 SEASON

A Nike brand Brazil national team football apresentation jersey worn
by Romário during the 1997 season. Size M.

$100-200

386

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL TRAINING
CAMP WORN JERSEY 1997
SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football training camp
jersey worn by Romário during the 1997 season. Size M.

$100-200

387

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL TRAINING WORN
JERSEY 1997 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football training jersey worn by
Romário during the 1997 season. Size M.

246

$100-200

388

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL TRIP WORN
JERSEY 1997 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football trip jersey worn by
Romário during the 1997 season. Size M.

$100-200

389

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL TRIP
WORN JERSEY 1997
SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football
trip jersey worn by Romário during the
1997 season. Size M.

$100-200

390

ROMÁRIO VASCO GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 SEASON
A Ranee brand Vasco da Gama club team football jersey
game worn by Romário during the 2001 Brazilian
Championship. Size M.

$800-1,200

391

ROMÁRIO VASCO DA GAMA
COMMEMORATIVE JERSEY 1000
GOALS
An Umbro brand Vasco da Gama club team football
commemorative jersey for the thousdanth goal of Romário.
Size S.

$200-300

247
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ROMÁRIO FLAMENGO GAME WORN
JERSEY 1995 SEASON
An Umbro brand Flamengo club team football jersey game worn by
Romário during the 1995 Brazilian Championship. Size M.

$800-1,200

393

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL BLAZER 1989 COPA
AMÉRICA
A Nike brand Brazil national team football Blazer worn by Romário during
the 1989 Copa América. Size M.

248

$1,000-1,500

394

2020 ROMÁRIO BRAZIL LEGENDS GAME
WORN JERSEY VS. ITALY
A Nike brand Brazil National team football jersey game worn by Romário
during the match against Italy legends, January 9, 2020. Size M.

$500-700

395

ROMÁRIO FLAMENGO GAME WORN JERSEY
1995 SEASON
An Umbro brand Flamengo club team football jersey game worn by Romário
during the 1995 Brazilian Championship. Size M.

$700-900

249
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396

ROMÁRIO FLAMENGO GAME
WORN JERSEY 1997 SEASON
An Umbro brand Flamengo club team football jersey
game worn by Romário during the 1997 Brazilian
Championship. Size L.

$700-900

397

ROMÁRIO VASCO GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 SEASON
A Ranee brand Vasco da Gama club team football
jersey game worn by Romário during the 2001
Brazilian Championship. Size M.

$600-800

398

ROMÁRIO FLAMENGO GAME
WORN JERSEY 1999 SEASON
An Umbro brand Flamengo club team football jersey
game worn by Romário during the 1999 Brazilian
Championship. Size L.

250

$700-900

399

BRAZIL VS. ITALY 2019 PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the International Friendly match
between Brazil and Italy in 2020.

$300-500

400

ROMÁRIO’S FAREWELL TICKET BRAZIL
NATIONAL TEAM
A ticket to Romário’s farewell match as a player on the Brazil
national football team. The match between Brazil and ended in a
2-2 draw.

$200-300

401

CAFÚ PALMEIRAS GAME WORN
JERSEY 1996 SEASON
A Reebok brand Palmeiras club team football jersey game
worn by Cafú during the 1996 Brazilian Championship.
Size L.

$600-800

251
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2020 CAFÚ BRAZIL
LEGENDS GAME WORN
JERSEY VS. ITALY
A Nike brand Brazil National team football
jersey game worn by Cafú during the match
against Italy legends, January 9, 2020. Size L.

$400-600

403

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME
ISSUE JERSEY 1998 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey
game issued to Romário during the 1998
season. Size M.

$400-600

404

CAFÚ BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1996 SEASON
An Umbro brand Brazil National team football
jersey game worn by Cafú during the 1996
season. Size L.

252

$600-800

405

MARCELINHO CARIOCA
CORINTHIANS GAME WORN
SIGNED JERSEY 1998 SEASON
A Penalty brand Corinthians club team football
jersey game worn by Marcelinho Carioca during the
1998 Brazilian Championship. Size XL.

$300-500

406

ROMÁRIO FLUMINENSE GAME
WORN JERSEY 2003 SEASON
An Adidas brand Fluminense club team football
team jersey game worn by Romário during the 2003
Brazilian Championship. Size L.

$600-800

407

BEBETO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1993 SEASON
An Umbro brand Brazil National team football jersey
game worn by Bebeto during the 1993 season. Size L.

$600-800

253
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408

CÉSAR SAMPAIO GAME WORN SIGNED JERSEY 1993 SEASON
An Umbro brand Brazil National team football jersey game worn by César Sampaio during the 1993
season. Size L.

$400-600

409

MULLER BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY 1986 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey game worn by Luís Antônio Correa da
Costa, nicknamed Muller, during the 1986 season. Size 12.

$500-700

410

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL RAINCOAT 1990 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football raincoat worn by Romário during
the 1990 season. Size 10.

254

$200-300

411

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL TRACKSUIT
1990 WORLD CUP
A Topper brand Brazil National team football track
suit worn by Romário during the 1990 World Cup.
Size L.

$800-1,200

412

CARECA BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY
1990 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey game worn by
Careca during the 1990 season. Size 10.

$600-800

255
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414

A Penalty brand América-RJ club team football jersey presented
to Romário to sign the official contract in 2002. Size M.

A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn
by Romário during the 2001 season. Size L.

$300-500

$600-800

ROMÁRIO AMÉRICA-RJ CONTRACT
SIGNATURE JERSEY 2002 SEASON

415

416

A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by
Romário during the 2001 season. Size L.

An Adidas brand PSV club team football team jersey game worn
by Gerald Mervin Vanenburg during the 1990/1991 Netherlands
Championship. Size L.

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 SEASON

$600-800

256

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 SEASON

VANENBURG PSV GAME WORN
JERSEY 1990 SEASON

$600-800

417

ROMÁRIO 1994 WORLD CUP TROPHY
A replica of the FIFA World Cup trophy presented to Romário de Souza Farias by the
Brazilian Football Confederation (Confederação Brasileira de Futebol) after the Brazil
National Team won its fourth World Cup title in 1994. Together with presentation box.

$3,000-5,000

257
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ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1988 OLYMPIC GAMES
An Adidas brand Brazil national team football jersey game
worn by Romário during the 1988 Olympic Games. Size L.

$2,000-3,000

419

ROMÁRIO FLUMINENSE GAME
WORN JERSEY 2004 SEASON
An Adidas brand Fluminense club team football jersey
game worn by Romário during the 2004 Brazilian
Championship. Size L.

258

$600-800

420

ROMÁRIO 1,000TH GOAL GAME WORN BOOTS
A nike pair of black leather football boots worn by Romário in the match
between Vasco da Gama and Sport on May 20, 2007, at São Januário Stadium in
Rio de Janeiro, when scoring his 1,000th career goal.

$4,000-6,000

259
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VAMPETA BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn
by Vampeta during the 2001 season. Size L.

$300-500

422

2020 BEBETO BRAZIL LEGENDS
GAME WORN JERSEY VS. ITALY
A Nike brand Brazil National team football jersey game worn
by Bebeto during the match against Italy legends, January 9,
2020. Size M.

260

$400-600

423

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL OFFICIAL FLAG 1994 WORLD CUP
A Brazil national team official flag used by Romário to commemorate the 1994 World Cup
triumph.

$2,000-3,000

261
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424

CASAGRANDE BRAZIL GAME
WORN JERSEY 1986 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey
game worn by Walter Casagrande during the 1986
season. Size 12.

$600-800

425

BRAZIL VS. ITALY PENNANT 1994
WORLD CUP FINAL
A pennant commemorating the 1994 World Cup Final match
between Brazil and Italy, July 17, 1994..

262

$600-800

426

2004 OFFICIAL BRAZIL FLAG FULLY SIGNED RONALDO
ROBINHO CAFÚ KAKÁ RONALDINHO OTHERS
A Brazil national team official flag fully signed from 2004 season. The flag is signed by Marcos,
Robinho, Ronaldinho, Dida, Cafú, Kaká, Ronaldo, Zé Roberto, Roberto Carlos, Adriano, Romário, Alex,
Emerson, Ricardinho and Luizão.

$2,000-3,000

263
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CICINHO BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY
2001 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by
João de Cézare, nicknamed Cicinho, during the 2001 season. Size M.

$300-500

428

ROMÁRIO BRAZIL TRAINING WORN JERSEY
2019 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football training jersey worn by Romário
during the friendly against Italy in 2020. Size M.

264

$100-200

429

1999 ROMÁRIO GOLDEN BOOTS BRAZILIAN TOP SCORER
A Placar award Brazilian Golden Boot presented in 1999 to Romário de Souza Farias. The award is
given each season to the leading goalscorer in league matches from the Brazilian national league.
Romário was the top goalscorer in 1999 with 46 goals and 92 points in the total. The trophy is a
sculpture of a football boot.

$3,000-5,000

265
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1995 BEBETO ALL STARS SOUTH
AMERICA GAME WORN JERSEY
A Finta brand Brazil South America team football jersey game
worn by Bebeto during a friendly in 1995. Size L.

$400-600

431

ROMÁRIO 1,000TH GOAL TICKET
A Romário’s ticket for the Vasco da Gama vs. Sport match held on
May 20, 2007, at São Januário Stadium in Rio de Janeiro. This was
Romário’s 1,000th goal for his career.

266

$200-300

432

1997 SHEARER ENGLAND MATCH
ISSUE JERSEY VS. BRAZIL
An Umbro brand England National team football jersey match
issue by Alan Shearer during the match against Brazil, June 10,
1997. Size L.

$800-1,200

433

1997 OFFICIAL ENGLAND AWARD
TOURNOI DE FRANCE VS. BRAZIL
An official England National team ward given from Alan
Shearer to Romario de Souza Farias during the match against
Brazil, June 10, 1997.

$800-1,200
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ROMÁRIO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1990 WORLD CUP
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey
game worn by Romário during the 1990 World Cup.
Size 10.

268

$3,000-5,000

435

PAULO SILAS BRAZIL GAME WORN
1990 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil National team football jersey game
worn by Paulo Silas during the 1990 Season. Size L.

$600-800

436

2020 JUNINHO PAULISTA BRAZIL
LEGENDS GAME ISSUE SIGNED
JERSEY VS. ITALY
A Nike brand Brazil National team football signed jersey
game issued to Juninho Paulista during the match against
Italy legends, January 9, 2020. Size S.

$400-600

437

GHANA VS. BRAZIL PENNANT 2006
WORLD CUP
A pennant commemorating the World Cup match between Brazil
and Ghana on June 27, 2006.

$300-500
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438

PASCUAL SOMMA BUTTONHOLE
LAPEL PIN
A buttonhole lapel pin honoring Uruguayan football player
and 1924 Olympics football gold medalist Pascual Somma.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Juan Capelan

$50-75

439

GUILLERMO STÁBILE 1928
MATCH USED FOOTBALL BOOTS
A pair of football boots match worn by Argentine football
player Guillermo Stábile during the 1928-1930 era.
Size 11. Stábile was the top scorer at the 1930 FIFA World
Cup. The boots are from the collection of Stábile's
grandson, Guillermo Barreira.
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$1,000-2,000

440

PEDRO ARISPE 1930 WORLD CUP PLAYER TROPHY
A 1930 FIFA World Cup player trophy engraved with Pedro Arispe’s name to the base plate
and the following inscription stamped into the presentation plate: “S.A.B.U. 1930
(S.A. Broncerias Unidas).”
11 5/8 by 7 3/8 by 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Pedro Arispe’s Family

$10,000-20,000
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441

1930 FIFA WORLD CUP PARTICIPATION MEDALS;
GOLD, SILVER, BRONZE AND COPPER
1930 FIFA World Cup Participation Medals; Copper, Bronze, Silver and Gold. Offered
are rare 1930 World Cup official medals. The copper and bronze medals were available
to the public. The silver medals were only given to players and officials and the gold
medals were the hardest to get, only given to players and VIP’s.

$800-1,200

442

1930 FIFA WORLD CUP ORIGINAL
MONOCHROME POSTER
Original 1930 World Cup poster. The image on the poster features
an Art Deco design by Uruguayan painter, designer and teacher
Guillermo Laborde depicting a stylized figure of a goalkeeper
making a save with the text “Campeonato/ Mundial/ de Football/
Uruguay/ Montevideo 1930/ 15 Julio Agosto 15” (World Football
Championship, Montevideo, Uruguay July 15-August 15, 1930).
The I is shown enlarged and prominent to emphasize the historical
fact that it is the First World Football Championship. The vivid
imagery enshrined in this most iconic of sports posters strikingly
reflects the creative imagination and the consummate skills of a
graphic artist at the height of his career. This iconic and historic
poster has come to be known as the ‘Laborde Affiche’. The poster
also carries the original blue stamp of the Comite Ejecutivo,
marked 1930.
Very few of these monochrome versions exist in this good a
condition today.
20 1/2 by 11 1/8 inches
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$800-1,200

443

1930 WORLD CUP GAME BALL USED - 1ST EVER WORLD CUP URUGUAY VS PERU
This is the ball used in the first match following the Official World Cup Opening Ceremony of the first World Cup in
1930. The match was between Peru and host nation Uruguay on July 18. The match was a scoreless tie until the 65th
minute when Hector Castro scored the game’s only goal, leading Uruguay to a 1-nil victory. Uruguay went on to win
the inaugural World Cup, defeating Argentina 4-2.
World Cup match used balls represent the spirit of the sport, and are highly sought after by football museums and
specialized collectors. The ball comes with a Letter of Authenticity straight from the Republica Oriental Del Uruguay.
This property comes from a Rony Almeida collection.
This property comes from the Rony Almeida collection.

$20,000-40,000
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444

1930 BERT PATENAUDE SIGNED U.S. MEN’S NATIONAL TEAM PHOTO
This is the only photograph U.S. Soccer legend Bert Patenaude signed during the 1930 World Cup. Patenaude led the
Americans to their greatest finish in World Cup history, finishing 3rd. Patenaude is credited by FIFA as being the first
person ever to record a hat trick in World Cup play, scoring three goals in a win vs Paraguay in that same tournament. It
took 80 years for an American to surpass his World Cup career goal total, with Landon Donovan supplanting him.
The photo was taken prior to the semifinal match vs Argentina at the Centenario Stadium in Montevideo, Uruguay, on July
26, 1930. This item comes with Certificate of Authenticity from Republica Oriental Del Ururguay.
3 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
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$10,000-20,000

445

1930 WORLD CUP PARTICIPANT MEDAL AND
LIMITED EDITION ALBUM
A bronze 1930 FIFA World Cup participant medal featuring the Tower of Homage at
Estadio Centenario. The back of the medal is inscribed “A.U. De 1er Campeonato
Mundial De Football Montevideo 1930.” Accompanying the coin is a limited edition
World Cup 1930: First World Football Championship album. This is a 2000 second
limited edition remake of the original 1930 book that contains a detailed report of the
very first World Cup played in July 1930 in Uruguay. One of only 3,000 produced and
in its original packaging.
Medal diameter, 1 1/8 inches / Album, 13 1/2 by 10 inches

$300-500

446

1950 BRAZIL VS. MEXICO WORLD CUP TICKET
A 1950 World Cup ticket, round 1, Brazil vs. Mexico.

$50-75

447

OBDULIO VARELA 1950 WORLD CUP PLAQUE
A plaque presented to the 1950 Uruguay national football team captain, Obdulio
Varela, for the team’s upset victory over Brazil in the 1950 FIFA World Cup.
8 1/4 by 12 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of the Obdulio Varela family

$1,000-1,200

448

ROQUE MÁSPOLI 1954 WORLD CUP TELEGRAMS
A pair of original telegrams addressed to Roque Máspoli concerning 1954 World
Cup matches in Switzerland.

$50-75
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449

PELÉ 1958 FIFA WORLD CUP MATCH WORN JERSEY WITH CBD DIRECTOR PROVENANCE
Pelé 1958 FIFA World Cup match worn jersey. Offered is a truly unique and amazing piece of history, as the greatest footballer of all-time wore this shirt
during the first World Cup championship run for the Brazil side. Pelé was only 17 years of age when he graced the world with his presence on the pitch in
the 1958 World Cup. Pelé is the youngest goal-scorer in World Cup history, scoring during this tournament. Amazingly, he picked up a hat trick during the
semi final versus France, and then scored two more goals in the final versus Sweden. In total, he scored six goals during the tournament. Not bad for a
17-year-old.
During that spectacular run of goals and winning, Pelé wore this jersey. The front of the jersey has the Brazilian crest on the left breast, with the green trim
on the sleeves and numbers on the back. The original Superball and Ceppo tags inside the collar have been stitched on. A light table examination shows
that all lettering and tagging is original without alteration or contrivance.
The shirt is accompanied with a notarized letter from the consignor, who is the grandson of long-time Brazilian Confederation Director and owner of
Superball manufacturer, Dr. Edgard Leite de Castro. Superball was the official manufacturer for all Brazilian jerseys used in the 1958 FIFA World Cup. In the
letter, the consignor details the close friendship between his grandfather, the CBD Director, and Joáo Havelange, the former President of the CBD, and
how this shirt was gifted to Leite de Castro.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Dr. Edgard Leite de Castro, the former director at the CBD.
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$20,000-30,000
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450

PELÉ 1958 FIFA WORLD CUP REPLICA JERSEY DISPLAY
WITH SIGNATURE
Pelé 1958 FIFA World Cup replica jersey display with signature. Offered is a look into the first
World Cup Brazil and Pelé ever won, back in 1958 vs Sweden. Because Brazil and Sweden share
colors, the Brazilian side was forced to wear blue uniforms. They ultimately defeated Sweden 5-2,
marking the beginning of a dynasty. A black and white photograph from the 1958 World Cup final
of Pelé playing the ball is encased, above his cut signature.

$400-600

451

PELÉ 1958 WORLD CUP FINAL SIGNED
REPRODUCTION FOOTBALL (PSA)
Pelé 1958 FIFA World Cup Final signed reproduction football. Pelé
hand signed this reproduction football of the 1958 FIFA World Cup
Final won by Brazil, 5-2 over Sweden. This was Pelé’s first of three
world cup championships. Pelé signed the ball with silver marker
and comes with PSA/DNA Authentication.

$600-800

453

1958 WORLD CUP PROGRAM
A 1958 world cup program is a great piece of history to own.
The 1958 World Cup took place in Sweden from June 8th
through June 29th, and saw the host country lose the finals to
Brazil, 5-2. It was Brazil’s first World Cup Championship and
was the first time the world set their eyes on a 17-year old Pelé.
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$200-400

452

PELÉ 1958 WORLD CUP SIGNED FOOTBALL
A reproduction of the football used in the 1958 World Cup is signed
“E.A. Nascimento,” which stands for Pelé’ s given birth name, Edson
Arantes do Nascimento. The ball is in excellent shape and is all white
with a 9 inch diameter. A PSA Authentication sticker is attached to the
ball.

$400-600

454

BRAZIL 45 YEARS COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL
A Brazilian Football Confederation (Confederação Brasileira de Futebol) medal
presented to players and staff to commemorate 45 years of the 1970 FIFA World Cup.
The obverse of the medal features the CBF logo with five stars above and “Brazil”
underneath. The reverse of the medal features the text “Tricampeã Mundial de Futebol
45 Anos” and the following dates “03/06/70 Bra 4:1 TCH/ 07/06/70 BRA 1:0 ING;
10/06/70 BRA 3:2 ROM; 14/06/70 BRA 4:2 PER; 17/06/70 BRA 3:1 URU; 21/06/70 BRA
4:1 ITA/ 1970-2015.” The medal hangs from a green and yellow ribbon.

$50-75

455

GARRINCHA 1962 FIFA WORLD
CUP MINI TROPHY
A 1962 mini trophy from Garrincha’s personal
collection. Accompanied by a letter of authenticity
signed by Garrincha's daughter.

$200-400

456

SILVIO MARZOLINI ARGENTINA NATIONAL TEAM
1962 WORLD CUP PARTICIPANT MEDAL
A 1962 FIFA World Cup Chile participant medal presented to Argentina national team
player Silvio Marzolini. He also played for Argentina in the 1966 FIFA World Cup. The
medal features an image of Carlos Dittborn, a Chilean football administrator who was
head of the 1962 World Cup organizing committee in his home country.
Box, 2 3/4 by 3 1/4 inches; diameter, 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Juan Carlos Marenda

$100-200
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457

CBF (BRAZIL) 50 YEARS OF
FOUNDATION 1964 AWARD
An award given by the Venezuelan Football Federation to the
Brazilian Sports Confederation as a tribute to 50 years of
foundation.

$50-75

458

PELÉ 1965 GAME WORN AND AUTOGRAPHED
JERSEY
A 1965 Brazil national football team jersey match worn and signed by Pelé
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 326, “Traditional Sports and World Cup
Memorabilia,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 4101, June 27, 2006
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$3,000-5,000

459

1966 WORLD CUP PROGRAM
An original souvenir program for the 1966 FIFA World
Cup in England. The tournament took place from July
11th through July 30th and saw the host nation defeat
West Germany 4-2. It remains England’s only World
Cup title to this day.
9 1/8 by 7 inches

$200-300

460

BELFORT DUARTE AWARD MEDAL ISSUED BY
THE BRAZILIAN NATIONAL SPORTS COUNCIL
Belfort Duarte Award medals issued by the Brazilian National Sports Council.
Named after the early 20th century Brazilian defender João Evangelista Belfort
Duarte, the medal was issued for the first time in 1946 to acknowledge soccer
players who completed 10 years of play without receiving a red card. Belfort
Duarte was known as a gentleman of the game, having admitted to a referee
that he committed a foul in the penalty box during a game. One medal in this
lot is attached to a green and yellow ribbon, while the other circular gold
medal has no attachments. A high relief etching on the front of the medal
attached to the ribbon reads “Belfort Duarte / Exemplar Disciplina” around a
soccer ball. The back of the medal features an enameled CBF crest and a high
relief etching of “Confederação Brasileira de Futebol / Brasil”. This medal
comes in a blue presentation box.

$400-600

461

KO JACK MINIATURE JULES RIMET TROPHY
1970 WORLD CUP
A miniature metal version of the Jules Rimet Trophy presented to KO Jack
(Brazil National team former masseur). The trophy consists of an octagonal
cup supported by a winged figure representing Nike, the ancient Greek
goddess of victory.

$800-1,200
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462

KO JACK WINNER’S STAFF MEDAL 1970 WORLD CUP
A Jules Rimet staff winner’s medal originally presented to Brazilian Football Confederation masseur
Abilio José da Silva, the “KO Jack”. The medal features a stunning high-relief etching of the Greek
goddess on the front, with “F.I.F.A.” and two soccer balls etched around the centerpiece. The reverse
side of the metal is etched in high-relief with “Campeonato Mundial De Futbol Copa Jules Rimet”
and “Mexico 70” around a high-relief etching of a laurel wreath.
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$6,000-8,000

463

BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM PAIR OF ARMBANDS
A pair of Brazil National team armbands. The first is a yellow armband and
features the text “ FIFA My Game Is Fair Play.” The second is a blue armband and
features the “CBF” logo.

$300-500

464

1970 WORLD CUP GROUP OF
THREE TICKETS
A group of three tickets from the 1970 World Cup
including three matches of the 1/8 Final.

$400-600

465

OFFICIAL SOUTH AMERICAN
FOOTBALL CONFEDERATION FLAG
An official South American Football Confederation flag that
belonged the Brazilian Football Confederation
headquarters.

$400-600
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466

1970 BRAZILIAN NATIONAL
TEAM OFFICIAL CBF PHOTO
An official Brazil national team photo of the match
between Brazil and Seleção Amazonense on April 5,
1970. The photograph belonged to the Brazilian
Football Confederation.

$50-75

467

PELÉ SIGNED FIFA WORLD CUP
JULES RIMET REPLICA TROPHY
ENCASED DISPLAY (JSA)
Pelé signed FIFA World Cup Jules Rimet replica trophy
encased display. This beautiful replica trophy is signed by
the greatest of all-time, Pelé, on the front facing center.
Behind the trophy in the case is a photograph of Pelé
playing for the Brazilian national team.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot
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$800-1,200

468

1970 FIFA WORLD CUP WINNER’S GOLD MEDAL
AWAREDED TO MARCO ANTONIO FELICIANO
(PLAYER LETTER OF PROVENANCE)
1970 FIFA World Cup Winner’s Gold Medal awarded to Marco Antonio Feliciano.
Brazil won the 1970 World Cup, which was the 3rd title for the nation in the last four
World Cups. Number 6, Marco Antonio, played for Brazil during the 1970 World
Cup as left back and earned his place in history along with one of the greatest
teams ever assembled. He is a five-time winner of Campeonato Carioca and also
received the “Brazilian Silver Ball” in 1975 and 1976. The medal is housed inside a
black, velvet case. Accompanying this lot is a Certificate of Authenticity signed by
Marco Antonio, along with a photograph of him holding the medal alongside with
the document.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Marco Antonio

$8,000-12,000
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469

PELÉ AND MARADONA SIGNED JERSEYS DISPLAY (JSA)
Pelé and Diego Maradona signed jersey display. A framed display of signed jerseys from Pelé and
Maradona, arguably the two greatest players to ever play the beautiful game. Both athletes signed their
names beneath their number “10” in black marker. Beneath each jersey sits an official World Cup Program
from the 1970 and 1986 World Cups respectively. Pelé won his third and final World Cup in 1970 with
Brazil. Meanwhile, Maradona captained and led Argentina to World Cup gold in 1986. Framed 43’ x 57’’.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot
43 by 57 inches
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$2,000-3,000

470

LIONEL MESSI SIGNED AND
FRAMED FC BARCELONA
JERSEY
Lionel Messi signed and framed FC Barcelona jersey.
Offered here is the classic FC Barcelona striped Lionel
Messi jersey, hand signed by the one and only. Messi is
easily considered one of the all-time greats, being the
only six-time winner of the Ballon d’Or Award. He
helped FC Barcelona win 10 La Liga titles and four
UEFA Champions League championships during his
illustrious career. The La Liga patch is stitched onto the
right sleeve, with beko underlined on the left. Messi
signed up the “1” in black marker. The property is
accompanied with a Beckett Authentication sticker
affixed to the jersey, as well as the card on the back of
the frame. Framed 38’’ x 34’’.
38 by 34 inches

$600-800

471

PELÉ SIGNED BOOT AND
MARADONA SIGNED BOOT (JSA)
Lot of Pelé signed boot and Diego Maradona signed boot. Considered two of the
greatest players to ever play soccer, Brazilian superstar Pelé and Argentinian legend
Maradona each signed a soccer boot. Pelé signed the size 8 black Puma across the white
stripe with black marker. Maradona signed the beautiful blue fade size 10 Puma boot in
silver marker with his number “10” written beneath it.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

$800-1,200
287
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1970 WORLD CUP FINAL GOALSCORERS SIGNED BRAZIL JERSEY
A framed, Athleta brand replica of the 1970 Brazil national football team jersey that the team wore when it won its
third World Cup, signed in black marker by Pelé and his teammates Gerson, Jairzinho, and Carlos Alberto, each of
whom scored a goal to win the final match. Stitched on the front upper left of the jersey is the emblem of the
Confederação Brasileira de Desportos [CBD, Brazilian Sports Confederation], as the Brazilian Football
Confederation was known in 1970. Stitched in the center of the jersey is “Brazil 4-1 Italy; Mexico 1970 World Cup
final; June 21 1970.” Also included in the frame is a color image of the 1970 Brazil national football team.
Accompanied by a JSA Letter of Authenticity.
Framed, 31 1/2 by 37 1/2 inches

$400-600

473

TWO PELÉ SIGNED PRINTS 1,000TH CAREER GOAL & FAMOUS BICYCLE KICK GOAL
One is a framed print of a black and white photograph originally taken after Pelé scored the 1,000th goal of his career on November 19, 1969.
The photograph depicts Pele standing with a group of footballs positioned to read the number “1,000.” Pelé has signed the bottom border of
the photograph in silver marker. The other is a framed print of a black and white photograph featuring Pelé’s famous bicycle kick. The image
was originally captured in a game against Belgium in 1968. Pelé signed his name in black marker underneath his left foot. Both frames are
accompanied by JSA Letters of Authenticity.
Framed, 24 1/2 by 21 inches (1,000th goal) and Framed 24 by 20 1/2 inches (bicycle kick)
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$200-300

474

PELÉ SIGNED 1970 WORLD CUP FINAL
GOALSCORERS BRAZIL JERSEY (JSA)
An Athleta brand replica of the 1970 Brazil national football team jersey after the
team won its third World Cup, signed in black marker by Pelé and his
teammates Gerson, Jairzinho and Carlos Alberto, who scored the four goals to
win the final match. Stitched on the front upper left of the jersey is the
Confederação Brasileira de Desportos (CBD, Brazilian Sports Confederation)
emblem, as the Brazilian Football Confederation was known in 1970, and three
green stars signifying Brazil’s three World Cup championships. To the center is
“Brazil 4-1 Italy, Mexico 1970 World Cup final, June 21 1970.”
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

$400-600

475

1971 PELÉ BRAZIL FAREWELL
MATCH TICKET
A ticket to Pelé’s farewell match as a player on the
Brazil national football team. The match ended in a
2-2 draw.

$800-1,200
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PELÉ BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 1971 MATCH WORN AND SIGNED JERSEY
An Athleta brand Brazil national football team jersey game worn by Pelé in 1971 and signed by him. The “Edson = Pelé”
signature is considerably faded. Embroidered into the front upper left of the jersey is the Brazilian Football Confederation
[Confederação Brasileira de Futebol, or CBF] crest. The three stars about the crest symbolize, to that point, Brazil’s three World
Cup victories in 1958, 1962 and 1970. Stitched into the back of the jersey is Pelé’s iconic uniform number “10” in green tackle
twill numbering. Stitched into the interior collar of the jersey is an Athleta manufacturer’s tag. Brazil won the 1970 World Cup
on June 21, 1970, and Pelé played his last game for the Brazil national football team on July 18, 1971. The jersey is
accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from Prorrogação Comércio de Artigos Esportivos LTDA stating it was worn and
signed by Pelé in 1971.
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$3,000-5,000

477

1972 PELÉ SANTOS FC GAME
WORN JERSEY
An Athleta brand Santos FC jersey game worn by Pelé
during the 1972 season. Size Regular.

$1,500-2,500

478

1973 GARRINCHA FAREWELL
MATCH TICKET
A ticket from Garrincha’s farewell match on December 19,
1973, between a FIFA World team and Brazil at Maracanã
Stadium in Rio de Janeiro.

$400-600
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1974 FIFA WORLD CUP NETHERLANDS SILVER MEDAL RENE VAN
DE KERKHOF PLAYER PROVENANCE
1974 FIFA World Cup Netherlands Silver Medal with Rene Van De Kerkhof player provenance. Offered is an
extremely rare medal and an extremely rare circumstance where you have the actual player provenance of the
medal.
The 1974 Netherlands national football team is considered not only one of the greatest teams ever assembled,
but also one of maybe a couple teams credited with changing the way the game is played. Football was played
differently before the 1974 Dutch team. The Dutch manager, Rinus Michels, developed a philosophy and playing
style called “Total Football.” Under this philosophy, players had position titles in name only. Dutch captain, Johan
Cruyff, was a striker, but in name only. Cruyff and the rest of the squad would change positions during play and
tactically move around the pitch, playing whatever position the situation deemed needed. Sure, the Dutch team
was loaded with talent, but the way in which they played the beautiful game transcended the sport and is
represented in the game you see today all around the world.
Netherlands lost the 1974 World Cup final to West Germany, 2-1, despite recording the earliest goal in World
Cup Final history when Johan Neeskens scored in the 2nd minute of play. This medal is probably the only World
Cup silver medal that has more value than the gold medal. The medal sits inside its original Bertoni S.R.L. Milano
case.
Accompanying this lot is a Letter of Authenticity from Dutch player Rene Van De Kerkhof, with his signature and
photos of him holding the medal.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Dutch player Rene Van De Kerkhof
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$10,000-20,000

480

JOHAN CRUYFF FC BARCELONA
MATCH WORN AND SIGNED JERSEY
A Mont-hall brand long-sleeve Barcelona FC jersey match
worn by legendary Dutch football player Johan Cruyff and
signed by him on the back of the jersey below his uniform
number 9 in black marker. Cruyff played for Barcelona from
1973-1978. The jersey is accompanied by a letter of
authenticity from JSA.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Real Madrid keeper
Mariano Garcia Remon

$2,000-3,000

481

GEOFF HURST, GEORGE BEST AND DENIS LAW SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH; DAVID SADLER BLACK AND WHITE SIGNED
PHOTOGRAPH
Following a Manchester United vs West Ham United match, George Best, Denis Law and Geoff
Hurst signed this color photograph capturing amazing imagery and emotion in the players’ faces.
Also included in this lot is a black and white signed photograph of David Sadler in a suit and tie
getting into his car. Sadler wrote “Best Wishes, David Sadler.”
8 by 12 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 196 & 282: Football Memorabilia - Christie’s, 85 Old Brompton Road, London
SW7 3LD, United Kingdom, March 29, 2006

$400-600

482

1974 FIFA WORLD CUP MATCH USED BALL
An Adidas brand Telestar game used football during the 1974 FIFA
World Cup. The balls reads “Official World Cup 1974” twice on the ball.

$3,000-5,000
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483

GROUP OF CENTRAL
AMERICA PENNANTS
A group of four Central American football
pennants.

$50-75

484

DIEGO MARADONA 1977 SOUTH AMERICAN
UNDER-20 CHAMPIONSHIP MEDAL
A medal from the 1977 South American Under-20 Championship governing body
in Caracas, Venezuela, given to Diego Maradona by the Uruguay national team
kitman.
Diameter, 2 1/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Julio Olarticoechea

$800-1,200

485

PEDRO PASCULLI 1977 MATCH WORN
JERSEY
A 1977 Colón de Santa Fe jersey match worn by Pedro Pablo Pasculli.
Pasculli played for Colón from 1977 to 1980. He was on the
Argentina national football team from 1984 to 1987, including
Argentina’s 1986 World Cup championship team. Pasculli gave the
jersey to Juan Carlos Marenda.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Juan Carlos Marenda

$300-500

486

PELÉ SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
HUGGING MUHAMMAD ALI AFTER
FINAL GAME
A large black and white image of Pelé embracing Muhammad
Ali and kissing him on the cheek at Pelé’s final professional
football game as a member of the New York Cosmos. The
game took place at Giants Stadium in East Rutherford, New
Jersey, on October 1, 1977. Pelé presented Ali with a game
ball used in the match. The photograph is signed by Pelé in
silver marker. The property is accompanied by a certificate of
authenticity from PSA/DNA.
14 by 11 inches
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$500-700

487

DIEGO MARADONA MATCH WORN JERSEY SCORING FIRST GOAL FOR
ARGENTINA
This framed Argentinian National Team jersey was worn by Diego Maradona during the game he scored his first goal for
Argentina. The match took place in a youth friendly on April 8th, 1977 versus Cipoletti at Rio Negro, Argentina. Maradona
would go on to score 57 career goals for Argentina. The shirt is long sleeved, with a V-neck collar and a printed Argentina
badge in the top corner. Beneath the jersey are two photos of the Argentinian National Team and a detailed card refencing
the authentication from Sotheby’s and The Football Museum. It is accompanied with Letters of Authentication.

$10,000-20,000
295
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489

A copy of the official report from World Cup 1978 that
belonged to the Brazilian Football Confederation.

A Holland pennant commemorating the Cannes
International Tournament, held March 20-28, 1978.

$50-75

$50-75

1978 WORLD CUP OFFICIAL
REPORT COPY

CANNES HOLLAN 1978
TOURNAMENT PENNANT

490

PELÉ SIGNED BRAZIL
NATIONAL TEAM SHIRT
All-time great Pelé signed this No. 10 Brazil
National team shirt. The signature sits
beautifully on the green numbering on the
back of the shirt. The property comes with a
Beckett Certificate of Authentication.
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$400-600

491

1978 WORLD CUP RUNNER’S UP SILVER MEDAL AWARDED TO WIM RIJSBERGEN
An original 1978 FIFA World Cup XI Copa Mundial de la Fifa Argentina, 1978 silver medal awarded to Wilhelmus “Wim” Rijsbergen of Holland.
Created by Bertoni of Milan and stamped 925. Accompanied by original leather case and by a certificate of authenticity signed by technical
coordinator Marcos Teixeira.
Diameter, 1 3/8 inches

$8,000-12,000

492

GERRY ARMSTRONG 1979
NORTHERN IRELAND
NATIONAL TEAM MATCH
WORN JERSEY
An Adidas brand Northern Ireland national football
team jersey match worn by Gerry Armstrong in the
Northern Ireland versus England British Home
Championship match played at Belfast, Northern
Ireland, on May 19, 1979. England won the match
2-0. As a member of Northern Ireland’s 1982 FIFA
World Cup team, Armstrong was the highest
scoring player from the United Kingdom.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of
Juan Carlos Marenda

$400-600
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1979 PANINI CALCIATORI DIEGO
MARADONA ROOKIE CARD #312 PSA
MINT 9 (ONLY 1 EVER GRADED HIGHER)
1979 Panini Calciatori Diego Maradona Rookie Card #312 PSA Mint 9.
The trading card business has been exploding recently, and the value of
soccer trading cards have seen the biggest breakouts relatively
speaking. Until recently, there was not nearly as much value in trading
cards for this sport. However, after the only ever higher-graded PSA
Maradona #312 rookie card sold for half a million dollars, the industry
has been a buzz. This rookie has a PSA Mint 9 grade, seeing that it is
slightly off center. This is a remarkable piece of history and look into one
of the greatest players of the beautiful game, making this potentially
one of the biggest investments in the business.
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$10,000-20,000

494

DIEGO MARADONA 1980 COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL
A medal presented to Argentina national football team player Diego Maradona in 1980 for his
participation in the Argentina team’s 1980 tour of Europe. The medal commemorates the friendly
matches Argentina played against England on May 13, 1980; Republic of Ireland on May 16, 1980; and
Austria on May 21, 1980.
Diameter, 2 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Juan Carlos Marenda

$100-200

495

1980 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP GOLD MEDAL
An official European Championship Football Championnat D’Europe de Football gold winners
medal from the 1980 Final held in Rome, 22 June. The medal was issued to the West Germany
players beating Belgium in the Final. Weight 16 grams in original case. The Germany Team was
composed of: Schumacher, Briegel, Förster, Dietz, Schuster, Rummenigge, Hrubesch, Müller,
Allofs, Stielike, Kaltz.
Diameter, 1 1/4 inches

$4,000-6,000
299
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496

SÓCRATES BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1982 SEASON
A Topper brand Brazil national team football jersey game
worn by Sócrates during the 1982 season. Size 12.

$800-1,200

497

MICHEL PLATINI EARLY 1980'S MATCH WORN
FRENCH NATIONAL TEAM JERSEY (SIA)
Offered here is a historic jersey worn by the French legend, Michel Platini. Platini wore this
jersey in at least one match during the early 1980's playing for the French National football
team. A letter of game worn authenticity from Sports Investors Authentication accompanies
this lot.

$3,000-5,000

498

1982 FIFA WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
ENGLAND VS. SWITZERLAND
OFFICIAL PROGRAM
An England vs. Switzerland vintage program from World
Cup Qualifying, Group IV, Wembley Stadium, November
19, 1980.
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$50-75

499

1982 WORLD CUP MATCH USED BALL
A 1982 World Cup game used football. This World Cup used
the Adidas Tango Espana match ball which was similar to its
predecessor, the Tango with polyurethane coating. However, it
also had new and improved rubberized seams and was the
last leather ball used in a World Cup. The 1982 World Cup
was played in Spain between June 13th and July 11th. Italy
defeated West Germany in the final, 3-1.

$2,000-3,000

500

JUANITO REAL MADRID 1983 MATCH
WORN JERSEY
An Adidas brand Real Madrid jersey match worn by Juan Gómez
González, known as Juanito, during the 1983 season. In his first season
with Real Madrid in 1977, he scored ten goals. He helped the team to five
league titles, two Spanish Cups and two UEFA Cups. He was killed in a car
accident in 1992 at the age of 37. The front upper left of the jersey features
the Real Madrid logo. At the center is the sponsor logo for Zanussi, the
first-time Zanussi appeared on the Real Madrid jersey as a main sponsor.
Applied to the back of the jersey is Juanito’s number 7 in lavender
numbering. The jersey is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from
Prorrogação Comércio de Artigos Esportivos LTDA.

$300-500
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501

DIEGO MARADONA 1983-1984 SEASON MATCH WORN F.C. BARCELONA SHIRT
Diego Maradona 1983-1984 season match worn F.C. Barcelona shirt. In his final season with the storied club from Catalonia,
Maradona left an indelible mark. He scored 15 goals in 23 appearances, but dealt with nagging injuries including a broken ankle in
September of 1983. After his return to the pitch, in the 1984 Cope del Rey final, Maradona would be involved in one of the craziest
moments any football fan has ever seen. After being on the receiving end of many hard tackles and being taunted by many of
Bilbao’s players, Maradona eventually stood up, got into a shouting match and head-butted Miguel Sola, elbowed another Bilbao
player in the head and kneed another opponent in the head, knocking him unconscious. This set off a chain reaction leading to an all
out brawl on the field between the teams. The incident ultimately sealed the fate of Maradona in a Barcelona uniform. Maradona
transferred to Napoli of Serie A shortly thereafter.
The F.C. Barcelona shirt has the club crest on the left breast, with the original “Meyba Homologat FC Barcelona” tag inside the neck.
The jersey offered exemplifies heavy wear particularly on the back of the jersey and is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity
from Marcos Teixeira, the former CBF Technical Coordinator.
PROVENANCE From the collection of long-time technical coordinator of the CBF, Marcos Moura Teixeira.

$6,000-8,000

502

TWO CHILE VS. BRAZIL 1984
PRE-OLYMPIC GAMES PENNANTS
Two pennants commemorating the Pre-Olympic Games match
between Brazil and Chile on February 19, 1984.
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$300-500

503

1983-1984 DIEGO MARADONA WORN AND SIGNED
BOOTS FROM F.C. BARCELONA
The late Diego Maradona hand-signed these boots that he wore during the 1983-1984
season while playing for F.C. Barcelona. During that season, Maradona helped F.C.
Barcelona win Copa del Rey and on June 26, 1983 he became the first visiting Barcelona
player to be applauded by Real Madrid fans after scoring and helping Barcelona defeat
their rivals.
Maradona gifted the boots to the son of a club worker, who transferred them to the
Association of Collectors of F.C. Barcelona. He signed the boots in black ink over white
stripes, listing his number 10 beneath his name. Along with the boots is a Certificate of
Authenticity from Republica Oriental Del Uruguay.

$40,000-60,000
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504

DAVID BECKHAM, ALEX FERGUSON, MICHAEL OWEN, IAN WRIGHT AND PAUL
GASCOIGNE SIGNED PHOTOGRAPHS
The items include a total of six signed photographs. Three of the photos are signed by David Beckham (two of which are a duplicate),
there are single photos signed by Alex Ferguson and Michael Owen, and a photo signed by Ian Wright and Paul Gascoigne.
8 by 12 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 205: Sale 4100 Football Memorabilia - Christie’s, 85 Old Brompton Road, London SW7 3LD, United Kingdom,
March 30, 2006

$400-600

505

DIEGO MARADONA SIGNED NAPOLI JERSEY
(JSA)
A 1984 short-sleeved Napoli jersey signed by legendary football player Diego
Maradona. The jersey features Maradonas signed name and jersey number
(10) in black marker on the lower front. To the front is a Napoli logo to the
upper left and an Italian flag to the upper right. Applied to the back of the
jersey are Maradona and his number 10 in white lettering and numbering.
Size M. Accompanied by a Sports UK certificate of authenticity.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

$400-600

506

ZICO BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY 1986
WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Topper brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by Zico
during the 1986 World Cup Qualifiers. Size 10.
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$1,000-2,000

507

1986 URUGUAY NATIONAL TEAM
SECOND PLACE MEDAL
A medal presented to the Uruguay national football team for its second place
finish in a tournament held in 1986 in Qatar.
Diameter, 2 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Juan Carlos Marenda

$50-75

508

1986 WORLD CUP ZICO BRAZIL NATIONAL
TEAM MATCH WORN JERSEY
A Topper brand Brazil national football team jersey worn by Brazilian
football legend Zico during the 1986 World Cup. The jersey features
the Brazilian Football Confederation (CBF) crest applied to the top left,
with three stars above representing three of Brazil’s World Cup
victories in 1958, 1962, and 1970. Brazil would win the World Cup in
1986 and in 1994 for a still unprecedented fifth time. Applied to the
back of the jersey is Zico’s uniform number 10 in green numbering.
Accompanying the jersey is a certificate of authenticity from
Prorrogação Comércio de Artigos Esportivos LTDA. Size 12.

$800-1,200

509

MARIANO GARCÍA REMÓN MATCH
WORN AND SIGNED REAL MADRID
JERSEY
An Adidas brand long-sleeve Real Madrid jersey match worn by
Mariano García Remón during the 1980s and signed by him on the
front of the jersey in black marker. Including his youth career, he spent
20 years with Real Madrid, from 1966-1986. The jersey features Real
Madrid’s first-time sponsor, Zanussi. It is accompanied by a signed
letter from García Remón stating “I certify that the Real Madrid jersey
with the number 1 was used by me in a game in the 80s and comes
from my private collection of shirts that were given to me by other
players.” Size M.

$300-500

510

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 1986 GAME
WORN JERSEY
An Admiral brand United Arab Emirates national football team jersey
worn during the 1986 season. Size L.

$400-600
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1986-1987 DIEGO MARADONA AND
NAPOLI TEAM SIGNED ADIDAS TANGO
SERIE A SCUDETTO CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME USED BALL (JSA)
1986-1987 Diego Maradona and Napoli team signed Adidas Tango
Serie A Scudetto Championship Game Ball. Following the contentious
exit from FC Barcelona, it took only three seasons for the legend,
Diego Maradona, to end the 61-year drought for Naples as they took
home the Scudetto winning Serie A for the first time in club history.
The league had long been dominated by northern Italian rivals
Juventus, AC Milan and Inter, but in the 1986-1987 season, that all
changed. Maradona helped transform the play on the field as well as
the culture of the organization. Coming off World Cup glory for his
home nation Argentina in 1986, Maradona kept right on and led
Napoli with 10 goals that season. Following a 1-1 draw with Fiorentina
on May 10th, 1987, SC Napoli had finally clinched Serie A. They
finished three points ahead of Juventus and actually finished off the
domestic double, winning their first Scudetto and their third Coppa
Italia. This ball encapsulates that joy, emotion and history that makes
for a spectacular collector’s item. The match used ball is from Match
Day 14, when Maradona scored his team’s only goal in a 3-1 defeat to
Fiorentina at Stadio Comunale in Firenze on January 4th, 1987. The
ball is signed by Maradona, Tebaldo Bigliardi, Giuseppe Bruscolotti,
Luigi Caffarelli, Fernando De Napoli, Ciro Ferrara, Moreno Ferrario,
Claudio Garella, Bruno Giordano, Pietro Punzone, Alessandro Renica,
and Luciano Sola; and presented to the manager of the Centro
Sportivo San Filippo in Brescia.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot
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$30,000-50,000

512

RENE HIGUITA COMMEMORATIVE
WORN JERSEY
A Kappa brand Brazil club team football jersey game worn by
Rene Higuita during a commemorative match. Size XL.

$400-600
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513

DIEGO MARADONA PHOTO-MATCHED 1990 WORLD CUP MATCH WORN JERSEY VS BRAZIL WITH PHOTO
This is the actual jersey that legend Diego Maradona wore for Argentina during the 1990 World Cup match vs arch rival Brazil. The Argentinians entered the
1990 World Cup looking to become back to back championships, as they had won the 1986 World Cup. In the Round of 16, Argentina and Brazil squared off.
The game was scoreless deep into the 2nd half when Maradona ran through the Brazilian defense and found Claudia Caniggia for the game's only goal.
Maradona took on three defenders and played the ball perfectly through a defenders legs, hitting Caniggia open in the middle of the pitch. Argentina went
on to beat Yugoslavia in the quarterfinals and host nation Italy in the semifinals. However, they fell to West Germany 1-0 in the World Cup Final.
Attached are images of Maradona from that Round of 16 match, as well as zoomed in images comparing the two jerseys with arrows. Although the jersey
now exhibits severe fading, if you look closely you can see that the three blue stripes come up the sleeve and hit the seam, with the 3rd stripe hitting directly
in the center where all three garment panels (sleeve, jersey front, and jersey back) come together. In addition, the jersey's primary blue stripes, meeting at the
shoulder seam from the front and back, are misaligned. The blue stripe coming up the back of the jersey is offset approximately one half inch from where the
blue stripe on the front panel hits.
According to then-President of Argentine Football Association (A.F.A.) Julio Grondona, five size 3 jerseys and five size 4 Maradona jerseys were brought to
Italy, but because of the size, only the size 4's were used in competition, to which this is one of five. The jersey was examined by the experts of the Legends
Museum of Buenos Aires in Argentina, and comes with Certificate of Authenticity from the Republica Oriental Del Uruguay. Adidas brand label: Size 4
Accompanied by a copy of a signed affidavit from the current owner.
NOTE: stripes exhibit severe fading due to UV exposure from sunlight
PROVENANCE Obtained by the current owner from the former President of The Argentine Soccer Association, Julio Grandoa
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$40,000-60,000
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514

CHILE VS. BRAZIL 1991 COPA
AMERICA PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the 1991 Copa America match
between Brazil and Chile on July 21, 1991.

$400-600

515

JULIO OLARTICOECHEA COACH
ACCREDIDATIONS
A set of two coach accreditations for Julio Olarticoechea.
4 3/8 by 7 inches
PROVENANCE Property from the Collection of
Julio Olarticoechea

$50-75

516

RIVALDO MOGI MIRIM GAME
WORN JERSEY 1992 SEASON
A Topper brand Mogi Mirim club team game worn jersey by
Rivaldo during the 1992 Paulista Championship. Size XL.

$600-800

517

1992 CONMEBOL AWARD
A 1992 CONMEBOL (Confederación Sudamericana de Fútbol) award
presented to the Brazilian Football Confederation (Confederação
Brasileira de Futebol) for participation in the first South American Sub-23
tournament qualification for the Olympic Games in Barcelona ’92.
12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches
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$50-75

518

RONALDO CRUZEIRO GAME WORN
JERSEY 1993 SEASON
A Finta brand Cruzeiro club team football jersey game worn by
Ronaldo during the Brazilian Championship 1993 season. Size L.

$800-1,200

519

JUNIOR FLAMENGO GAME WORN
JERSEY 1993 SEASON
An Umbro brand Flamengo club team football jersey game
worn by Leovegildo Lins Gama Junior during the Brazilian
Championship 1993 season. Size 10.

$700-900

520

1993 MEXICO VS. BRAZIL FRIENDLY
MATCH PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the friendly match between Brazil and
Mexico on August 8, 1993.

$400-600
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521

CHILE VS. BRAZIL
1993 COPA
AMERICA
PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the
Copa America match between
Brazil and Chile on June 21, 1993.

$400-600

522

1993 MEXICO VS.
BRAZIL FRIENDLY
MATCH PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the
friendly match between Brazil and
Mexico on August 8, 1993.

$400-600

523

BRAZIL VS.
ECUADOR 1993
AWARD
An Ecuadorian Football
Federation Award presented to
the Brazilian Football
Confederation for the match
between Brazil and Ecuador by
the 1994 World Cup qualifier on
August 22, 1993.
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$50-75

524

DIEGO MARADONA MATCH WORN JERSEY OCTOBER 31, 1993 WORLD CUP
QUALIFIER AUSTRALIA VS ARGENTINA - PLAYER PROVENANCE
Diego Maradona match worn jersey - October 31, 1993 World Cup Qualifier Australia vs Argentina. The 1994 FIFA World Cup
CONMEBOL-OFC qualification play-off was a two-legged series of matches between Australia and Argentina. Australia was
hoping to qualify for the World Cup for the first time since 1974; meanwhile, Argentina found themselves in a play-off
qualification match for the first time in their history. This was also the first game back for Maradona to the Argentinian National
team following a long dispute with manager Alfio Basile.
The match would end in a 1-1 draw, with Argentina eventually winning on aggregate 2-1 following a 1-nil victory in the 2nd leg.
However, following this match, Maradona found himself so impressed with Robbie Slater of the Australian side, that he sought
him out after the game. Maradona let him know how impressed he was with his play. Shortly after in the tunnel, Maradona’s wife
Claudia, sought out and found Slater and asked for his shirt. Slater recognized, you aren’t going to say no to Maradona’s wife, so
he gave her his jersey and went into his locker room. A little later, the opposing manager knocked on their door and said that
Maradona wanted to see Slater. Slater walked a little way to the Argentinian locker room where he found Maradona waiting.
Maradona once again congratulated him and gave him his jersey that he wore during the match.
Slater has never washed the jersey, and it still has a scent to it that is unmistakable. A notarized letter from Robbie Slater detailing
the exact story accompanies this lot. You can also find many interviews and news articles providing insight on this exact moment
in football history.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Robbie Slater - gifted to Slater by Maradona

$20,000-40,000
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JOHN JENSEN MATCH WORN ARSENAL FC JERSEY
An Adidas brand Arsenal FC jersey worn by Danish footballer John Jensen during the
1992 preseason. Jensen was part of the 1992-1993 Arsenal team that won the FA Cup
and the 1993-1994 team that won the European Cup Winners’ Cup. On the Danish
national team during the 1992 UEFA European Football Championship, he scored the
opening goal in Denmark’s 2-0 victory over Germany in the final. Embroidered on the
front center of the jersey is the Arsenal logo. Stitched on the back of the jersey is
Jensen’s uniform number 17.

$200-300

526

RONALDO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 1994 WORLD CUP
An Umbro brand Brazil national team football jersey
game worn by Ronaldo (substitute player) during the
1994 World Cup. Size XL.

314

$4,000-6,000

527

NAKAYAMA JAPAN GAME WORN JERSEY 1994
WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
An Asics brand Japan national team football jersey game worn by Masashi
Nakayama during the 1994 World Cup Qualifiers. Size XO.

$400-600

528

PAUL CALIGIURI 1994 MULTI SIGNED AND GAME ISSUED
JERSEY
An Adidas brand United States Soccer Federation jersey multi signed and game issued to Paul
Caligiuri during the 1994 FIFA World Cup. The 1994 FIFA World Cup was played in the United States
from June 17 to July 17 and was the most financially successful in World Cup history. The jersey is
signed on the front in black marker by Caligiuri, Earnie Stewart, Cobi Jones, Marcelo Balboa and
others. Size S.

$500-700

529

ARIEL ORTEGA MATCH WORN ARGENTINA
NATIONAL TEAM JERSEY SIGNED BY TEAM
Ariel Ortega match worn and team signed Argentina National Team jersey. Following the
exit by Maradona from the Argentinian national football team, Ortega took up the #10.
A letter of authenticity from the son of former Brazil National Team equipment manager
accompanies this lot.

$600-800
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530

1994 FIFA WORLD CUP GOLD WINNER’S MEDAL
A 1994 FIFA World Cup gold winners medal awarded to a member of the champion Brazil national
football team. The 1994 FIFA World Cup took place in nine cities across the United States from June
17 to July 17, 1994. Brazil defeated Italy 3-2 in a penalty shootout after the game ended 0-0 in extra
time; it was the first World Cup final to be decided on penalties. Brazil subsequently became the first
nation to win four World Cup titles. The team went on to win an additional fifth title in 2002. One side
of the gold medal features a relief image of the World Cup trophy with an athletic figure with arms
outstretched in victory and the words “FIFA/World Cup.” The other side features the text “FIFA/World
Cup/USA/1994.” The medal hangs from a red, white and blue ribbon and is housed in a red velvet
case.
Medal, diameter, 2 inches; Case, 3 3/4 by 3 3/4 by 1 3/4 inches
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$50,000-70,000
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531

1994 WORLD CUP FINAL
TICKET AND PROGRAM
An original program for the 1994 FIFA
World Cup in the United States and
original ticket for the World Cup Final on
July 17, 1994 between Brazil and Italy at
the Rose Bowl Stadium in Pasadena,
California. Brazil defeated Italy 3-2 on
penalties after the game went scoreless
through regulation. It was Brazil’s 4th
World Cup title, surpassing Italy and
Germany for the most in history.
Program 10 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches

$400-600

532

1994 FIFA WORLD CUP
MATCH USED BALL
An Adidas brand game used football during
the 1994 FIFA World Cup. The ball reads
“Official match ball of the FIFA World Cup
1994.” The 1994 World Cup was hosted by
the United States and won by Brazil,
defeating Italy in penalties.
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$2,000-3,000

533

534

A pennant commemorating the friendly match between Brazil and
Colombia on December 20, 1995.

A biography of Julio Olarticoechea, El Vasco de Saladillo (Buenas
Aires: Editorial Dunken, 2016), signed and inscribed by
Olarticoechea.

$400-600

6 by 9 inches

1995 COLOMBIA VS. BRAZIL FRIENDLY
MATCH PENNANT

JULIO OLARTICOECHEA SIGNED
BIOGRAPHY

PROVENANCE Property from the Collection of Julio Olarticoechea

$50-75

535

MEDIA GUIDE GROUP
A group of nine media guides: Media Guide 2005 World Cup
U-17; Media Guide 2005 World Cup U-20; Media Guide 2005
Confederations Cup; Media Guide 2004 FIFA Centennial
Match; Media Guide 2006 World Cup Qualifiers; Media Guide
2003 Confederations Cup; Media Guide 2006 World Cup;
Media Guide 2002 World Cup; Media Guide 2012 London
Olympic Games.

$50-75

536

JOÃO HAVELANGE COMMENDATION BRAZIL MEDAL
A gold tone João Havelange commendation medal by the Brazilian Football Confederation.
The medal features a raised CBF logo and gold points surrounding the medal. A map of Brazil
is featured on the reverse. The medal is attached to a yellow and green ribbon. Together with a
smaller pin and housed in original blue velvet presentation case. Accompanied by a certificate,
housed in a folder, detailing the presentation of the medal.
Medal, diameter, 3 1/2 inches; Certificate, 9 1/4 by 13 inches
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$50-75

537

BOCA JUNIORS CANIGGIA GAME
WORN JERSEY 1996 SEASON
An Olan brand Boca Juniors club team football jersey game worn
by Claudio Caniggia during the Clausura Argentinian
Championship 1996 season. Size 44.

$800-1,200

538

1996 OLYMPIC GAMES MATCH USED TRAINING BALL
An Adidas brand official game training football of the 1996 Olympic Games.

$400-600

539

CAFÚ BRAZIL GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 1996 SEASON
An Umbro brand Brazil National team football jersey
game issued to Cafú during the 1996 season. Size L.

320

$400-600

540

RONALDO BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY 1996 SEASON
An Umbro brand Brazil National team football jersey game worn by Ronaldo during the
1996 season. Size L.

$2,000-3,000

541

SÁVIO 1996 ATLANTA OLYMPIC GAMES BRAZIL
NATIONAL TEAM AWARD
A 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games Brazil National Team Award presented by the
Olympic committee to Sávio Bortolini Pimentel. The wood plaque features a gold
colored plate that features a Brazilian flag with the Olympic rings just below. The
plaque reads “Ao Atleta Sávio Bortolini Pimentel o reconhecimento do Comitê
Olímpico Brasileiro por sua brilhante trajetória esportiva e expressiva participação
no XXVI Jogos Olímpicos de Verão - Atlanta, 1996 FUTEBOL.” To the bottom left is
“Rio de Janeiro, 16 de dezembro de 2003.” Together with a presentation box.

$200-300
542

NARCISO 1996 ATLANTA OLYMPIC GAMES
BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM AWARD
A 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games Brazil National Team Award presented by the
Olympic committee to Narciso dos Santos. The wood plaque features a gold
colored plate that features a Brazilian flag with the Olympic rings just below. The
plaque reads “Ao Atleta Narciso dos Santos o reconhecimento do Comitê
Olímpico Brasileiro por sua brilhante trajetória esportiva e expressiva participação
no XXVI Jogos Olímpicos de Verão - Atlanta, 1996 FUTEBOL.” To the bottom left is
“Rio de Janeiro, 16 de dezembro de 2003.” Together with a presentation box.

$200-300
543

RONALDO 1996 ATLANTA OLYMPIC GAMES
BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM AWARD
A 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games Brazil National Team Award presented by the
Olympic committee to Ronaldo Guiaro. The wood plaque features a gold colored
plate that features a Brazilian flag with the Olympic rings just below. The plaque
reads “Ao Atleta Ronaldo Guiaro o reconhecimento do Comitê Olímpico Brasileiro
por sua brilhante trajetória esportiva e expressiva participação no XXVI Jogos
Olímpicos de Verão - Atlanta, 1996 FUTEBOL.” To the bottom left is “Rio de Janeiro,
16 de dezembro de 2003.” Together with a presentation box.

$200-300
321
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RIVALDO PALMEIRAS GAME WORN
JERSEY 1996 SEASON
A Rhummel brand Palmeiras club team game worn jersey by
Rivaldo during the 1996 Paulista Championship. Size XL.

$600-800

545

BRAZIL VS. BOSNIA
1996 AWARD
A Bosnia Football Federation
Award presented to the Brazilian
Football Confederation for the
match between Brazil and Bosnia
by the international friendly match
on December 18, 1996.

$50-75

546

RONALDO BARCELONA GAME WORN JERSEY
1996/1997 SEASON
A Kappa brand Barcelona club team football jersey game worn and signed by
Ronaldo during the La Liga 1996-1997 season. Size XL.

322

$2,000-3,000

547

548

A pennant commemorating the friendly match between
Brazil and Chile on April 2, 1997.

A pennant commemorating the Copa America match
between Brazil and Mexico on June 16, 1997.

$400-600

$400-600

1997 CHILE VS. BRAZIL FRIENDLY
MATCH PENNANT

MEXICO VS. BRAZIL 1997 COPA
AMERICA PENNANT

549

NIGERIA OKOCHA GAME
WORN JERSEY 1998 SEASON
A Nike brand Nigeria national team football jersey
game worn by Jay-Jay Okocha during the 1998
season. Size XL.

$400-600

550

1998 FRANCE FIFA WORLD
CUP MATCH USED BALL
An Adidas brand official game football of the 1998
FIFA World Cup.

$1,500-2,500
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ROBERTO CARLOS REAL MADRID GAME
WORN JERSEY 1997/1998 SEASON
A Kelme brand Real Madrid C.F. jersey worn by Roberto Carlos da Silva
Rocha during the La Liga 1997/1998 season. Size L.

$600-800

552

PERU VS. BRAZIL 1998 WORLD CUP
QUALIFIERS PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the qualifiers of the 1998 World
Cup match between Brazil and Peru on June 26, 1997.

$400-600

553

RIVALDO BARCELONA GAME WORN JERSEY
1997-1998 SEASON
A Kappa brand Barcelona club team game worn jersey by Rivaldo during the
La Liga 1997-1998 season. Size XL.

324

$600-800

554

1997/1998 RIVALDO BARCELONA
GAME WORN BOOTS
A Mizuno brand pair of football boots match worn by
Rivaldo during the La Liga 1997/1998 season.

$600-800

555

1997/1998 RIVALDO BARCELONA EXCLUSIVE
MIZUNO FOOTBALL BAG
A Mizuno brand exclusive bag worn by Rivaldo with the Barcelona club team
football during the La Liga 1997/1998 season.

$600-800

556

MILAN BOBAN GAME WORN SIGNED
JERSEY 1997-1998 SEASON
A Lotto brand AC Milan club team football signed jersey worn by
Zvonimir Boban during the Lega Calcio ‘97-’98 season. Size LX.

$400-600
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ZINEDINE ZIDANE 1998 FIFA WORLD CUP FINAL - MATCH WORN JERSEY FINAL SIGNED FIFA MUSEUM PROVENANCE
Zinedine Zidane 1998 FIFA World Cup Final - match worn jersey during the final signed. This particular Adidas brand jersey has the "FIFA WORLD CUP
FRANCE 98" embroidered on the front right breast, with the "Brasil France 12-07-98" patch on the left. The bottom front right of the jersey has the
Official Garment French Football Federation tag stitched on. Zidane signed the center of the jersey just above his number 10.
This jersey was purchased privately in 2016 by a French collector from a former French National team player, to which news articles and magazines
detailing this sale and photos of the consignor alongside Zidane with the jersey are included. Shortly thereafter, the jersey was put on loan at the FIFA
Museum. Also accompanying this lot is a Letter of Authenticity from Adidas regarding the jersey's usage, photographs of the consignor with Zidane as
he is signing the jersey, as well as a copy of the contract with the FIFA Museum in Zurich stating this is the 1998 FIFA World Cup Final match used jersey.
This is truly a special piece of history, and particularly in French football history. France captured their first ever World Cup title, with Zidane as its best
player in 1998. France defeated the defending champion Brazil squad 3-nil in the final, with Zidane scoring in the 27th and 45th minute of the first half.
Zidane is considered one of the greatest players to ever play the beautiful game who is known for his vision, passing, ball control and elegance on the
pitch.
Zidane was the FIFA World Player of the Year in 1998, 2000 and 2003, and won the Ballon d'Or in 1998. As amazing of a player as he was, Zidane has
been equally great at a manager. He became the manager of Real Madrid CF in 2016, leading the team to a UEFA Champions League title in his first
season, defeating fellow La Liga side Atletico Madrid in the final. He then followed that up with a double, as Real Madrid once again won the UEFA
Champions League Final, this time vs the Italian side Juventus in 2017. Zidane became only the 2nd person ever to manage a team to European Cups
in his first two seasons at the helm, joining Jose Villalonga.

326

$80,000-120,000

327
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558

THIERY HENRY 1998 FIFA WORLD CUP FINAL FRANCE
MATCH ISSUED AND SIGNED JERSEY
Thiery Henry 1998 FIFA World Cup France Final match issued and signed jersey. Henry is
considered one of the all-time greats in French football history, having scored 51 total international
goals in 123 matches played. In the 1998 World Cup, he scored three goals, helping the French side
win their first ever FIFA World Cup championship. France defeated Brazil in the final, 3-nil. The jersey
has the World Cup Final “Bresil France 12-0-98” patch that only exists in game issued and prepared
jerseys for the final on the left breast. The FIFA WORLD CUP FRANCE 1998 is printed on the right
breast. On the front bottom right corner of the jersey is the Official French Garment F.F.F. tag. Henry
signed up the “1” of his number “12” on the back of the jersey, with the F.F.F. tag above his name.
Inside the jersey is key authentication. The tag inside of the jersey is inscribed by the equipment
manager “H.” Equipment managers typically write a number or letter for all game prepared jerseys
and worn jerseys. A letter of authenticity accompanies this lot.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team equipment manager,
Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

328

$3,000-5,000

559

1998 FIFA WORLD CUP GAME MATCH
USED BALL
An Adidas brand game used football during the 1998 FIFA
World Cup in France. The Adidas Tricolor was the first multicolored World Cup finals tournament ball. The ball was used in
a match between Brazil and Chile on June 27, in which Brazil
won 4-1. The ball reads “Official match ball of the FIFA World
Cup 1998.”

$2,000-3,000

560

PELÉ SIGNED BRAZIL NATIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM JERSEY
A Brazil national football team replica jersey signed by Pelé in silver marker on his iconic uniform
number 10 on the back of the jersey. Size XL. The jersey is accompanied by a letter of authenticity
for the signature from JSA.

JULIEN’S
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329

$300-500

561

RONALDO BRAZIL GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 1999 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey
game issued to Ronaldo during the 1999 season. Size XL.

$800-1,200

563

562

UNITED STATES VS.
BRAZIL 1999
CONFEDERATIONS CUP
PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the
Confederations Cup match between Brazil
and United States on July 28, 1999.

330

$400-600

CHILE VS. BRAZIL 1999
COPA AMERICA
PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the Copa
America match between Brazil and Chile
on July 6, 1999.

$400-600

564

ARGENTINA VS. BRAZIL
1999 COPA AMERICA
PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the Copa
America match between Brazil and
Argentina on July 11, 1999.

$400-600

565

GARETH WHALLY
BRADFORD CITY GAME
WORN JERSEY 1998/1999
SEASON
A Bantams brand Bradford City club team
football jersey game worn by Gareth Whally
during the 1998/1999 season. Size XL.

$400-600

566

SORIN ARGENTINA GAME
WORN JERSEY 1999 SEASON
A Reebok brand Argentina national team football
jersey game worn by Juan Pablo Sorin during the
1999 season. Size L.

$400-600

567

GROUP OF THREE U-20 CHILE PENNANTS EXCHANGED VS. BRAZIL
A group of three Chile pennants exchanged in 1997, 1998 and 1999 U-20 matches against Brazil.

$200-300
331
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568

1999 RONALDO BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM ISSUED NIKE JERSEY
A Nike brand Brazil national football team jersey issued to Ronaldo during the 1999 season. Size L.

$600-800

569

VIDUKA AUSTRALIA GAME ISSUE JERSEY 2000
OLYMPIC GAMES
A Nike brand Australia national team football jersey game issue to Mark Viduka
during the 2000 Olympic Games. Size L.

$400-600

570

CHILE VS. BRAZIL 2000 FIFA WORLD
CUP QUALIFIERS PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the World Cup match between
Brazil and Chile on August 15, 2000.

$400-600

571

CHILE VS. BRAZIL 2000 PRE-OLYMPIC
GAMES PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the Pre-Olympic Games match
between Brazil and Chile on January 19, 2000.

332

$400-600

572

DAVID BECKHAM SIGNED
FOOTBALL
A Wilson brand National Football League football
signed by David Beckham in silver marker.
PSA/DNA sticker affixed to the ball and
accompanied by a PSA Certificate of Authenticity.

$200-300

573

PELÉ SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH AWARDING
BRAZIL GRAND PRIX TROPHY TO MICHAEL
SCHUMACHER IN 2000
Pelé hand-signed photograph. Pelé awarded the 2000 Brazil Grand Prix trophy
to Michael Schumacher on March 26, 2000. Schumacher is considered one of
the greatest Formula 1 drivers ever, having won seven Formula 1
Championships. He would go on to win this race again two years later.
25 by 28 1/2 inches

$100-200

574

BOKSIC MIDDLESBROUGH GAME WORN JERSEY
2000/2001 SEASON
An Errea brand Middlesbrough club team football jersey game worn by Alen Boksic during
the Premier League 2000/2001 season. Size XL.

$400-600

575

URIBE HUACHIPATO GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001 SEASON
An Adidas brand Huachipato club team football jersey game
worn by Cristian Uribe during the Chilean First Division 2001
season. Size L.

JULIEN’S
AUCTIONS

333

$300-500

576

2001 FIFA CONFEDERATIONS CUP FOURTH-PLACE
BRONZE MEDAL
A 2001 Confederations Cup bronze fourth-place medal awarded to a player from the
Brazil national football team for finishing in fourth place in the 2001 Confederations Cup.
The tournament was co-hosted by South Korea and Japan and played from May 30 to
June 10, 2001. France won the tournament, beating Japan 1-0. The obverse of the
medal features a relief image of the Confederations Cup trophy and “Korea Japan/
Fourth Place/ 2001.” On the reverse are the FIFA For the Good of the Game logo, “FIFA/
Confederations/ Cup,” and the name of the manufacturer, Huguenin. The medal hangs
from a red, white and blue ribbon, the colors of the French flag.

$800-1,200

577

2001 CHILE VS. BRAZIL PENNANT
SUDAMERICANO
A pennant commemorating the match between Brazil and Chile
on January 23, 2001.

$200-300

578

2001 FIFA CONFEDERATIONS CUP BRONZE MEDAL
A 2001 Confederations Cup bronze fourth place medal awarded to a player from the Brazil
national football team. The tournament was co hosted by South Korea and Japan and played
from May 30 to June 10, 2001. France won the tournament, beating Japan 1 0. The obverse of
the medal features a relief image of the Confederations Cup trophy and Korea Japan/ Fourth
Place/ 2001. On the reverse are the FIFA For the Good of the Game logo, FIFA/ Confederations/
Cup, and the name of the manufacturer: Huguenin. The medal hangs from a red, white and blue
ribbon, the colors of the French flag.

334

$400-600

579

2001 MLS LA GALAXY AND SJ
EARTHQUAKES MATCH USED
FOOTBALL
A FIFA Approved Major League Soccer game used
official match ball. It was used in a 2001 match
between the Los Angeles Galaxy and San Jose
Earthquakes.

$500-700

580

RONALDINHO 2002 FIFA WORLD CUP MATCH WORN AND
SIGNED NIKE BOOTS
Ronaldinho 2002 FIFA World Cup Quarter Final Match Worn and Signed Brazil Boots. The Brazilian
superstar donned these boots during the 2002 FIFA World Cup. Ronaldinho signed the boots in silver
metallic paint pen and comes with JSA Letter of Authenticity.

$2,000-3,000

581

GEOVANNI BARCELONA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2001/2002 SEASON
A Nike brand Barcelona club team football jersey game worn and
signed by Geovanni during the La Liga 2001/2002 season. Size M.

$400-600

335
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582

2002 ABEL XAVIER
PORTUGAL GAME WORN
JERSEY FRIENDLY
A Nike brand Portugal national team football
jersey game worn by Abel Xavier during the match
between Brazil and Portugal, April 17, 2002. Size L.

$400-600

583

2002 CUEVAS PARAGUAY
GAME WORN JERSEY
FRIENDLY
A Puma brand Paraguay national team football
jersey game worn by Nelson Cuevas during the
match between Brazil and Paraguay, August 8,
2002. Size XL.

$300-500

584

2002 BRAZIL VS. KOREA
FRIENDLY MATCH PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the friendly match
between Brazil and Korea on November 20, 2002.

336

$400-600

585

SERGI BARCELONA GAME
WORN JERSEY 2001/2002
PRE-SEASON
A Nike brand Barcelona club team football
jersey game worn by Sergi Barjuan during the
La Liga 2001/2002 pre-season. Size L.

$400-600

586

RIVALDO BRAZIL GAME
WORN JERSEY 2002
WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football
jersey game worn by Rivaldo during the 2002
World Cup. Size M.

$1,000-2,000

587

2002 UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES GAME WORN
JERSEY SEASON
An Umbro worn jersey with United Arab
Emites, on the 2002 season. Size L.

$400-600

337
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588

BRAZIL VS. CATALONIA 2002 AWARD IN ORIGINAL BOX
A Catalan Football Federation Award presented to the Brazilian Football Confederation for the
match between Brazil and Catalonia by the international friendly match on May 18, 2002.
NOTE: The top part of the trophy is detached from the base.
8 1/2 inches tall, detached

$100-200

589

2003 CHINA VS. BRAZIL
FRIENDLY MATCH
PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the friendly
match between Brazil and China on
February 12, 2003.

$400-600

590

GROUP OF EIGHT GAME
EXCHANGED PENNANTS
VS. BRAZIL U-20 MATCHES
A group of eight U-20 pennants exchanged in
the matches against Brazil. The pennants
include matches vs UAE in 2003, Australian
Olyroos 2003, Abu Dhabi 2003, Portuguese
World Championship 1995, Portuguese World
Championship 1998, Bolivia 1999 and South
American Championship vs Argentina in 1999.

338

$300-500

591

DIDA 2003 BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM MATCH WORN JACKET VS
USA CONFEDERATIONS CUP 2013
A Nike brand Brazil national football team jacket worn by Dida during the Brazil versus USA Confederations Cup
match on June 21, 2003. The FIFA Confederations Cup in 2003 took place in France. The host nation ended up
winning the title. Size L.

$500-700

592

2004 COPA AMERICA
MATCH USED BALL
A Nike brand official game football of the 2004
Copa America. Brazil defeated Argentina 4-2
on penalties.

$800-1,200

339
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593

CHILE VS. BRAZIL 2004 PREOLYMPIC GAMES PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the Pre-Olympic Games
match between Brazil and Chile on January 15, 2004.

$400-600

594

ZE ELIAS GENOA GAME WORN JERSEY
2003/2004 SEASON
A Errea brand Genoa club team football jersey game worn by
Ze Elias during the Serie B 2003/2004 season. Size L.

$200-300

595

CHILE VS. BRAZIL 2004 PRE-OLYMPIC
GAMES PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the match between Brazil and Chile on
January 23, 2004.

$300-500

596

CRAIG BELLAMY MATCH WORN
AND SIGNED CELTIC JERSEY
An Umbro brand Celtic football club home jersey match
worn by Craig Bellamy during the last three matches for the
Scottish Premier League title. Celtic was defeated by Rangers
in the final match. Bellamy signed the back of the jersey
below his uniform number 47 in black marker. The jersey is
accompanied by a certificate of authenticity for the signature
from JSA.

340

$300-500

597

ROBERTO CARLOS REAL MADRID 2004
FRIENDLY MATCH WORN JERSEY
An Adidas brand long-sleeve Real Madrid jersey match worn by
Roberto Carlos during a preseason friendly match in 2004. At Real
Madrid from 1996-2007, Carlos won four La Liga titles and the UEFA
Champions League three times. Nicknamed “El Hombre Bala” (“The
Bullet Man”) due to his powerful bending free kicks, Carlos was named
to the FIFA World Cup All-Star Team in 1998 and 2002. Size XL.

$200-300

598

2005 NELSON CUEVA PARAGUAY GAME
WORN JERSEY
A Puma brand Paraguay national team football jersey game worn by
Nelson Cueva during the match between Brazil and Paraguay, June
5, 2005. Size XL.

$300-500

599

PINEDA MEXICO GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 2005 SEASON
A Nike brand Mexico national team football jersey game
issued to Gonzalo Pineda during the 2005 season. Size L.

$400-600

600

OFFICIAL BRAZIL FLAG 2005
CONFEDERATIONS CUP FULLY SIGNED
RONALDINHO KAKA SILVA ROBINHO OTHERS
An official Brazil national team flag to commemorate the 2005
Confederations Cup triumph. The flag is signed by Ronaldinho, Zé Roberto,
Gilberto Silva, Dida, Renato, Kaká, Lúcio, Robinho, Gomes and Luisão.

$1,000-2,000

341
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601

OFFICIAL FIFA FLAG 2005 CONFEDERATIONS CUP FINAL
An official FIFA flag flown in the stadium during the 2005 FIFA Confederations Cup final.

$800-1,200

602

OFFICIAL FIFA FLAG 2005 CONFEDERATIONS CUP STADIUM
An official FIFA flag flown in the 2005 Confederations Cup Stadium. The flag reads “My Game is Fair
Play” with the FIFA symbol to the right. The flag is 52 inches long and 36 inches tall.

342

$300-500

603

DECO 2005 FC BARCELONA MATCH WORN JERSEY
A Nike brand FC Barcelona jersey match worn by Anderson Luís de Souza, known as Deco,
during April and May 2005, of the 2004-2005 La Liga season. Barcelona won its 17th La
Liga title in May 2005. Size L.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Silvina Alonso, widow of Sergi López Segu, former
FC Barcelona player and brother of former Barcelona player Gerard López

$400-600

604

GILBERTO HERTHA BSC MATCH WORN
JERSEY
A Nike brand Hertha BSC jersey match worn during the 2004-2005
season by Gilberto da Silva Melo, known simply as Gilberto. The jersey
features Nike, Hertha BSC, and Arcor emblems on the front, with a
Bundesliga emblem on the right sleeve. On the back of the jersey is
“Gilberto” above his number 6 and “Hertha BSC.” For the 2004-2005
season, Gilberto was named the best left back of the Bundesliga. Size XL.

$200-300

605

PELÉ SIGNED BRAZIL WORLD CUP SHIRT
This World Cup Jersey has been signed by Pelé in silver marker on the
back on his number. It comes with a PSA/DNA Authentication sticker on
the jersey, as well as the COA card. Size XL.

$600-800
343
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606

RONALDO BRAZIL GAME ISSUE JERSEY
2006 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game issued to Ronaldo
and signed during the 2006 World Cup. Size L.

$2,000-3,000

607

OLARRA CHILE GAME WORN JERSEY
2006 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Brooks brand Chile national team football jersey game worn
by Rafael Olarra during the match between Brazil and Chile,
June 6, 2004. Size L.

344

$400-600

608

BOLIVIA VS. BRAZIL 2006 FIFA WORLD CUP
QUALIFIERS PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the World Cup Qualifiers match between Brazil
and Bolivia on October 9, 2005.

$400-600

609

RONALDINHO BRAZIL GAME WORN SIGNED
TRAINING JERSEY 2006 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football game worn training signed jersey
by Ronaldinho during the 2006 World Cup . Size L.

$400-600

610

2005 WORLD CUP FINAL DRAW
LEIPZIG STADIUM MEDAL
A medal made of stone with a relief image of Leipzig
Stadium commemorating the Final Draw for the 2006
FIFA World Cup in Germany that took place in Leipzig,
Germany, on December 9, 2005.
Diameter, 2 inches

$50-75

345
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611

ZINEDINE ZIDANE 2006 FIFA WORLD CUP FINAL
FRANCE TEAM ISSUED JERSEY
An Adidas brand French Football Federation jersey team issued to Zinedine
Zidane for the final match of the 2006 World Cup. In the final, Zidane’s infamous
headbutt potentially cost France the World Cup Championship. That game is still
one of the most talked about in the history of the sport. Stitched onto the front
upper left is an embroidered F.F.F. (French Football Federation) logo patch,
featuring one star for France’s World Cup title in 1998 with the words “Coupe du
Monde 2006/ Finale 09.07.2006/ Italie-France” (World Cup 2006/ Final
09.07.2006/ Italy-France). Zidane’s uniform number 10 is thermally applied to the
front upper right. The Adidas logo is stitched on between Zidane’s number and
the F.F.F. logo. The Adidas three-stripe logos line the shoulders and sleeves.
A FIFA World Cup Germany 2006 logo patch is applied to the right sleeve of the
jersey. An Adidas football logo is embroidered on the left sleeve. On the back
“Zidane” and his number 10 have been thermally applied. Stamped onto the
interior collar is the Adidas logo and the size, XL.

$2,000-3,000

612

JUNINHO 2006 WORLD CUP MATCH WORN
AND SIGNED JERSEY (JSA)
Juninho 2006 World Cup match worn and signed jersey. Juninho was a
midfielder for the Brazilian National football team in the 2006 World Cup. He
scored a goal in the 4-1 demolition of Japan in the final match in the group stage.
Juninho signed the center of the jersey in black marker. The Brazil emblem is on
the left breast of the shirt, with the Nike symbol on the right. The left sleeve has
the 2006 FIFA World Cup Germany patch. Inside the collar are the five stars
representing the five world championships. On the back of the collar is “Brasil.”
Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team equipment
manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

346

$1,000-2,000

613

EMERSON 2006 WORLD CUP BRAZIL
NATIONAL TEAM GAME WORN LONG
SLEEVE JERSEY
Emerson 2006 World Cup Brazil National Team game worn jersey. Emerson
was the starting midfield for the Brazil side during the 2006 World Cup in
Germany. Emerson picked up his first yellow card in the first match of the
tournament in the 42nd minute vs Croatia. Brazil ultimately lost to France 1-nil
in the quarterfinals. The long sleeve jersey has the Brazil emblem inside a
yellow housing, which is particular to this World Cup. On the right sleeve is
the FIFA World Cup 2006 Germany patch stitched on. Size L. A letter of
authenticity accompanies this lot.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$800-1,200

614

THOMAS GRAVESEN MATCH WORN AND SIGNED
CELTIC JERSEY
A Nike brand Celtic football club home jersey signed and match worn by Thomas
Gravesen during the September 23, 2006, match between Celtic and Rangers, when he
scored his first goal for Celtic. Celtic won the match 2-0. Gravesen signed the back of
the jersey with the inscription “16” above his uniform number 16 in black marker. The
jersey is accompanied by a letter of authenticity for the signature from JSA. Size L.

$300-500

347
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615

616

A Puma brand Urawa Reds club team football jersey game worn by
Donizete Oliveira during the J-League 2007 season. Size 2XO.

A NR brand Kashima Antlers club team football jersey game worn by
Akira Narahashi during the J-League 2007 season. Size XO.

$400-600

$400-600

DONIZETE OLIVEIRA URAWA REDS GAME
WORN JERSEY 2007 SEASON

617

618

A Diadora brand Roma club team football jersey game issued to Francesco
Totti during the Champions League 2006/2007 season. Size XL.

A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Cafú during
the 2006/2007 season.

$600-800

$800-1,200

TOTTI ROMA GAME ISSUE SIGNED JERSEY
2006/2007 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

348

NARAHASHI KASHIMA ANTLERS GAME
WORN JERSEY 2007 SEASON

CAFÚ MILAN BOOTS MATCH
WORN 2006/2007 SEASON

619

CHILE FUENTES GAME WORN JERSEY 2007
COPA AMERICA
A Brooks brand Chile national team football jersey game worn by Ismael Fuentes
during the match between Brazil and Chile, July 7, 2007. Size XL.

$400-600

620

621

622

A pennant commemorating the friendly
match between Brazil and Chile on
March 24, 2007.

A pennant commemorating the Copa
America match between Brazil and
Ecuador on July 4, 2007.

A pennant commemorating the friendly match
between Brazil and United States on September
9, 2007.

$400-600

$400-600

2007 CHILE VS. BRAZIL
FRIENDLY MATCH
PENNANT

ECUADOR VS. BRAZIL
2007 COPA AMERICA
PENNANT

2007 UNITED STATES VS.
BRAZIL FRIENDLY MATCH
PENNANT

$400-600
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623

DAVID LUIZ BENFICA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2006/2007 SEASON
An Adidas brand Benfica club team football jersey game
worn by David Luiz during the 2006/2007 Liga Sagres. Size L.

$400-600

624

KAKÁ BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2007 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey
game worn by Kaká during the 2007 season. Size XL.

350

$500-700

625

ADRIANO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2007 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey
game worn by Adriano during the 2007 season. Size L.

$500-700

626

PELÉ SIGNED BRAZIL NATIONAL
FOOTBALL TEAM JERSEY
A Brazil national football team replica jersey signed by Pelé in silver
marker on his iconic uniform number 10 on the back of the jersey. Size
XL. The jersey is accompanied by a letter of authenticity for the
signature from JSA.

JULIEN’S
AUCTIONS

351

$300-500

627

MILAN KAKÁ GAME WORN SIGNED
JERSEY 2007/2008 SEASON
An Adidas brand Milan club team football team jersey game worn
and signed by Kaká during the Champions League 2007/2008
season. Size L.

$500-700

628

2008 CANADA VS. BRAZIL
FRIENDLY MATCH PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the friendly match
between Brazil and Canada on May 31, 2008.

$400-600

629

JUCA PARTIZAN GAME WORN JERSEY
2007/2008 SEASON
A Partizan brand Partizan Belgrado club team football jersey game
worn by Juca during the Serbian Super Liga 2007/2008 season.
Size L.

$300-500

630

2008 OLYMPIC GAMES MATCH
USED TRAINING BALL
An Adidas brand official game training football of the
2008 Olympic Games.

352

$400-600

631

K.Q.THANH VIETNAN GAME WORN TRAINING
JERSEY 2008 SUZUKI CUP
A Li-ning brand Vietnan national team football training jersey game worn by K.Q.Thanh
during the 2008 Suzuki Cup. Size 3XL.

$200-300

632

LIONEL MESSI FC BARCELONA GAME
WORN JERSEY 2007/2008 LA LIGA
A Nike brand F.C. Barcelona jersey game worn by Lionel Messi
during the 2008 La Liga season. This was the final season Messi
wore number 19 before switching to number 10. Barcelona
finished first overall for the season with 87 points. Messi was
awarded Best Forward and Best Player of the season. Size M.

$3,000-5,000

353
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633

OFFICIAL STADIUM FLAG 2008
OLYMPIC GAMES
An official Olympic flag flown in the stadium during the
2008 Olympic Games. The white flag has “Beijing 2008”
printed in black sitting above the Olympic symbol. The flag
is 94 inches long and 62 inches high.
62 by 94 inches

$300-500

634

OFFICIAL STADIUM FLAG 2008 OLYMPIC GAMES
An official Olympic flag flown in the stadium during the 2008 Olympic Games. In black lettering says “Beijing
2008” above the colorful Olympic symbol. Beneath the lettering swirl of yellow, orange and red color. The flag is
120 inches tall and 32 inches wide.
120 by 32 inches

$300-500

635

AL GHARAFA LAWRENCE GAME
WORN JERSEY QATAR
Lawrence jersey nº 4 worn with Al-Gharafa Sports Club, in the
Qatar Stars League, on the season 2011. Burrda Brand, size M.

354

$50-75

636

JUAN ROMÁN RIQUELME 2008
ARGENTINA U-23 NATIONAL TEAM
MATCH WORN JERSEY
An Adidas brand Argentina national football team jersey match
worn by Juan Román Riquelme in a 2008 U-23 friendly match
between U-23 Argentina and U-23 Japan in Tokyo on July 29, 2008.
Riquelme played in this match and was the U-23 Argentina team
captain. U-23 Argentina led 1-0 in the second half when the match
was stopped due to heavy rain and thunder. Riquelme was named
the Argentine Footballer of the Year four times, and he captained
Argentina’s team to a gold medal at the 2008 Olympics. Size L.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Juan Carlos Marenda

$100-200

637

DANI ALVES 2008 FC BARCELONA
MATCH WORN JERSEY
A Nike brand long-sleeve FC Barcelona jersey match worn during
the 2008-2009 season by Daniel Alves da Silva, known simply as
Dani Alves. The jersey features a Nike logo, FC Barcelona emblem,
and UNICEF logo on the front, with an LFP (Liga de Fútbol
Profesional or La Liga) emblem on the right sleeve. On the left
sleeve is an embroidered Catalan TV3 patch. On the back of the
jersey is “Dani Alves” above his uniform number 20. Size M.

$300-500

638

2009 MEXICO VS. BRAZIL FRIENDLY
MATCH PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the friendly match between Brazil and
Mexico on December 13, 2009.

$400-600

639

2009 CONFEDERATIONS CUP MATCH USED
TRAINING BALL
An Adidas brand official game training football of the 2009 FIFA Confederations Cup.

$400-600

355
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640

2009 FRIENDLY GROUP OF THREE
SOUTH AFRICA PENNANTS
A group of three South Africa pennants worn in the 2009 friendly
matches against Chile, Norway and Portugal.

$400-600

641

2009 FRIENDLY GROUP OF
SEVEN SOUTH AFRICA
PENNANTS
A group of seven South Africa pennants worn
in the 2009 friendly matches against Japan,
Iceland, Jamaica, Ireland, Madagascar,
Germany and Serbia.

$400-600

642

FELIPE MELO BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 2009 FIFA
CONFERATIONS CUP MATCH WORN JERSEY
A Nike brand Brazil national football team jersey match worn during the 2009 FIFA
Confederations Cup tournament by Felipe Melo. The jersey features a Nike logo, CBFBrasil emblem, and number 5 on the front. On the right sleeve is a FIFA Confederations
Cup Champions 2007/South Africa 2009 patch. On the back of the jersey is “Brasil”
above “Felipe Melo” and his uniform number 5. Size L.

356

$200-300

643

ROBINHO BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM 2009 FIFA
CONFEDERATIONS CUP MATCH WORN JERSEY
A Nike brand Brazil national football team jersey match worn during the 2009 FIFA
Confederations Cup tournament by Robson de Souza, known simply as Robinho. The
yellow jersey features a Nike logo, CBF-Brasil emblem, and number 11 on the front. On
the right sleeve is a FIFA Confederations Cup Champions 2007/South Africa 2009
patch. On the back of the jersey is “Brasil” above “Robinho” and his uniform number 11.
Size L.

$300-500

644

DIEGO MARADONA SIGNED ARGENTINA
NATIONAL TEAM SHIRT WITH PHOTOS OF
HIM SIGNING
Diego Maradona, while coaching the Argentinian National Team in 2009
signed this shirt with his signature and “con afecto,” meaning with love. He also
circled his number beneath his signature. Included are photos of Maradona
signing the shirt and the photo he took alongside the person he signed it for.

$2,000-3,000

357
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645

ROBINHO MANCHESTER CITY GAME WORN
JERSEY 2009/2010 SEASON
An Umbro brand Manchester City club team football jersey game worn by
Robinho during the Premier League 2009/2010 season. Size 40.

$400-600

646

KAKÁ BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY
2010 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game
worn by Kaká during the 2010 World Cup. Size L.

$700-900

647

BRAZIL KLEBERSON GAME WORN JERSEY 2010
WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game worn by Kleberson
during the 2010 World Cup. Jersey is multi-signed by the complete squad. Size L.

358

$400-600

648

MESSI BARCELONA GAME ISSUE SIGNED
JERSEY 2009/2010 SEASON (JSA)
A Nike brand Barcelona club team football jersey game issued to Lionel
Messi and signed during the Joan Gamper Trophy, August 2009. Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.

$2,000-3,000

649

2010 BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM
MATCH USED BALL
A Nike brand official game football of the 2010 season
game used and multi-signed by the Brazil national team
squad.

$800-1,200

359
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650

IBARRA ARGENTINA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2010 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
An Adidas brand Argentina national team football jersey game
worn by Hugo Ibarra during the match between Argentina and
Venezuela, October 16, 2007. Size L.

$400-600

651

JULIO CESAR BRAZIL GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 2010 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game issued to
Julio Cesar during the 2010 World Cup. Size M.

$400-600

652

GRIEZMANN FRANCE BOOTS
MATCH WORN
A pair of Puma brand boots match worn by Antoine
Griezmann during the 2011 season.

360

$800-1,200

653

DIEGO FORLÁN 2010 WORLD CUP GOLDEN BALL TROPHY
A 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa Golden Ball trophy awarded to Uruguayan football player Diego
Forlán, joint top scorer at the 2010 World Cup. The trophy is housed in its original case.
Boxed, 4 by 7 3/8 by 2 1/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of Juan Carlos Marenda

$8,000-10,000
361
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654

ZLATAN IBRAHIMOVIC AC MILAN
PRACTICE WORN USED AND TEAM SIGNED
JERSEY
Zlatan Ibrahimovic AC Milan signed practice worn jersey. This Puma AC
Milan jersey was worn by Ibrahimovic during a practice at the San Siro
practice facility. Ibrahimovic and 15 other members of the squad signed
the jersey in silver marker on the front. Size L.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$1,000-2,000

655

GILBERTO SILVA 2010 FIFA WORLD CUP
QUALIFIER MATCH WORN, SIGNED AND
INSCRIBED JERSEY
Gilberto Silva 2010 World Cup Qualifier Brazil National Team match
worn, signed and inscribed jersey. Silva was one of the many stars that
played for this edition of the Brazilian National football team. Brazilian
footballers Dani Alves, Ronaldinho, Juninho, Cafú, among many
others signed and inscribed this jersey. Size L.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$600-800

656

LUCIO 2010 WORLD CUP QUALIFIER
BRAZIL NATIONAL TEAM GAME MATCH
WORN JERSEY TEAM SIGNED
Lucio 2010 World Cup Qualifier Brazil National Team jersey match
worn team signed. Lucio Ferreira da Silva was a starting central
defender for the Brazil National team throughout the qualifiers as well
as the 2010 World Cup. This jersey is signed by team mates Dani
Alves, Kaka, among others. A total of 19 signatures appear on the front
of the jersey. On the right sleeve is the 2010 World Cup Qualifiers
patch. Inside the collar reads “Nascido para jogar futebol.” A letter of
authenticity accompanies this lot. Size XXL.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

362

$800-1,200

657

JUAN 2010 WORLD CUP QUALIFIER BRAZIL
NATONAL TEAM MATCH WORN TEAM
SIGNED JERSEY
Juan 2010 World Cup Qualifier Brazil National Teammatch worn jersey
team signed. Juan was the starting centre-back for the Brazil National
team throughout the qualifiers as well as the 2010 World Cup. This game
issued jersey is signed by team mates Dani Alves, Kaka, among others.
On the right sleeve is the 2010 World Cup Qualifiers patch. Inside the
collar reads “Nascido para jogar futebol.” A letter of authenticity
accompanies this lot. Size XXL.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$800-1,200

658

2010 WORLD CUP GRAFITE BRAZIL
NATIONAL TEAM MATCH WORN TEAM
SIGNED JERSEY
2010 World Cup Grafite Brazil National Team Jersey Game Worn Team
Signed. Grafite was a forward for the Brazil squad that was one of the
favorites entering the World Cup and came off the bench during the
tournament. The entire Brazil squad signed the jersey on the front. The
Nike imprinted Dri-Fit tag is inside the collar and the Nike Authentic tag
with serial number is stitched on the front bottom corner of the jersey.
A letter of authenticity accompanies this lot. Size XL.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$800-1,200

659

2010 FIFA WORLD CUP GOLD
STAFF MEDAL
2010 FIFA World Cup Gold Medal. This medal was
awarded to Javier Martinez, who was one of the
Spanish Football Confederation employees. Despite
many years of producing some of the world’s best
players, 2010 was the one and only FIFA World
Championship. Spain defeated The Netherlands 1-nil
on an extra time goal from Iniesta.

$2,000-4,000

363
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660

SÁVIO MATCH WORN REAL MADRID
JERSEY
An Adidas brand Real Madrid home jersey match worn by Sávio Bortolini
Pimentel, known simply as Sávio, during the 2000-2001 preseason.
Joining Real Madrid in 1998, he was part of the team that won three
UEFA Champions League titles and the 2001 national championship.
The front upper left of the jersey features the Real Madrid logo. Applied
to the back of the jersey are “Savio” and his number 11 in black lettering
and numbering. The jersey is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity
from Prorrogação Comércio de Artigos Esportivos LTDA. Size XL.

$200-300

661

KAKÁ REAL MADRID MATCH WORN
JERSEY
An Adidas brand Real Madrid jersey match worn during the 2009-2010
season by Ricardo Izecson dos Santos Leite, known simply as Kaká. The
jersey features an Adidas logo, an embroidered Adidas ESB logo, a Real
Madrid C.F. emblem, and a bwin.com logo on the front, with an
embroidered LFP (Liga de Fútbol Profesional or La Liga) emblem on the
right sleeve. On the back of the jersey is “Kaká” above his uniform
number 8. Size L.

$300-500

662

LIONEL MESSI 2010 WORLD CUP
QUALIFIERS MATCH WORN JERSEY
An Adidas brand long-sleeve Argentina national football team jersey
match worn by Lionel Messi during the 2010 World Cup Qualifiers
match between Argentina and Colombia on June 6, 2009. Argentina
won the match 1-0. Affixed to the right sleeve of the jersey is the South
Africa 2010 FIFA World Cup Qualifiers patch. Applied to the back of the
jersey is Messi’s number 10 in black numbering. Size L.

364

$800-1,200

663

2010 FIFA WORLD CUP GOLD MEDAL
A 2010 FIFA World Cup gold winner’s medal presented to then
Argentinian football administrator and CONMEBOL (South
American Football Confederation) secretary general Eduardo
Deluca. The Spain national football team was the 2010 World Cup
champion. The medal features a relief of the FIFA World Cup
trophy on one side and the text “2010 FIFA World Cup South
Africa on the other. The medal hangs from a blue FIFA ribbon.
Diameter, 2 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

664

2010 FIFA WORLD CUP TEAM USA SIGNED BALL
An Adidas brand Team USA FIFA reproduction World Cup signed football.
The 2010 World Cup was held in South Africa with the Adidas Jabulani as
the official game ball. It features unique triangle panels that are colored to
represent South Africa’s flag. In the 2010 World Cup, Team USA won Group
C finishing ahead of England, Slovenia and Algeria and advanced to the
knockout stage. It also has the official 2010 World Cup logo. Accompanied
by JSA Letter of Authenticity.

$500-700

665

RYAN GIGGS GAME WORN JERSEY FA
CUP 2010/2011 SEASON
A Nike brand Manchester United club team football jersey
game worn by Ryan Giggs (substitute player) during the FA
Cup 2010/2011 season. Size L.

$800-1,200
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666

GUZMÁN COSTA RICA GAME ISSUE JERSEY
2011 COPA AMERICA
A Lotto brand Costa Rica national team football jersey game issued to David
Guzmán during the 2011 Copa America. Size L.

$400-600

667

JUAN DE GRACIA PANAMA GAME WORN JERSEY
2011 SEASON
A Lotto brand Panamá national team football jersey game worn by Juan de Gracia
during the 2011 season. Size L.

$200-300

668

JOHN TERRY BOOTS MATCH WORN
A pair of Umbro brand boots match worn by John Terry
during the 2010/2011 season.

366

$800-1,200

669

SANDRO TOTTENHAM GAME WORN
JERSEY 2011/2012 SEASON
A Puma brand Tottenham club team football jersey game worn by
Sandro during the Premier League 2011/2012 season. Size L.

$400-600

670

2012 CACERES PARAGUAY GAME WORN
JERSEY
An Adidas brand Paraguay national team football jersey game worn
by Victor Caceres during the match between Paraguay and Venezuela,
September 11, 2012. Size 10.

$300-500

671

VITUS BELARUS GAME WORN JERSEY 2012
OLYMPIC GAMES
An Umbro brand Belarus national team football jersey game worn by Maksim Vitus
(substitute player) during the match Brazil between Belarus in the 2012 Olympic
Games. Size M.

JULIEN’S
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367

$300-500

672

NEYMAR BRAZIL GAME
WORN JERSEY 2012 OLYMPIC
GAMES
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey
game worn by Neymar during the 2012 Olympic
Games. Size L.

$800-1,200

673

PERONE QUEENS PARK
RANGERS GAME WORN
JERSEY 2011/2012 SEASON
A Lotto brand Queens Park Rangers club team
football jersey game worn by Bruno Perone during
the Premier League 2011/2012 season. Size M.

$400-600

674

DAVID LUIZ CHELSEA GAME
WORN JERSEY 2011/2012
SEASON
An Adidas brand Chelsea club team football jersey
game worn by David Luiz during the 2011/2012
Premier League. Size L.

368

$400-600

675

M.SALEM AL-JAZIRA GAME WORN JERSEY
2011/2012 SEASON
An Adidas brand Al-Jazira club team football jersey game worn by M. Salem
during the 2011/2012 season. Size L.

$200-300

676

LIVERPOOL SUAREZ GAME WORN
JERSEY 2011/2012 PREMIER LEAGUE
An Adidas brand Liverpool club team football jersey game
worn by Luis Suarez during the Premier League 2011/2012
season. Size 7.

$600-800

677

JONNY EVANS MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Nike brand Magista football boots worn by Jonny Evans, who
played for Manchester United and currently plays for Premier League club
Leicester City and the Northern Ireland national team. On the outside of each
boot is “Evans.” Size 12.5.

$200-400

678

LIONEL MESSI FC BARCELONA 2011-2012 TEAM ISSUED JERSEY
A Nike brand FC Barcelona long-sleeve jersey team issued to Lionel Messi during the 2011-12 La Liga season.
The jersey features the FC Barcelona thermally applied logo in the upper left chest. Centered on the jersey is
the Qatar Foundation sponsor logo. The back of the jersey features Messi’s name in thermally applied lettering
above his uniform number “10,” with the “UNICEF” charity logo applied to the lower back. An “LFP” (Liga
Nacional de Fútbol Profesional) logo patch has been applied to the right sleeve of the jersey, with “TV 3” club
sponsor logo applied to the left sleeve. Size L.

JULIEN’S
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369

$300-500

679

BALOTELLI MILAN GAME WORN
SIGNED JERSEY 2012/2013 SEASON
An Adidas brand Milan club team football jersey game worn and
signed by Mario Balotelli during the Champions League 2012/2013
season. Size 8.

$500-700

680

2013 FERNANDO MENESES CHILE
GAME WORN JERSEY
A Puma brand Chile national team football jersey game worn by
Fernando Meneses during the match between Brazil and Chile,
April 24, 2013. Size M.

$400-600

681

LUCAS MOURA BRAZIL GAME
WORN JERSEY 2013 SEASON (JSA)
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey
game worn signed jersey by Lucas Moura during the 2013
Season. Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.

$400-600

682

NEYMAR BARCELONA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2013/2014 SEASON
A Nike brand Barcelona club team football jersey game worn
by Neymar during the La Liga 2013/2014 season. Size M.

370

$600-800

683

JESUS INTER MILAN GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON
A Nike brand Inter Milan club team football jersey game worn
by Juan Jesus during the Serie A 2014/2015 season. Size L.

$400-600

684

FIORENTINA CUADRADO GAME
WORN JERSEY 2013/2014 SEASON
A Joma brand Fiorentina club team football jersey game worn
and signed by Juan Guillermo Cuadrado during the match
Fiorentina x Udinese, Tim Cup, February 11, 2014. Size M.

$500-700

685

GUARIN COLOMBIA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014 SEASON
An Adidas brand Colombia national team football team jersey
game worn by Fredy Guarin (substitute player) during the
friendly match Colombia x Tunez, March 5, 2014. Size 8.

$400-600

686

RONALDINHO QUERETARO GAME
WORN JERSEY 2014 SEASON
A Pirma brand Queretaro club team football jersey game worn by
Ronaldinho during the Copa MX 2014 season. Size L.

$600-800

371
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687

BRAZIL VS. COLUMBIA 2014
FIFA WORLD CUP PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the 2014 World Cup
match between Brazil and Columbia on July 4, 2014.

$400-600

688

BRAZIL VS. CHILE 2014 FIFA
WORLD CUP PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the 2014 World Cup
match between Brazil and Chile on June 28, 2014.

372

$400-600

689

SWITZERLAND BEHRAMI
GAME WORN JERSEY 2014
WORLD CUP
A Puma brand Switzerland national team football
team jersey game worn by Valon Behrami during the
2014 World Cup. Size L.

$600-800

690

BRAZIL VS. NETHERLANDS 2014 FIFA
WORLD CUP PENNANT
A pennant commemorating the World Cup match between Brazil and
Netherlands on July 12, 2014.

$400-600

691

BRAZILIAN FOOTBALL
CONFEDERATION 100TH MEDAL
A gold tone medal presented to players and members to
commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Brazilian Football
Confederation (Confederação Brasileira de Futebol, or CBF). The
medal features the CBF logo to the front and back. The back
features the three logos that have been used throughout the
century to represent the club. Also appearing on the back of the
medal are the years when Brazil won the World Cup. The medal is
housed in a blue presentation box.

$400-600

692

2014 FIFA WORLD CUP BRAZIL OFFICIAL
MEDAL
A 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil gold medal gifted to high-ranking FIFA
officials after the World Cup. The tournament took place from June 12
to July 13, 2014, in Brazil. In the final match, Germany defeated
Argentina 1-0 in extra time. The medal is the same version that is
presented to the players from the winning team, with the exception of
the top loop and ribbon. It features a relief image of the World Cup
Brasil 2014 logo on one side with the text “FIFA World Cup/ Brasil/
2014” and the name of the manufacturer, R.C. On the other side is a
relief image of the World Cup trophy with an athletic figure with arms
outstretched in victory and the text “2014/ FIFA/ World Cup/ Brasil.”
The medal is housed in a FIFA frame case.

$400-600

373
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693

NEYMAR JR BRAZIL GAME
ISSUE SIGNED JERSEY 2014
SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team
jersey game issued to Neymar during the 2014
season. Size S.

$600-800

694

OZIL GERMANY MATCH ISSUE
JERSEY 2014 WORLD CUP VS.
BRAZIL
An Adidas brand Germany national team football
jersey match issue by Mesut Ozil during the match
between Brazil and Germany, July 8, 2014. Size 7.

$800-1,200

695

SHAQIRI SWITZERLAND GAME
WORN JERSEY 2014 WORLD
CUP
A Puma brand Switzerland national team football
team jersey game worn by Xherdan Shaqiri during
the 2014 World Cup. Size L.

374

$600-800

696

2014 ROBBEN BAYERN MUNICH
GAME WORN JERSEY VS.
HERTHA BERLIN
An Adidas brand Bayern Munich club team football
jersey game worn by Arjen Robben during the match
between Bayern Munich and Hertha Berlin, November
29, 2014. Size M.

$800-1,200

697

2014 HARNIK AUSTRIA GAME
WORN JERSEY VS. BRAZIL
A Puma brand Austria national team football jersey
game worn by Martin Harnik during the match between
Brazil and Austria, November 18, 2014. Size L.

$400-600

698

CAVANI URUGUAY GAME
WORN JERSEY 2014 WORLD
CUP QUALIFIERS
A Puma brand Uruguay national team football jersey
game worn by Edson Cavani during the 2014 World
Cup Qualifiers. Size L.

$600-800

375
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699

SUAREZ URUGUAY
GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014
WORLD CUP
QUALIFIERS

THIAGO MOTTA
ITALY GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014
SEASON
A Puma brand Italy national team
football jersey game worn by
Thiago Motta during the 2014
season. Size M.

A Puma brand Uruguay national
team football jersey game worn
by Luis Suarez during the 2014
World Cup Qualifiers. Size L.

$400-600

$600-800

701

2014 FIFA WORLD CUP PRELIMINARY
DRAW PARTICIPANT MEDAL
A gold tone Preliminary Draw participant medal from the Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, preliminary draw for the FIFA World Cup in
South Africa. The obverse of the medal features the text FIFA
World Cup above a relief image of the World Cup trophy with
an athletic figure with arms outstretched in victory and the text
FIFA/ World Cup. On the reverse is the text Preliminary Draw/
Rio de Janeiro 2011 surrounding a raised image of the 2014
FIFA World Cup logo.

376

$200-300

702

CLINT DEMPSEY 2014 FIFA WORLD CUP MATCH
WORN TEAM USA SIGNED JERSEY
Clint Dempsey 2014 FIFA World Cup match worn Team USA signed jersey. Offered
here is a 2014 World Cup Team USA game prepared and worn jersey by Clint
Dempsey. The jersey is signed by the entire team, as well as coaches containing 22
signatures. The Nike brand jersey has the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brasil patch on the
right sleeve. On the front bottom left of the jersey is the official Nike Authentic patch
and serial number. The wash tag inside the jersey has been marked by the equipment
manager, which is the common practice for game prepared jerseys. This item comes
with a letter of authenticity. Size L.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team equipment
manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$800-1,200

703

2014 FIFA WORLD CUP CARLOS SANCHEZ MATCH
WORN TEAM SIGNED JERSEY
2014 FIFA World Cup Carlos Sanchez Colombia match worn team signed jersey.
Offered is the game prepared and match worn jersey belonging to Carlos Sanchez
for the Round of 16 match vs Uruguay on June 28th, 2014. Sanchez was the
starting midfielder for the Colombian national football team during the 2014 FIFA
World Cup. Sanchez and the Colombian side made it to the knockout out round,
bowing out in a 2-1 defeat to Brazil. The front of the jersey on the left breast is
printed Colombia vs Uruguay 28 Junio 2014 Rio De Janeiro. On the left sleeve is
the 2014 FIFA World Cup Brasil patch. The right sleeve has the Football for Hope
FIFA patch. The jersey has been signed by 8 members of the Colombian squad,
including James Rodriguez and Carlos Sanchez.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team equipment
manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$2,000-3,000

377
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DOUGLAS COSTA 2014 MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Nike brand Mercurial boots match by Douglas Costa during the
2014 season. The inner exterior of each boot features a “DC 11” logo
alongside the flag of Brazil. Size 7.5.

$200-300

705

CARLOS TEVEZ MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Nike brand boots match worn by Carlos Tevez during the 2006 season.
The right boot tongue features “Carlitos” above the Nike symbol embroidered in
white. The left boot features “Flopy”; his nickname for his eldest daughter
Florencia. Size not available. Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity.

$200-400

706

ANGEL DI MARIA MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Angel di Maria during a
Manchester United F.C. vs. Leicester City F.C. match. Accompanied by a
certificate of authenticity.

378

$300-500

707

CRISTIANO RONALDO SIGNED HOME
WHITE AND TEAL REAL MADRID FRAMED
JERSEY
Cristiano Ronaldo signed home teal Real Madrid jersey. Ronaldo signed
this beautiful white home jersey with teal lettering inside the number “7”
with black marker. Ronaldo’s name is across the top back of the jersey with
the La Liga colored patch on the sleeve. A photograph of Ronaldo wearing
the home white jersey with teal lettering sits just beneath the framed jersey.
Ronaldo is widely considered to be one of the greatest players to have ever
played the beautiful game, amassing five Ballon d’Or or FIFA Ballon d’Or
Awards for the Best Player of the Year. He also still holds the records for the
most goals in UEFA Champions League history, both for a career and an
individual season, among many, many other records. A Beckett
Authentication card and hologram sticker accompany this item.
36 by 31 1/4

$800-1,200

708

PETER CECH CHELSEA GAME WORN JERSEY
2014/2015 SEASON
An Adidas brand Chelsea club team football team jersey game worn by
Peter Cech during the Champions League 2014/2015 season. Size 10.

$800-1,200

379
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BARCELONA BUSQUETS GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 QUARTER-FINAL
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
A Nike brand Barcelona club team football jersey game worn by
Sergio Busquets during the match PSG x Barcelona, Quarter-Final
Champions League, April 21, 2015. The jersey was swapped with
David Luiz after the match. Size L.

$500-700

710

PHIL JONES MANCHESTER UNITED
GAME WORN JERSEY 2014/2015
SEASON
A Nike brand Manchester United club team football jersey game
worn by Phill Jones during the Premier League 2014/2015 season.
Size L.

$500-700

711

KALOU HERTHA BERLIN GAME
WORN JERSEY 2014/2015
SEASON
A Nike brand Hertha Berlin club team football jersey
game worn by Salomon Kalou during the Bundesliga
2014/2015 season. Size L.

380

$400-600

712

GERMAIN MONACO GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON
A Nike brand Monaco club team football jersey game worn by
Valère Germain (substitute player) during the Coupe de France,
match between PSG and Monaco, March 4, 2015. Size M.

$400-600

713

GONÇALVES AJACCIO GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON
A Macron brand Ajaccio jersey worn by Claude Gonçalves
during the Ligue 1 2014/2015 season. Size L.

$400-600

714

JAVIER PASTORE BOOTS MATCH WORN
A pair of Nike brand boots match worn by Javier Pastore during the
2014/2015 season.

$500-700

381
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715

IBRAHIMOVIC PSG GAME WORN SIGNED
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON (JSA)
A Nike brand PSG club team football team jersey game worn and
signed by Slatan Ibrahimovic during the Ligue 1 2014/2015 season.
Size XL.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

382

$2,000-3,000

716

DAVID LUIZ PSG GAME WORN JERSEY
2014/2015 SEASON
A Nike brand PSG club team football team jersey game worn and multisigned by David Luiz during the Ligue 1 2014/2015 season. Size L.

$400-600

717

GIROUD ARSENAL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON
A Puma brand Arsenal club team football jersey game worn by
Olivier Giroud during the Champions League 2014/2015
season. Size L.

$600-800

718

RAMSEY ARSENAL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON
A Puma brand Arsenal club team football jersey game worn by
Aaron Ramsey during the Champions League 2014/2015
season. Size L.

$600-800

383
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OBLAK ATL MADRID GAME WORN
JERSEY 2014/2015 SEASON
A Nike brand Atletico Madrid club team football team
jersey game worn by Jan Oblak during the La Liga
2014/2015 season. Size XL.

$400-600

720

MANCHESTER CITY KOLAROV
GAME WORN JERSEY 2015/2016
SEASON
A Nike brand Manchester City club team football team
jersey game worn by Aleksandar Kolarov during the
Champions League 2015/2016 season. Size L.

384

$400-600

721

IBRAHIMOVIC PSG GAME WORN
JERSEY SIGNED 2015/2016 COUPE
DE FRANCE FINAL (JSA)
A Nike brand PSG club team football team jersey game
worn and signed by Slatan Ibrahimovic during the Coupe
de France Final 2015/2016 season. Size XL.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

$3,000-5,000

385
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2016 RIO OLYMPICS RELAY TORCH WITH
ORIGINAL BAG AND TUBE
Official 2016 Rio de Janeiro Summer Olympics torch, constructed of recycled
aluminum and colored resin, measuring 27 inches in length and 3 1/2 inches
at its widest point, designed by Sao Paulo studio Chelles & Hayashi and
manufactured by Recam Laser. The torch features a white body that
automatically expands upon being lit to reveal multicolored segments drawn
from the hues of the Brazilian flag, representing the natural wonders
surrounding the host city. The Rio Olympic emblem also adorns the top.
Includes the original brown carrying bag, tube (top cap missing), a custommade display stand featuring details of the Rio relay itinerary and a map. The
torch relay began in Olympia on April 21, and concluded on August 5 at
Maracanã Stadium in Rio de Janiero, after visiting over three hundred of
Brazil’s towns and cities. A record number of countries participated in the Rio
Games, including first time entrants Kosovo and South Sudan. Ten thousand
and nine hundred athletes participated in 306 medalling events of 45 sports
disciplines.

386

27 inches

$2,000-3,000

723

ATLETICO MADRID GRIEZMANN GAME
WORN JERSEY 2015/2016 SEASON
A Nike brand Atletico Madrid club team football jersey game worn by
Antoine Griezmann during the La Liga 2015/2016 season. Size M.

$800-1,200

724

LA CORUNA SIDNEI GAME WORN JERSEY
2015/2016 SEASON
A Lotto brand Deportivo La Coruna club team football jersey game worn
by Sidnei during the La Liga 2015/2016 season. Size XL.

$400-600

387
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725

GARY CAHILL MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Gary Cahill during
the 2015/2016 season.

$400-600

726

DIEGO COSTA CHELSEA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2015/2016 SEASON
An Adidas brand Chelsea club team football jersey game worn by
Diego Costa during the 2015/2016 Premier League. Size 8.

$400-600

727

2016 UEFA EURO MATCH BALL
GERMANY VS. POLAND
An official match ball worn in the 2016 Uefa Euro match
between Germany and Poland on June 16, 2016.

388

$800-1,200

728

GAITAN BENFICA GAME WORN JERSEY
2015/2016 SEASON
An Adidas brand Benfica club team football jersey game worn by Nico
Gaitan during the Liga Sagres 2015/2016 season. Size 6.

$2,000-3,000

729

CHIELLINI ITALY GAME ISSUE JERSEY
2015/2016 SEASON
A Puma brand Italy national team football jersey issued to Giorgio
Chiellini during the 2015/2016 season. Size L.

$400-600

389
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730

MIRANDA 2016 BRAZIL
NATIONAL TEAM GAME
PREPARED JERSEY
A Nike brand Brazil national football team jersey
game prepared for João Miranda de Souza Filho,
or simply Miranda, during the 2016 season. The
Nike Authentic tag can be found on the front
bottom left corner of the jersey. Inside the jersey on
the wash tag, the equipment manager marked the
tag “6” for game. Size XL.

$600-800

731

OFFICIAL EURO 2016 GERMANY TEAM
SIGNED REPLICA SOCCER BALL
Official Euro 2016 Germany National Team signed replica football.
The German national team made a deep run, ultimately falling 2-nil
to host France in the semi final. All members of the team including
Thomas Müller, Manuel Neuer, Jerome Boateng and Mats Hummels,
among many other star studded players.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team
equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

390

$1,000-2,000

732

NEYMAR DA SILVA SANTOS JUNIOR 2016 OLYMPIC
PARTICIPATION MEDAL RIO OLYMPICS
Neymar da Silva Santos Junior (Neymar Jr) 2016 Olympic Participation Medal Rio Olympics. Neymar was a
member of the Brazilian Olympic soccer team that would go on to win the gold medal. Neymar scored the
game-winning goal on a penalty kick to help Brazil clinch their first ever Olympic gold medal in history. The
official Olympic Participation Medal was presented to Neymar by the Olympic Organizing Committee and
collected from the squad’s Olympic training base in Goiania by team staff. The medal is housed beautifully
in an International Olympic Committee folding booklet. During Olympic competition, Neymar scored 14
seconds into the semi-final match vs Honduras, the fastest goal ever scored in Olympic competition. The
letter of authenticity accompanies this lot.

$500-700

733

KEVIN DE BRUYNE 2015-2016
MATCH WORN #17
MANCHESTER CITY FC JERSEY
Kevin De Bruyne 2015-2016 match worn #17 Manchester City FC jersey. This home shirt was
worn by De Bruyne during the 2015-2016 English Premier Season. De Bruyne had just
transferred to Man City on a 6-year contract for a reported club-record fee of 55 million pounds,
making it the 2nd most expensive English transfer in league history behind Angel Di Maria to
Manchester United. Accompanying this lot is a Letter of Authenticity from Memorabila Expert.

$500-700

734

JOSEF MARTINEZ VENEZUELA
MATCH WORN JERSEY AND SHORTS
An Adidas brand Venezuela national football team jersey and
shorts. The jersey was worn by a Josef Martinez on the sidelines
during a match in the 2015-2016 season. Martinez did not
enter the match. The shorts were worn in 2016 by Venezuela
national team member Josef Martinez. The jersey and shorts
feature the Federación Venezolana de Fútbol (FVF) emblem
and the uniform number 17. Nicknamed “La Vinotinto” (“The
Burgundy”) for the color of their jerseys, Venezuela rotates
between home stadiums in Puerto Ordaz, Puerto La Cruz and
San Cristóbal, Venezuela. Jersey: Size S. Shorts: Size M.

$200-400

391
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735

PELÉ SIGNED MR BRAINWASH PAINTING (JSA)
Pelé by Mr. Brainwash is signed by Pelé in black marker across the center of the soccer ball. Mr. Brainwash is a pseudonym for famous graffiti street
artist Thierry Guetta. Mr. Brainwash’s style fuses pop imagery and contemporary iconography to create a unique pop art - graffiti hybrid. In August of
2016, Pelé and Mr. Brainwash got together during the Summer Olympics in Brazil to collaborate.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot
22 by 22 inches

$2,000-3,000

736

PELÉ SIGNED BRAZIL NATIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM
JERSEY

392

A Brazil national football team replica jersey signed by Pelé in silver marker on his iconic
uniform number 10 on the back of the jersey. Size XL. The jersey is accompanied by a letter of
authenticity for the signature from JSA.

$300-500

737

MANÉ LIVERPOOL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2016/2017 SEASON
A New Balance brand Liverpool club team football jersey
game worn by Sadio Mané during the English League
Cup 2016/2017 season. Size M.

$800-1,200

738

FIRMINO LIVERPOOL GAME
WORN JERSEY 2016/207 SEASON
A New Balance brand Liverpool club team football jersey
game worn by Roberto Firmino during the English
League Cup 2016/2017 season. Size L.

$600-800

739

ALEXIS CHILE GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 2017 CONFEDERATIONS
CUP
A Nike brand Chile national team football team jersey
game issued to Alexis Sanchez during the
Confederations Cup, match Chile x Portugal, June 28,
2017. Size M.

$400-600

393
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740

DANILO REAL MADRID GAME WORN
JERSEY 2016/2017 SEASON
An Adidas brand Real Madrid club team football jersey game
worn by Danilo during the La Liga 2016/2017 season. Size 8.

$400-600

741

DAVID LUIZ CHELSEA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2016/2017 SEASON
An Adidas brand Chelsea club team football jersey game worn by
David Luiz during the Premier League 2016/2017 season. Size 7.

394

$400-600

742

AUBAMEYANG BORUSSIA
DORTMOUND GAME WORN JERSEY
2017/2018 SEASON
A Puma brand Borussia Dortmound club team football jersey
game worn by Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang during the
2017/2018 season. Size M.

$800-1,200

743

DANIEL ALVES BRAZIL GAME WORN
SIGNED JERSEY 2017 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game worn
by Daniel Alves during the 2017 season. Size M.

$400-600

395
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744

COURTOIS MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Nike brand boots match worn by Thibaut Courtois
during the 2016/2017 season.

$600-800

745

CUADRADO BOOTS MATCH WORN
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Juan Cuadrado
during the 2016/2017 season.

396

$400-600

746

BASTIAN SCHWEINSTEIGGER GAME WORN SIGNED
AND INSCRIBED MLS CHICAGO FIRE JERSEY (FINAL
GAME OF CAREER) (JSA)
Bastian Schweinsteigger game worn, signed and inscribed MLS Chicago Fire jersey.
Schweinsteigger wore this jersey in the final game with the Chicago Fire on October 6th,
2019. This was his last game played in his storied career. Schweinsteigger signed his name
and a message on the back of the jersey next to his number “31.” The Adidas Climacool
jersey features the Fire logo on the front left breast and the “1998-2018 The Double 20”
patch on the front bottom of the jersey. This commemorates the 20th year anniversary of the
Chicago Fire. Accompanying this lot is a Letter of Authenticity. Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil National Team equipment manager,
Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

$600-800

747

MARCELO 2016-2017 UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FINAL
GAME PREPARED JERSEY TEAM SIGNED
Marcelo 2016-2017 UEFA Champions League Final game prepared jersey team signed. The
2017 UEFA Champions League saw Real Madrid FC square off against Juventus FC. The match
was played on June 3rd, 2017 at Millenium Stadium at Cardiff, Wales. Marcelo was the starting
Left Back for Real Madrid, who won the match 4-1, claiming their second consecutive
Champions League title, and third in four years. They would go on and win the following year,
completing the dynasty. This Real Madrid club is considered one of the greater club teams ever
assembled, loaded with talent including Cristiano Ronaldo, Sergio Ramos, Luke Modric, Karim
Benzema, among many other high level players. On the front of the shirt is Real Madrid’s FIFA
World Champions 2016 patch for the title the year before, and in the center of the jersey
imprinted is “Final Cardiff 2017 National Stadium of Wales- 3 June Juventus FC vs Real Madrid
FC.” On the right sleeve is the UEFA Champions League Trophy patch. The left sleeve has the
same trophy patch with the number “11” inside of it,
representing the 11 UEFA Champions League titles
Real Madrid had won to that point. That game they
clinched their 12th and eventually won their 13th the
following season. Inside the jersey on the wash tag,
the equipment manager for Real Madrid marked the
jersey as game prepared. The jersey is signed by the
entire Real Madrid team, including manager Zinedine
Zidane.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil
National Team equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva
Da Silva

$2,000-3,000

397
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ARGENTINA NATIONAL FOOTBALL TEAM
MATCH DAY WORN RAIN JACKET
An Adidas brand Argentina national football team match day worn rain
jacket featuring the Argentina Football Association emblem on the
upper left chest and the Adidas, Coca-Cola and Claro sponsor logos on
the upper right chest and the back. Size M.

$100-200

749

2016-2017 COPA DEL REY PLAYER’S TROPHY
A 2016-2017 Copa del Rey Player’s Trophy awarded to a player from the FC
Barcelona winning team. In the 115th staging of the Copa del Rey, Barcelona
was the defending champion and successfully defended its title following a 3-1
win over Alavés in the final. The silver tone trophy features ribbons in Barcelona’s
colors and a plaque that reads “Campeonato de España/ Copa de S.M. El Rey/
Temporada 2016 2017.” The trophies were manufactured by renowned Spanish
manufacturer Alegre, which produces all of the major silverware, medals and
trophies for Spanish competitions.
5 3/4 inches

$500-700

750

ATLETICO MADRID GAITAN MATCH
ISSUE JERSEY 2017/2018 SEASON
A Nike brand Atletico Madrid club team football jersey match
issue by Nico Gaitan during the Champions League 2017/2018
season. Size M.

$400-600

751

BRAZIL MARQUINHOS GAME WORN
JERSEY 2018 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game
worn by Marquinhos during the 2018 World Cup. Size M.

398

$400-600

752

DANILO MANCHESTER CITY
GAME WORN JERSEY 2018
CARABAO CUP FINAL
A Nike brand Manchester City club team football
jersey game worn by Danilo during the Carabao Cup,
final match Man City x Arsenal, February 25, 2018.
Size L.

$400-600

753

LEWANDOWSKI POLAND GAME
WORN SIGNED JERSEY 2018
WORLD CUP (JSA)
A Nike brand Poland national team football jersey game
worn by Robert Lewandovski and signed during the
2018 World Cup. Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

$2,000-3,000

399
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754

CASEMIRO BRAZIL GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 2018 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game
issued to Casemiro during the 2018 World Cup. Size L.

$400-600

755

RENATO AUGUSTO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2018 WORLD CUP
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game worn by
Renato Augusto (substitute player) during the 2018 World Cup. Size L.

$400-600

756

JORDI ALBA BOOTS MATCH WORN
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Jordi Alba in
the 2018 World Cup.

400

$400-600

757

CASEMIRO BRAZIL 2018 WORLD CUP MEDALS
A group of three Brazil National team medals from the Fifa World Cup U-17. Winner’s medal from Egypt 1997, Winner’s medal from New Zeland
1999 and Runner’s Up medal from Ecuador 1995.

$400-600

758

RABIOT BOOTS MATCH WORN
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Adrien
Rabiot during the 2017/2018 season.

$400-600

759

FIRMINO 2018 FIFA WORLD CUP
GAME WORN BRAZIL JERSEY
A Nike brand Brazil national football team jersey game
worn by Firmino during the 2018 FIFA World Cup. Size L.

$700-900

401
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760

2018 FIFA WORLD CUP GOLD WINNER’S MEDAL
A 2018 FIFA World Cup gold winner’s medal awarded to a player from the champion France
national football team. The 2018 FIFA World Cup took place from June 14th through July 15th
in Russia. It was the 21st FIFA World Cup and was the 11th time the championships had been
held in Europe, but was the first to be held in Eastern Europe. The obverse of the medal
features a relief image of the World Cup trophy with an athletic figure with arms outstretched in
victory and the text “2018 FIFA World Cup Russia.” The reverse of the medal features the text,
“World Champion/ FIFA World Cup/ Russia 2018” and the official emblem FIFA World Cup
2018 emblem to the center. The medal hangs on a newly designed blue FIFA ribbon. The
medal comes inside the Official FIFA World Cup Russia 2018 case. This World Cup had an
estimated cost of $14.2 billion, making it the most expensive World Cup to date. In the final,
France played Croatia on July 15th at the Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow. France won 4-2, claiming
their 2nd World Cup title.
Case, 7 by 7 inches

402

$50,000-70,000

403
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761

2018 FIFA WORLD CUP SILVER PLAYERS
MEDAL
A 2018 FIFA World Cup Silver 2nd Place medal awarded to a player from the
Croatia national football team. The 2018 FIFA World Cup took place from
June 14 to July 15, 2018 in Russia. It was the first World Cup to be held in
Eastern Europe. The obverse of the medal features a relief image of the
World Cup trophy with an athletic figure with arms outstretched in victory and
the text “2018 FIFA World Cup Russia.” The reverse of the medal features the
text, “World Champion/ FIFA World Cup/ Russia 2018” and the official
emblem FIFA World Cup 2018 emblem to the center. Above the trophy
image is “2nd PLACE.” Beneath the emblem you will find the inscription 925,
representing the silver content in the medal. You will only ever find this on
authentic player’s gold and silver medals. The medal hangs on a newly
designed blue FIFA ribbon. The medal comes inside the Official FIFA World
Cup Russia 2018 case. Croatia, in its first ever appearance in the final, lost 4-2
to France. However, Croatia forward Luke Modric won the Golden Player
award for best player of the tournament. This is the first time in auction history
that a gold, silver and bronze player’s medals are being offered in the same
auction from the same year.
Case, 7 by 7 inches

404

$10,000-20,000

762

2018 FIFA WORLD CUP BRONZE
PLAYERS MEDAL
2018 FIFA World Cup Bronze Players Medal. This bronze medal was
awarded to a player from the Belgian National football team,
following a 3rd place finish in the 2018 World Cup in Russia.
Belgium defeated England in the bronze medal game, 2-nil.
Despite finishing 3rd, many fans around the world believed this
Belgian side to be the best team in the tournament. On the obverse
of the medal inscribed is “3rd Place FIFA World Cup Russia 2018,”
which is directly above a relief image of the Jules Rimet Trophy. The
bronze medal weighs 90 grams and comes with a FIFA blue silk
ribbon in its original case, which is covered in velvet. The outside of
the case houses a miniature bronze medal as well. This will be the
first ever 2018 World Cup Belgian football player bronze medal
sold at auction. This is also the first time in auction history that a
gold, silver and bronze player’s medals are being offered in the
same auction from the same year. This lot is accompanied with a
Letter of Authenticity from Agon SportsWorld in Germany.

$7,000-9,000

405
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LIONEL MESSI 2018 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
GAME ISSUED ARGENTINA JERSEY
Lionel Messi 2018 World Cup Qualifiers game issued Argentina jersey.

$800-1,200

764

DAVID LUIZ 2018 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS MATCH
WORN BRAZIL JERSEY
David Luiz 2018 World Cup Qualifiers match worn Brazil jersey. Luiz wore this jersey
during a 2010 World Cup qualifying match. The shirt has the Brazil logo on the front left
breast with the 5 stars above, representing the 5 World Championships. The Nike
symbol is on the right side. On the right sleeve is the Qualifiers FIFA World Cup Russia
2018 patch. The left sleeve has the FIFA My Game is Fair Play patch in yellow with blue
lettering. The tag inside the collar states “made in Brazil” and the Nike Authentic tag
number and year appear on the front bottom left of the jersey. Size L.

406

$400-600

765

2017-2018 COPA DEL REY
PLAYER’S TROPHY
A 2017-2018 Copa del Rey Player’s Trophy awarded to a
player from the FC Barcelona winning team. In the 116th
staging of the Copa del Rey, Barcelona was the threetime defending champion and successfully defended its
title following a 5 0 win over Sevilla in the final. The silver
tone trophy features ribbons in Barcelona’s colors and a
plaque that reads “Campeonato de España/ Copa de
S.M. El Rey/ Temporada 2016 2017.” The trophies were
manufactured by renowned Spanish manufacturer
Alegre, which produces all of the major silverware,
medals, and trophies for Spanish competitions.
5 1/2 inches

$400-600

766

RONALDO SIGNED NIKE TIEMPO BOOT
A Nike brand Tiempo boot signed by Ronaldo Nazario to the exterior in silver marker.
The boot was signed during a private signing on 6/2/18 in Madrid, Spain. Size 11.5.
Accompanied by a Beckett certificate of authenticity.

$300-500

407
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CRISTIANO RONALDO JUVENTUS
GAME WORN JERSEY 2018/2019
SEASON
An Adidas brand Juventus club team football jersey game
worn by Cristiano Ronaldo during the Champions League
2018/2019 season. Size 7.

408

$3,000-5,000

768

ALISSON BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019 COPA AMERICA
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game
worn by Alisson during the Copa America, match Brazil x
Bolivia, June 14, 2019. Size XL.

$500-700

769

VARGAS CHILE GAME WORN JERSEY 2019
COPA AMERICA
A Nike brand Chile national team football team jersey game worn by
Eduardo Vargas during the Copa America, match Japan x Chile, June 17,
2019. Size M.

$400-600

770

BRAZIL GABRIEL JESUS GAME ISSUE MULTISIGNED JERSEY 2019 COPA AMERICA
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game issued to Gabriel
Jesus during the Copa America, match Brazil x Argentina, July 2, 2019. The
jersey is multi-signed by the complete Brazil squad. Size M.

$500-700

771

2019 COPA AMERICA SEMI FINAL MATCH
BALL BRAZIL X ARGENTINA
An official match ball worn in the Copa America, match between Brazil
and Argentina on July 2, 2019.

$800-1,200

409
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772

CHICHARITO MEXICO GAME WORN JERSEY 2019
SEASON
An Adidas brand Mexico national team football jersey game worn by Javier
“Chicharito” Hernandez during the 2019 season. Size 5.

$400-600

773

RAFAEL CABRAL SAMPDORIA MATCH ISSUE
JERSEY 2018/2019 SEASON
A Joma brand Sampdoria club team football jersey match issue by Rafael Cabral
during the Serie A 2018/2019 season. Size L.

$400-600

774

CAVANI PSG GAME WORN 2018/2019 SEASON
A Nike brand PSG club team football team jersey game worn by Edson Cavani
during the Ligue 1 2018/2019 season. Size L.

410

$600-800

775

TIMOTHY WEAH MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Nike brand boots match worn by Timothy Weah during the
2018/2019 season.

$400-600

776

DRAXLER MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Julian Draxler
during the 2018/2019 season.

$400-600

411
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777

LO CELSO BETIS GAME WORN JERSEY
2018/2019 SEASON
A Kappa brand Real Betis club team football team jersey game worn by
Giovani Lo Celso during the La Liga 2018/2019 season. Size M.

$400-600

778

DANILO 2019 INTERNATIONAL
FRIENDLY BRAZIL SIGNED GAME
WORN JERSEY (JSA)
A Nike brand jersey worn and signed by Danilo for a
Brazilian Football Confederation international friendly
match during the 2019 season. Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot.

$300-500

779

DIGNE 2018-2019 PREMIER
LEAGUE EVERTON GAME WORN
JERSEY
An Umbro brand jersey worn by Digne for the Everton
Football Club in the 2018-2019 Premier League season.
Size M.

412

$50-75

780

MARC-ANDRE TER STEGEN 2019 COPA DEL REY SEMI FINAL MATCH WORN FC
BARCELONA JERSEY AND BOOTS
Marc-Andre ter Stegen 2019 Copa del Rey Semi Final match worn FC Barcelona jersey and boots. This jersey and boots were worn by Barcelona’s
goalkeeper Marc-André ter Stegen in the 2nd leg of the Copa del Rey Semi-Final match between Barcelona and Real Madrid that was held on
February 27th, 2019 in Santiago Bernabéu Stadium, Madrid, Spain. The match ended with Barcelona winning 3-nil over Real Madrid, and thus
Barcelona won 4-1 on aggregate to advance. There is obvious wear on the front of the jersey just beneath the sponsor, Rakuten, as well as dirt marks
all over the back. That match ter Stegen made a number of diving saves. The right sleeve has the REEF Copa Del Rey Campeonato de Espana Copa
De S.M. El Rey 2019 tag. The left sleeve has the Beko sponsor tag.

$2,000-3,000

781

DANILO JUVENTUS GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
An Adidas brand Juventus club team football jersey game worn
by Danilo during the Champions League 2019/2020 season.
Size 7.

$400-600

782

DANILO JUVENTUS GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
An Adidas brand Juventus club team football team jersey game
worn by Danilo during the Champions League 2019/2020
season. Size 7.

$400-600

413
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DAVID LUIZ ARSENAL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
An Adidas brand Arsenal club team football team jersey game
worn by David Luiz during the Premier League 2019/2020
season. Size 6.

$400-600

784

THIAGO SILVA BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2020 SEASON
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game
worn by Thiago Silva during the 2020 season. Size L.

$400-600

785

BETIS SIDNEI GAME WORN JERSEY
2019/2020 SEASON
A Kappa brand Real Betis club team football jersey game worn by
Sidnei during the La Liga 2019/2020 season. Size XL.

$400-600

786

WESLEY ASTON VILLA GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
A Kappa brand Aston Villa club team football jersey game worn by
Wesley Moraes during the Premier League 2019/2020 season. Size XL.

414

$300-500

787

SALAH LIVERPOOL GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
A New Balance brand Liverpool club team football jersey game
issued to Mohamed Salah during the Premier League
2019/2020 season. Size M.

$800-1,200

788

KROOS REAL MADRID GAME ISSUE JERSEY
2019/2020 SEASON
An Adidas brand Real Madrid club team football jersey game issued to Toni
Kroos during the La Liga 2019/2020 season. Size M.

$400-600

789

VIRGIL VAN DIJK LIVERPOOL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
A New Balance brand Liverpool club team football jersey game worn by
Virgil Dan Dijk during the Premier League 2019/2020 season. Size XL.

$1,000-2,000

790

ALEXANDER-ARNOLD LIVERPOOL GAME
WORN JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
A New Balance brand Liverpool club team football jersey game worn by
Alexander-Arnold during the Premier League 2019/2020 season. Size M.

$500-700

415
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MBAPPE PSG GAME
WORN JACKET
2019/2020 SEASON
A Nike brand Paris Saint-German club
team football jacket game worn by
Kyllian Mbappe during the 2019/2020
season. Size L.

$600-800

792

BENZEMA REAL
MADRID GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020
SEASON
An Adidas brand Real Madrid club team
football jersey game worn by Karin
Benzema during the La Liga 2019/2020
season. Size M.

416

$600-800

793

WESLEY ASTON VILLA BOOTS
MATCH WORN 2019/2020
SEASON
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by
Wesley Moraes during the 2019/2020 season.

$400-600

794

RODRYGO REAL MADRID MATCH ISSUE JERSEY
2019/2020 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
An Adidas brand Real Madrid club team football jersey match issue by Rodrygo
during the Champions League 2019/2020 season. Size M.

$400-600

795

TER STEGEN MATCH WORN BOOTS
A pair of Adidas brand boots match worn by Marc-André Ter
Stegen during the 2019/2020 season.

$600-800

417
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GABRIEL JESUS MAN CITY GAME WORN JERSEY
2019/2020 SEASON
A Puma brand Manchester City club team football jersey game worn by Gabriel Jesus
during the 2019/2020 Premier League. Size M.

$400-600

797

2020 NEYMAR BRAZIL GAME WORN FULL KIT TRAINING
A Nike brand Brazil national team full kit training worn by Neymar Jr. during the 2022 World Cup Qualifiers. The kit
contains the backpack with training game worn jersey plus shorts, the trunks, the nike pro compression, the jacket
plus paints and the polo t-shirt. The bag is exclusive with Neymar Jr tag, including his name and hotel details
(Pullman Ibirapuera Sao Paulo - Room 977 and Hilton Garden Inn Montevideo - Room 1102) with Brazil National
Team. All the items are size M and remain dirty.

418

$2,000-3,000

798

2020 EDOUARD CELTIC GAME
WORN JERSEY VS. PSG
An Adidas brand Celtic Glasgow club team football jersey
game worn by Odsonne Edouard during the match between
Celtic and Paris Saint-German, July 21, 2020. Size L.

$400-600

799

JOÃO FELIX ATLETICO MADRID
GAME WORN JERSEY 2019/2020
SEASON
A Nike brand Atletico Madrid club team football team
jersey game worn by João Felix during the La Liga
2019/2020 season. Size M.

$800-1,200

800

DAGBA PSG GAME WORN JERSEY
2019/2020 SEASON
A Nike brand Paris Saint-German club team football jersey
game worn by Colin Dagba during the 2019/2020 season.
Size L.

$400-600
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801

2019/2020 PREMIER LEAGUE
MATCH USED BALL
A Nike brand official game football of the Premier League
2019/2020 season.

$400-600

802

NKUNKU LEIPZIG GAME WORN
JERSEY 2019/2020 SEASON
A Nike brand Red Bull Leipzig club team football jersey
game worn by Christopher Alan Nkunku during the
Bundesliga 2019/2020 season. Size L.

$400-600

803

CRISTIANO RONALDO
JUVENTUS WORN PRACTICE
JERSEY TEAM SIGNED
Cristiano Ronaldo Juventus worn practice team
signed jersey. Ronaldo wore this during Serie A
practice and he and his Juventus teammates
hand signed this beautiful Adidas jersey in silver
marker on the front. Size M.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former
Brazil National Team equipment manager,
Raulino Saraiva Da Silva

420

$1,000-2,000

804

JAVIER PASTORE 2019-2020 UEFA
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE PSG GAME
WORN LONG SLEEVED JERSEY
Javier Pastore 2019-2020 UEFA Champions League PSG
Game Worn long sleeved jersey. Pastore wore this long
sleeve jersey during Champions League play for Paris St
Germain during the 2019-2020 tournament. The property is
accompanied with a letter of authenticity from the son of
former Brazilian Equipment manager, Raulino Saliva Da
Silva.

$700-900

805

THIAGO SILVA PSG MATCH WORN
2019-2020 UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE JERSEY
Thiago Silva PSG match worn 2019-2020 UEFA Champions
League jersey. Silva donned this gorgeous PSG jersey
during the 2019-2020 Champions League. PSG made a
deep run all the way to the final, but lost 1-nil to Bayern
Munich. A letter of authenticity accompanies this lot.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil
National Team equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da
Silva

$800-1,200

806

EDINSON CAVANI MATCH WORN
2019-2020 UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE PSG JERSEY
Edinson Cavani match worn 2019-2020 UEFA Champions
League jersey. The all-world player wore this shirt during
PSG’s run to the Champions League final, where they
ultimately fell 1-nil to Bayern Munich. A letter of authenticity
accompanies this lot.
PROVENANCE From The Collection of former Brazil
National Team equipment manager, Raulino Saraiva Da
Silva

$800-1,200

421
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807

DAVID LUIZ ARSENAL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2020/2021 SEASON SIGNED
An Adidas brand Arsenal club team football team jersey game
worn by David Luiz during the Premier League 2020/2021 season.
Size 8.

$400-600

808

MBAPPÉ PSG GAME WORN JERSEY
2020/2021 SEASON
A Nike brand Paris Saint-German club team football jersey
game worn by Kyllian Mbappé during the Champions League
2020/2021 season. Size L.

422

$2,000-3,000

809

RAFINHA OLYMPIAKOS GAME WORN JERSEY
2020/2021 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
An Adidas brand Olympiakos club team football jersey game worn by Rafinha
during the Champions League 2020/2021 season. Size S.

$400-600

810

MESSI BARCELONA GAME WORN
SIGNED JERSEY 2020/2021 CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE (JSA)
A Nike brand Barcelona club team football jersey game worn and
signed by Lionel Messi during the 2020/2021 Champions League.
Size L.
A letter of authenticity from JSA is included with this lot

$4,000-6,000
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811

FIRMINO BRAZIL GAME ISSUE JERSEY
2022 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game issued to
Roberto Firmino during the 2022 Fifa World Cup Qualifiers. Size L.

$400-600

812

MARQUINHOS BRAZIL GAME ISSUE
JERSEY 2022 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game issued to
Marquinhos during the 2022 Fifa World Cup Qualifiers. Size M.

$400-600

813

DANILO BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY
2022 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by Danilo
during the Fifa World Cup Qualifiers 2022, match between Brazil and
Uruguay, November 17, 2020. Size L.

424

$600-800

814

EDERSON BRAZIL GAME WORN JERSEY
2022 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by
Ederson during the 2022 Fifa World Cup Qualifiers, match between
Brazil and Columbia, September 6, 2019. Size L.

$400-600

815

CASEMIRO BRAZIL GAME WORN
JERSEY 2022 WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Nike brand Brazil national team football jersey game worn by
Casemiro during the 2022 Fifa World Cup Qualifiers, match
between Brazil and Peru, October 13, 2020. Size L.

$600-800

816

ARTHUR BRAZIL GAME WORN 2022
WORLD CUP QUALIFIERS
A Nike brand Brazil national team football team jersey game
worn by Arthur (substitute player) during the 2022 World Cup
Qualifiers. Size L.

$400-600

425
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Find more of your
favorite individual
catalogues and box sets.
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Choose the perfect gift that you
will not find elsewhere.
Scan and visit our online store today!
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• Special Edition Box Sets
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Scan me!

or visit www.juliensauctions.com/ShopCatalogs

For inquiries, please contact:
Phone: (310) 836-1818
Email: info@juliensauctions.com

ENJOY WORLDWIDE VIP STATUS
FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Our exclusive Preferred Membership offers you access to the
exciting world of celebrities and their collections.

PLUS

You will receive one copy of each of our printed full color auction catalogues*
Receive special VIP treatment for each of our high profile auctions
Enjoy access to our world-class receptions, events, and exhibitions

A sample of auction catalogues received by our Preferred Members in the past.

5 YEAR MEMBERSHIP AT A COST OF ONLY $2,000
You will save approximately $5,000 dollars over a 5 year period.

*This catalogue subscription excludes enhanced editions of the traditional edition catalogue (such as special editions and signature editions
produced to benefit a charity, organization, or other fundraising cause); the subscription includes traditional editions only for each auction event.

SIGN UP NOW
and receive your Julien’s Auctions
Preferred Member card.

For More Information
Email: info@juliensauctions.com
or call 310-836-1818
Please note that Preferred Membership is not a substitute for auction registration, which you must continue to do on a per-auction basis. If you wish to bid in
an auction, you are still required to complete a Bidder Registration Form, and to set up a Member Account in connection with online auction bidding.

&
INTERNAL USE ONLY:

BIDDER #

SPORTS

LEGENDS
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BIDDER REGISTRATION FORM
Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form. You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the aboveidentified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions. We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved.
This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form.

PLEASE CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
o I will be attending the live auction o I will be placing absentee bids o I will be phone bidding
Name: _____________________________________________________ Company: _________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: ________________________________________ Country: ______________________________________________________
Day Phone: _______________________________ Cell Phone: _______________________________ Fax: _____________________________
o Check here if different billing address

o Absentee Bid(s)

o Phone Bid(s)

Absentee Bidders: Please state your MAXIMUM bid in United States Dollars (USD$) for each Lot
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):
Please list your lot numbers in chronological order (lowest to highest lot number) on the form or your bid(s) could be missed.
Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow for additional time for packaging, shipping and delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or local governments
and municipalities impose business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID-19 that may affect our ability to
prepare and ship items within our standard timeframes.

Bidder Registration Form continued
Billing Address (if different than previous page):
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ____________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: _______________________________________ Country: ___________________________________________________
Type of Credit Card:
o Visa
o MasterCard
o American Express
Card Number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Expiration Date: ________________________________________________ Security Code: _____________________________________
Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge the above listed card for any
purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction Terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Payment Options: We accept payment by cashier’s check, personal check, bank wire, cryptocurrency, MasterCard, VISA, and American Express
Credit Card Authorization: All invoices under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. All invoices over five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) as a deposit to the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are made. A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added to the total of all
invoices five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have payment made by credit card.

Shipping: Please review the shipping terms for your items. Shipping is not included in the Hammer Price of your auction items and winning Bidders are
responsible for all shipping costs. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot(s) to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the
destination address of the Lot and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien's Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or undeliverable
shipments.
Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (“the Auctioneer”). I acknowledge that I have read,
understood and agreed to the Auction Terms and Conditions applicable to the Auction for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such
registration as an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A Buyer’s Premium
will be added to the successful bid price and is payable by the Purchaser as part of the Total Purchase Price. Successful online bids are subject to the Buyer’s
Premium, plus an additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the Hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the Total Purchase Price. I acknowledge
and agree that Buyer’s Premium will be added to the Hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $1,000,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01 and above: a Buyer's Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the Hammer Price up to $1,000,000.00,
and a Buyer's Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $1,000,000.00.
I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the Hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction Terms and Conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.
Representations, Warranties And Acknowledgements: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information I have provided on
this Bidder Registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder Registration Form; (iii) this
Bidder Registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder Registration Form and the Auction
Terms & Conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party. I acknowledge receiving
a copy of the Auction Terms and Conditions attached hereto and agree to comply with all provisions therein. I understand that each and every Bid that I place in the
Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the Winning Bidder and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in the
Auction Terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Print Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Company (if applicable): ________________________________________ Title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310) 388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com
Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific Time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL ONLY: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 Hayden Place | Culver City, CA 90232
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com
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Auction Terms and Conditions
Julien Entertainment.com, Inc., a California corporation d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s
Auctions”, “Company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”)
hereby provides the following terms (“Auction
Terms and Conditions”) to apply to sales by Bids
conducted by Julien’s Auctions (each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”). By
completing a Bidder Registration Form, you
agree that you have read, understood and agree
to be bound by these Auction Terms and Conditions.

submitting your information, you consent to
have your personal information processed by
Julien’s Auctions in the United States. Julien’s
Auctions has implemented commercially
reasonable technical and organizational
measures designed to secure your personal
information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure. However, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to
defeat those measures or use your personal
information for improper purposes.
You
PLEASE READ THESE AUCTION TERMS acknowledge that you provide your personal
AND CONDITIONS CAREFULLY. THESE information at your own risk.
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS
INCLUDE AN AGREEMENT TO MANDATORY (b) First Time Bidders. For verification
ARBITRATION, WHICH MEANS THAT YOU purposes, we request that Bidders who have not
AGREE TO SUBMIT ANY DISPUTE ARISING participated in any previous Auction submit a
UNDER, RELATED TO, OR IN CONNECTION copy of their (A) official government-issued
WITH THE AUCTION TO BINDING INDIVID- identification (driver's license / passport / state
UAL
ARBITRATION
RATHER
THAN identification card), and (B) a valid credit card.
PROCEED IN COURT. THE DISPUTES/ Copies of such documents may be submitted in
ARBITRATION PROVISION ALSO INCLUDES person, via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via
A CLASS ACTION WAIVER, WHICH MEANS email to bidding@juliensauctions.com. Failure to
THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH ANY do so may inhibit your ability to register.
DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND NOT AS PART
OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS AGREEMENT (c) Credit Card Authorization. We (and/or our
third-party payment processor) may verify credit
ALSO INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
card information in order to register. To verify
your card, we will charge $1.00 to it. After the
1. AUCTIONS.
Each Auction conducted is of a designated set card is verified, we will immediately refund the
of items (each a “Lot”) on a designated date. card. Your card issuer will credit your card
Lots are provided by the party that wishes us to balance within thirty (30) days from the date
sell property on their behalf (each such party a of the refund. In the event you add or replace
“Consignor”). We will provide the pertinent a credit card, we may also verify such new or
information for each Auction, including: date, replacement credit card.
start time of auction, each Lot to be sold and
location. Auctions may be conducted live inperson, online via http://www.julienslive.com
(the “Service”), or both. All Auctions conducted
by Julien’s Auctions and these Auction Terms
and Conditions, are governed by the laws of the
State of California. Julien’s Auctions maintains
a bond on file with the California Secretary of
State as required by California Civil Code
§1812.600.
2. REGISTRATION.
In order to participate in an Auction, registration
is required for all persons wishing to Bid
(“Bidders”). Any person registering to Bid by
phone, absentee, or in person will complete a
Bidder Registration Form. Online Bidders will
submit a completed electronic form through the
Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”). Each Auction
requires a separate registration; Bidders with a
Member Account may register for Auctions via
their account.
(a) Information Required. To register, Bidders
are required to submit their name, physical
address, telephone number, email address and
credit card information. You hereby represent
that all information you submit in connection
with registration is truthful and accurate. By

the Service. Bidder acknowledges and agrees
that all Bids placed under a Member Account
are considered to be placed by the Member or
with Member’s authorization.
(f) Approval of Registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its sole and absolute discretion,
reserves the right to approve or reject Bidders
for its Auctions at any time. We are under no
obligation to accept your application for registration.
(g) Term of Registration. Upon approval by
Julien’s Auctions, your registration is effective
throughout the applicable Auction for which you
registered and any post-Auction obligations you
incur in connection with Bids you placed during
such Auction.
3. BIDDING.
Upon completed and approved registration,
Bidders may submit a binding offer to purchase
a Lot at a specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.

(a) Placement; Payment Authorization.
When a Lot at the Auction goes live, you are free
to place bids on such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction conducted both in-person
and online, until the individual conducting the
sale for Julien’s Auctions (the “Auctioneer”)
determines that bidding on such Lot has closed,
or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for
such Lot. As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions
reserves the right to authorize your credit card
for any bid amount placed. If an authorization
(d) Minors. Bids will not be accepted from was made on a Bid and you are subsequently
those persons under eighteen (18) years of age outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release that author(i) without written consent of said person’s ization.
parent or legal guardian, or (ii) unless such
person is an emancipated minor. Written (b) Notifications. If you are placing Bids via
consent must acknowledge the terms and the Service or by proxy, each time you are outconditions of sale. This written consent bid Julien’s Auctions will send you an email
constitutes an agreement to be bound thereby message notification advising you of such. If
on behalf of the Bidder. If you are under 18 you are a telephone or in-person Bidder, it is
years of age you may participate in Auctions your responsibility to monitor the Lot(s) for which
only if you are either an emancipated minor, or you placed Bid(s) in the event you are outbid. If
possess legal parental or guardian consent and you are the Winning Bidder for a given Lot,
are fully able and competent to enter into the Julien’s Auctions will send you an email mesterms, conditions, obligations, affirmations, sage confirmation.
representations and warranties set forth in these
Auction Terms and Conditions and to abide by (c) Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves
and comply with these Auction Terms and the right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must
be for an entire Lot. Each Lot constitutes a
Conditions.
separate sale. All Bids are per Lot unless
IF YOU ARE A PARENT OR GUARDIAN AND otherwise announced at a live sale by the
YOU PROVIDE YOUR CONSENT TO THE REG- Auctioneer. All winning Bids are subject to a
ISTRATION OF YOUR CHILD, YOU AGREE TO Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein). Live
BE BOUND BY THIS AGREEMENT WITH auction Lots will be sold in their numbered
RESPECT TO, THROUGH and IN CONNEC- sequence unless the Auctioneer directs
TION WITH SUCH REGISTRATION AND otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may cancel any Lot
and have it removed from an Auction prior to
AUCTION PARTICIPATION.
acceptance of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot
(e) Online Member Accounts. Bidder can is removed from an Auction, notice will be
elect to set up a Member Account on the Serv- provided (i) if an online Auction, by a posting on
ice in accordance with the policies set forth on the Service and by email to Bidders who placed
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their Bid on such Lot via the Service and (ii) if the
Auction is an in-person Auction, at the physical
location of the Auction. In such instance of Lot
removal from an Auction, any Bids previously
placed on such Lot prior to its removal from the
Auction shall be cancelled and Julien’s Auctions
will not receive any further Bids on such Lot.

(i) Reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction
are subject to a confidential minimum price
acceptable to the Consignor at which the Lot will
be sold (the “Reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not
obligated to sell the Lot unless the Reserve is met.
A Lot or Lots may be withdrawn from an Auction
if there is no Bid equal to or above the Reserve.

(d) Purchase Obligations. In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered
Bidder with the highest Bid at the close of the
Auction will be obligated to purchase the Lot. By
bidding on any Lot, you agree to purchase the
Lot at the price you have Bid.

During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any
Lot by bidding on behalf of the Consignor and
may bid up to the amount of the Reserve, by
placing successive or consecutive bids for a Lot
or Bids in response to other Bidders. Online sales
may do the same by employing the use of a
starting Bid which will commence bidding at or
below the reserve price agreed to by the
Consignor.

You agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that
Bid is the winning Bid, that you are bound to pay
Julien’s Auctions the winning bid amount for the
Lot. All sales are final and winners cannot cancel. No exceptions will be made. You further
acknowledge and agree that the winning Bid
you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i) additional fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and
Online Service Fee (if applicable) and (ii) additional costs, including taxes, shipping (if
applicable), storage (if applicable) and customs
(if applicable) and that you are obligated to pay
such fees and costs in connection with your
winning Bid.

4. WINNING BIDS.
At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a
Lot will be considered the “Hammer Price” and
the successful Bidder shall be informed by email
(the “Winning Bidder” or the “Purchaser”). The
Winning Bidder is responsible for paying to
Julien’s Auctions the Hammer Price, Buyer’s Premium and all applicable taxes, plus shipping costs
(if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee
(if the Winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the
Service) and any applicable customs and/or
duties (such amounts collectively, the “Total Purchase Price”). Upon conclusion of the Auction,
we will provide the Winning Bidder with an
accounting statement of the Total Purchase Price
by email.

(e) Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for
Bidders to collude, pool, or agree with another
Bidder to pay less than the fair value for Lot(s).
Bidders participating in both live and online
auctions acknowledge that the law provides for (a) Risk of Loss; Release of Lots. Upon estabsubstantial penalties for those who violate these lishment of the Hammer Price for the purchase of
provisions.
the Lot (the “Sale”), the Winning Bidder immediately thereafter assumes full responsibility for all
(f) Disputes Between Bidders. For live risk of loss or damage (including, without limitaauctions the Auctioneer will have final discretion tion, liability for or damage to frames or glass
in the event that any dispute should arise covering prints, paintings, photos, or other works)
between Bidders. The Auctioneer will determine and will immediately pay the Total Purchase Price
the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or re- or such part as Julien’s Auctions may require. All
offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Sales are final. Lots will be released to you (or the
Julien’s Auctions will have final discretion to shipping company, as applicable) upon our
resolve any disputes arising after the sale and in receipt of payment of the Total Purchase Price in
online auctions. If any dispute arises our sale full from you.
record is conclusive.
(b) Buyer’s Premium. Winning Bidder agrees
that in addition to the Hammer Price, the Lot will
(g) Absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will be subject to an additional charge on the Hammer
execute order or absentee bids and accept Price as part of the Total Purchase Price (the
telephone bids as a courtesy to clients who are “Buyer’s Premium”). The Buyer’s Premium is as
unable to attend the live auctions. follows:
Notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00. For
individual Lots with a Hammer Price of up to and
connection with this courtesy.
including one hundred United States Dollars and
(h) Online Bids. Our online auction Service is zero cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” High speed twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents
internet access is required to access the Service ($25.00).
effectively. The Service is subject to limitations, Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and
delays and other problems inherent in the use of including $1,000,000.00. For individual Lots with
the Internet and electronic communications. a Hammer Price of one hundred United States
Julien’s Auctions is not
Dollars and one cent ($100.01) to one million
United States Dollars and zero cents
responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or ($1,000,000.00), a Buyer’s Premium of twenty-five
other damage resulting from such problems. percent (25%) will be added to the Hammer Price.
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Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($150,000). The Winning Bidder would pay a
Buyer’s Premium of 25%, i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States Dollars
($37,500.00) on such Lot.
Lots with a Hammer Price of $1,000,000.01 and
above: a Buyer's Premium of twenty-five percent
(25%) will be added to the Hammer Price up to
$1,000,000.00, and a Buyer's Premium of twenty
percent (20%) will be added to any amount above
$1,000,000.00.
Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is one million, two hundred and fifty thousand United States
Dollars ($1,250,000.00). The Winning Bidder
would pay a total Buyer’s Premium of three hundred thousand United States Dollars
($300,000.00) on such Lot, calculated as follows:
25% of the first $1,000,000.00, i.e. two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($250,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining
$250,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars.
(c) Online Service Fee. For all Lots where the
Winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the Hammer Price
(the “Online Service Fee”) will be added to the
Buyer’s Premium amount detailed immediately
above.
Example: The Hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred and fifty thousand United States Dollars
($250,000.00), with the highest Bid being placed
online via the Service. The Winning Bidder would
pay, in addition to the Buyer’s Premium, an Online
Service Fee of seven thousand five hundred
United States Dollars ($7,500.00).
(d) Taxes. Winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable taxes due in connection with such Lot,
including but not limited to sales tax, use tax and
value-added tax (VAT). All items picked up in California will be charged California state sales tax,
as will all items sent to California residents. All
items sent to New York residents will be charged
New York state sales tax.
(e) Lot Retrieval. All Lots must be removed
from our premises by the Winning Bidder within
thirty (30) calendar days of the conclusion of the
Auction at the Winning Bidder’s own expense.
In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to
pick up your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be made upon payment of the total
Purchase Price for the Lot. Pick-ups are by
appointment only, Monday-Friday between
10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days following your payment of the Total Purchase Price,
the Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of
eight dollars ($8.00) per day or one percent (1%)
of the Total Purchase Price per month, whichever
is greater, will be payable to us by the Winning
Bidder, with a minimum of five hundred dollars
($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the Total

Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed within
sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale, whichever
is greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B) we may
send the Lot to a public warehouse or storage
facility, at Winning Bidder’s sole risk and expense.
If Winning Bidder fails to remove the Lot within
one hundred and eighty (180) days following the
Sale, then, in addition to the Storage Fees,
Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot. All
costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection
with the removal or disposal of any such Lot shall
be paid by Winning Bidder within ten (10) days of
our demand therefor.

the trade and economic sanctions maintained Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the
by the United States treasury Department’s Winning Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction
Office of Foreign Assets Control.
you provided us with a deposit for your Bid
which exceeds the Total Purchase Price, we will
(f) Invoices and Payments. All invoices must return any such excess within thirty (30) busibe paid within ten (10) calendar days after the ness days of the conclusion of the Auction,
close of the Auction.
unless delay is compelled by (A) legal proceedPayments. Julien’s Auctions accepts payment ings, or (B) our inability, through no fault of our
by cashier’s check, personal check, bank wire, own, to transfer title to the Lot or comply with
cryptocurrency, MasterCard, VISA, and any provision of California Civil Code Section
American Express. Winning Bidders who wish 1812.600-1812.609, the California Commercial
to pay by check may do so by making checks Code, the California Code of Civil Procedure, or
payable to: Julien’s Auctions, 8630 Hayden other provision of applicable law.

Shipping. Winning Bidders are responsible for all
costs to ship their items. Shipping is not included
in the Hammer Price of your auction items.
Please review the shipping terms for your items.
Some items may be shipped directly by Julien’s
Auctions, or we may contract with an outside
shipping company (“Shippers”), to ship your Lot
to you. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery
of your Lot to you; delivery time is dependent
upon the size of the Auction, the destination
address of the Lot and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien’s Auctions and
Shippers are not responsible for returned or undeliverable shipments.

Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes
Julien’s Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card
provided at registration for all items purchased
at any Auction that Bidder may participate in, if
not paid in full within ten (10) calendar days after
the close of the Auction. Processing fees for
credit card payments may apply. All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to the
credit card on file unless prior arrangements are
made.

Place, Culver City, CA 90232.

All invoices over five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged
five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
as a deposit to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. A 2% credit card
processing fee is assessed and added to the
total of all invoices five thousand United States
Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have
payment made by credit card.

Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow
for additional time for packaging, shipping and
delivery in the event that 1) federal, state and/or
local governments and municipalities impose
business operating restrictions and/or 2) any
other unforeseen circumstances arise related to
COVID-19 that may affect our ability to prepare
and ship items within our standard timeframes. Lot Rights. In the event Julien’s Auctions has
agreed in writing prior to the auction to provide
Payments Options: We accept payment by payment terms or an extended period of time for
cashier’s check, personal check, bank wire, payment to you, you acknowledge and agree
MasterCard, VISA and American Express.
that you shall have no right, title, or interest in
Credit Card Authorization: All invoices under five and to any property purchased by you until all
thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will amounts owed by you are paid in full.
automatically be charged to the credit card on
file unless prior arrangements are made. All
invoices over five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged
five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
as a deposit to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added to the total
of all invoices five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) or higher which have payment
made by credit card.
International. Julien’s Auctions will provide you
with a customs document detailing the value of
items purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible if there are any delays
in customs. Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all laws and regulations applicable
to the international purchase and shipment of
items. Purchaser understands that the shipment
of Lots internationally is subject to United States
export controls and trade and economic sanctions laws, and agrees to comply with all such
laws and regulations, including the export
Administration regulations maintained by the
United States Department of Commerce, and

If you fail to comply with the terms of the
payment plan or extended payment period,
upon your default, Julien’s Auctions shall have
the unequivocal right, at its sole discretion, to
sell some or all of the property on which you
were the Winning Bidder and to apply the
proceeds toward the balance of any monies
owed by you to Julien’s Auctions. If the monies
received through the sale of the items do not
meet your outstanding obligations, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the right to pursue any and
all remedies available under the law against you
pursuant to the provisions set forth herein. If the
monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the
excess, minus any fees or costs incurred by
Julien’s Auctions in connection with and arising
out of the sale of the properties, shall be
refunded to you.

(g) Defaults; Company’s Remedies.
If
Winning Bidder does not comply with the
conditions herein, such Winning Bidder will be in
default. In addition to any and all other remedies
available to Julien’s Auctions and the Consignor
by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the Winning Bidder
liable for the Total Purchase Price, including all
fees, charges and expenses more fully set forth
herein, we, at our option, may: (a) cancel the
Sale of the subject Lot, or any other lots sold to
the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages
all payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell
the purchased property, whether at public
auction or by private sale; or (c) effect any
combination thereof. In any case, the Purchaser
will be liable for any deficiency, any and all
costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissionson both sales at
our regular rates, legal fees and expenses,
collection fees and incidental damages.
We may, in our sole discretion, apply any
proceeds of sale then due or thereafter
becoming due to the Purchaser from us or any
affiliated company, or any payment made by the
Purchaser to us or any affiliated company, where
or not intended to reduce the Purchaser’s
obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot or
Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts
due to us or any affiliated companies. In
addition, a defaulting Purchaser will be deemed
to have granted and assigned to us and our
affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money
of our owing to such Purchaser in our
possession or in the possession of any of our
affiliated companies and we may retain and
apply such property or money as collateral
security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be
deemed to have been made in full until we have
collected good funds. In the event the
purchaser fails to pay any or all of the Total
Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s Auctions
elects to pay the Consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of
the Consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any
amounts paid to the Consignor, whether at law,
in equity, or under these Auction Terms and
Conditions.

Late Payment Fees. Commencing with the tenth
day following the Sale, payments not received
by Julien’s Auctions will incur a late charge of
one-and-a-half percent (1.5%) per month (or the Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to
highest rate allowable by law, whichever is prohibit defaulting Purchasers from being
lower) on the outstanding Total Purchase Price. approved for registration at future Auctions.
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5. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
(a) Exclusion of Consequential Damages.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL
JULIEN’S AUCTIONS, ITS AFFILIATES, OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS,
OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, PUNITIVE, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR EXEMPLARY
DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION
DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, GOODWILL, USE, DATA OR OTHER INTANGIBLE
LOSSES, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO
THESE AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS,
REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY,
EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. THROUGHOUT THE AUCTION, JULIEN’S AUCTIONS IS NOT
RESPONSIBLE
FOR
THE
CONDUCT
(WHETHER ONLINE OR OFFLINE) OF ANY BIDDER, CONSIGNOR, OR NON-COMPANY
PERSONNEL.
(b) Liability Cap. COMPANY’S MAXIMUM
AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR
RELATING
TO
THIS
AGREEMENT,
REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WILL BE LIMITED TO THE GREATER OF FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS ($500) AND THE TOTAL
PURCHASE PRICE PAID OR PAYABLE BY YOU
TO JULIEN’S AUCTIONS. THE EXISTENCE OF
MORE THAN ONE CLAIM SHALL NOT EXPAND
SUCH LIMIT. THE PARTIES ACKNOWLEDGE
THAT THE FEES AGREED UPON BETWEEN
YOU AND JULIEN’S AUCTIONS ARE BASED IN
PART ON THESE LIMITATIONS and THAT THESE
LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING
ANY FAILURE OF ANY ESSENTIAL PURPOSE
OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY. THE FOREGOING
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL APPLY TO THE
FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW IN THE
APPLICABLE JURISDICTION.
6. INDEMNITY.

medium, provenance, exhibitions, literature or
historical relevance of any property. No oral or
written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, Condition Report, bill of
sale and announcement or elsewhere made by
employees (including affiliated and related
companies) shall be considered a warranty. We
and the Consignor make no representations and
warranties, express or implied, as to whether the
purchaser acquires any Intellectual Property
Rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property. We and the
Consignor are not responsible for errors and
omissions in the catalogue, online listings or any
other supplemental material.
(b) Evaluation; Item Descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to
make the determination of whether a Lot is
suitable for Bid.
(c) Catalogues.
While Julien’s Auctions
customarily produces printed catalogues of all
Lots available for an Auction, such catalogues are
for illustrative purposes only. Descriptions of Lots
therein are not comprehensive and may contain
errors. We do not warrant any aspect of content
in our catalogues other than the Attribution of
Lots.
(d) Condition Reports. Bidders may request a
written report of the Lot’s repair and restoration
history (a “Condition Report”) by emailing
info@juliensauctions.com for a Condition Report.
Other than Attribution, we do not make any
representations or warranties, express or implied,
concerning any content in a Condition Report.
We will customarily provide Condition Reports so
long as we receive a written request from you at
least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the Auction.
You agree that any Condition Report(s) we provide
to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal
purposes only, are to be treated by you with the
same degree of care that you utilize to protect
your own confidential information (provided,
however, that you must at least use reasonable
care) and are not to be disclosed to third parties
unless mandated by law. If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall
be entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its
interest therein, including but not limited to
injunctive relief as well as money damages. These
confidentiality obligations will survive the
conclusion of any Auction.

You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents and
other affiliated companies and the employees,
contractors, agents, officers and directors of
each, from and against any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt
and expenses (including but not limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of any term
of these Auction Terms and Conditions, including
without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the representations and warranties herein; (ii) your
violation of any law, rule or regulation of the United (e) Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United
States Dollars. We may offer certain programs,
States or any other country.
tools and site experiences of particular interest to
7. LOTS.
international users, such as estimated local cur(a) Warranty; Disclaimers. Julien’s Auctions rency conversion and international shipping
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined calculation tools, but these are offered for convenbelow) of property listed in the catalogue or online ience only.
as stated in the Attribution Warranty in Section 8
below. Except for the Attribution Warranty, all 8. ATTRIBUTION WARRANTY.
property is sold “As Is”. We make no warranties, (a) Attribution. “Attribution” is defined by
nor does the Consignor, as to the merchantability Julien’s Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or
or fitness for a particular purpose, the correctness source of origin, as the case may be as stated in
of the catalogue or other description of the the (i) Heading set forth in bold type of a Lot in a
physical condition, size, quality, rarity, importance, live auction catalogue, as amended by any
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statements by the Auctioneer and/or written
salesroom notices and announcements (“Bold
Type Heading”) or (ii) the lot Title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot Heading”) (Bold Type
Heading and Online Lot Heading collectively,
“Headings”).
(b) Attribution Warranty. Subject to the
exclusions below, we make no warranties to
information not contained in Headings. Subject to
the exclusions listed below, Julien’s Auctions
warrants the Attribution of a Lot for a period of
one (1) year from the date of Sale and only to the
original Purchaser on record at the auction. If it is
determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution
is incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse
facility in the same condition in which it was at the
time of Sale. In order to satisfy us that the
“Attribution” of a lot is indeed incorrect we reserve
the right to require the Purchaser to obtain, at the
Purchaser’s expense, the opinion of two experts
in the field, mutually acceptable to Julien’s
Auctions and the Purchaser, before we agree to
rescind the Sale under the warranty. This
warranty is not assignable and applies only to the
original Purchaser on record with Julien’s
Auctions. This warranty does not transfer to any
subsequent owners of any purchased property
(this includes without limitation, heirs, successors,
beneficiaries or assigns).
(c) Remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and
the Total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically
understood that this will be considered the sole
remedy. It is exclusive and in lieu of any other
remedy available as a matter of law, or in equity.
(d) Exclusions. Exclusions will be made and
this warranty does not apply to Attribution which
on the date of sale was in accordance with the
then generally accepted opinion of scholars and
specialists, or the identification of periods or dates
of execution which may be proven inaccurate by
means of scientific processes not generally
accepted for use until after publication of the
catalogue or listing online, or which were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ.
9. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.
Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property rights) in and to the items outlined in this
Section and all derivatives, modifications, or
enhancements thereto. You agree to take any
action reasonably requested by Julien’s Auctions
to evidence, maintain, enforce or defend our Intellectual Property rights. You shall not take any
action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in
any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of
and rights with respect to the items outlined in this
Section. All rights not expressly licensed to you
in these Auction.
(a) Definition. “Intellectual Property Right”
means any patent, copyright, trade or service
mark, trade dress, trade name, database right,
goodwill, logo, trade secret right, or any other
intellectual property right or proprietary

information right, in each case whether registered or unregistered and whether arising in any
jurisdiction, including without limitation all rights
of registrations, applications and renewals
thereof and causes of action for infringement or
misappropriation related to any of the foregoing.

TO YOUR USE OF ANY OF THE SITES TO
BINDING INDIVIDUAL ARBITRATION RATHER
THAN PROCEED IN COURT. THIS PROVISION
ALSO INCLUDES A CLASS ACTION WAIVER,
WHICH MEANS THAT YOU AGREE TO PROCEED WITH ANY DISPUTE INDIVIDUALLY AND
NOT AS PART OF A CLASS ACTION. THIS SEC(b) Content. The Auction, the Service and all TION ALSO INCLUDES A JURY WAIVER.
materials, including, without limitation, software,
images, text, graphics, illustrations, logos, cata- You and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
logues, Condition Reports, patents, trademarks, controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
service marks, copyrights, photographs, audio, between us relating in any way to your use of or
videos and music (the “Content”) and all Intellec- access to the Auction, the Service, any interpretual Property Rights related thereto, are the tation, breach, enforcement, or termination of
exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions and its
these Auction Terms and Conditions, or otherlicensors. Except as explicitly provided herein,
wise relating to Julien’s Auctions in any way
nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to
(collectively, “Covered Matters”) will be resolved
create a license in or under any such Intellectual
Property Rights and you agree not to sell, in accordance with the provisions set forth in this
license, rent, modify, distribute, copy, reproduce, Section 10.
transmit, publicly display, publicly perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative works from
any materials or Content made available to you
by Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing regardless
of form of media. Use of the Content for any
purpose not expressly permitted by these Auction Terms and Conditions is strictly prohibited.

(a) Informal Resolution. If you have any dispute with us, you agree that before taking any
formal action, you will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a brief, written
description of the dispute and your contact information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days
(c) Trademarks. “Julien’s Auctions”, “The to pass, during which we will attempt to reach an
Auction House to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions amicable resolution of your issue.
The Auction House to the Stars” and other logos
and service names are trademarks, registered (b) Applicable Law. The laws of the State of
trademarks or trade dress of Julien Entertain- California and applicable federal law, will govern
ment.com, Inc. Julien’s Auctions trademarks all Covered Matters. California conflicts of law
and trade dress may not be used in connection rules shall apply.
with any product or service that is not ours, in
any manner that is likely to cause confusion (c) Arbitration. Subject only to the optional
among customers, or in any manner that dispar- exceptions in Paragraph 10(e) below, You and
Julien’s Auctions each agree that any and all
ages or discredits Julien’s Auctions.
disputes, claims, or controversies that have
(d) Data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggre- arisen, or may arise, between you and
gate, statistical and sales data related to, derived Julien’s Auctions relating in any way to or
from and concerning its Auctions and reserves arising out of this or previous versions of the
all Intellectual Property Rights to utilize such data Auction Terms and Conditions or the breach,
for its own business purposes.
termination, enforcement, interpretation or
validity thereof, your use of or access to our
(e) Ideas and Comments. You may choose to, services, or any products or services sold,
or we may invite you to, submit comments or
offered, or purchased through Company’s
ideas about our Auctions, including without limservices shall be resolved exclusively through
itation about how to improve our operations, our
final and binding arbitration, rather than in
Service and/or our products (“Ideas”). By submitting any Idea, you agree that your disclosure court. Any claims arising out of, relating to, or
is gratuitous, unsolicited and without restriction connected with these Auction Terms and Condiand will not place Julien’s Auctions under any tions not resolved through Informal Resolution
fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free to pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above must be
disclose the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to asserted individually in a binding arbitration to be
anyone or otherwise use the Ideas without any administered by JAMS in Los Angeles County,
pursuant
to
the
JAMS
additional compensation to you. You acknowl- California
edge that, by acceptance of your Idea Comprehensive Arbitration Rules and ProceBoth parties further agree that the
submission, Julien’s Auctions does not waive dures.
any rights to use similar or related ideas previ- arbitration shall be conducted before a single
ously known to Julien’s Auctions, or developed JAMS arbitrator who is a retired California or fedby its employees, or obtained from sources other eral judge or justice. The arbitrator shall strictly
apply California substantive law and the Califorthan you.
nia Rules of Evidence. BY AGREEING TO
10. DISPUTES.
ARBITRATE, YOU WAIVE ANY RIGHT YOU
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IT HAVE TO A COURT OR JURY TRIAL. The arbiINCLUDES A MANDATORY ARBITRATION trator shall not conduct any form of class or
PROVISION, WHICH MEANS THAT YOU collective arbitration nor join or consolidate
AGREE TO SUBMIT ANY DISPUTE RELATED claims by or for individuals.

The arbitrator and not any federal, state, or local
court or agency, shall have exclusive authority to
resolve any dispute relating to the interpretation,
applicability, enforceability or formation of these
Auction Terms and Conditions, including, any
claimthat all or any part of these Auction Terms
and Conditions is void or voidable or that a particular claim is subject to arbitration. Judgment
on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(d) Award. You agree and acknowledge that in
any award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your
rights and remedies against us or any distributor
of financier or other party related to the Auction
or Service shall be limited to an action at law for
money damages and you hereby waive all other
rights and remedies you may have at law or in
equity (including, without limitation, injunctive
relief, rescission, cancellation and termination of
this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain
the advertisement, promotion, marketing or
exploitation by Julien’s Auctions or any third
party in connection with the Auction and/or any
rights or activities hereunder in any and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now known or
hereafter devised). For matters where the relief
sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision
will include the essential findings and conclusions upon which the arbitrator based the award.
The arbitrator will decide the substance of all
claims in accordance with applicable law, including recognized principles of equity and will honor
all claims of privilege recognized by law. The
arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability”
section as to the types and the amounts of damages for which a party may be held liable. The
arbitrator shall not be bound by rulings in prior
arbitrations involving different users, but is bound
by rulings in prior arbitrations involving the same
Julien’s Auctions user to the extent required by
applicable law. The arbitrator’s award shall be
final and binding and judgment on the award
rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any
court having jurisdiction thereof. THE ARBITRATOR MAY AWARD RELIEF (INCLUDING
MONETARY, INJUNCTIVE and DECLARATORY
RELIEF) ONLY IN FAVOR OF THE INDIVIDUAL
PARTY SEEKING RELIEF AND ONLY TO THE
EXTENT NECESSARY TO PROVIDE RELIEF
NECESSITATED BY THAT PARTY’S INDIVIDUAL
CLAIM(S). ANY RELIEF AWARDED CANNOT
AFFECT OTHER USERS.
(e) Exceptions. There are only two exceptions
in which the parties may elect to seek resolution
outside of Arbitration before JAMS:
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have
in any manner infringed upon or violated or
threatened to violate or infringe any of our Intellectual Property Rights, privacy rights, publicity
rights, or data security, in which case you
acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or
other appropriate relief in any court of competent
jurisdiction, without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above.
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(ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at
the option of the claiming party, be resolved in
small claims court in Los Angeles County, California, if the claim and the parties are within the
jurisdiction of the small claims court and so long
as the matter remains in such court and
advances only on an individual (non-class, nonrepresentative) basis.
(f) Costs of Arbitration. Payment of all filing,
administration and arbitrator fees will be governed by JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in
this agreement to arbitrate. If the value of the
relief sought is $5,000 or less, at your request,
Julien’s Auctions will reimburse you for all filing,
administration and arbitrator fees associated
with the arbitration following the earlier of the
arbitrator’s decision or settlement. In the event
the arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert
in the arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions
is relieved of its obligation to reimburse you for
any fees associated with the arbitration. The
prevailing party shall be entitled to an award of
all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses incurred
by it in connection with the dispute. “Attorneys’
fees and expenses” includes, without limitation,
paralegals’ fees and expenses, attorneys’ consultants’ fees and expenses, expert witness’ fees
and expenses and all other expenses incurred by
the prevailing party or its attorneys in the course
of their representation of the prevailing party in
anticipation of and/or during the course of the litigation, whether or not otherwise recoverable as
“attorneys’ fees” or as “costs” under California
law; and the same may be sought and awarded
in accordance with California procedure as pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’
fees.

exclusive personal jurisdiction of the courts States of America. California conflicts of law
located within Los Angeles County, California for rules shall apply.
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.
(b) Force Majeure. Except for the obligation
to pay money, neither party will be liable for any
(i) Opt-Out. IF YOU ARE A NEW JULIEN’S
AUCTIONS USER, YOU CAN CHOOSE TO failure or delay in its performance under these
REJECT THE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE Auction Terms and Conditions due to any cause
PROVISION (“OPT-OUT”) BY EMAILING US AN beyond its reasonable control, including acts of
OPT-OUT
NOTICE
TO
ARBITRA- war, acts of God, earthquake, flood, weather
TIONOPTOUT@JULIENSAUCTIONS.COM
conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts of ter(“OPT-OUT NOTICE”) OR VIA US MAIL TO: rorism, acts or omissions of vendors or
Julien Entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 Hayden suppliers, equipment failures, sabotage, labor
Place, Culver City, CA 90232. THE OPT-OUT
shortage or dispute, governmental act, failure of
NOTICE MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN
THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THE DATE YOU the Internet or other acts beyond such party’s
ACCEPT THESE TERMS FOR THE FIRST TIME. reasonable control, provided that the delayed
IF YOU ARE NOT A NEW JULIEN’S AUCTIONS party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice of
USER, YOU HAVE UNTIL THIRTY (30) DAYS such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
AFTER THE POSTING OF THE NEW TERMS TO efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay
SUBMIT AN ARBITRATION OPT-OUT NOTICE. in performance.

(j) Procedure. In order to opt-out, you must
email your name, complete address (including
street address, city, state and zip code) and
email address(es) associated with your Member
account(s)
to
which
the
opt-out applies and an unaltered digital image of
a valid driver’s license or valid government
issued photo ID which matches the name on
your account to: arbitrationoptout@juliensauctions.com. This procedure is the only way you
can opt out of the agreement to arbitrate. If you
opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, all other
parts of these Auction Terms and Conditions
and its Disputes Section will continue to apply
to you. Opting out of this agreement to arbitrate
has no effect on any previous, other, or future
arbitration agreements that you may have with
(g) Future Amendments to the Agreement to us.
Arbitrate. Notwithstanding any provision in the
Auction Terms and Conditions to the contrary, (k) WAIVER. BY AGREEING TO THESE AUCyou and we agree that if we make any amend- TION TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU
ment to this agreement to arbitrate in the future, HEREBY IRREVOCABLY WAIVE ANY RIGHT
that amendment shall not apply to any claim that YOU MAY HAVE TO A COURT TRIAL (OTHER
was filed in a legal proceeding against Julien’s THAN SMALL CLAIMS COURT AS PROVIDED
Auctions prior to the effective date of the amend- ABOVE), A JURY TRIAL, OR TO SERVE AS A
ment. The amendment shall apply to all other REPRESENTATIVE, AS A PRIVATE ATTORNEY
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to GENERAL, OR IN ANY OTHER REPRESENTAarbitrate that have arisen or may arise between TIVE CAPACITY, OR TO PARTICIPATE AS A
you and Julien’s Auctions. If you do not agree to MEMBER OF A CLASS OF CLAIMANTS, IN
these amended terms, you may close your ANY LAWSUIT, ARBITRATION OR OTHER PROaccount within thirty (30) days of the posting or CEEDING FILED AGAINST US AND/OR
notification and you will not be bound by the RELATED THIRD PARTIES.
amended terms.
(l) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS AND WAIVER
(h) Judicial Forum for Legal Disputes. Unless OF CLAIMS. REGARDLESS OF ANY STATUTE
you and we agree otherwise, in the event that OR LAW TO THE CONTRARY, ANY CLAIM OR
the agreement to arbitrate above is found not to CAUSE OF ACTION ARISING OUT OF OR
apply to you or to a particular claim or dispute, RELATED TO USE OF THE SITE, SERVICE, OR
either as a result of your decision to opt out of THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE FILED WITHIN
the agreement to arbitrate, as a result of a deci- ONE (1) YEAR AFTER SUCH CLAIM OR CAUSE
sion by the arbitrator or a court order or because OF ACTION ARISES OR IT WILL BE FOREVER
of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e) WAIVED AND BARRED.
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or
dispute that has arisen or may arise between 11. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
you and Julien’s Auctions must be resolved (a) Governing Law. These Auction Terms and
exclusively by a state, federal, or small claims Conditions will be governed by and construed in
court located in Los Angeles County, California. accordance with the laws of the State of CaliforYou and Julien’s Auctions agree to submit to the nia and the applicable federal laws of the United
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(c) Counterparts; Facsimile. These Auction
Terms and Conditions may be executed in any
number of counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of which shall be an original but
all of which together shall constitute one and the
same instrument.
(d) Entire Agreement. These Auction Terms
and Conditions contains the entire understanding of the parties in respect of its subject matter
and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings (oral or written) between the parties
with respect to such subject matter.
(e) Modifications. Any modification, amendment, or addendum to these Auction Terms and
Conditions must be in writing and signed by
both parties.
(f) Assignment. You may not assign these
Auction Terms and Conditions or any of your
rights, obligations, or benefits hereunder, by
operation or law or otherwise, without our prior
written consent.
(g) No Third Party Beneficiaries. The representations, warranties and other terms
contained herein are for the sole benefit of the
parties hereto and their respective successors
and permitted assigns and they shall not be
construed as conferring any rights on any other
persons.
(h) Severability. If any provision of these Auction Terms and Conditions is held by a court or
arbitrator of competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such provision shall be changed by
the court or by the arbitrator and interpreted so
as to best accomplish the objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent allowed by law
and the remaining provisions of these Auction
Terms and Conditions shall remain in full force
and effect.

(i) Notices. Any notice or communication
required or permitted to be given hereunder may
be delivered by hand, deposited with an
overnight courier, sent by email or mailed by
registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for
the other party first written above or at such
other address as may hereafter be furnished in
writing by either party hereto to the other party.
Such notice will be deemed to have been given
as of the date it is delivered, if by personal delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after
being so mailed.

must provide a Handgun Safety Certificate or
obtain one through Little John’s or in conjunction with your local FFL/gun shop if you do not
already possess one. Also, transfer will take
place, following initial importation (which can
take 3 to 6 months) after the 10-day waiting
period and within thirty (30) days after registration, or the lot must be transferred to your local
FFL/gun shop as per your state and/or federal
requirements.

NOTICE (California residents): This firearm can(j) Headings. The headings of the sections of not be transferred to California residents.
these Auction Terms and Conditions are for convenience only and do not form a part hereof and NOTICE (Buyers Outside of UK and U.S.): Buyin no way limit, define, describe, modify, inter- ers outside of the United Kingdom & United
pret or construe its meaning, scope or intent. States, please determine prior to bidding if the
(k) No Waiver. No failure or delay on the part property as described can be owned in your
of either party in exercising any right, power or country and how it can be shipped and/or transremedy under these Auction Terms and Condi- ferred to you from the UK. If you require
tions shall operate as a waiver, nor shall any assistance,
please
e-mail
single or partial exercise of any such right,
info@juliensauctions.com.
power or remedy preclude any other or further
exercise or the exercise of any other right, power
LOT 599: PIERCE BROSNAN "JAMES BOND"
or remedy.
HERO WALTHER P99 PISTOL FROM
(l) Survival. Sections of the Auction Terms TOMORROW NEVER DIES
and Conditions intended by their nature and
content to survive termination of the Auction
NOTICE: This property is currently located in the
Terms and Conditions shall so survive.
United Kingdom and arrangements for fulfill12. SPECIAL LOT CONDITIONS
ment and transfer of property will vary based on
LOT 600: PIERCE BROSNAN "JAMES BOND" the location of the Buyer, and such costs (shipHERO SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10 HB .38 ping, duties, taxes, import fees, transfer fees,
SPECIAL REVOLVER FROM DIE ANOTHER
VAT, and other fees as they may apply) shall be
DAY and
the responsibility of the Buyer post auction.
LOT 594: SEAN CONNERY "JAMES BOND"
HERO WALTHER P5 PISTOL FROM NEVER NOTICE (Buyers within the UK): Buyers that are
SAY NEVER AGAIN
residents living within the United Kingdom,
NOTICE: This property is currently located in the please note as described that the property is
United Kingdom and arrangements for fulfill- De-Activated by The London Proof House and
ment and transfer of property will vary based on "no firearm certificate is required to possess this
the location of the Buyer, and such costs (ship- gun".
ping, duties, taxes, import fees, transfer fees,
VAT, and other fees as they may apply) shall be NOTICE (Buyers within the U.S.): Arrangements
the responsibility of the Buyer post auction.
will be made to transfer the property from the
NOTICE (Buyers within the UK): Buyers that are UK to California in accordance with federal laws
residents living within the United Kingdom, to Little John’s Auction Service, 1740 W. La
please note as described that the property is
Veta, Orange, CA 92868. This process can take
De-Activated by The London Proof House and
"no firearm certificate is required to possess this from 3-6 months. The property can then be
gun".
picked up from this location or shipped to the
buyer anywhere within the U.S.
NOTICE (Buyers within the U.S. except California): Arrangements will be made to transfer the
NOTICE (Buyers Outside of UK and U.S.): Buyproperty from the UK to Little John's Auction
Service in the U.S. The firearm must be regis- ers outside of the United Kingdom & United
tered in accordance with state and federal laws States, please determine prior to bidding if the
through Little John’s Auction Service, 1740 W. property as described can be owned in your
La Veta, Orange, CA 92868. Registration forms
country and how it can be shipped and/or transmust be completed at this location or at your
local FFL/gun shop, and the firearms must be ferred to you. If you require assistance, please
transferred to your local FFL/gun shop. Buyer e-mail info@juliensauctions.com.

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE
AUCTION TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND
AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THEM.
BIDDER
By:
__________________________________________
(signature)
Name:
__________________________________________
(please print)
Date:
__________________________________________

ACKNOWLEDGED BY JULIEN’S AUCTIONS
By:
__________________________________________
(signature)
Name:
__________________________________________
(please print)
Title:
__________________________________________

Date:
__________________________________________
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